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SLAVERY.





SLAVERY.

INTBODUCTION.

The first question to be proposed by a rational being

ii, not what is profitable, but what is Right. Duty must

be primary, prominent, most conspicuous among the

objects of human thought and pursuit. If we cast it

down from its supremacy, if we inquire first for our

mterests, and then for our duties, we shall certainly err.

We can never see the right clearly and fully, but bj

making it our first concern. No judgment can be just

or wise, but that which is built on the conviction of

the paramount worth and importance of duty. This is

the fundamental truth, the supreme law of reason ; and

the mind which does not suut from this, in its inqui-

ries into human afiairs, is doomed to great, perhaps fii-

tal error.

The right is the supreme good, and mcludes all other

goods. In seeking and adhering to it, we secure our

true and only happiness. All prosperity, not founded

on it, is built on sand. If human afiairs are controlled^

as we believe, by Almighty Rectitude and Impartial

Goodnesii then to hope for happiness firom wrong-doing
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b ai imuuie u to seek health and prosperity bj rebell

ing agaimt the kws of nature, by sowing our seed on

the ocean, or making poison our common food. There

is but one unfiguUng good ; and that is, fidelity to the

Everbuting Law written on the heart, and re-written

ind republislied in God*s Word.

Whoever places this faith m the ererksting law of

rectitude must, of course, regard the question of slavery

first and chiefly as a moral question. All other con-

siderations will weigh little with him, compared with its

moral character and moral influences. The following

remarks, therefore, are designed to aid the reader in

forming a just moral judgment of slavery. Great truths,

iialienable rights, everlasting duties, these will form the

x;hief subjects of this discussion. There are times when

the assertion of great principles b the best service t

man can render society. The present b a moment of

bewildering excitement, when men's minds are stormed

and darkened by strong passions and fierce conflicts

;

and abo a moment of absorbing worldliness, when the

moral law b made to bow to expediency, and its high

and strict requirements are denied, or dismissed as meta*

physical abstractions or impracticable theories. At such

^ season, to utter great principles without passion, and

in the spirit of unfeigned and universal good-will, and

to engrave them deeply and durably on men's minds, b
to do more for the world, than to open mines of wealth,

or to frame the most successful schemes of policy.

Of late our country has been convulsed by the quei*

lion of slavery ; and the people, m proportion as they

6ave felt vehemently, have thought superficially, or hard-

ly thought at all ; and we see the results in a singular

frai^ of well-defined principles, b a strange vagueneaa
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and inconsisteoc/ of opinion, and in the pronenesa to

excess which belongs to unsettled minds. The multi-

tude have been called, now to contemplate the horrors

of slavery, and now to shudder at the ruin and blood-

shed which must follow emancipation. The word Mas*

sacre has resounded through the land, striking terror

into strong as well as tender hearts, and awakening in-

dignation against whatever may seem to threaten such

a consummation. The consequence is, that not a few

dread all discussion of the subject, and, if not recon-

ciled to the contmuance of slavery, at least believe that

they have no duty to perform, no testimony to bear, no

influence to exert, no sentiments to cherish and spread,

in relation to this evil. What is still worse, opinions

either favoring or extenuating it are heard with little or

no disapprobation. Concessions are made to it, which

would once have shocked the community ; whilst to as-

sail it is pronounced unwise and perilous. No stronger

reason for a calm exposition of its true character can

be given, than this very state of the public mind. A
community can suffer no greater calami^ than the loss

of its principles. Lofty and pure sentiment is the life

and hope of a people. There was never such an obli-

gation to discuss slavery as at this moment, when recent

events have done much to unsettle and obscure men's

minds in regard to it. This result is to be ascribed

in part to the mjudicious vehemence of those who have

taken into their hands the cause of the slave. 8ucb

ought to remember^ that to espouse a good cause is no*

enough. We must maintain it in a spirit answering to

its dignity. Let no man touch the great interests of

humanity, who does not stnve to sanctify himself for

the work by cleansing his heart of all wrath and uo-
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chariubleness, who cannot hope that he ifl in a measure

oaptized into the spirit of universal love. Even sym-

pathy with the injured and oppressed may do harm, by

being partial, exclusive, and -bitterly indignant. How
far the declension of the spirit of freedom is to be as-

cribed to the cause now suggested, I do not say. The

effect is plain, and whoever sees and laments the evil

lid strive to arrest it.

Slavery ought to be discussed. We ought to think^

(ei^f speak, and write about it. But whatever we do

in regard to it should be done with a deep feeling of

responsibility, and so done as not to put in jeopardy

the peace of the Slave-holding States^ On this point

public opinion has not been and camlot be too strongly

pronounced. Slavery, indeed, from its very nature,

must be a ground of alarm wherever it exists. Slavery

and security can by no device be joined together. But

we may not, must not, by rashness and passion increase

the peril. To instigate the slave to insurrection is a

crime, for which no rebuke and no punishment can bo

too severe. This would be to involve slave and mas-

ter in common ruin./ It is not enough to say, that the

Constitution is violated by any action endangering the

slave-holding portion of our country. A higher law

than the Constitution forbids this unholy interference.

Were our national union dissolved, we ought to repro-

bate, as sternly as we now do, the slightest manifes-

tation of a disposition to stir up a servile war. Still

more, were the Free and the Slave-holding States not

only separated, but engaged m the fiercest hostilities,

the former would deserve the abhorrence of the world

and the mdignation of Heaven, were they to resort to

bsurrection and massacre as means of victory. Better
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were it for uf Co bare our own breasts to the kuife of

tbe slave, tban to arm bim with it against hb master.

It is not by personal, direct action on tbe mind of

tbe slave tbat we can do bim good. Our concern is

witb tbe free. Witb tbe free we are to plead bis cause.

And tbis is peculiarly our duty, becfiuse we have bound

ourselves to resbt bis own efforts for bis emancipation.

We suffer bim to do nothing for himself. The more,

then, should be done for him. Our physical power is

pledged against him in case of revok. Then our moral

power should be exerted for bis reUef. His weakness,

which we increase, gives bim a claim to the only aid

we can afibrd, to our moral sympathy, to the free and

fiuthful exposition of bis wrongs. As men, as Chris-

tians, as citizens, we have duties to the sbive, as well

as to every other member of the community. On tbis

point we have no liberty. The eternal law bbds us to

take the side of the injured ; and this law is peculiarly

obligatory when we forbid him to lift an arm in bis own
defence.

Let it not be said we can do nothing for the slave.

•We can do much. We have a power mightier than

armies, the power of truth, of principle, of virtue, of

right, of rehgion, of love. We have a power, which

is growing with every advance of civilisation, before

which the slave-trade has fallen, which is mitigating

tbe sternest despotisms, which is spreading education

through all ranks of society, which is bearing Chris-

tianity to the ends of the earth, which carries in itself

the pledge of destruction to every institution which de-

bases humanity. Who can measure the power of Cbris-

tian philanthropy, of enlightened goodness, pouring itself

(brth in prayers and persuasions, fit>m tbe press and
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pulpit, from the lips and hearts of devoted men, and

more and more hinding together the wise and good in

the cause of their race ? All odier powers may fail.

This must triumph. It is leagued with God's omnipo-

tence. It is God himself acting in the hearts of his

children. It has an ally in every conscience, in every

numan breast, in the wrong-doer himself. This spirit

bas but begun its work on earth. It is breathing itself

more and more through literature, education, institu*

tions, and opinion. Slavery cannot stand before it.

Great moral principles, pure and generous sentimentSi

cannot be confined to this or that spot. They cannot

ke shut out by territorial lines, or local legislation.

They are divme inspirations, and partake of the omni«

presence of their Author. The deliberate, solemn con-

viction of good men through the world, that shivery is

a grievous wrong to human nature, will make itself felt.

To increase thb moral power b every man's duty. To
embody and express this great truth is m every man's

power ; and thus every man can do something to break

the chain of the slave.

There are not a few persons, who, firom vulgar modes

of thinking, cannot be interested in this subject. Be-

cause the slave is a degraded being, they think slavery

a low topic, and wonder how it can excite the attention

and sympathy of those who can discuss or feel for any

thing else. Now the truth u, that slavery, regarded

only in a philosophical light, is a theme worthy of the

highest minds. It mvolves the gravest questions about

human nature and society. It carries us into the pro*

blems which have exercised for ages the highest un-

derstandings. It calls us to inquire into the foundation,

nature, and extent of human rights, mto the distinctioa
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betweeo a paraoo and a tbiog, into the true relations .of

man to man, into the obligations of the community to

each of its members, into the ground and laws of prop*

erty, and, above all, into the true dignity and indestruc*

tible claims of a moral being. I venture to say, thero

•8 no subject, now agitated by the community, which

oan compare in philosophical dignity with slaveiy ; and

yet to multitudes the question falls under the same con-

tempt with the skve himself. To many, a writer seems

to lower himself who touchy it. The fabely refined,

who want mtellectual foi^ce to grasp it, pronounce it

unworthy of their notice.

But this subject has more than philosophical dignity.

It has an important bearing on character. Our mter-

est in it is one test by which our comprehension of the

distinctive spirit of Christianity must be judged. Chris*

tianity is the manifestation and bculcation of Universal

t^ove. The great teaching of Christianity is, that we
must recognise and respect human nature in all its

forms m the poorest, most ignorant, most fallen. ^We
must look beneath ^' the flesh," to << the spirit." The
spiritual principle in man is what entitles him to our

brotherly regard. To be just to this is the great in*

junction of our religion. To overlook this, on account

of condition or color, is to violate the great Christian

law. We have reason to think that it is one design

of"God, b appomting the vast diversities of human

condition, to put to the test, and to bring out most

distmctly, the principle of spiritual love. It is wisely

ordered, that human nature is not set before us in a

few forms of beauty, magnificence, and outward glory.

To be dazzled and attracted by these would be no sign

of reverence for what is interior and spiritual in huroao
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nature. To lead us to discern and love this, we are

brought into connection with feUow-creatures whose out*

ward circumstances are repulsive. -^^ rp^p^niBA.,niir

own spiritual natiirii^^nd (rnrf** imagft in thflaa hum-

ble~formsVto recopaise as brethrgp thnaa who wapt all

niitwflr3~3Tatinction9 , ia fhe rhiftf wny jn which we are

to manifest the spiri^f Him who ruma to raiaa the

faUen and to save thd.ioat* We see, then, the moral

importance oT the question of slavery. According to

our decision of it, we determine our comprehension of

the Christian law. He who cannot see a brother, a child

of God, a man possessing all the rights of humanity,

under a skin darker than his own, wants the vision of a

Christian. He worships the Outward. The spirit it

' not yet revealed to him. To look unmoved on the

degradation and wrongs of a fellow-creature, because

burned by a fiercer sun, proves us strangers to justice

and love, in those universal forms which characterize

Christianity. The greatest of all distinctions, the only

enduring one, is moral goodness, virtue, religion. Out-

ward distinctions cannot add to the dignity of this.

The wealth of worlds is ''not sufficient for a burnt-

offering " on its altar. A being capable of this is m«

vested by God with solenui claims on his fellow-crea*

tures. To exclude millions of such beings from our

sympathy, because of outward disadvantages, proves,

that in whatever ebe we surpass them, we are not their

luperiors in Christian virtue.

The spirit of Christianity, I have said, is distin-

guished by Universality. It is universal justice. It

respects all the righu of all beings. It suffers no

being, however obscure, to be wronged, without con-

demning the wrong-doer. Impartial, uncompromising,
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fearless, it screeoa no favorites, is dazzled by do power,

spreads its shield over the weakest, summons the might*

iest to its bar, and speaks to the conscience in tones

under which, the mightiest have quailed. It is also uni«

rersal love, comprehending those that are near and those

that are far off, the high' and the low, the rich and poor,

descending to the fallen, and especially binding itself

to those in whom human nature is trampled under foot.

Such is the spirit of Christianity ; and nothing but tha

illumination of this spirit can prepare us to pass judg*

ment on slavery.

These remarks are intended to show the spirit in

which slavery ought to be approached, and the point

of view from which it will be regarded m the present

discussion. My plan may be briefly sketched.

1. I shall show that man cannot be justly held and

used as Property.

2. I shall show that man has sacred rights, the gifts

of God, and inseparable from human nature, of which

slavery is the infraction.

3. I shall offer some explanations, to prevent misap«

plication of these principles.

4. 1 shall unfold the evils of slavery.

5. I shall consider the ^gument which the Scrip*

tures are thought to furnish in favor of slavery.

6. I shall offer some remarks on the means of re*

moving it.

7. I shall offer some remarks on abolitionism.

8. I shall conclude with a few reflections on tl.e du-

ties belonging to the times.

Li the first two sections, I propose to show that sla^

very is a great wron^, but I do not intend to pass «en«
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fence ou the character of the slave-holder. These two

subjects are distinct. Men are not always to be inter-

preted bjr their acts or institutions. The same acts

in different circumstances admit| and even require, very

different constructions. I offer this remark that the

subject may be approached without prejudice or per-

sonal reference. The sb^e object is to setde great

principles. Their bearing on individuab will be a sub-

ject of dbtinct consideration.
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CHAPTEH I.

PROPERTY.

Thb slave-holder claims the slave as his Properly.

The yoY idea of a slave is, tliat he belongs to aoother,

that he is bound to live and labor for another, to be

another's instrument, and to make another's will his

habitual law, however adverse to his own. Another

owns him, and, of course, has a right to his time and

strength, a right to the fruits of his kbor, a right to task

him without his consent, and to determine the kind and

duration of his toil, a right to confine him to any bounds,

t right to extort die required work by stripes, a right, in

a word, to use him as a tool, without contract, againsu

his will, and in denial of his right to dispose of himself,

or to use his power for his own good. '' A slave," says

the Louisiana code, '* is in the power of the master to

whom he belongs. The master may sell him, dispose

of his person, his industry, his labor ; he can do noth-

ing, possess nothing, nor acquire any thing, but which

must belong to his niaster." *' Slaves shall be deemed,

taken, reputed, and adjudged," say the South-Carolina

laws, *Ho be chatteb personal in the hands of their mas-

ters, an 1 possessions to all intents and purposes whatso-

•ver." Such is slavery, a claim to man as property.

Now this claim of property in a human being b alto-
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gether false, xroundlesi. No such right of man in man

»,an exist. ' A human heing cannot be justly owned.

To hold and treat him as property is to inflict a great

wrong, to incur the guilt of oppressto^

This position there is a difficulty in maintaining, oo

account of its exceeding obviousness. It is too plain

for proof To defend it is like trying to confirm &

self-evident truth. ^- To find arguments is not easy, be-

cause an argument is something clearer than the propo*

sition to be sustained. The man who, on hearing the

chum to property in man, does not see and feel distinct

ly that it is a cruel usurpation, is hardly to be reached

by reasoning, for it is hard to find any plainer principles

than what he begins with denying. I will endeavouTi

however, to illustrate the truth which I have stated.

1. It is pbin, that, if one man may be held as pro

perty, then every other man may be so held. If there

be nothing in human nature, in our common nature,

which excludes and forbids the conversion of him who
possesses it into an article of property ; if the right

of the free to liberty is founded, not on their essential

attributes as rational and moral beings, but on certain

adventitious, accidental circumstances, into which they

have been thrown ; then every human being, by a change

of circumstances, may Justly be held and treated by

another as property. If one man may be rightfully

reduced to slavery, then there is not a huqnan being on

whom the same chain may not be imposed* ^ Now let

eve./ reader ask himself this plain question : Could I|

can I, be rightfully seized, and made an article of prop-

erty; be made a passive instrument of another's will

and pleasiu-e ; be subjected to another^s irres|K>nsiblt
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power ; be fubjected to stripes at another's will ; be

denied the control and use of my own limbs and (acul*

ties for my own good ? Does any man, so questioned,

doubt, waver, look about him for an answer ? Is not

tlie reply given innmediately, intuitively, by his whcle

inward being ? Does not an unhesitating, unerring con-

viction spring up in my breast, that no other man can

acquire such a right m myself? Do we not repel^

mdignantly and with horror, the thought of being re-

duced to the condition of tools and chattels to a fellow-

creature ? Is there any moral truth more deeply rooted

in us, than that such a degradation would be an infinito

wrong ? And, if this impression be a delusion, on what

single moral conviction can we rely ? This deep as«

surance, that we cannot be rightfully made another's

property, does not rest on the hue of our skins, or the

plaoe of our birth, or our strength, or wealth. These

things do not enter our thoughts. The consciousness

of indestructible rights is a part of our moral being.

The consciousness of our humanity involves the per-

suasion, that we cannot be owned as a tree or a brute.

As men, we cannot justly be made slaves. Then no

man can be rightfully enslaved. In casting the yoke

from ourselves as an unspeakable wrong, we condemn

ourselves as wrong-doers and oppressors in laying it

on any who share our nature.— It b not necessary to

inquire whether a man, by extreme guilt, may not for-

feit the rights of his nature, and be justly punished with

slavery. On tliis point crude notions prevail. But

the discussion would be foreign to the present subject*

We are now not speaking of criminab. We speak of

nnocent men, who have given us no hold on them bjr

guilt ; and our own consciousnesi> b a proof that audi
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cannot rightfully be leized u properqr by feUow*

cTMture.

2* A man cannot % aett^ and held A property,

because he has Rights .What these righte are, whether

few or many, or -wliether all men have the san^e, are

questions for future discussion. AU that is assumed

now is, that every human being has tom$ rights. This

truth cannot be denied, but by denying to a portion of

the race that moral nature which is the sure and only

foundation of rights. This truth has never, I believe,

been disputed. It is even recognised in the very codes

of shive legislation, which, while they strip a man of

liberty, affirm his right to life, and threaten his murder-

er with punisliment. Now, I say, a being having rights

cannot justly be made property ^ (or this ^ajm over him

virtually annuls all his rights, tl «(r^liua^or«ll-pow-

er to assert them. It makes it a crime tOJBissert them.

l*he very essence of slavery is, to put a man defence-

less into the hands of another. The right claimed by

the master, to task, to force, to imprison, to whip, and

to punish the slave, at discretion, and especiaUy to pre-

vent the least resistance to his will, is a virtual denial

and subversion of all the rights of the victim of his pow-

er. The two cannot stand together. Can we doubt

which of tliem ought to fall ?

3. Another argiimfinf against property it to be found

in the £ssefitral Equality of men. I know That 4his

doctr^, so venerable in ^ eyes of our fathers, has

lately been denied. Verbal logicians, have told us that

men are **bom equal *' only in the sense of being equal-

ly k>om. They have asked whether all are equally tall|



Strong, or beautiful ; or whether nature, Procrustes-like,

reduces all her children to one standard of intellect and

virtue. By such arguments it is attempted to set aside

the principle of equaUty, on which the soundest mor-

alists have reared the structure of social duty ; and in

those ways the old foundations of despotic power, which

our fathers in their simplicity thought they had subvert*

e4»-ftre laid again by their sons.

It is freely granted, that there are innumerable di-

versities among men ; but be it remembered, they are

ordained to i^nd men together, and not to subdue one

to the otheg I Ordained to give means and occasions of

mutual aid, and to carry forward each and all, so that

the good of all is equally intended in this distribution

of various gifts. Be it abo remembered, that these

diversities among men are as nothing in comparison

with the attributes in which they agree ; and it b this

which constitutes their essential equality. All men have

the same rational nature and the same power of con-

science, and all are equally made for indefinite improve-

ment of these divine faculties, and for the happiness to

be found in their virtuous use. Who, that comprehends

these gifts, does not see that the diversities of the race

vanish before them ? Let it be added, that the natural

advantages, which distinguish one man from another,

are so bestowed as to counterbalance one another, and

bestowed without regard to rank or condition in life.

Whoever surpasses in one endowment is inferior in oth«

era. Even genius, the greatest gift, is found in union

with strange infirmities, and often places its posbosson

below ordinary men in the conduct of Ufe. Great leann

ing is often put to shame by the mother-wit and keeo

good sense of uneducated men. Nature, indeed, pays



no heed to birth or conditioii in bestowing her favors.

The noblest spirits sometimes grow up in the obscur*

est spheres. Thus equal are men; find among these

equals, who can substantiate hb cUim to make others his

property, his tools, the mere instruments of his private

interest and gratification ? Let this claim begin, and

where will it stop ? If one majr assert it, why not all ?

Among these partakers of the same rational and moral

nature, who can make good a right over others, which

others may not establish over himself? Does he insist

on superior strength of body or mind ? Who of us has

no superior in one or the other of these endowments ?

Is it sure that the slave or the slave's child may not

surpass his master in intellectual energy, or in moral

worth ? Has nature conferred distinctions, which tell

us plainly who shall be owners and who be owned ?

Who of us can unblushingly hft his head and say, that

God has written *^ Master" there? or who can show

the word '^ Slave " engraven on his brother's brow ?

The equality of nature makes slavery a wrong. Na-

ture's seal is affixed to no instrument by which property

in a single human being is conveyed.

4. That a human being cannot be justly held and

used as property, is apparent from the very nature of

property. Property is an exclusive right. It shuts out

all claim but that of the possessor. What one man
owns, cannot belong to another. What, then, is the

consequence of holding a human being as property ?

Plainly this. He can have no right to himself. His

limbs are, in trutH, uui njorally his own. He has not a

right to his own strength. It belongs to another. His

will, intellect, and muscles, all the powers of bodv and
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uiind which are exercised m kbor, he if bound to re*

gard as another'!. Now, if there be property in any

thing, it if that of a man in his own person, mind, and

strength. AU other rights are weak, unmeaning, com*

pared with this, and, in denying this, all right is denied.

It is true, that an individual may forfeit by cruue his

right to the use of his limbs, perhaps to his limbs, and

even to life. But the very idea of forfeiture implies,

'

that the right was originally possessed. It b true, thai

a man may by contract give to another a limited liffu

to his strength. But he gives only because he possesses

it, and gives it for considerations which he deems bene

ficial to himself ; and the right conferred ceases at once

on violation of the conditions on which it was bestowed

To deny the right of a human being to himself, to his

own limbs and (acuities, to his energy of body and mind,

u an absurdity too gross to be confuted by any thing

but a simple statement. Yet this absurdity is involved

in the idea of his belonging to anotbei •

6. We have a plain recognition of the principle now

laid down, in the universal indignation excited towards

a man who makes another his slave. Our laws know

no higher crime than that of reducing a man to shiveiy.

To steal or to buy an African on bis own shores, is

piracy. In this act the greatest wrong is mflicted, the

most sacred right violated. But if a human being can-

not without in6nite injustice be seised as property, then

lie cannot without. equal wrong be held and used as

such The wrong in the first seizure lies in the deslH

nation of a human being to future bondage, to the crim-

inal use of him as a chattel or brute. Can that very use,

which makes the original seizure an enormous wrongi
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become gradually inooceot ? If the slave receive inju-

ry without measure at the first moment of the outragei

is he less injured by being held fast, the second or the

third ? Does the duration of wrong, the increase of it

by continuance, convert it into right ? It is true, in

many cases, that length of possession is considered ai

giving a right, where the goods were acquired by un-

lawful means. But in these cases, the goods were such

as might jusdy be appropriated to individual use. They

were intended by the Creator to be owned. They fulfil

their purpose by passing into the hands of an exclusive

possessor. It is essential to rightful property in a thing,

that the thing from its nature may be rightfully appro •

priated. If it cannot originally be made one's own with-

out crime, it certainly cannot be continued as such with

out guilt. Now the ground, on which the seizure of the

African on his own shore is condemned, is, that he is a

man, who has by his nature a right to be fi-ee. Ought

not, then, the same condemnation to light on the con-

tinuance of his yoke ? Still more. Whence is it, that

length of possession is considered by the laws as con-

ferring a right ? I answer, from the difficulty of deter-

mining the original proprietor, and from the apprehen

sion of unsettling all property by carrying back inquiry

beyond a certain time. Suppose, however, an article

of property to be of such a nature that it could bear the

name of the true original owner stamped on it in bright

and indelible characters. In this case, the whole ground,

on which length of possession bars other claims, would

fiul. The proprietor would not be concealed, or ren-

dered doubtful by the lapse of time. Would not he,

who should receive such an article from a robber or a

succession of robbers, be involved in their guilt ? Now
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the true owner of a human being is made manifest to

all. It is Himself. No brand on the slave was ever so

conspicuous as the mark of property which God has

set on him. God, in making him a rational and moral

being, has put a glorious stamp on him, which all the

slave legislation and slave-markets of worlds cannot ef-

face. Hence^ no right accrues to the master from the

length of the wrong which has been done to the slave.

6. ASMtber arj^iment againsl ihe right of property

in man^ ^snay h0 dflt^jwo from a very ohvioiis principle of

moral science. It is^ a plain truth, universally received,

that every rlghi supposes or involves a corresponding

obhgation. If, then, a man has a right to another's

person or powers, the latter b under obligation to give

himself up as a chattel to the former. This is his duty.

He is bound to be a slave ; and bound not merely by

the Christian bw, which enjoins submission to injury,

not merely by prudential conWierations, or by the claims

of public order and peace f^hhf boft'wi becaose another

has a right of ownership^ has § spkita} chkoMLMsh ^
that he jtvould be guiky of disheecaty^ df ml^b^^ry^ in

withdrawing himirlf from this oiiiorU aerioce. It is bis

duty to work for his master, though alhx^ompulsion were

withdrawn ; and in deserting him he would commit the

crime of taking away another man's property, as truly

as if he were to carry off his owner's purse. Now do

we not instantly feel, can we help feeUng, that tins is

falue ? Is the slave thus morally bound ? When the

African was first brought to these shores, would he have

violated a solemn obligation by sUpping his chain, and

flying back to his native home ? Would he not have

peen bound to seize the precious opportunity of escape I
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If the slave under t moral obligation to confine himself,

hia wife, and children, to a spot where their union m a

moment may be forcibly dissolved ? . Ought he not, if

be can, to place himself and his family under the guar-

dianship of equal laws ? Should we blame him for leav-

ing his yoke ? Do we not feel, that, in the same con-

dition, a sense of duty would quicken our flying steps ?

Where, then, is the obligation which would necessarily

be imposed, if the right existed which the master claims ?

The absence of obligation proves the want of the right.

The claim is groundless. It is a cruel wrong.

7. I come now to what is to my own mind the great

argument against seizing and using a man as property.

H» cannot be property in the sight of God and justice,

because^ 3 v flimDadt, M«fal, Immortal i^ng^; be-

cause -created in God'^Jmage^ -and therefore in the high-

est sense his child ; because created to unfold godlike

iirciitties, ami to govern himseOy a Diiifie Law written

on*^ nis hearty and republished in God's WoilL. His

whole nature forbids that ne should be seized as prop-

erty Efom Bis very nature Icfbltows, that bo to seize

him ic t» -offer 4r imyk W bi» Maker, and to inflict

aggravated social wrong. Into every human being God
has breailied an immortal spirit, more precious than the

whole outward creation. No earthly or celestial lan-

guage can exaggerate the worth of a human being. No
matter bow obscure his condition. Thought, Reason,

Conscience, the capacity of Virtue, the capacity of

Christian Love, an immortal Destiny, an intimate moral

connection with God,—here are attributes of our com-

mon human ty which reduce to insigni6cance all out-

ward distinctions, and make every human being iin-
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ipeakably dear to his Maker. No matter hiw ignorant

be may be. Tbe capacity of Improvement allies bim

» tbe more instructed of bis race, and places witbin

bis reacb tbe knowledge and bappiness of bigher worlds.

Every buman being bas in bim tbe germ of tbe greatest

idea in tbe universe, tbe idea of God ; and to unfold

tbis is tbe end of bis existence. Every buman being

bas in bis breast tbe elements of tbat Divine, Everlast-

ing Law, wbicb tbe bigbest orders of tbe creation obey.

Jie bas tbe idea of Duty ; and to unfold, revere, obey

tbis, is tbe very purpose for wbicb life was given.

Every buman bein^ bas tbe idea of what is meant by

tbat word, Trutb ; tbat is, be sees, bowever dimly, tbe

great object of Divine and created intelligence, and b
capable of ever-enlarging perceptions of trutb. Every

buman being bas affections, wbicb may be purified and

expanded into a Sublime Love. He bas, too, tbe idea

of Happiness, and a tbirst for it wbicb cannot be ap-

peased. Sucb is our nature. Wberever we see t

man, we see tbe possessor of tbese great capacities.

Did God make sucb a being to be owned as a tree or

a brute ? How pkinly was be made to exercise, un*

fold, improve bb bigbest powers, made for a moral,

spiritual good ! and bow is be wronged, and bis Crea-

tor opposed, when be is forced and broken into a tool

to another's physical enjoyment I

Sucb a being was pUinly made for an End in Him-
self. He is a Person, not a-Thing. Hfi^isan End,

not a mere Jflainimftnt or Means4. He was made for

his own virtue and happiness. Is this end reconcilable

with bis being held and used as a chattel ? The sac-

rifice of sucb a being to another's will, to another's

present, outward, ill-comprehended good, b tbe greatest
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violence which can be offered to any creature of God.

It is to degrade him from his rank in the universe, to

make him a means, not an end, to cast him out from

God's spiritual family mto the brutal herd.

Such a being was plainly made to obey a Law within

Himself. This is the essence of a moral being. He
possesses, as a part of his nature, and the most essentia]

part, a sense of Duty, which he b to reverence and

follow, in opposition to all pleasure or pain, to all in«

terfering human wills. The great purpose of all good

education and discipline is, to make a man Master of

Himself, to excite him to act from a prmciple in his own

mind, to lead him to propose his own perfection as hit

supreme law and end. And is this highest purpose of

man's nature to be reconciled with entire subjection to

a foreign will, to an outward, overwhelming force, which

is satisfied with nothing but complete submission ?

Tho end of such a bebg as we have described, b,

manifostly. Improvement. Now it is the fundamental

law of our nature, that all our powers are to improve

by free exertion. Action is the indispensable condition

of progress to the intellect, conscience, and heart. Is

it not plain, then, that a human being cannot, without

wrong, be owned by another, who claims, as proprietor,

the right to repress the powers of his slaves, to with

hold from them the means of developement, to keep

them within the limits which are necessary to content

ment in chains, to shut out every ray of light and every

generous sentiment, which may interfere with entire sub-

jection to his will ?

No man, who seriously considers what human nature

b, and what it was made for, can think of setting up a

claim to a fellow-creature. What * own a spiritual being
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t being made to know and adore God, and who it to

outlive the aun and stars ! What ! chain to out lowest

uses a being made for truth and virtue 1 convert into

a brute instrument that intelligent nature, on which the

idea of Duty has dawned, and which is a nobler type

of God than all outward creation ! Should we not deem

it a wrong which no punishment could expiate, were

one of our children seized as property, and driven by

the whip to toil ? And shall God's child, dearer to

him than an only son to a human parent, be thus de-

graded f Every thing else may be owned in the uni*

verse ; but a moral, rational being cannot be property.

Suns and stars may be owned, but not the lowest spirit.

•Touch any thing but this. Lay not your hand on God'a

rational o&pring. The whole spiritual world cries out,

Forbear ! The highest intelligences recognise their own

nature, their own rights, in the humblest human beuig.

By that priceless, immortal spirit which dwells in him,

by that likeness of God which he wears, tread him not

in the dust, confound him not with the brute.

We have thus seen, that a human being cannot right*

fully be held and used as property. No legislation, not

tliat of ail countries or worlds, could make him so. Let

this be laid down, as a 6rst, fundamental truth. Let

us hold it fast, as a most sacred, precious truth. Let

us hold it fast against all customs, all laws, all rank,

wealth, and power.' Let it be armed with the whole

tulhority of the civilized and Christian world.

I have taken it for granted that no reader would be

so wanting in moral discrimination and moral feeling,

as to urge, that men may rightfully be seized and held

ts pioperty, because various governments have so or-
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dained. What ! is human legislation the measura of

right ? Are God's laws to be repealed by man's ? Caa

government do no wrong ? To what a mournful ex-

tent is the history of human governments a record of

wrongs I How much does the progress of civilization

consist in the substitution of just and humane, for bar*

barous and oppressive laws ! The individual, indeed,

is never authorised to oppose physical force to unrigh-

teous ordinances of government, as long as the commu-

nity choose to sustain them. But criminal legislation

ought to be freely and earnestly exposed. Injustice

is never so terrible, and never so corrupting, as when

armed with the sanctions of law. The authority, of

government, instead of being a reason for silence under

wrongs, is a reason for protesting against wrong with

the undivided energy of argument, entrea^, and solemi

admooition.
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CHAPTER II

RIGHTS.

I now proceed to the second division of the subject.

I smio liliuwi tlist maft liaa'sacied RIfelits, ihe gifts of

Gody-^aiulJnseparabl^ from human n«Iui9r~wliich ufii

violated b^_8laKfiry» Some important principles, which

oelong to this head, were necessarily anticipated un«

der the preceding ; but they need a fuller exposition.

The whole subject of Rights needs to be reconsidered.

Speculations and reasonings about it have lately been

given to the public, not only false, but dangerous to free*

dom, and there is a strong tendency to injurious viewf.

Rights are made to depend on circumstances, so that

pretences may easily be made or created for violating

them successively, till none shall remain. Human rights

have been represented as so modified and circumscribed

by men's entrance into the social state, that only the

shadows of them are left. They have been spoken of

as absorbed in the public good ; so that a man may ba

innocently enslaved, if the public good shall so require.

Tp meet fully all these errors, for such I hold them,

a larger work than the present is required. The natum

of man, his relations to the sute, the limits of civil

government, the elements of the public good, and tht

degree to which the individual roust be surrendered 10
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ihis good, these are the topics which the present suhject

BiFolves. I cannot enter into them particularly, but

shaU lay down what seem to me the great and true prin-

ciples in regard to them. I shall show, that man has

rights from his very nature, not the gifts of society, but

of God ; that they are not surrendered on entering the

social state; that they must not be taken away under

the plea of public good ; that the Individual is never to

be sacrificed to the Community ; that the idea of Rights

ia to prevail above all the interests of the state.

Man has rights by nature. The disposition of some

to fUnfte'aBSllttul llglllb, a»«if all rights were uncertain,

mutable, and conceded by society, shows a lamentable

ignorance of human nature. Whoever understands this

must see in it an ipmiovable foundation of rights. These

are gifts of the Creator, bound up indissolubly with our

moral constitution. In the order of things, they precede

society, lie at its foundation, constitute man's capacity

for it, and are the great objects of social institutions.

The consciousness of rights is not a creation of human

Art, a conventional sentiment, but essential to and insep-

arable from the human soul.

Man's rights belong to him as a Moral Being, as

rapahlft ^( pprr?Mng [Bfthil difilinttflttlin
i
~Tm-iTnhj(irt of

moraLnhligatiof^—Al soon as he becomes conscious of

Duty, a kindred consciousness springs up, that he hat

a Right to do what the sense of duty enjoins, and that

no foreign will or power can obstruct his moral action

without crime. He feels, that the sense of duty wai

given to him as a Law, that it makes him responsible

for himself, that to exercise, unfold, and obey it is the

end of his being, and that he has a right to exercise and

obey it without hindrance or opposition. A conscioua-
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nest of dignity, however obscure, belongs also to this

divine principle ; and, though he may want words to do

justice to his thoughts, he feels that he has that within

him which makes him essentially equal to all around

him.

The sense of duty is the fountain of human rights.

In other words, the same mward principle, which teach-

es the former, bears wimess to the latter. Duties and

llights'^'ntesl^gtand or fall together. It has been too

common to oppose them to one another ; but they are

indissolubly joined together. That same inward prin-

ciple, which teach^iAiiuui^'What heir bound -iouiQ^ia

others, teaches equally, and at the same instant, whac

othefsariTbound to do to him* That same voice, which

fArhjria him {q jnjiif^ | gmgiiy fel|Q]K:Cj:fiatu£e«- iorhidfl

every f«Hf*iir.rrf^g|n|'g to^do him harm. His conscience,

in revealing the moral law, does not reveal a law for

himself only, but speaks as a Universal Legislator. He
has an intuitive conviction, that the obligations of this

divine code press on others as truly as on himself. That

principle, which teaches him that he sustains the rela-

tion of brotherhood to all human beings, teaches him

that this relation is reciprocal, that it gives indestructible

claims, as well as imposes solemn duties, and that what

he owes to the members of this vast family, they owe
to him in return. Thus the moral nature involves rights.

These enter into its very essence. They are taught by

the very voice which enjoins duty. Accordingly thitre

is no deeper principle in human nature, than the coa

sciousness of rights. So profound, so ineradicable ia

this sentiment, that the oppressions of ages have no

where wholly stifled it.

Having shown the foundation of human rights id bii*
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OMD nature, it may be asked what tliey are. Perhaps

they do not admit very accurate definition, any more than

human duties ; for the Spiritual cannot be weighed and

measured like the Material. Perhaps a minute criticism

may find fault with the most guarded exposition of

them ; but they may easily be stated in language which

the unsophisticated mind will recognise as the truth.-

Volumes could not do justice to them ; and yet, per*

haps they may be comprehended in one sentence. They

may all be comprised in the right, which belongs to

every rational being, to exercise his powers for the pro-

rootien-oC^^isown and otbero^^^Haj^j^ess and Virtue.

These are the great purix>se8 of his existence. For

these hif powers weie given, and U) Iht^eTe is bound to

devote them. He is bound to make himself and others

better and happier, according to his ability. His ability

for this work is a sacred trust from God, the greatest of

all trusts. He must answer for the waste or abuse of it.

He consequently suffers an unspeakable wrong, when

itripped of it by others, or forbidden to employ it for

the ends for which it is given ; when the powers, which

God has given for such generous uses, are impaired or

destroyed by others, or the means for their action and

growth are forcibly withheldJ As evfiquiuuaaQjbeing is

bound to employhis facultie/'iorhi^ownand others'

good, there is aajobligatlon on each to leave all free

(or the accomplishment oTlbis^ endJ and whoever re*

tpects this obligation, whoever uses his own, without

invading others' powers, or obstructbg others* duties,

has a sacred, indefeasible right to be unassailed, unob-

structed, unharmed by aU with whom he may be con-

aected. Here is the grand, all-comprehending right of

human nature. Every man should revere it, should
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utert It for himself and for all, and should bear solemn

testimony against every infraction of it, by wbomsoeva
made or endured.

Having considered the great fundamental right ol

human nature, particular rights may easily be deduced.

Cvery man has a right to exercise and invigorate his in*

tellect oiLlhfi power ol knowledge, for ^nnwfa?*^ is th^

essential condition^of nnrm nfu l oftort fnr rvriy £ocid

;

and whoever obstructs rtf-qufinghes the intellectual life

in another, inflicts a grievous and inseparable wrong.

Every roan has "iT ngm toinquire into nis duty, and to

conform himself to what he learns of it. Evervinaii

has a rifihttQiifift the meani yiven by God yid_^ gftiM*.

Voned hy-virtaejibr~%ettecingJiis_c^ndition. H«» has

a right to be respected according to his moral worth

;

a right to be regarded as a member of the community

to whirh Ka hftlpngst '"'^ ^" H [H-otected by impartial

laws ; and a right to be exempted from coercion, stripes,

and punjsl^ent2_a&_jQii^ as he respects the rights of

others. He has a right to an equivaiennoThis labor.

He has a right to stistain domestic relationsTlor dis-

charge their duties, and td^eBjuy ihr hnppinoia whick

flows from fldelity in these and other domestic relations.

6uch are a few of humaq rights ; and if so, what a

grie^dD8~wrong is slavery y
Pcriiaps nuiluug has d6ne more to impair the sense

of the reality and sacredness of human rights, and to

lanction oppression, than loose ideas as to the change

made u man's natural rights by his entrance into civil

society. It is commonly said, that men part with a por-

tion of these by becoming a community, a body politic ;

that government consists of powers surrendered by the

individual ; and it u said, *< If certain rights and powen
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nmj be surrendered, why not others ? wbj not all ? what

limit is to be set ? The good of the conununity, to

which a part is given up, may demand the whole ; and

this good, all private rights are merged.*' This is

the logic of despotism. We are grieved that it finds

its way into republics, and that it sets down the great

principles of freedom as abstractions and metaphysical

theories, good enough for the cloister, but too refined

lor practical and real life.

Human rights, however, are not to be so reasoned

away. They belong, as we have seen, to man as a

oMNral being, and nothing can divest him of them but

the destruction of his nature. They are norto be given

op to society as a prey. On the contrary, the great

end of civil society is to secure them. JThe great end

of government is to repress all wnrng. its highest

fimction is to protect the weak against the powerful,

so that the obscurest human being may enjoy his rights

in peace. Strange that an mstitution, built on the idea

of Rights, should be used to unsettle this idea, to con*

fuse our moral perceptions, to sanctify wrongs as means

•f general good !

It is said, that, in forming civil society, the individ*

ual surrenders a part of his rights. It would be more

proper to say, that he adopts new modes of securing

them. He consents, for example, to desist from self-

defence, that be and all may be more eifectually de-

fended by the public force. He consents to submit

his cause to an umpire or tribunal, that justice may

be more impartially awarded, and that he and all may
more certainly receive their due. He consents to part

with a portion of his property in taxation, that his own
and others' property may be the more secure. He
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aibmitf to certaiD restraints, that be and others roaj

enjoy more enduring iireedom. He expects an equiva-

lent ibr what be rebnquisbes, and insists on it as bis

rigbt« He is wronged by partial laws, wbicb compd

biin to contribute to tbe state beyond bis proportion,

bis ability, and tbe measure of benefits wbicb be re-

ceives. How absurd is it to suppose, that, by consent-

ing to be protected by tbe state, and by yielding it tbe

means, be surrenders tbe very righu wbicb were tbe

objects of bis accession to tbe social compact f

Tbe autbority of tbe state to impose laws on its

members I cbeerfully allow ; but tbis bas limits, wbicb

are found to be more and more narrow in proportion

to tbe progress of moral science. Tbe state is equally

restrained witb individuals by tbe Moral Law. For

example, it may not, must not, on any account, put an

innocent man to deatb, or require of bim a dishonor

able or criminal service. It may demand allegiance,

but only on tbe ground of tbe protection it affords. I

may levy taxes, but only because it takes all property

and all interesu under its sbield. It may pass kws,

but only impartial ones, framed for tbe wbole, and not

for tbe few. It must not seize, by a special act, tbe

property of tbe bumblest individual, without making him

an equivalent. It must regard every man, over whom
it extends its authority, as a vital part of itself, as en-

titled to its care and to its provisions for Uberty and

happiness. If, in an emergency, its safety, which is

the interest of each and all, may demand the imposition

of peculiar restraints on one or many, it is bound to

limit these restrictions to tbe precise point which its

safety prescribes, to remove the necessity of them as

far and as fast as possible, to compensate by pepuliai
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protection such ai it deprives of the ordinaiy meant of

protecting themselves, and,* in general, to respect and

provide for liberty in the very acts which for a time

restrain it. The idea of Rights should be fundamental

and supreme in civil institutions. Government become

a nuisance and scourge, in proportion as it sacrifices

these to the many or the few. Government, I repeat

k^ is equally bound with the individual by the Moral

Law. The ideas of Justice and Rectitude, of what ia

due to man from his fellow-creatures, of the claims of

every moral being, are far deeper and more primitive

than Civil Polity. Government, far from originating

them, owes to them its strength. Right is older than

human law. Law ought to be its voice. It should be

built on, and should correspond to, the principle of jus*

tice in the human breast, and its weakness is owing to

nothing more than to its clashing with our indestructible

moral convictions.

That government is most perfect, m which Policy

b-most entirely subjected to Justice, or in which the

supreme and constant aim is to secure the rights of

every human being. This is the beautiful idea of a free

government, and no government is free but in propor-

tion as it realizes this. Liberty must not be confounded

with popular institutions. A representative government

may be as despotic as an absolute monarchy. In as far

as it tramples on the rights, whether of many or one, k

b a despotism. The sovereign power, whether wielded

by a single hand or several hands, by a king or a con«

gress, which spoils one human being of the immunities

and privileges bestowed on him by God, is so far a

tyranny. The great argument in favor of representa-

tive institutions b, that a people's rights are safest in
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ibeir own bands, and ahpuld never be surrendered to aa

irresponsible power. Rights, Rights, lie at tbe founda*

tion of a popular government ; and wben tbia betrays

tbem, tbe wrong is more aggravated tban wben tbey are

cniftbed by despotism.

Still tbe question will be asked, *' Is not tbe General

Good tbe supreme law of the state ? Are not all re*

straints on tbe individual just, which this demands?

When tbe rights of tbe individual clash with this, must

tbey not yield? Do tbey not, indeed, cease to be

rights ? Must not every thing give place to the Gen-

eral Good?" I have started this question in various

forms, because I deem it worthy of particular exami-

nation. Public and private morality, tbe freedom and

safety of our national institutions, are greatly concerned

in settling tbe claims of tbe '' General Good." In

monarchies, the Divine Right of kings swallowed up

all others. In repubbcs, tbe General Good threatens

tbe same evil. It is a shelter for the abuses and U8ur>

pations of government, for tbe profligacies of statesmen,

for the vices of parties, for tbe wrongs of slavery. In

considering this subject, I take the hazard of repeating

principles ahready kid down ; but this will be justified

by the importance of reaching and determining the truth.

Is tbe General Good, then, tbe supreme law, to which

every thing must bow ?

This question may be settled at once by proposing

another. Suppose tbe public good to require, that a

number of tbe members of a state, no matter how few,

should perjure themselves, or should disclaim their faith

in God and virtue. Would their right to follow con-

science and God be annulled ? Would tbey be bound

10 sin ? Suppose a conqueror to menace a state with
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ruin, unless its members should insult their parents, and

•tain themselves with crimes at which nature revolts.

Must die public good prevail over purity and our holiest

afiecuons ? Do we not all feel that there are higher

goods than even the safety of the state ? that there is

a higher bw than that of mightiest empires ? that the

idea of Rectitude b deeper in human nature than that

of private or public interest ? and that this is to bear

sway over all private and public acts ?

The supreme law of a state is not its safety, its pow*

or, its prosperity, its affluence, the flourishing state of

agriculture, commerce, and the arts. These objects,

constituting what is commonly called the Public Good,

are indeed proposed, and ought to be proposed, in the

constitution and administration of states. But there is

a higher law, even Virtue, Rectitude, the voice of Con-

science, the Will of God. JusUce is a greater good

than property, not greater m degree, but in kind. Uni«

versal benevolence is infinitely superior to prosperity.

Religion, the love of God, is worth incomparably more

than all his outward gifts. A community, to secure or

ggrandize itself, must never forsake the Right, the Ho*

ly, the Just.

Moral Good, Rectitude in all its branches, if the

Supreme Good ; by which I do not intend, that it b the

surest means to the security and prosperity of the state.

6ur.h, indeed, it b, but this b too low a view. It must

not be looked upon as a Means, an Instrument. It b
the Supreme End, and states are bound to subject to it

all their legisbtion, be the apparent loss of prosperity

ever so great. National wealth is not the End. It da-

rives all its worth from national virtue. If accumubte«

by rapacity, conqueft, or any degrading means, or if
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em to crush the numy, it u t curse. National wealth

b a blessing, only when it springs from and represents

the intelligence and virtue of the community ; when it

is a fruit and expression of good habits, of respect for

the rights of all« of impartial and beneficent legisUtion

;

when it gives impulse to the higher (acuities, and oc«

casion and incitement to justice and beneficence. No
greater calamity can befall a people than to prosper

by crime. No success can be a compensation for the

wound inflicted on a nation's mind by renouncing Bight

ap its Supreme Law.

Let a people exalt Prosperity above Rectitude, and

a more dangerous end cannot be proposed. Public

Prosperity, General Good, regarded by itself, or apart

firom the moral law, is something vague, unsettled, and

uncertain, and will infallibly be so construed by the

selfish and grasping as to secure their own aggrandize^

ment. It may be made to wear a thousand forms, ac*

cording to men's interests and passions. This is illus*

trated by every day's history. Not a party springs up,

which does not sanctify all its projects ior monopolizing

power by the plea of General Good. Not a measure,

however ruinous, can be proposed, which cannot be

shown to favor one or another national interest The

truth is, that, m the uncertainty of human aflfairs, an

uncertamty growing out of the infinite and very subtile

causes which are acting on communities, the conse-

quences of no measure can be foretold with certainty.

The best concerted schemes of policy often fail ; whilst

a rash and profligate administration may, by unexpected

concurrences of events, seem to advance a nation's

glory« In regard to the means of national prosperity
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the wisest are weak judges. For example, the present

rapid growth of this country, carrying, as it does, vast

multitudes beyond the institutions of religion and edu«

cation, may be working ruin, whilst the people exult in

it as a pledge of greatness. We are too short-sighted

to find our law in outward interests. To states, as to

individuals, Rectitude is the Supreme Law. It was

never designed that the public good, as disjoined from

this, as distinct from justice and reverence for all rights,

should be comprehended and made our end. Statesmen

work in the dark, until the idea of Right towers above

expediency or wealth. Woe to that people which would

found its prosperity in wrong ! It is time that the low

maxims of policy, which have ruled for ages, should &11.

It is time that public interest should no longer hallow

injustice, and fortify government in making the weak

their prey.

In this discussion, I have used the phrase. Public or

General Good, in its common acceptation, as signify-

mg the safety and prosperity of a state. Why can it

not be used in a larger sense ? Why can it not be made

to comprehend inward and moral, as well as outward

good ? And why cannot the former be understood to

be incomparably the most important element of the pub-

lic weal ? Then, indeed, I should assent to the prop-

osition, that the General Good is the Supreme Law.

So construed, it would support the great truths which

I have maintained. It would condemn the infliction of

iTTong on the humblest individual, as a national calamity.

It would plead with us to extend to every individual the

means of improving his character and lot.

If the remarks under this head be just, it will follow,

that the i^ood of the Individual is more important than
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the outward prosperity of the State. The former is

not vague and unsettled, like the latter, and it belongs

to a higher order of interests. It consists in the free

ttiertion and expansion of the individual's powers, espe-

cially of his higher faculties ; in the energy of his intel-

lect^ conscience, and good affections ; in sound judg-

ment ; in the acquisition of truth ; b laboring honesdy

for himself and his family ; in loving his Creator, and

subjecting his own will to the Divine ; in loving his

fellow-creatures, and making cheerful sacrifices to their

happiness ; in friendship ; in sensibility to the beautiful,

whether in nature or art ; in loyalty to his principles
;

in moral courage ; in self-respect ; in understanding and

asserting his rights ; and in the Christian hope of im-

mortality. Such is the good of the Individual ; a more

sacred, exalted, enduring interest, than any accessions

of wealth or power to the State. Let it not be sacri-

ficed to these. He should find, in his connexion with

the conununity, aids to the accomplishment of these

purposes of his being, and not be chained and subdued

by it to the inferior interests of any fellow-creature.

In all ages the Individual has, in one form or an-

other, been trodden in the dust. In monarchies and

arbtocracies, he has been sacrificed to One or to the

Few ; who, regarding government as an heirloom in their

families, and thinking of the people as made only to live

and die for their glory, have not dreamed that the sov-

ereign power was designed to shield every man, without

exception, from wrong. In the ancient Republics, the

Glory of the State, especially Conquest, was the end

to which the individual was expected to offer himself a

victim, and in promoting which, no cruelty was to be

declined, no human right revered. He was meifred u
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a great whole, called the CommoDwealth, to which hit

whole nature was to be immolated. It waa the glory

of the American people, that, in their Declaration of

Independence, they took the ground of the indestructi-

ble rights of every human being. They declared all

men to be essentially equal, and each bom to be free.

They did not, like the Greek or Roman, assert for

themselves a liberty, which they burned to wrest from

other states. They spoke m the name of humanity, u
the representatives of the rights of the feeblest, as well

u mightiest of their race. They published universal,

everlasting prmciples, which are to work out the deliv*

erance of every human being. 6uch was their glory.

Let not the idea of Rights be erased from their chil*

dren's minds by false ideas of public good. Let not

the sacredness of Individual Man be forgotten m the

feverish pursuit of property. It is more important that

the Individual should respect himself, and be respected

by others, than that the wealth of both worlds should

be accumulated on our shores. National wealth is not

the end of society. It may exist where large classei

are depressed and wronged. It may undermine a na*

tion^s spirit, institutions, and independence. It can have

DO value and no sure foundation, until the supremacy

of the Rights of the Individual is the 6rst article of a

nation's faith, and until reverence for them becomes the

ipirit of public men.

Perhaps it will be replied to aU which has now been

said, that there b an argument from experience, which

nvalidates the doctrines of this section. It may be said,

that human rights, notwithstanding what has been said

•f their sacredness, do and must yield to the exigencies

•f real life ; that there is often a stem necessity ia humao
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AiTairt lo which they bow. I may be asked, whether,

10 the history of nationi, circumstances do not occur, in

which the rigor of the principles now hud down must

be relaxed ; whether, in seasons of imminent peril to

the state, private rights must not give way. I may bo

asked, whether the establishment of martial law and a

dictator has not sometimes been justified and demanded

by pubUc danger ; and whether, of course, the rights

and Uberties of the individual are not held at the dis-

cretion of the state. I admit, m reply, that extreme

cases may occur, in which the exercise of rights and

freedom may be suspended ; but suspended only for

their ultimate and permanent security. At such times,

when the frantic fury of the many, or the usurpations of

the few, mterrupt the administration of law, and menace

property and Ufe, society, threatened with ruin, puts

forth instinctively spasmodic efforts for its own preser-

vation. It flies to an irresponsible dictator for its protec-

tion. But in these cases, the great idea of Rights pre-

dominates amidst their apparent subversion. A power

above all Uws is conferred, only that the empire of law

may be restored. Despotic restraints are imposed, only

that liberty may be rescued from ruin. All rights are

involved in the safety of the state ; and hence, m the

cases referred to, the safety of the state becomes the

supreme law. The individual is bound for a tinrie to

forego his freedom, for the salvation of institutions, with-

out which liberty is but a name. To argue from such

sacrifices, that he may be permanently made a slave, is

as great an insult to reason as to humanity. It may be

added, that sacrifices, which may be demanded for the

safety, are not due firom the individual to the prospArity
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of the state. The great end of civil society is to sectini

ri§;hts, not accumulate wealth ; and to merge tlie former

m the latter is to turn political uuion into degradation

arid a scourge. The community is bound to take the

rights of each and all under its guardianship. It mutt

substantiate its claim to universal obedience by redeem-

ing its pledge of universal protection. It must immolate

no man to the prosperity of the rest. Its laws should

be made for all, its tribunals opened to all. It cannot

without guilt abandon any of its members to private

oppression, to irresponsible power.

We have thus established the reality and sacrednesi

of human rights ; and that slavery is an infraction of

these, is too plam to need any labored proof. Slavery

violates, not one, but aU ; and violates them, not bci-

dentally, but necessarily, systematicaUy, from its very

nature. In starting with the assumption, that the slave

is property, it sweeps away every defence of human

rights, and lays them in the dust. Were it necessary, I

might enumerate them, and show how all faU before this

terrible usurpation ; but a few remarks will suffice.

Slavery strips man of the fundamental right to inquire

into, consult, and seek his own happiness. His powers^

belong to another, and for another they must be used.*

He must form no plans, engage in no enterprises, for

bettering his condition. Whatever be his capacities,

however equal to great improvements of his lot, he is

chained for life, by another's wilK to the same unvaried

toil. He is forbidden to do, for nimself or others, the

work for which God stamped him with his o?m image,

and endowed him with his own best gifts.— Again,

the slave is stripped of the right to acquire property.
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Being himself owDed, his earnings belong to another.

He can possess nothing but by favor. That right, on

which the developement of men's powers so much de-

pends, the right to make accumulations, to gain exclu-

sive possessions by honest industry, b withheld. '* Th«
tlave can acquire nothing," says one of the slave codes,

**but what must belong to his master;" and howevef

this definition, which moves the indignation of the free,

may be mitigated by favor, the spirit of it enters into

the very essence of slavery.— Again, the slave is strip-

ped of his right to his wife and children* They belong

to another, and may be torn from him, one and all, at

any moment, at his master's pleasure.— Again, the

slave is stripped of the right to the culture of his rational

powers. He is in some cases deprived by law of in-

struction, which b placed within his reach by the.im-

provements of society and the philanthropy of the age.

He is not allowed to toil, that his children may enjoy a

better education than himself. The most sacred right

of human nature, that of developing his best faculties, is

denied. Even should it be granted, it would be con-

ceded as a favor, and might at any moment be withheld

by the capricious will of another.— Ag<un, the slave ji

deprived of the right of self-defence. No injury from

a white man is he suffered to repel, nor can be seek

redress from the laws of his country. If accumulated

insult and wrong provoke him to the slightest retaliation,

this effort for self-protection, allowed and commended

to others, is t crime, for which he must pay a fearful

penalty.— Again, the skve is stripped of the right to be

exempted from all harm, except for wrong-doing. He
li subjected to the lash by those, whom he hu nevei
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consented to serve, and whose claim to him as propert)

we have seen to be a usurpation ; and this power of

punishment, which, if justly claimed, should be exer*

cised with a fearful care, is often delegated to men in

whose liands there is a moral certainty of its abuse.

I will add but one more example of the violation of

bunuui rights by shivery. The slave virtually suffers

the wrong of robbery, though with utter unconsciousness

on the part of those who inflict it. It may, indeed, be

generally thought, that, as he is suffered to own nothing,

he cannot fall, at least, under this kind of violence.

But it is not true that he owns nothing. Whatever he

may be denied by man, he holds from nature the most

valuable property, and that from which all other is de-

rived, I mean his strength. His labor is his own, by

the gift of that God, who nerved his arm, and gave

him intelligence and conscience to direct the use of it

to his own and others' happiness. No possession is so

precious as a man's force of body and mind. The ex-

ertion of this m labor is the great foundation and source

of property in outward things. The worth of articles

of traffic is measured by the labor expended in their

production. To the great mass of men, m all coun-

tries, their strength or labor is their whole fortune. To
seise on this would be to rob them of their all. In

truth, no robbery is so great, as that to which the slave

is habitually subjected. To take by force a man's whole

estate, the fruit of years of toil, would, by universal con-

sent, be denounced as a great wrong ; but what is this,

compared with seizing the man himself, and appropri-

ating to our use the Urobs, faculties, strength, and kbor,

bf which all property is won and held fast ? The right
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with our right to ourselves. Were the slave-holdv

stripped of his (brtuoe, he would count the violenca

slight, compared with what he would suffer, were his

person seized and devoted as a chattel to another's use*

Let it not be said, that the slave receives an equiva«

lent, that he is fed and clothed, and is not, therefore,

robbed. Suppose another to wrest from us a valued

possession, and to pay us his own price. Should we
not think ourselves robbed ? Would not the laws pro-

nounce the invader a robber ? Is it consistent with the

right of property, that a man should determine the equiv-

alent for what he takes (rom his neighbour ? Especially

is it to be hoped, that the equivalent due to the laborer

will be scrupulously weighed, when he himself b held

as property, and all his earnings are declared to be his

master's. So great an infraction of human right is

jilavery I

In reply to these remarks, it may be said, that the

theory and practice of slavery differ ; that the rights of

the slave are not as wantonly sported with as the claims

of the master might lead us to infer ; that some of his

possessions are sacred ; that not a few slave-holders

refuse to divorce husband and wife, to sever parent and

child ; and that, in numy cases, the power of punish-

ment is used so reluctantly, as to encourage insolence

and insubordination. All this I have no disposition to

deny. Indeed, it must be so. It b not in human na-

ture to wink wholly out of sight the rights of a fellow*

creature. Degrade him as we may, we cannot alto

gedier forget his claims. In every slave-country, there

•re, undoubtedly, roasters, who desire and purpose to
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respect these, to the full ezteot which the nature of the

relatioo will allow. Still, human rights are denied.

They lie wholly at another's mercy ; and we must have

studied history in vab, if we need he told that they will

he continually the prey of this ahsolute power.— The
evils, involved in and flowing from the denial and in*

fraction of the rights of the slave, will form the subject

of a suhsequent chapter.
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CHAPTER llh

EXPLANATIONa

I have endeavoured to ibow, in the preceding sectioiiaf

that slavery b a viobtioa of sacred rights, the infliction

of a great wrong. And here a question arises. It may
be asked, whether, by this language, I intend to fasten

on the slave-holder the charge of peculiar guilt. On
this point, great explicitness is a duty. Sympathy with

the slave has often degenerated mto injustice towards

the master. I wish, then, to be understood, that, in

ranking slavery among the greatest wrongs, I speak of

the mjury endured by the slave, and not of the character

of the master. These are dbtinct points. The former

does not determine the latter. The wrong is the same

to the slave, from whatever motive or spirit it may be

mflicted. But this motive or spirit determines wholly

the character of him who inflicts it. Because a. great

injury is done to another, it does not follow, that he who

does it is a depraved man; for he nwy do it uncoo*

sciously, and, still more, may do it in the belief thai

he confers a good.. We have learned little of moral

science and of human nature, if we do not know, that

guilt is to be measured, not by the outward act, but by

unfaithfulness to conscience ; and that the consciences

of men are often darkened by education, and other inan*
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or want comprehension of some duties. All partake,

in a measure, of the errors of the community in which

they live. Some are hetrayed into moral mistakes h)

the very force with which conscience acts in regard to

some particular duty. As the intellect, in graspmg one

truth, often loses its hold of others, and, by giving it-

self up to one idea, falls into exaggeration ; so the mor*

al sense, in seizing on a particular exercise of philan-

thropy, forgets other duties, and will even violate many

im[»ortant precepts, in its passionate eagerness to carry

ooo to perfection. Innumerable illustrations may b«

given of the liableness of men to moral error. Th«

practice, which strikes one man with horror, may seem

to another, who was bora and brought up in the midst

of it, not only innocent, but meritorious. We must

judge others, not by our light, but by their own. We
must take their place, and consider what allowance we

in their position might justly expect. Our ancestors at

the North were concerned in the slave-trade. Some of

ua can recollect individuals of the colored race, who

were torn from Africa, and grew old under our parent-

al roofs. Our ancestors committed a deed now branded

as piracy. Were they, therefore, the offscouring of the

earth ? Were not some of them among the best of

their times. The administration of religion, in almost

all past ages, has been a violation of the sacred rights

of conscience. How many sects have persecuted and

shed blood ! ^Were their members, therefore, monsters

cf depravity r^ The history of our race is made up of

wrongs, many of which were committed without a sus-

picion of their true character, and many from an urgent

sense of duty. A man, bom among slaves, accuston^ed
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to this reJution from his birth, taught its oeceasity b|

venerated parents, associating it with all whom be re-

veres, and too fiuniliar with its evils to see and feel theii

magnitude, can hardly be expected to look on slavery

s it appears to more impartial and distant observers.

Let it not be said, that, when new light is offered him,

he is criminal m rejecting it. Are we all willing to

receive new light ? Can we wonder that such a mao

should be slow to be convinced of the criminahty of an

abuse sanctioned by prescription, and which has so in-

terwoven itself with all the habits, employments, and

economy of life, that he can hardly conceive of the ex-

btence of society without this all-pervading element?

May he not be true to his convictions of duty in other

relations, though be grievously err in this ? If, indeed,

through cupidity and selfishness, he stifle the monitions

of conscience, warp his judgment, and repel the hght,

be incurs great guilt. If he want virtue to resolve on

doing right, though at the loss of every slave, he incurs

great guilt. But who of us can look into his heart ?

To whom are the secret workings there revealed ?

6till more. There are masters, who have thrown off

the natural prejudices of their position, who see slavery

as it is, and who hold the slave chiefly, if not whoUy,

firom disinterested considerations; and these deserve

great praise. They deplore and abhor the institution

;

but believing that partial emancipation, in the present

condition of society^ would bring unmixed evil on bond

»nd free, they think themselves bound to continue the

relation, until it shall be dissolved by comprehensive

and systematic measures of the state. There are many

of them who would shudder as much as we at reducing

a (reeman to bondage, but who are appalled by what
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96610 to them the perils and difficulties of liberat-

ing multitudes, bom and brought up to that condition.

There are many, who, nominally boldmg the slave as

property, still hold him for his own good, and for the

public order, and would blush to retain him on other

grounds. Are such men to be set down among the

unprincipled ? Am I told, that by these remarks I ex»

tenuate slavery ? I reply, slavery is still a heavy yoke,

and strips man of his dearest rights, be the master's

character what it may. Slavery is not less a curse,

because long use may have blinded most, who support

It, to its evils. Its influence is still blighting, though

conscientiously upheld. Absolute monarchy is still a

acourge, though among despots there have been good

anen. It is possible to abhor and oppose bad institu*

tions, and yet to abstain from indiscriminate condem-

nation of those who cling to them, and even to see in

their ranks greater virtue than in ourselves. It is true,

and ought to be cheerfully acknowledged, that in the

Slave-holding States may be found some of the great-

est names of our history, and, what is still more impor-

tant, bright examples of private virtue and Christian

love.

. There is, however, there must be, in slave-holding

communities, a large class, which cannot be too severely

condemned. There are many, we fear, very many,

who hold their fellow-creatures in bondage from sel6sh,

^base motives. They hold the slave for gain, whether

justly or unjustly, they neither ask nor care. They cling

to him as property, and have no faith in the principles

which will diminish a man's wealth. They hold him,

not for his own good, or the safety of the state, but with

pieciiely the same views, with which they hold a labor-
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ing bone, that is, for the profit which they can wring

from him. They will not hear a word of his wrongs; for,

wronged or not, they will not let him go. He is their

property, and they mean not to be poor for righteous

ness' sake. Such a class there undoubtedly is among

slave-holders ; how large, their own consciences must

determine. We are sure of it ; for, under such circum*

stances, human nature will and must come to this mourn*

fill result. Now, to men of this spirit, the expknations

we have made do in no degree apply. Such men ought

to tremble before the rebukes of outraged humanity and

indignant virtue. Slavery upheld for gain, is a great

crime. He, who has nothing to urge against emancipa-

tion, but that it wiU make him poorer, is bound to Im-

mediate Emancipation. He has no excuse for wresting

from his brethren their rights. The plea of benefit to

the slave and the state avails him nothing. He extorts,

by the lash, that labor to which he has no claim, through

a base selfishness. Every morsel of food, thus forc«Hi

firom the injured, ought to be bitterer than gall. His

gold is cankered. The sweat of the sUve taints the

luxuries for which it streams. Better were it for the

selfish wrong-doer, of whom I speak, to live as the

slave, to clothe himself in the slave's raiment, to eat the

sbve's coarse food, to till his fields with his own hands,

than to pamper himself by day, and pillow his head oo

down at night, at the cost of a wantonly injured fellow-

creature. No fellow-creature can be so injured with-

out taking terrible vengeance. He is terribly avengpd

even now. The blight which faUs on the soul of the

wrong-doer, the desolation of his moral nature, u a

more terrible calamity than he inflicts. In deadening

his moral feelings, he dies to the proper happiness of
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creature! , he sears it to all true joy. In shutting his

car against the voice of justice, he shuts out all the har-

monies of the universe, and turns the voice of God

within him into rebuke. He may prosper, indeed, and

bold faster the skve by whom he prospers ; but he riv-

ets heavier and more ignominious chains on his own soul

than he lays on others. No punishment is so terrible

as prosperous guilt. No fiend, exhaustmg on us all his

power of torture, is so fearful as an oppressed fellow*

creature. The cry of the oppressed, unheard on earth,

ia beard in heaven. God is just, and if justice reign,

then the unjust must terribly suffer. Then no being

can profit by evil-doing. Then all the laws of the uni?

verse are ordinances against guilt. Then every enjoy

roent gamed by wrong-doing will be turned into a curse

No laws of nature are so irrepealable astthat law which

binds guilt and misery. God is just. Then all the

defences, which the oppressor rears against the conse*

quences of wrong-doing, are vain, as vain as would be

his strivings to arrest by his single arm the ocean or

whirlwind. He may disarm the slave. Can he disarm

that skive's Creator ? He can crush the spirit of in-

surrection in a fellow-being. Can he crush the awful

spirit of justice and retribution in the Almighty ? He
can still the murmur of discontent in his victim Can

he silence that voice which speaks in thunder, and is to

break the sleep of the grave ? Can he always still the

leproving, avenging voice in his own breast ?

I know it will be said, ** You would make us poor."

Be poor, then, and thank God for your honest poverty.

Better be poor than unjust. Better, beg than steaL

Better live in an alms-house, better die, than trample on
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i fellow-creature and reduce him to a brute, for selfish

gratification. What f Haye we yet to learn, that ^^ it

profits us nothing to gain the whole world, and lose our

soub'' ?

Let it not be replied, in scorn, that we of the North,

notorious for love of money, and given to selfish cal-

culation, are not the people to call others to resign

their wealth. I have no desire to shield the North;

though I might say, with trudi, that a community, more

generally controlled by the principles of morality and

religion, cannot be found. We have, without doubt, a

great multitude, who, were they slave-holders, would

sooner die than relax their iron grasp, than yield their

property in men to justice and the commands of God.

We have those who would fight against abolition, if by

this measure the profit of their intercourse with the

South should be materially impaired. The present ex-

citement among us is, in part, the working of mercenary

principles. But because the North joins hands with

the* South, shall iniquity go unpunished or unrebuked r

Can the league of the wicked, the revolt of worlds,

repeal the everlasting law of heaven and earth ? Has
God's throne fallen before Mammon's ? Must duty

find no voice, no organ, because corruption is univer-

sally diffused ? Is not this a fresh motive to solemn

warning, that, everywhere, Northward and Southward,

the rights of human beings are held so cheap, in com-

ptritor. with worldly gain ?
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CHAPTER IV,

THE EVILS OF SLAVERY.

The subject of this section is painful and repulsifv.

We must not, however, turn awaj from the contempla-

tion of human sufferings and guilt. £yi\ is permitted hj

the Creator, that we should strive against it, in faith,

and hope, and charity. We must never quail before it

because of its e!::bat and duration, never feel as if its

power were greater than that of goodness. It is meant

to caU forth deep sympathy with human nature, and

unwearied sacrifices for human redemption. One great

part of the mission of every man on earth is to contend

with evil in some of its forms ; and there are some evils

so dependent on opinion, that every man, in judging

and reproving them faithfully, does something towards

their removal. Let us not, then, shrink from the con*

templation of human sufienngs. Even sympathy, if

we have nothing more to offer, is a tribute acceptable

to the Universal Father.— On this topic, exaggeration

should be conscientiously shunned ; and, at the same

time, humamty requires that the whole truth should bt

honestly spoken.

In treating of the evils of slavery, I, of course, speak

of iti general, not universal effects, of its natural ten-

dencies, not unfailing results. There are the same
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natural dtfTerences among the bond as the free, and

there is a great diversity in the circumstances in which

they are phiced. The house-skve, selected for ahility

and faithfubess, placed amidst the habits, accommoda*

tions, and improvements of civilized life, admitted to

a degree of confidence and familiarity, and requiting

these privileges with attachment, is almost necessarily

more enlightened and respectable than the field-slave,

who 8 confined to monotonous toib, and to the society

and mfluences of beings as degraded as himself. The
mechanics m this class are sensibly benefited by occu-

pations which give a higher action to the mind. Among
the bond, as the free, will be found those to whom na-

ture seems partial, and who are carried almost mstinc-

tively towards what is good. I speak of the natural,

general influences of slavery. Here, as everywhere

ebe, there are exceptions to the rule, and exceptions

which multiply with the moral improvements of the com*
munity u which the slave is found. But these do not

determine the general character of the institution. It

has general tendencies, founded in its very nature, and

which predominate vastly wherever it exists. Thesa

tendencies it if my present purpose to unfold.

1. The first rank among the evils of slavery must

be given to its Moral mfluence. This is throughout

debasing. Common language teaches this. We can

say nothing more bsuhing of another, than that he is

slavish. To possess the spirit of a slave is tc have

sunk to the lowest depths. We can apply to soivery

no worse name than its own. Men have always shrunk

instinctively from this state, as the most degraded.^ No
punishment, save death, has been more dreaded, and

to avoid it death has often been endured.



In expressing the moral influence of slavery, the firH

and moit obvious remark is, that it destroys the proper

consciousness and spirit of a Man. The slave, re-

garded and treated as property, bought and sold like

a brute, denied the rights of humanity, unprotected

against insult, made a tool, and systematically sub*

dued, that he may be a manageable, useful tool, how

can he help regarding himself as fallen below his race ?

How must his spirit be crushed ! How can he respect

himself? He becomes bowed to servility. This word,

borrowed from his condition, expresses the ruin wrought

by slavery within him. The idea, that he was made for

bis own virtue and happiness, scarcely dawna on hit

mind. To be an instrument of the physical, material

good of another, whose will is his highest law, he ii

taught to refgurd as the great purpose of his bebg.

Here lies the evil of slavery. Its whips, imprisonments,

and even the horrors of the middle passage from Africa

to America, these are not to be named, in comparison

with this extinction of the proper consciousness of •

buman being, with the degradation of a man into a

lirute.

It may be said, that the slave is used to his yoke

,

that his sensibilities are blunted ; that he receives, with-

out a pang or a thought, the treatment which would

sting other men to madness. And to what does this

aoology amount ? It virtually declares, that slavery has

done its perfect work, has quenched the spirit of hu-

manity, that the Man is dead within the slave. Is slav-

ery, therefore, no wrong? It is not, however, true,

that this work of debasement is ever so effectually done

as to extinguish all feeling. Man is too great a crea-

ture to be wholly ruined by man. When be seems dead|
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Ii9 only tleepi.. There ire occasionally some luUeo

munnurs in the calm of slaveiy, showing that life still

beats in the soul, that the idea of Rights cannot be

wholly effiiced from the human being.

It would be too painful, and it is not needed, to

detail tho processes by which the spirit is broken u
slavery. I refer to one only, the selling of slaves. The
practice of exposing fellow-creatures for sale, of having

markets for men as for cattle, of examining the limbs

and muscles of a man and a woman as of a brute, of

putting human beings under the hammer of an auctioneer,

and delivering them, like any other articles of merchao«

dise, to the highest bidder, all this is such an insult to

our common nature, and so infinitely degrading to the

poor victim, that it is hard to conceive of its existence^

except in a barbarous country.

That slavery sliould be most unpropitious to the slave

as a moral being will be farther apparent, if we considei

that his condition is throughout a Wrong, and that con-

sequently it must tend to unsetde all his notions of

duty. The violation of his own rights, to which he is

inured from birth, must throw confusion over his ideas

of all human rights. He cannot comprehend them ; or,

if he dues, how can he respect them, seeing them, as

he does, perpetually trampled on in his own person ?

The injury to the character, from Uving in an atmosphere

of wrong, we can all understand. To live in a state

of society, of which injustice is the chief and all-per*

vading element, is too severe a trial for human nature,

especially when no means are used to counteract ita

influence.

Accordingly, the most common distinctions of mo-

rality are (aintly apprehended by the sUve. liespeot
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for property, that fuodaroeotal law of civil society, caa

hardly be instilled into him. Hb dishoaesty it prover-

bial. Theft from hia master passes with him for no

crime. A system of force is generally found to drive

to fraud. How necessarily will this be the result of a

relation in which force is used to extort from a man

his labor, his natural property, without any attempt to

win his consent ! Can we wonder, that the uneducated

conscience of the man who is daily wronged should

allow him m reprisals to the extent of his power ? Thus

the primary social virtue, justice, b undermined in the

slave.

That the slave should yield himself to intemperance,

licentiousness, and, in general, to sensual excess, we
must also expect. Doomed to live for the physical in*

dulgences of others, unused to any pleasures but those

of sense, stripped of self-respect, and having nothing to

gain in life, how can he be expected to govern him-

self? How naturally, I bed almost said necessarily,

does be become the creature of sepsation, of passion,

of the present moment ! What aid does the future give

him in withstanding desire ? That better condition, for

which other men postpone the cravings of appetite,

never opens before him. The sense of character, the

power of opinion, another restraint on the free, can do

httle or nothing to rescue so abject a class from excess

and debasement. In truth, power over himself is the

last virtue we should expect in the slave, when we think

of him as subjected to absolute power, and made to

move passively from the impulse of a foreign will. He b
trained to cowardice, and cowardice links itself naturally

with low vices. Idleness, to his apprehension, is part

dise, for he works without hope of reward. Thus slav
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ory robi bim of moral force, and prepare! him to (all

a prey to appetite and passion.

That the sUve finds in his condition Uttle nutriment

for the social virtues we shall easily understand, if we

consider, that his chief relations are to an absolute roas-

ter, and to the companions of his degrading bondage;

that is, to a being who wrongs him, and to associates

whom he cannot honor, whom he sees debased. His

dependence on his owner loosens his ties to all other

beings. He has no country to love, no family to call

his own, no objects of public utility to espouse, no im*

pulse to generous exertion. The relations, dependen-

ces, and responsibilities, by which Providence forms the

soul to a deep, disinterested love, are almost struck out

of his lot. An arbitrary rule, a foreign, irresistible will,

taking him out of his own hands, and placing him be-

yond the natural influences of society, extinguishes in a

great degree the sense of what is due to himself, and

to the human family around him.

The eflfects of skvery on the character are so various,

that this part of the discussion might be greatly ex-

tended ; but I will touch only on one topic. Let us

turn, for a moment, to the great Motive by which the

slave is made to kbor. Labor, in one form or an-

other, is appointed by God for man's improvement and

happiness, and absorbs the chief part of human life, so

that the Motive which excites to it has immense influ-

ence on character. It determines very much, wheiher

life shall serve or (ail of its end. The man, who works

from honorable motives, from domestic aflfections, from

desire of a condition which will open to him greater

happiness and usefulness, fimis in labor an exercise and

invigoration of virtue. The uay-laborer, who eamsp
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with horny band and the sweat of his face, coarse food

for a wife and children whom he loves, b raised, by this

generous motive, to true dignity ; and, though wanting

the refinements of life, b a nobler being than those who

think themselves absolved by wealth from servmg oth-

ers. Now the slave's labor brings no dignity, is an ex«

ercise of no virtue, but throughout a degradation ; so

that one of God's chief provisions for human improve-

ment becomes a curse. The motive from which he

acts debases him. It is the whip. It is corporal pun-

ishment. It is physical pain inflicted by a fellow-crea-

ture. Undoubtedly labor is mitigated to the slave, at

to all men, by habit. But this is not the motive. Take

away the whip, and he would be idle. His bbor brings

DO new comforts to wife or child. The motive which

spurs him is one, by which it b base to be swayed.

6tripes are, indeed, resorted to by civil government,

when no other consideration will deter from crime ; but

he, who is deterred from wrong-doing by the whippmg

post, b among the most fallen of hb race. To work

in sight of the whip, under menace of blows, is to be

exposed to perpetual insult and degrading influences.

Evbry motion of the limbs, which such a menace urges,

is a wound to the soul. How hard must it be for a

man, who lives under the lash, to respect himself!

Wlien this motive is substituted for all the nobler ones

which God ordains, is it not almost necessarily death

to the better and higher sentiments of our nature ? It

IS the part of a man to despise pain in comparison with

disgrace, to meet it fearlessly in well-doing, to perform

the work of life from other impulses. It is the part of

a brute to be governed by the whip. Even the brute

IS seen to act from more generous incitements. The



bone of t noble breed will not endure the lash. Sball

we sink man below the horse ?

Let it not be said, that blows are seldom inflicted.

Be it so. We are glad to know it. But this is not the

point. The comphunt now urged is not of the amount

of the pain inflicted, but of its influence on the charac*

ter, when made the ^eat motive to human labor. It if

not the endurance, but the dread of the whip, it is the

substitution of thb for natural and honorable motives to

action, which we abhor and condemn. It matters not,

whether few or many are whipped. A blow given to

• single slave is a stripe on the soub of all who see

or hear it. It makes all abject, servile. It b not the

wound given to the flesh, of which we now complain.

Scar the back, and you have done nothing, compared

with the wrong done to the soul. You have either stung

that soul with infernal passions, with thirst for revenge

;

or, what perhaps is more discouraging, you have broken

and brutalized it. The human spirit has perbhed under

your hands, as (ar as it can be desuroyed by human

force.

I know it b sometimes said, in reply to these re-

marks, that all men, as well as slaves, act from neces«

sity ; that we have masters in hunger and thirst ; that

no man loves labor for itself ; that the pams, which are

bflicted on us by the bws of nature, the elements and

seasons, are so many lashes driving us to our daily task.

Be it so. Still the> two cases are essentially different.

The necessity laid on us by natural wants is most kindly

in its purpose. It is meant to awaken all our faculties,

to give full pby to body and mind, and thus to give iis

1 new consciousness of the powers derived to us from

God. We are, indeed, subjected to • stem natun;
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we are placed amidst warring elements, icorcbing beat,

withering cold, storms, blights, sickness, death. And

what is the design ? To call forth our powers, to lay

on us great duties, to make us nobler beings. We are

placed in the midst of a warring nature, not to yield to

it, not to be its slaves, but to conquer it, to make it the

monument of our skill and strength, to arm ourselves

with its elements, its heat, winds, vapors, and mineral

treasures, to find, in its painful changes, occasions and

incitements to invention, courage, endurance, mutual

and endearing dependences, and religious trust. The

developement of human nature, in all its powers and

affections, is the end of that bard necessity which is

laid on us by nature. Is this one and the same thing

with the whip laid on the slave ? Still more ; it is the

design of nature, that, by energy, skill, and self-denial,

we should so far anticipate our wants, or accumulate

supplies, as to be able to diminish the toil of the hands,

and to mix with it more intellectual and liberal occu«

pations. Nature does not lay on us an unchangeable

task, but one which we may all lighten by honest, self-

denying industry. Thus she invites us to throw off her

yoke, and to make her our servant. Is this the invita-

tion which the master gives his slaves ? Is it his aim

to awaken the powers of those on whom he lays his

burdens, and to give them increasing mastery over him-

lelf ? Is it not his aim to curb their wills, break their

spu its, and shut them up for ever in the same narrow

vnd degrading work ? Oh, let not nature be profaned,

let not her parental rule be bksphemed, by comparing

with her the slave-holder I

3. Havmg considered the moral influedce of slavery,



I proceed to consider its Intellectual influence, anoibei

great topic. God gave us intellectual power, that il

should be cultivated ; and a system which degrades it,

and can only be upheld by its depression, opposes one

of his most benevolent designs. Reason is God*8 image

b man, and the capacity of acquiring truth is among

his best aspirations. To call forth the intellect is a

principal purpose of the circumstances in which we are

placed, of the child's connection with the parent, and

of the necessity laid on him in maturer life to provide

for himself and others. The education of the intellect

u not confined to youth ; but the various experience of

later years does vastly more than books and colleges

to ripen and invigorate the faculties.

Now the whole lot of the slave is fitted to keep bis

mind in childhood and bondage. Though living in a

kpid of light, few beams find their way to his benighted

miderstanding. No parent feels the duty of instructing

him. No teacher is provided for him, but the Driver,

who breaks him, almost in childhood, to the servile tasks

which are to fill up his life. No book is opened to his

youthful curiosity. As he advances in years, no new

excitements supply the place of teachers. He is not

cast on himself, made to depend on his own energies.

No stirring prizes in life awaken his dormant faculties.

Fed and clothed by others like a child, directed in evei^

step, doomed for life to a monotonous round of lal>or,

he lives and dies without a spring to his powers, often

brutally unconscious of his spiritual nature. Nor is this

all. When benevolence would approach him with in*

itruction, it b repelled. He is not allowed to be taught.

The light is jealously barred out. The voice, which

would speak to him at a man, is put lo silence. Ha
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must not even be enabled to read the Word of God.

His immortal spirit is systematically crushed.

> It is said, I know, that the ignorance of the slave ia

necessary to the security of the master, and the quiet of

the sute ; and this is said truly. Slavery and knowl-

edge cannot live together. To enlighten the slave it to

break his chain. To make him harmless, he must b«

kept blind. He cannot be left to read, in an enlight*

eoed age, without endangering his master ; for what

can he read, which will not give, at least, some hint

of his wrongs ? Should his eye chance to fall on the

^^Declaration of Independence,'* how would the truth

glare on him, that ^* All men are bom free and equal !

"

All knowledge furnishes arguments against slavery.

From every subject, light would break forth to reveal

ois inalienable and outraged righu. The very exercise

of his intellect would give him the consciousness of

being made for something more than a slave. I agree

to the necessity laid on his master to keep him in dark-

ness. And what stronger argument against slavery can

be conceived ? It compels the master to degrade sys«

teraatically the mind of the slave ; to war against human

intelligence ; to resist that improvement which is the

end of the Creator. '^ Woe to him that taketh away

the key of knowledge ! " To kill the body is a great

crime. The spirit we cannot kill, but we can bury it

in death-like lethargy ; and is this a light crime in the

sight of iu Maker ?

Let it not be said, that almost everywhere the labor*

ing classes are doomed to ignorance, deprived of the

means of instruction. The intellectual advantages of

the laboring freeman, who is intrusted with the care of

himiclf, raise him far above the slave ; and, accordingly,
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luperior minds are constantly seen to bsue from the less

educated classes. Besides, in free communities, phi-

lanthropy is not Ibrbidden to labor for the improvement

of the ignorant. The obligation of the prosperous and

instructed to elevate their less favored brethren b taught,

tnd not taught in vain. Benevolence is malung perpetual

encroachments on the domain of ignorance and crime.

In communities, on the other hand, cursed with slaveiy,

half the population, sometimes more, are given up, in-

tentionally and systematically, to hopeless ignorancel

To raise this mass to intelligence and self-government

is a crime. The sentence of perpetual degradation is

passed on a krge portion of the human race. In this

view, how great the ill-desert of slavery I

3. I proceed, now, to the Domestic influences of

slavery ; and here we must look for a dark picture.

Slavery virtually dissolves the domestic relations. It

ruptures the most sacred ties on earth. It vioktet

home. It lacerates the best affections. The domestic

relations precede, and, in our present existence, are

worth more than all our other social ties. They givt

the first throb to the heart, and unseal the deep foun

tains of its love. Home b the chief school of humaa

virtue. Its responsibilities, joys, sorrows, smiles, tears.

Ilopes, and solicitudes, form the chief interests of hu

man life. Go where a man may, home is the centre

to wliich hb heart turns. The thought of his home

nerves his arm and . lightens hb toil. For that his heart

yearns, when he b far off. There he gamers up hb
best treasures. God has ordained for all men alike ihe

highest earthly happiness, in providing for all the sanc-

tuary of home. But the sbve^s home does not meril
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the name. To him it if no saoctuaiy. It is open to

violation, insult, outrage. His children belong to anotb*

er, are provided for by another, are disposed of bjr

another. The most precious burden with which the

heart can be charged, the happbess of his child, he

must not bear. He Uvea not for his family, but for a

stranger. He cannot improve their lot. His wife and

daughter he cannot shield from insult. They may be

torn from him at another^s pleasure, sold as beasts of

burden, sent he knows not whither, sent where he can*

not reach them, or even interchange inquiries and mes*

sages of love. To the slave marriage has no sanctity.

It may be dissolved in a moment at another's wiU. Hit

wife, son, and daughter may be lashed before his eyes,

and not a finger must be Ufted in their defence. Ho
sees the scar of the lash on his wife and child. Thus

the slave's home is desecrated. Thus the tenderest re«

lations, intended by God equally for all, and intended

to be the chief springs of happiness and virtue, are

sported with wantonly and cruelly. What outrage so

great as to enter a man's .house, and tear from his side

the beings whom God has bound to him by the holiest

ties ? Every man can make the case his own. Every

mother can bring it home to her own heart.

And let it not be said, that the slave has not the

sensibilities of other men. Nature is too strong even

for slavery to conquer. Even the brute has the yearn-

ings of parental love. But suppose that the conjugal

and parental ties of the slave may be severed without a

pang. What a curse must be slavery, if it can so blight

the heart with more than bruul insensibility, if it can

•ink the human mother below the Polar she-bear, which

tf bowls and dies for her sundered cub !
" But it does
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not and cannot turn the slave to stone. It leaves, at

least, feeling enough to make these domestic wrongs

occasions of frequent and deep suffering. Still it must

do much to quench the natural affections. Can the

wife, who has heen brought up under influences most

unfriendly to female purity and honor, who is exposed

to the whip, who may he torn away at her master's wiU|

and whose support and protection are not committed to

a hushand's (aithfuhiess, can such a wife, if the name

may be given her, be loved and honored as a womao

should be ? Or can the love, which should bind togeth-

er man and his offspring, be expected under an institu-

tion which subverts, in a great degree, filial dependence

and parental authority and care ? Slavery withers the

affections and happiness of home at their very root, by

uinting female purity. Woman, brought up in degra-

dation, pUced under another's power and at another's

disposal, and never taught to look forward to the hap-

piness of an inviolate, honorable marriage, can hardly

possess the feelings and virtues of her sex. A blighc

falb on her in her early years. Those who have daugh-

ters can comprehend her bt. In truth, licentiousness

among bond and free is the natural issue of all-polluting

slavery. Domestic happiness perishes imder its touch*

both among bond and free.

How wonderful is it, that, in civilized countries, meo

can be so steeled by habit as to invade without remorse

the peace, purity, and sacred relations of domestic lifoi

as to put asunder those whom God has joined together,

as to break up households by processes more painful

than death! Ana this is done for pecuniary profit!

What ! Can men, having human feeling, grow rich by

the detolatioQ of Dunilies ? We hear of some of tlw
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Bouthero States enriching themselves by breeding slanet

for sale. Of all the licensed occupations of society this

is the most detestable. What ! Grow men like cattle

!

Rear human families, like herds of swine, and then

scatter them to the four winds for gain ! Among the

imprecations uttered by man on man, b there one more

fearful, more ominous, than the sighing of the mother

bereft of her child by unfeeling cupidity ? If blood

eiy to God, surely that sigh will be heard in heaven.

' Let it not be said, that members of families are often

separated in all conditions of life. Yes, but separated

under the influence of love. The husband leaves wife

and children, that he may provide for their support,

and carries them with him in his heart and hopes. The

sailor, in his lonely night-watch, looks homeward, and

well-known voices come to him amidst the roar of the

waves. The parent sends away his children, but sends

them to prosper, and to press them agam to his heart

with a joy enhanced by separation. Are such the sep

arations which slavery makes ? And can he, who has

scattered other families, ask God to bless his own ?

4. I proceed to another important view of the evils

of slavery. Slavery produces and gives license to Cm*
eh} . By this it is not meant, that cruelty is the uni-

vcrial, habitual, unfailing result. Thanks to God, Chris-

tianity has not entered the world in vain. Where it has

uot cast d)wn, it has mitigated bad institutions. Slav-

ery in this country differs widely from that of ancient

times, and from that which the Spaniards imposed on

tne aboriginals of South America. There is here an

increasing disposition to multiply the comforts of the

^ves. and in this let us reioice. At the same tiroa.
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we must remember, that, under the light of the present

day, and in a country where Christianity and the rights

of men are understood, a diminished severity may con*

tain more guilt than the ferocity of darker ages. Cru-

elty in its Ughter forms is now a greater crime than

the atrocious usages of antiquity at which we shudder*

^* The times of that ignorance God winked at, but nam

he calleth men everywhere to repent." It should also

be considered, that the slightest cruelty to the slave

b an aggravated wrong, because he b unjustly held in

bondage, unjustly held as property. We condemn the

man who enforces harshly a righteous claim. What,

then, ought we to think of lashing and scarring fellow*

creatures, for the purpose of upholding an unrighteous,

usurped power, of extorting labor which is not our due ?

I have said, that cruelty is not the habit of the Skve

States of this country. Still, that it is frequent we can*

not doubt. Reports, which harrow up our souk, come

to us from that quarter ; and we know that they must be

essentially correct, because it is impossible that a large

part, perhaps the majority, of the population of a coun-

try can be broken to passive, unlimited submission, with-

out examples of terrible severity.

Let it not be said, as b sometimes done, that cruel

deeds are perpetrated everywhere else, as well as h
slave-countries. Be it so ; but in all civilized nations

unscourged by slavery, a principal object of legislation

b to protect every man from cruelty, and to bring every

man to punishment, who wantonly tortures or wounds

another; whilst slavery plucks off restraint from the

ferocious, or leaves them to satiate their rage with im-

punity.—Let it not be said, that these barbarities are

regarded nowhere with more horror than at the South.
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Be it 80. They are abhorred, bi)t aUowed. The powei

of individuals to lacerate their fallow-creatures b giveo

to them by the community. The community abhors

the abuse, but confers the power which will certainly be

akused, and thus strips itself of all defence before the

bar of Aknighty Justice. It must answer for the crimes

w^ch are shielded by its laws.— Let it not be said,

tLat these cruelties are checked by the private interest

of the slave-holder. Does regard to private interest

ssTe from brutal treatment the draught-horse in our

streets ? And may not a vast amount of suffering be

mflicted, which will not put in peril the life or strength

of the slave ?

To substantiate the charge of cruelty, I shaU not, as

I have said, have recourse to current reports, however

well established. I am willing to dismiss them all as

false. I stand on other ground. Reports may lie, but

our daily experience of human nature cannot lie. I

sununon no wimesses, or rather I appeal to a wimess

everywhere present, a witness in every heart. Who,
that has watched his own heart, or observed others,

does not feel that man is not fit to be trusted with abso-

lute, irresponsible power over man ? It must be abused.

The selfish passions and pride of our nature will as sure-

ly abuse it, as the storm will ravage, or the ocean swell

an J roar under the whirlwind. A being, so ignorant,

so headstrong, so passionate, as man, ought not to be

trusted with this terrible dominion. He ought not to

desire it. He ought to dread it. He (uight to cast it

from him, as most perilous to himself and others.

Absolute power was not meant for mail. There is,

maeeu, an exception to this rule. There is one case,

in which God puts a human being wholly defenceless
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into anotber't bands. I refer to the chiii, who is whol-

ly subjected to the pareiu's will. But observe bow

carefully, I might almost say anxiously, God has pro-

vided against the abuse of this power. He has raised

up for the child in the heart of the parent, a guai iian,

whom the mightiest on earth cannot resist. He has

fitted the parent for this trust, by teaching him to love

his offspring better than himself. No eloquence on earth

is 80 subduing as the moaning of the infant when in

pain. No reward is sweeter than that infant's smile

We say, God has put the infant into the parent's hands

Might we not more truly say, that he has put the parent

into the child's power ? That little being sends forth

his father to toil, and makes the mother watch over him

by day, and fix on him her sleepless eyes by night.

No tyrant lays such a yoke. Thus God has fenced

and secured from abuse the power of the parent ; and

yet even the parent has been known, in a nioment of

passion, to be cruel to his child. Is man, then, to be

trusted with absolute power over a fellow-creature, who,

instead of being commended by nature to his tenderest

love, belongs to a despised race, is regarded as prop-

erty, is made the passive instrument of his gratification

and gain ? I ask no documents to prove the abuses of

this power, nor do I care what is said to disprove them.

Millions may rise up and tell me that the slave sutTen

little from cruelty. I know too much of human nature,

human history, human passion, to believe tlieiu. I ac-

quit slave-holders of all peculiar depravity. I judge

them by myself. I say, that absolute power always cor-

rupts human nature more or less. I say, that extraor*

dinary, almost miraculous self-control is necessary to

••cure the slave-holder from provocation and passiim

;
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and 18 self-coDtrol the virtue which, above all othera,

grows up amidst the possession of irresponsible do-

minion ? Even when the sl^ve-holder honestly acquits

himself of cruelty, he may be criminal. His own cop

sciousness u to be distrusted. Having bef;im with

wronging the slave, with wresting (rom him sacred riglui,

he may be expected to multiply wrongs, without thought.

The degraded state of the slave may induce in the mas*

ter a mode of treatment essentially inhuman and in-

sulting, but which he never dreams to be cruel. The
influence of slavery in indurating the moral feeling and

blinding men to wrong, is one of its worst evils.

But suppose the master to be ever so humane. Still,

he is not always watching over his slave. He has his

pleasures to attend to. He is often absent. His terrible

power must be delegated. And to whom is it dele-

gated ? To men prepared to govern others, by having

learned to govern themselves ? To men having a deep

interest in the slaves ? To wise men, instructed in hu-

man nature ? To Chrbtians, trained to purity and love ?

Who does not know, that the office of Overseer is

among the last which an enlightened, philanthropic, self-

respecting man would choose ? Who does not know,

how often the overseer pollutes the plantation by his

hcentiousness, as well as scourge it by his severity ?

In the bands of such a man, the lash is placed. To
such a man is committed the roost fearful trust on earth I

For his cruelties, the ooaster must answer, as truly asi

if they were his own. Nor is this all. The master

does more than delegate his power to the overseer.

How often does he part with it wholly to the slave

dealer ! And has be weighed the responsibility of such

i transfer? Does he not know, that, in selling his
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ilavot into merciless handSf he is roerciles^ hioself, and

roust give so tccouot to God for every barbarity of

which they become the victims ? The notorious cruelty

of the slave-dealers, can be no false report, for it be-

longs to their vocation. These are the men, who throng

and defile our Seat of Government, whose slave-markets^

and slave-dungeons turn to mockery the language of

freedom in the halls of Congress, and who make us

justly the by-word and the scorn of the nations. Is

there no cruelty in putting slaves under the bloody Ush

of the slave-dealers, to be driven like herds of cattle

to distant regions, and there to pass into the hands of

strangers, without a pledge of their finding justice or

mercy ? What heart, not seared by custom, would not

recoil from such barbarity ?

It has been seen, that I do not ground my argument

at 1iU on rases ^ ^^^^«ViYft goisl^ I should attach

lesso importancfl iQ, thpaa «J)An do most persons, even

were they more frequent. They fotm % VfiiXa, v<)ry

small imeuBt pf sufifering, compared with what is in-

flicted by abuses of power too muuim hrnaace. ^ows^
insults^ j^ivations, which jnaVe no noise, and l^ave no

scar, are incomparably more destructive of happiness

than a feW bnital violences, wfitcti rodve genecal indi^

natiop. A weak, despised being, having no means of

defence or redress, living in a community armed against

liis rights, regarded as property, and as bound to entire,

unresisting compliance with another's will, if not sub-

jected to inflictions of ferocious cruelty, is yet exposed

to less striking and shocking forms of cruelty, the amount

ol which must be a fearful mass of suflfering.

But could it be proved, that there are no cruelties in

slave-countries, we ought not then to be more recoii*
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tiled to slavery than we now are. For what would tbit

show ? That cruehy b not needed. And why not

seeded ? Because the slave is entirely subdued to his

lot. No man will be wholly unresisting in bondage, but

be who is thoroughly imbued with the spirit of a slave.

IT the colored race never need punishment, it is be-

cause the feelings of men are dead within them, because

they have no consciousness of rights, because they are

cowards, without respect for themselves, and without

confidence in the sharers of their degraded lot. The
quiet of slavery is like that which the Roman legiqni

left in ancient Britain, the stillness of death. Why wer«

the Romans accustomed to work their slaves in chaina

by day, and confine them in dungeons by night ? Not

because they loved cruelty for its own sake; but be-

cause their slaves were stung with a consciousness of

degradation, because they brought from the forests of

Dacia some rude ideas of human dignity, or from civi-

lized countries some experience of social improvements,

which naturally issued in violence and exasperation.

They needed cruelty, for their own wilb were not bro-

ken to another's, and the spirit of freemen was not whol-

ly gone. The slave mutt meet cruel treatment either

mwardly or outwardly. Either the soul or the body

must receive the blow. Either the flesh must be tor*

tured, or the spirit be struck down. Dreadful alter*

native to which slavery is reduced I

5. J-procCFScTto another view of the evtbmfulavery.

Lrefer to its influence on th<? Maat#>r^ This topic can-

not, perhaps, be so handled as to avoid giving offence ;

but without it an imperfect view of the subject would be

liven. I will nass over many views. I will say notlw
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ng of the tendency of dlavery to unjettle the ideas of

Right in the slave-bolder, to impair bis convictions of

Justice and Benevolence ; or of its tendency to associate

with labor ideas of degradation, and to recommend idle-

ness as an bonorable exemption. I will confine myself

to two considerations.

The first is, that slavery, above all other influences,

Dourishi'js tfie passion f^ power fliR) la kinilrtfd vices.

Tberjft'ir^u |iassion which neecis i aicQjagsrciirb. Men's

worst crimes have sprung firomj]^^ dfisi£» of hfiio^ Ifiias

tec^ of b'endin|;.juhers to their yoke. And the natural

tendency of bringing others into subjection to our abso-

lute will, is to quicken into fearful activity the imperious,

haughty, proud, self-seeking propensities of our nature.

Man cannot, without immbent peril to his virtue, own

a fellow-creature, or use the word of absolute com-

mand to his brethren. God never delegated this power.

It is a usurpation of the Divine dominion, and its natu-

ral mflueiSEh Is (0 pruUute a spiiit df aiif»''*'*">y to Di-

vine as well as to human jaws.-

Undoubted!} (Ins tendency is in a measure counter-

acted by the spirit of the age and the genius of Chris-

tianity, and m conscientious individuals it may be wholly

overcome ; but we see its fruits in the corruptions of

moral sentiment which prevail among slave-holders. A
quick resentment of whatever is thought to encroach

on personal dignity, a trembling jealousy of reputation,

vehemence of the vindictive passions, and contempt

of all laws, human, and divine, b retaliating injury,—

these take rank among the virtues of men whose self-

estimation has been fed by the possession of absolutu

power.

Of consequence, the direct tendency of slavery i^ tn
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innihilate the control of Christiaoity. Humility is by

eminence the spirit of Christianity. No vice was so

severely rebuked by our Lord, as the passion for ruling

over others. A deference towards aU human beinp as

our brethren, a benevolence which disposes us to serve

rather than to reign, to concede our own rather than

to encroach on others' rights, to forgive, not avenge

wrongs, to govern our own spirits, instead of breaking

the spirit of in inferior or foe,— this is Christianity ; a

religion too high and pure to be understood and obeyed

anywhere as it should be, but which meets singular hoe*

tibty in the habits of mind generated by slavery.

The slave-holder, indeed, values himself on his lofti*

ness of spirit. He has a consciousness of dignity, which

imposes on himself and others. But truth cannot stoop

to this lofty mien. Truth, moral Christian truth, con-

demns it, and condemns those who bow to it. Self-

respect, founded on a consciousness of our moral nature

and immortal destiny, is, indeed, a noble principle ; but

this sentiment includes, as a part of itself, respect for

all who partake our nature. A consciousness of dig-

nity, founded on the subjection of others to our absolute

will, is bhuman and unjust. It is time that the teach-

ings of Christ were understood. In proportion as a

man acquires a lofty bearing from the habit of command
over wronged and depressed fellow-creatures, so far he

casts away true honor, so far he has fallen b the sight

of God and Virtue.

I approach a more delicate subject, and one on which

I shall not enlarge. To own the persons of others, to

hold females in slavery, is necessarily fatal to the purity

of a people. That unprotected females, stripped by

their degraded condition of woman's self-respect, should
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be lued to minute to other passions in men than the

love of gain, is next to inevitable. Accordingly, in such

A community, the reins are given to youthful licentious^

ness. Youth, everywhere in peril, is in these circum-

stances urged to vice with a terrible power. And the

evil cannot stop at youth. Early licentiousness is ftuit*

ful of crime in mature life. How far the obligation to

conjugal fidelity, the sacredness of domestic ties, will

bo revered amidst such habits, such temptations, such

facilities to vice, as are involved in shivery, needs no

exposition. 80 sure and terrible is retribution even iu

this life! Domestic happbess is not blighted in the

slave's hut alone. The nuister*s infidelity sheds a blight

over his own domestic affections and joys. Home,

without purity and constancy, is spoiled of its holiest

charm and most blessed influences. I need not say,

after the preceding explanations, that this corruption u
(ar from bemg universal. Still, a sUve-country reeks

with licentiousness. It is tainted with a deadher pesti*

lence than the plague.

But the worst is not told. As a consequence of

criminal connections, many a master has children bore

into slavery. Of these, most, I presume, receive pro-

tection, perhaps indulgence, during the life of the fathers;

but at their death, not a few are left to the chances of

a cruel bondage. These cases must have increased,

since the difficulties of emancipation have been multi-

plied. Still more; it is to be feared that there are

cases, in which the master puts his own children under

the whip of the overseer, or else seUs them to undergo

the miseries of bondage among strangers. I shouU

rejoice to learn that my impressions on this pomt arn

(abe. If they be true, then our own country, caUing
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Itself enlightened and Chrbtian, is defiled widi one of

the greatest enormities on earth. We send missionaries

to heathen lands. Among the pollutions of heathenism

I know nothing worse than this. The heathen, who

feasts on his country's foe, may hold up his head by the

side of the Christian, who sells his child for gain, sells

bim to be a slave. God forbid that I should charge

this crime on a people ! But however rarely it may

occur, it is a fruit of slavery, an exercise of power be-

longing to slavery, and no laws restram or punish it.

6uch are the evUs which spring naturally from the li-

centiousness generated by slavery.

6. I cannot leave the subjec t pf ihn niiln of slaveiji

withoursiAyillg U Word of Its roiitical influence. Under

thirhead, 1 shall bOC fingftgd in discussi<ln»4ic^ch belong

to the economist. I shall not repeat, what has been

often proved, that slave-labor is less productive than

free ; nor shall I show, how the ability of a community

to unfold its resources in peace, and to defend itself in

war, must be impaired, by degrading the laboring popu-

lation to a state, which takes from them motives to toil,

and renders them objects of suspicion or dread. I wish

only to speak of the influence of skvery on Free Insti-

tutions. This influence, we are gravely told, is favora-

ble: ^d therefore I am bound to give it a brief notice.

Political hberty is said to find strength ard security m
iomestic servitude. Strange mode, indeed, of ensuring

fireedom to ourselves, to violate it in the persons of oth-

ers ! Among the new lights of the age, the most won-

derful discovery is, that to spoil others of their rights if

the way to assert the sacredness of our own.

And bow is slavery proved to support fi'ee institu-
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II0D8 ? Slave-holdiiig, we are told, infuses an indonii*

table spirit, and tbb is a pledge against tyranny. But

do we not know that Asia and Africa, slave-holding

countries from the earliest date of histoiy, have been

paralyzed for ages and robbed of all nuudy force by

despotism ? In the feudal ages, the baron, surrounded

by his serfs, had undoubtedly enough of a fiery spirit

to keep him free, if this were the true defence of free*

dom; but gradually his pride was curbed, his power

broken ; a greater tyrant swallowed him up ; and the

descendants of nobles, who would have died sooner

than brooked a master, were turned into courtierS) as

pliant as their fathers had been ferocious.

But ^' the free states of antiquity," we are told, '* bad

slaves." So had the monarchies of the same periods.

With which of these institutions was slavery most con-

genial ? To which did it most probably give support ?

Besides, it is only by courtesy that we call the ancient

republics free. Rome in her best days was an aris-

tocracy ; nor were private rights, which it is the chief

office of liberty to protect, rendered a whit more secure

by the gradual triumphs of the people over patrician

power. Slavery was at all periods the curse of Rome.

The great mass of her free population, throwing almost

every laborious occupation on the slaves, became an

idle, licentious rabble ; and this unprincipled popidace,

together with the slaves, furnished ready instrumenta

for every private and public crime. When Clodius

prowled the streets of Rome for the murder of Cicero

and the best citizens, his train was composed in part of

slaves, fit bloodhounds for his nefarious work. The

Republic in its proudest days was desolated and con*

vulsed by servile wars. Imperial Rome was over
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>cirbelmed by savage hordes, for this among other reasonsi

that her whole peasantry consisted either of sbves, of

of nominal freemen degraded to a servile condition, sa

that tiie legions could be recruited only from tribes of

barbarians whom she had formerly subdued.

But the great argument b favor of the political bene*

fits of slavery, remains to be stated. In plain language

it amounts to this, that slavery excludes the laboring

or poorer classes from the elective franchise, from politi*

oal power ; and it is the turbulence of these classes

which is supposed to constitute the chief peril of liberty.

But in slave-holding communities, are there no distmc^

tions of condition among the free ? Are none compara*

tively poor ? Is there no democracy ? Was not Ath-

ens, crowded as she was with slaves, the most turbulent

of democracies ? And further, do not the idleness and

impatience of restraint, into which the free of a slave-

holding community naturally fall, generate an intenser

party-spirit, fiercer political passions, and more desper-

ate instruments of ambition, than can be found among

the laboring classes in a community where slavery is

unknown ? In which of the two great divisions of our

awn country are political strifes most likely to be settled

by the sword ? In the Slave-holding States, or the

Free ? The laboring classes, when brought up under

free institutions and equal Uws, are not necessarily or

peculiarly disposed to abuse the elective franchise.

Their daily toil, often exhausting, secures them from

habitual polit'^cal excitement. The most powerful spir-

its among them are continually rising to a prosperity,

which gives them an interest in public order. There it

also a general diffusion of property, the result of unfet*

Itred industry, which forms a general motive to the sup*
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port of the laws. It should be added, that the doraeslic

virtues and religious sentiments, which m a Christian

country spread through all ranks, and spread more widely

among the industrious than the idle, are powerful checks

on the passions, strong barriers against civil convulsioa.

Idleness, rather than toil, makes the turbulent partisan.

Whoever knows the state of society in the Free States,

can testify, that the love of liberty, pride in our free

institutions, and jealousy of rights, are nowhere more

active than in thc^e very classes which in a slave-holding

country are reduced to servitude. Undoubtedly the

jeabusies, passions, and prejudices of the laboring por-

tion of the connmunity may work evil, and even ruin ta

the state ; and so may the luxury, the political venality,

the gambling spirit of trade, and the cupidity, to be

found in other ranks or conditions. If freedom must

be denied wherever it will be endangered, then eveiy

class m society must be reduced to slavery.

Free institutions rest on two great political virtues,

the love of liberty and the love of order. The slave

holder (I mean the slave-holder by choice) is of neces-

sity more or less wanting in both. How plain is it, thai

no man can love liberty with a true love, who has the

heart to wrest it from others ! Attachment to freedom

does not consist in spuming indignantly a yoke prepared

for our own necks ; for this is done even by the savage

and the beast of prey. It is a moral sentiment, an im-

partial desire and choice, that others as well as ourselve*

may be protected from every wrong, may be exempted

from every unjust restraint. Slave-holding, when per*

petuated selfishly and from choice, is at open war with

this generous principle. It is a plain, habitual contenipi

of human rights, and of course impairs that sense of
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their sanctity, which is their hest protection. It ofiersi

every day and hour, a precedent of usurpation to th<

ambitious. It creates a caste with despotic powers;

and under such guardians is liberty peculiarly secure ?

It creates a burning zeal for the rights of a privileged

class, but not for the Rights of Men. These the volun-

tary slave-holder casts down by force ; and, in the chaiig*

es of human affairs, the time may not be distant, when

be will learn, that force, accustomed to triumph over

right, is prone to leap every bound, and to make tha

proud as well as abject stoop to its sway.

Slavery is also hostile to the love of order, which, in

union with the love of liberty, is the great support of

free institutions. Skve-holding in a republic tends di-

rectly to kwlessness. It gives the habit of command,

not of obedience. The absolute master is not likely

to distinguish himself by subjection to the civil power.

The substitution of passion and self-will for law, is no«

where so common as in the Slave-holding States. In

these it is thought honorable to rely on one's own arm,

rather than on the magistrate, for the defence of many

rights. In some, perhaps many, districts, the chief

peace-officer seems to be the weapon worn as part of

the common dress ; and the multitude seem to be mora

awed by one another's passions, than by the authority

of the state. Such communities have no pledge of

stable liberty. Reverence for the laws, as manifet-

tations of the public will, is the very spirit of free in*

stitutions. Does this spirit find its best nutriment in

the habits and feelings generated by slavery ?

Slavery is a strange element to mix up with free insti*

tutions. It cannot but endanger them. It is a patten

lor every kind of wrong. The slave brinp insecuri^
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OD the free. Whoever holds ooe human being in bond*

age, invitei others to plant the foot on his own neck.

Thanks to Ood, not one human being can be wronged

with impunity. The liberties of a people ought to trem-

ble, until every man is free. Tremble they will. Theif

true foundation is sapped by the legalized degradation

of a single innocent man to slavery. That foundation

is impartial justice, is respect for human nature, b re-

spect for the rights of every human being.

I have endeavoured, in these remarks, to show the

hostility between slavery and free institutions. If, bow-

ever, I err, if these institutions cannot stand without

slavery for their foundation, then I say. Let them fall.

Then they ought to be buried in perpetual ruins. Then

the name of republicanism ought to become a by-word

and reproach among the nations. Then monarchy, lim-

ited as it is in England, is incomparably better and hap-

pier than our more popular forms. Then despotism, as

it exists in Prussia, where equal laws are in the main

administered with impartiality, ought to be preferred.

A republican government, bought by the sacrifice of

half or more than half of a people, by stripping them of

their most sacred rights, by degrading them to a brutal

condition, would cost too much. A freedom so tainted

with wrong ought to be our abhorrence. They, whc

tell us that slavery is a necessary condition of a republic,

do not justify the former, but pronounce a sentence of

reprobation on the latter. If they speak truth, we are

bound as a people to seek more just and generous insti-

tutions, under which the rights of all will be secure.

I have DOW placed before the reader the chief evtif

»f slavery. We are told, however, that these are not
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without mitigatioD,' that sUverj hat adyantagai whioh

do much to oounterbalanoe ita wrongs aud pains. Not

a few are partially reconciled to the institution by the

language of confidence in which its benefits are some-

times announced. I shall therefore close this chapter

with a very brief consideration of what ire thought to

be the advantages of slavery.

It is often said, that the slave does less work than

the free laborer ; he bears a lighter burden than liberty

would lay on him. Perhaps this is generally true ; yet,

when circumstances promise profit to the master from

the imposition of excessive labor, the slave b not spared.

Id the West Indies, the terrible waste of life among the

over-worked cultivators, required large supplies from

Africa to keep up the failing population. In this coun-

try it is probably true, that the slave works less than the

free laborer ; but it does not therefore follow, that his

work is lighter. For what b it that lightens toil ? It

is Hope ; it b Love ; it is Strong Motive. That labor

is light which we do irom the heart, to which a great

good quickens us, which is to better our lot. That la-

bor is light which is to comfort, adorn, and cheer our

homes, to give instruction to our children, to sokce

the declining years of a parent, to give to our grateful

and generous sentiments the means of exertion. Great

effort from great motives b the best definition of a happy

life. The easiest labor b a burden to him who has no

motive for performing it. How wearisome b the task

imposed by another, and wiongfuUy imposed 1 The
sbve cannot easily be made to do a freeman's work ;

and why ? Because he wants a freeman's spirit, because

the spring of bbor b impaired within him, because he

works as a machine, not a free agent. The compubion.
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onder which he toils for another, takes from labor its

sweetness, makes the daily round of life arid and duU,

makes escape (irom toil the chief interest of life.

We are further told, that the skve is freed from all

care, that he b sure of future support, that when old

he is not dismissed to the poor-house, but fed and shel-

tered b his own hut. This is true ; but it is also true

that nothing can be gained by violating the great laws

and essential rights of our nature. The slave, we are

told, has no care, hb future is provided for. Yet God
created him to provide for the future, to take care of

his own happiness ; and he cannot be freed from this

care without injury to his moral and intellectual life.

Why has God given foresight and power over the fu-

ture, but to be used ? Is it a blessing to a rational

creature to be placed in a condition which chains his

faculties \o the present moment, which leaves nothing

before him to rouse the intellect or touch the heart ?

Be it abo remembered, that the same provision, which

relieves the slave from anxiety, cuts nim off from hope.

The future is not, indeed, haunted by spectres of pov

erty, nor is it brightened by images of joy. It stretches

before him sterile, monotonous, expanding into no re-

freshing verdure, and sending no cneering whbper of

• better lot.

It b true that the free laborer may become a pauper

,

and so may the free rich man, both of the North and the

South. 6till, our capitalists never dream of flying to

slavery as a security against the almshouse. Freedom

undoubtedly has its perib. It offers nodiing to the sloth-

ful and dissolute. Among a people left to seek theii

own good in their own way, some of all classes fail from

rice, some from incapaci^, some from misfortune. AH
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But in this country the number is sroaU, and ought con*

Btantly to decrease. The evil, however lamentable, u
not so remediless and spreading as to furnish a motive

for reducing half the population to chains. Benevo*

lence does much to mitigate it. The best minds are

inquiring how it may be prevented, diminished, removed.

It is giving excitement to a philanthropy which creates

out of misfortune new bonds of union between roan and

man.

Our slave-holding brethren, who tell us that the con«

dition of the slave is better than that of the free laborer

at the North, talk ignorantly and rashly. They do not,

cannot know, what to us is matter of daily observation,

that from the families of our farmers and mechanics have

sprung our most distinguished men, men who have done

most for science, arts, letters, religion, and freedom

;

and that the noblest spirits among us would have been

lost to their country and mankind, had the laboring ckss

here been doomed to slavery. They do not know,

what we rejoice to tell them, that this class partakes

largely of the impulse given to the whole community

;

that the means of intellectual improvement are multi-

plying to the laborious as fast as to the opulent ; that

our most distinguished citizens meet them as brethren,

and communicate to them in public discourses their own

most important acquisitions. Undoubtedly, the Chris-

tian, republican spirit is not working, even here, as it

should The more improved and prosperous classes

have not yet learned, that it is their great mission to ele-

vate morally and intellectually the less advanced classet

of the community ; but the great truth is more and more

recognised, and accordingly a new era may be said to

be opemng on society.
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It is said, however, that the slave, if net to be coiii«

pared to the free laborer at the North, is in a happier

condition than the Irish peasantry. Let thk be granted.

Let the security of the peasant's domestic relations, let

his church and his school-house, and his faint hope of

a better lot pass for nothing. Because Ireland is suf-

fering from the roisgovemment and oppression of ages,

does it follow that a less grinding oppression is a good f

Besides, are not the wrongs of Ireland acknowledged ?

Is not British legislation laboring to restore her pros-

perity ? Is it not true, that, whibt the slave's lot admits

no important change, the most enlightened minds are

at work to confer on the Irish peasant the blessbgs of

education, of equal laws, of new springs to exertion, of

new sources of wealth ? Other men, however fallen,

may be lifted up. An immovable weight presses on

the skve.

But still we are told, the skve is gay. He is not

as wretched as our theories teach. After his toil, he

sings, he dances, he gives no signs of an exhausted

frame or gloomy spirit. The slave happy ! Why, then,

contend for rights ? Why follow with beating hearts

the struggles of the patriot for freedom ? Why canonise

the martyr to freedom ? The slave happy ! Then hap*

piness is to be found in giving up the distinctive attri-

butes of a man ; m darkening intellect and conscience ;

in quenching generous sentiments ; in servility of spirit

;

in living under a whip ; in having neither property nor

rights; m holding wife and child at another's pleasure ;

m toiling without hope ; in living without an end ! The

slave, indeed, has his pleasures. His animal nature

survives * the injury to his rational and moral powers :

and every animal has its enjoyments. The kindnesa
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of Provideoce aUows no human being to be wholly di-

vorced from good. The lamb frolics ; the dog leajit

for joy ; the bird fiUs the air with cheerful harmony

;

and the slave spends his holyday in laughter and the

dance. Thanks to Him who never leaves himself with-

out witness ; who cheers even the desert with spots

of verdure ; and opens a fountain of joys in the roost

withered heart ! It is not possible, however, to con-

template the occasional gayety of the slave without some

mixture of painful thought. He is gay, because be has

not learned to think ; because he is too fallen to feel

hit wrongs ; because he wants just self-respect. We
are grieved by the gayety of the insane. There is a

sadness in the gayety of him whose lightness of heart

would be turned to bitterness and indignation, were one

fay of light to awaken in him the spirit of a man.

That there are those among the free, who are more

wretched than slaves, is undoubtedly true ; just as there

is incomparably greater misery among men than among

brutes. The brute never knows the agony of a human

spirit torn by remorse, or wounded in its love. But

would we cease to be human, because our capacity for

sufferiog increases with the elevation of our nature ? All

blessings may be perverted, and the greatest perverted

most. Were we to visit a slave-country, undoubtedly

the most miserable human beings would be found among

the free ; for among them the passions have wider sweep,

and the power they possess may be used to their own

ruin. Liberty is not a necessity of happiness. It is

only a means of good. It is a trust which may be

abused. Are 'U such trusts to be cast away ? Are

they not the greatest gifts of Heaven ?

But the slave, we are told, often roanifesti afiecdoD
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his return. I will not endeavour to explain this, by say*

ing that the master's absence places the slave under the

overseer. Nor will I object, that the slave's propensity

to steal from his master, his need of the whip to urge

him to toil, and the dread of insurrection which he in-

spires, are signs of any thing but love. There is, un-

doubtedly, much more affection in this relation than

could be expected. Of all races of men, the African

u the mildest and most susceptible of attachment. Ha
loves, where the European would hate. He watches

the life of a master, whom the North American Indian,,

in like circumstances, would stab to the heart. The

African is affectionate. Is this a reason for holding him

m chains ? We cannot, however, think of this most in«

teresting feature of slavery with unmixed pleasure. Il

*« the curse of shivery, that it can touch nothing which

t does not debase. Even love, that sentiment given ui

by God to be the germ of a divine virtue, becomes in

the skive a weakness, almost a degradation. His affeo*:

tions lose much of their beauty and dignity. He ought,

indeed, to feel benevolence toward his master ; but to

attach himself to a man who keeps him in the dust and

denies him the rights of a man ; to be grateful and de«

voted to one who extorts his toil and debases him into

a chattel ; this has a taint of servility, which makes us

grieve whibt we admire. However, we would not di«

minish the atuchment of the slave. He is the happier

for his generosity. Let him love his master, and let

the master win love by kindness. We only say, let not

th!3 manifestation of a generous nature in the slave be

turned against him. Let it not be made an answer to

an exposition of his wrongs. Let it not be used at ft.

ireapon for his perpetual degradation.
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But the slave, we are told, a taught Religion. Thiii

is the most cbeerbg souud which comes to us from the

land of bondage. We are rejoiced to learn, that any

portion of the slaves are mstructed in that truth, which

gives inward freedom. They hear at least one voice

of deep, genuine love, the voice of Christ ; and read in

his cross what all other things hide from them, the un*

utterable worth of their spiritual nature. This portion

>

however, is small. The greater part are still buried in

heathen ignorance. Besides, religion, though a great

good, can hardly exert its full power on the slave. WiU

it not be taught to make him obedient to his master,

rather than to raise him to the dignity of a man ? Is

slavery, which tends so proverbially to debase the mind,

the preparation for spiritual truth ? Can the slave com-

prehend the principle of Love, the essential principle

of Christianity, when he hears it from the lips of those

whose relations to him express injustice and selfishness ?

But suppose him to receive Christianity in its purity,

and to feel all its power. Is this to reconcile us to

slavery ? Is a being, who can understand the sublimest

truth which has ever entered the human mind, who can

love and adore God, who can conform himself to the

celestial virtue of the Saviour, for whom that Saviour

died, to whom heaven is opened, whose repentance now

gives joy in heaven,— is such a being to be held as

property, driven by force as the brute, and denied the

rights of man by a fellow'Creature, by a professed dis*

ciple of the just and merciful Saviour ? Has he a reli-

gious nature, and dares any one hold him as a slave ?

I have now completed my views of the evils of slav-

ery, and have shown how little they are mitigated by
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what are thought its advaDtages. la this whole dis*

ooMion I have cautiously avoided quoting particular ex*

amples of its baneful influences. I have not brought

together accounts of horrible cruelty which come to us

from the South. I have confined myself to the natural

tendencies of slavery, to evils bound up in its very na-

ture, which, as long as man is man, cannot be separated

from it. That these evils are unmixed, I do not say.

More or less of good may often be found in connexion

with them. No institution, be it what it may, can make
the life of a human being wholly evil, or cut off every

means of improvement. God's benevolence triumphs

over all the perverseness and folly of man's devices.

He sends a cheering beam into the darkest abode. The
slave has his hours of exhilaration. His hut occasion-

ally rings with thoughtless mirth. Among this class,

too, there are and must be, occasionally, higher pleas-

ures. God is no respecter of persons; and in soote

slaves there is a happy nature which no condition can

destroy, just as among children we find some whom the

worst education cannot spoil. The African is so affec-

tionate, imitative, and docile, that in favorable circum«

stances be catches much that is good , and accordingly

the influence of a wise and kind roaster will be seen in

the very countenance and bearing of his slaves. Among
this degraded people, there are. occasionally, examples

of superior intelligence and virtue, showing the ground-

lessness of the opinion that they are incapable of filling

ft higher rank than sUvery, and showing that human na-

ture is too generous and hardy to be wboUy destroyed

ID the most unpropitious state. We also witness in this

chss, ard very often, a superior physical developeroent,

a grace of form and motion, which ahnost extorts •
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feeling approacbiiig respect. I mean not to affirm, that

slavery excludes ail good, for human life cannot long

endure under the privation of every thing happy and im-

proving. I have spoken of its natural tendenciei and

results. These are wholly and only evil.

I am aware that it will be replied to the views now

given of slavery, that persons living at a distance from

it cannot comprehend it, that its true character can be

learned only from those who know it practically, vid are

(amiliar with its operations. To this I will not reply,

that I have seen it near at hand. It is sufficient to re-

ply, |hat men may lose the power of seeing an object

(airly, by being too near as well as by being too remote.

The slave-holder is too familiar with slavery to under-

stand it. To be educated in injustice is almost neces-

sarily to be blinded by it more or less. To exercise

usurped power from birth is the surest way to look upon

it as a right and a good. The slave-holder tells us, that

he only can mstruct us about sUvery. But suppose

that we wished to learn the true character of despotism ;

should we go to the palace, and take the despot as our

teacher ? Should we pay much heed to his assurance,

that he alone could understand the character of absolute

power, and that we m a republic could know nothing of

the condition of men subjected to irresponsible will ?

The sad influence of slavery, in darkening the mind

which is perpetually conversant with it, b disclosed to

us in the recent attempts made at the South to represent

this institution as a good. Freemen, who would sooner

die than resign their rights, talk of the happiness of

those from whom every right is wrested. They talk of

the slave as '^ property,*' with the same confldence aa

if this W9re the holiest claim. This is one of the mourn*
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lul effects of slavery. It darkens the moral sense oi the

master. And can men, whose position is so unfaTora-

ble to just, 'mpartial jud^ent, expect us to acquiesce

b their views ?

There is another reply. If the Slave-holding Sutes

expect us to admit their views of this institution, thev

must allow it to be freely discussed among themselves.

Of what avail b their testimony in favor of slavery,

when not a tongue is allowed to say a word in its con-

denmation ? Of what use is the press, when it can

publish only on one side ? In large portions of the

Slave^holding States, freedom of speech on this subject

is at an end. Whoever should publish among them

the sentiments respecting slavery, which are universally

adopted through the civihzed world, would put his life

in jeopardy, would probably be flayed or hung. Ob
this great subject, which affects vitally their peace and

prosperity, their moral and political interests, no phi*

lanthropist, who has come to the truth, can speak hia

mind. Even the minister of religion, who feels the hos-

tility between slavery and Christianity, dares not speak.

His calling might not save him from popular rage. Thus

slavery avenges itself. It brings the masters under des-^

potism. It takes away that liberty which a freeman

prizes as Ufe, liberty of speech. All this, we are told,

is necessary, and so it may be ; but an institution impos-

ing such a necessity cannot be a good : and one thing is

plain ; the testimony of men placed under such restraints

cannot be too cautiously received. We have better

sources of knowledge. We have the testimony of ages,

and the testimony of the unchangeable principles of hu-

man nature. These assure us that shivery is ^' evil, and

evil continually.'
19
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1 ought Dot to close this bead without acknowledging,

(what 1 cheerfully do,) that in many cases the kindness

of masters does much for the mitigation of slavery.

Could it be rendered harmless, the efforts of many

would not be spared to make it so. It b evil, not

through any singular corruption in the slave-holdery

out from its own nature, and in spite of all efforts to

make it a good. It is evil, not because it exists on this

or that spot. Were it planted at the North, it might

become a greater curse, more hardening and depraving,

than it now proves under a milder sky. It is not of the

particular form of slavery in this country that I complain.

I am willing to allow that it is here comparatively mild ;

that on many plantations no abuses exist, but such as

are inseparable from its very nature. The mischief lies

in its very nature. " Men do not gather grap^ of thorns,

•r figs of thistles.'* An institution so founded m wrong,

so imbued with injustice, cannot be made a good. I

cannot, like other institutions, be perpetuated by being

improved. To improve it, is to prepare the way for it.

subversion. Every melioration of the slave's lot is a

step toward freedom. Shivery is thus radically, essen«

tially evil. Every good man should earnestly pray, and

use every virtuous influence, that an institution so bligbt-

i^g to human nature may be brought to an end.
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CHAPTER V.

SCRIPTUaE.

Attempts are often made to support slaveiy by tins

tutbority of Revelation. ^* Slavery,** it is said, **
if

allowed in the Old Testament, and not condemned in

the New. Paul commands slaves to obey. He coro>-

mands masters, not to release their slaves, but to treat

tbem justly. Therefore slavery is right, is sanctified

by God's Word.*' In this age of the world, and amidst

the light which has been thrown on the true mterpre-

tation of the Scriptures, such reasoning hardly deserves

notice. A few words only will be offered in reply.

This reasoning proves too much. If usages, sano-

tioned in the Old Testament and not forbidden in the

New, are right, then our moral code will undergo a

sad deterioration. Polyg^miy was allowed to the I»»

raelites, was the practice of the holiest men, and was

common and licensed in the age of the Apostles. Bui

the Aposdes nowhere condemn it, nor was the repuD-

ciation of it made an essential condition of admission

into the Chrbtian church. It b true, that in one pas-

sage Chrbt has condemned it by implication. But b
not slavery condemned by stronger implication, in the

many passages which make the new religion to consbt

10 serving one another, and m doing to others what w$.
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•rould that they should do to ourselves ? Why may not

Scripture be used to stock our bouses with wives u
well as with slaves ?

Again. Paul is said to sanction slavery. Let us now

iskf What was slavery in the age of Paul ? It was

the slavery, not so much of black as of white men, not

merely of barbarians, but of Greeks, not merely of the

ignorant and debased, but of the virtuous, educated, and

re6ned. Piracy and conquest were the chief means of

supplying the slave-market, and they heeded neither

cliaracter nor condition. Sometimes the greater part

of the population of a captured city was sold into boml*'

ige, sometimes the whole,, as in the case of Jerusalem.

Noble and royal families, the rich and great, the learned

and powerful, the philosopher and poet, the wisest and

Aest men, were condemned to the chain. Such was

incieot slavery. And this, we are told, is allowed and

confirmed by the word of God I Had Napoleon, od

capturing Berlin or Vienna, doomed most or the whole

of their inhabitants to bondage ; had he seized on vener*

able matrons, the mothers of illustrious men, who were

rtsposing, after virtuous Uves, in the bosom of grateful

fcmilies ; had he seized on the delicate, refined, beau-

tiful young woman, whose education had prepared her

to grace the sphere in which God had placed her, and

<^ver all whose prospects the freshest hopes and most

glowing imaginations of early life were breathed ; had he

seized on the minister of religion, the man of science,

the man of genius, the sage, the guides of the world

;

had he scattered these through the slave-markets of the

world, and transferred them to the highest bidders at

public auction, the men to be converted into instruments

of slavish toil, the women into instruments of lust, and
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both to endure whatever iodignities aod tortures abiolule

power cip inflict ; we should then have had a picture,

in the present age, of shivery as it existed in the time

of Paul. Such sUvery, we are told, was sanctioned bj

the Apostle I Such, we are told, he pionounced to be

morally right 1 Had Napoleon sent some cargoes d^

these victims to these shores, we might have bought

them, and degraded the noblest beings to our lowesf

uses, and might have cited Paul to testify to our innc*

cence ! Were an infidel to bring this charge against tht

Apostle, we should say that he was hiboring in his vocav

tion ; but that a professed Christian should so insult thif

sainted philanthropist, this martyr to truth and benevcw

lence, is a sad proof of the power of skveiy to blind

its supporters to the plainest truth.

SUvery, in the age of the Aposde, had so penetrated

society, was so intimately interwoven with it, and the

materials of servile war were so abundant, that a religion

preaching freedom to the slave, would have shaken the

social fabric to its foundation, and would have armed

against itself the whole power of the state. Paul did

not then assail the institution. He satisfied himself with

spreading principles, which, however slowly, could not

but work its destruction. He commanded Philemon to

receive his fugitive slave, Onesimus, ^' not as a slavey

but above a slave, as a brother beloved ; " and he com-

manded masters to give to their slaves that which was

^^jiut and s^uai'*; thus asserting for the slave the righti

of a Christian and a Man ; and how, in his circum*

stances, he could have done more for the subversion of

slavery, 1 do not see.

Let me ofler another remark. The perversion of

Scripture to the support of slavery is singularly inexcus.'
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CO obey their masters. He delivered these precepts :

*^ Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers.

For there is no power but of God ; the powers that be

are ordained of God. Whosoever^ therefore, resistetb

the power, resistetb the ordinance of God ; and they

chat resist shall receive to themselves danmation.'* This

passage was written in the time of Nero. It teaches

passive obedience to despotism more strongly than any

text teaches the lawfulness of slavery. Accordingly, it

has been quoted for ages by the supporters of arbitrary

power, and made the stronghold of tyranny. Did our

fiohers acquiesce m the most obvious interpretation of

this text ? Because the first Christians were taught to

obey despotic rule, did our fathers feel as if Chris-

tianity had stripped men of their rights ? Did they ar«

gue, that tyranny was to be excused, because forcible

opposition to it is in most cases wrong ? Did they ar-

gue, that absolute power ceases to be unjust, because,

as a general rule, it is the duty of subjects to obey f

Did they infer that bad institutions ought to be perpet-

ual, because the subversion of them by force will almost

always inflict greater evil than it removes ? No ; they

were wiser interpreters of God's Word. They believed

that despotism was a wrong, notwithstanding the general

obligation upon its subjects to obey ; and that whenever

a whole people should so feel the wrong as to demand

H removal, the time for removing it had fully come.

Such is the school in which we here have been brought

«p. To us, it is no mean proof of the divine original

of Christianity, that it teaches human brotherhood and

lavors human rights ; and yet, on the ground of two or

three passages, which admit difl!erent constructions.
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make Chriitianity the miobter of slavery, the foq^er of

chains for those whom it came to make free.

It is a plain rule of Scriptural criticism, that particu"

lar texts should be interpreted according to the general

tenor and spirit of Christianity. And what is the gen-

eral, the perpetual teaching of Christianity in regard to

social duty ? *^ All things whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them ; for this is the

law and the prophets." Now does not every man feel,

that nothing, nothing, could induce him to consent to

be a skve ? Does he not feel, that, if reduced to thia

abject^lot, his whole nature, his reason, conscience,

affections, would cry out against it as the greatest of

calamities and wrongs ? Can he pretend, then, that,

in holding others in bondage, he does to his neighbour

what he would that his neighbour should do to him ?

Of what avail are a few texts, which were designed for

local and temporary use, when urged against the vital,

essential spirit, and the plainest precepts of our religion ?

I close this section with a few extracts from a recent

work of one of our most distinguished writers ; not that

I think additional arguments necessary, but because the

authority of Scripture is more successfully used than

any thing ebe to reconcile good minds to slavery.

'* This very course, which the Gospel takes on this

subject, seems to have been the only one that could

have been taken in order to effect the universal abolition

of skvery. The Gospel was designed, not for one race

or for one time, but for all races and for all times. It

looked, not at the abolition of this form of evil for that

age alone, but for its universal abolition. Hence the

important object of its author was to gain it a lodgmeoit

in every part of the known world ; so that, by its unir
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versal difiusioo among all clasiet of fociety, it migbl

quietly and paacefully modify and subdue the evil pai-

aioii0 ot men ; and tbu8» without violence, work a revo*

hition in the whole mast of mankind. In this manner

alone could its object, a universal moral revolution, have

been accomplished. For if it had forbidden the m/,

instead of subverting the principle^ if it had proclaimed

the unlawfubess of slavery, and taught slaves to renti

the oppression of their masters, it would instantly have

arrayed the two parties in deadly hostility throughout

the civilized world ; its announcement would have been

the signal of servile war ; and the very name of the

Christian religion would have been forgotten amidst the

agitations of universal bloodshed. The fact, under these

circumstances, that the Gospel does not forbid sUvery,

affords no reason to suppose that it does not mean to

prohibit it ; much less does it afford ground for belief

that Jesus Christ intended la auUutr%x$ it.

'^ It is important to remember, that two grounds of

moral obligation are distinctly recognised in the Gospel.

The first is our duty to man as man ; that is, on the

ground of the relation which men sustain to each other

;

the second is our duty to man as a creature of God

;

that is, on the ground of the relation which we all sus-

tain to God.— Now it is to be observed, that it b pre-

cisely upon this latter ground that the slave b com-

manded to obey his master. It is never urged, like the

duty of obedience to parents, became it w rigfU^ but be-

cause the cultivation of meekness and forbearance under

mjury will be well-pleasing unto God.— The manner io

which the duty of servants or slaves is inculcated, there-

fore, affords no ground for the assertion, that the Goe^

pal authorizes one man to hoU another in bandage, any
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more than the comnumd to honor the king, when that

king was Nero, authorized the tyranny of the emperor ;

or than the command to turn the other cheek, when one

if smitten, justifies the infliction of violence by an in-

jurious man.'**

• Waylaad'a ** Elantato of Mora) ScleBC*," pagM SS6 tad SS6. TV
iiicawioa of SUvwy, \m Ik* Bnyi uom mhkk Umm MliMliv aada,

ifvattwortliv
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CHAPTER Vi;

MEANS OF REMOVmO SLAVERY

How slayery shall be remoTedf is t question for the

skve-bolder, and one which he alone can fuUy answer.

He alone has an intiroate knowledge of the character

and luibits of the slavt^j), to which the means of emand-

pation should be cai^etully adapted. General views and

principles may and should be suggested at a distance

;

but the mode of applying them can be understood only

by those who dwell on the spot where the evil exists.

To the skve-holder belongs the duty of settling and

employing the best methods of liberation, and to no

other. We have no right of interference, nor do we

desire it. We hold that the dangers of emancipation,

if such there are, would be bdefinitely increased, were

the boon to come to the slave from a foreign hand, were

he to see it forced on the master by a foreign power.

It is of the highest importance that slavery should be

succeeded by a friendly relation between master and

slave ; and to produce this, the latter must see m tha

former his benefactor and deliverer. His liberty must

seem to him an expression of benevolence and regard

for his rights. He must put confidence in his superiors,

and look to them cheerfully and gratefully for counsel

and aid. Let him feel that liberty has beeo wruQ|
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from AD UDwilling master, who would willingly replace

the cbaio, and jealousy, vindiGtiveness, and haired would

spring up, to blight the innocence and happiness of his

new freedom, and to make it a peril to himself and all

around him. I believe, indeed, that emancipation, though

so bestowed, would be better than everlasting bondage
;

but the responsibility of so conferring it, is one tliai nou»

of us are anxious to assume.

We cannot but fear much from the experiment now

in progress in the West Indies, on account of its being

the work of a foreign hand. The pjanters, e8|>ecially of

Jamaica, have opposed the mother-country with a per-

tinaciousness bordering on insanity ; have done much

to exasperate the slaves, whose freedom they could not

prevent ; have done nothing to prepare them for liberty ;

have met them with gloom on their countenances, and

with evil auguries on their lips ; have taught them to

look abroad for relief, and to see in their masters only

obstructions to the amelioration of their lot. it is pos*

sible, that, under all these obstacles, emancipation may
succeed. God grant it success I If it fail, the planter

will have brought the ruin very much on himself. Poli-

cy, as well as duty, so plainly taught him to take into

his own hands the work which a superior power had

begun, to spare no effort, no expense, for binding to

him by new ties those who were to throw olT their for*

mer chains, that we know not how to account for his

conduct, but by supposing that his unhappy position aa

a slave-holder had robbed him of his reason, as uell aa

blunted his moral sense.

In this country no power but that of the Slave-holding

States can remove the evil, and none of us aie anxious

to take the office from their hinds.' They done cai»
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do it safely. The/ alone can determine and apply tbc

true and sure means of emancipation. That such means'

exist I cannot doubt ; for emancipation has already beea

carried tbrou^ successfully in other countries ; and even

were there no precedent, I should be sure, that, under

God's benevolent and righteous government, there could

not be a necessity for holding human beings in perpetual

bondage. This faith, however, is not universal. Many,

when they hear of the evils of slavery, say, '* It is bad,

but remediless. There are no means of relief." They

say, m a despairing tone, ** Give us your plan ; " and

justify their indifference to emancipation, by what they

call its hopelessness. This state of mind has induced

me to offer a few remarks on the means of removing

slavery ; not that I think of drawing up a plan ; for lo

this I am necessarily unequal. No individual so distant

can do the work, to which the whole intellect and be-

nevolence of the South should be suoomoned. I wish

only to suggest a few principles, which I think would

ensure a happy result to the benevolent enterprise, and

which may help to remove the incredulity of which I

have complained.

What, then, is to be done for the removal of slavery ?

In the first place, the great principle, that man cannot

rightfully be held as property, should be admitted by

the Aiave-holder. As to any public forms of setting

fcrth this principle, they are of little or no moment,

p4T>vided it be received into the mind and heart. The
slave should be acknowledged as a partaker of a com-

mon nature, as having the essential rights of humanity.

This great truth hes at the foimdation of every wise

plan foi his relief* The cordial admission of it would

give a consciousness of dignity, of grandeur, to e^rta
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for enuuicipatioa. There is, indeed, a grandeur in the

idea of raiting more than two millions of human beings

lo the enjoyment of human rights, to the blessings of

Christian civihzation, to the means of indefinite improve-

ment. The Slave-holding States are called to a nobler

work of benevolence than is committed to any other

conuuunities. They should comprehend its dignity.

Thb they cannot do, till the slave is truly, sincerely,

with the mind and heartj, i:ecognised u a Man, till be

ceases to be regarded as Property.

It may be asked, whether I 'intend that the slave

should be immediately set free from all his present re-

straints. By no means. Nothing is farther from my
thoughts. The slave cannot rightfully, and should not,

be owned by the Individual. But, like every other citi

sen, he is subject to the community, and the com-

munity has a right and is bound to continue all such re-

straints, as its own safety and the well-being of the slave

demand. It would be cruelty, not kindness, to the lat-

ter to pve him a freedom, which he is unprepared to

understand or enjoy. It would be cruelty to strike the

fetters fit>m a man, whose first steps would infallibly

lead him to a precipice. The Slave should not have

an owner, but he should have a guardian. He needs

authority, to supply the lack of that discretion which he

has not yet attained ; but it should be the authority of a

friend ; an official authority, conferred by the state, and

for which there should be responsibleness to the state ;

an authority especially designed to prepare its subjects

for personal freedom. The slave should not, in the

first instance, be allowed to wander at his will beyond

the plantation on which he toils ; and if he cannot be

induced to work by rational and natural motives, ht
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gbould be obliged to labor ; on the same principles on

which the vagrant in other communities b confined and

compelled to earn his bread. The gift of liberty would

be a mere name, and worse than nominal, were he to

be let loose on society, under circumstances driving him

|o crimes, for which he would be condemned to severer

bondage than he had escaped. Many restraints must

be continued; but continued, not because the colored

r«ce are property, not because they are bound to live

Mdd toil for an owner, but solely and wholly because

(beir own innocence, security, and education, and the

public order and peace, require them, during the present

incapacity, to be restrained. It should be remembered,

that this incapacity is not their fault, but their misfor-

tune ; that not they, but the community, are responsible

for it ; and that the community, without crime, profit by

its own wrong. If the government should make any

distinction among the citizens, it should be in behalf of

the injured. Instead of urging the past existence of

slavery, and the incapacity which it has induced, is

apologies, or reasons for continuing the yoke, the com«

munity should find in these very circumstances new

obligations to efiTort for the wronged.

There is but one weighty argument against imme-

diate emancipation, namely, that the slave would not

support himself and his children by honest industry;

that, having always worked on compulsion, he will not

work without it; that, having always labored from an-

other's will, he will not labor from his own ; that there

is no spring of exertion in his own mind ; that he is

unused to forethought, providence, and self-denial, and

the responsibilities of domestic life ; that (ireedom would

produce idleness; idleness, want; want, ciime; and
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ifaat crime, wbeo it should become the habit of numbers,

would bring misery, perhaps ruin, not only on the of-

fenders, but the state. Here lies the strength of the

argument for continuing present restraint. Give the

slaves disposition and power to support themselves and

their families by honest industry, and complete emaoci*

pation should not be delayed one hour.

The great step, thep, towards the removal of shivery

b to prepare the slaves for self-support. And this wor|

seems attended with no peculiar difficulty. The col

ored man b not a savage, to whom toil b torture, who

has centred every idea of happiness and dignity in a

wild freedom, who must exchange the boundless forest

for a narrow pkmtation, and bend hb proud neck to an

unknown yoke. Labor was his first lesson, and he has

been repeating it all his life. Can it be a hard task to

teach him to bbor for himself, to work firom impulses

in his own breast ?

Much may be done at once to throw the sbve on

himself, to accustom him to work for his own and his

family's support, to awaken forethought, and strengthen

the habit of providing for the future. On every pbn*

tation there are sbves, who would do more for wages

than firom fear of punishment. There are those, who,

if intrusted with a piece of ground, would support them-

selves and pay a rent in kind. There are those, who,

if moderate task-work were given them, would gab

their whole subsistence in their own time. Now every

such man ought to be committed very much to himself.

It b a crime to subject to the whip a man who can

be made to toil from rational and honorable motives.

Tbb partial introduction of freedom would form a supe*

rior cbss among the sbves, whose example would have
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iinroense moral power on those who needed compulsion.

The industrious and thriving would give tn impulse to

the whole race. It is important that the propeny, thus

earned by the slave, should be made as sacred as thai

of any other member of the community, and for this

end he should be enabled to obtain redress of wrongs.

In case of being injured by his master in thb or in any

respect, he should either be set free, or, if unprepared

for liberty, should be transferred to another guardian.

This system may seem to many to be attended with in-

superable difficulties; but if established and watched

over by a community sincerely desirous of emancipation

(and no other influence can establish it here), it would

find iq public sendmeot, even more than in law, the

means of execution.

As another means of raising the slave and fitting him

to act from higher motives than compulsion, a system

of bounties and rewards should be btroduced. New
privileges, increased indulgences, honorable distmctions,

expressions of respect, should be awarded to the honest

and industrious. No people are more alive to com-

mendation and honorable distinction than the colored

race. Prizes for good conduct, adapted to their tastes

and character, might in a good degree supersede the

lash. The object is to brbg the slave to labor fi'om

other motives than brutal compulsion. Such motives

may easily be found, if the end be conscientiously pro-

posed.

One of the great means of elevating the slave, and

calling forth his energies, is to place his domestic rela-

tions on new ground. This is essential. We wish him

to labor for his family. Then he must have a family

to labor for. Then his wife and children must be truly
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his own Theo his home must be inviokue. Then
the respuDsibilities of a husband wad father must be laid

00 him. It is agreed that he will be fit for freedom as

soon as the support of his family shall become his habit

and his happiness ; and how can be be brought to this

condition, as bog as he shall see no sanctity in the

marriage bond, as long as he shall see his wife and his

children exposed to indignity and to sale, as long as

their support shall niSt.-be intrusted to his care ? No
measure for preparing the slave for hberty can be so

effectual as the improvement of his domestic lot. The
whole power of religion should be employed to impress

him with the sacredness and duties of marriage. The
chaste and the faithful in this connexion should receive

open and strong marks of respect. They should be

treated as at the head of their race. The husband

and wife, who prove false to each other, and who will

not labor for their children, should be visited with the

severest rebuke. To create a sense of domestic obli-

gation, to awaken domestic affections, to give the means

of domestic happiness, to fix deeply a conviction of the

indissolubleness of marriage, and of the solemnity of

the parental relation, these are the essential means of

raising the slave to a virtuous and happy freedom. AU
other men labor for their families ; and so will the slave,

if the sentiments of a man be cherished in his breast.

We keep him in bondage, because, if free, he will

leave his wife and children to jvant ; and this bondage

breaks down all the feelings and habits which would

iucite him to toil for their support. Not a step will be

taken towards the preparation of the slave for voluntary

labor, till his domestic rights be respected. The violft>
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lion of these criet to God, more than mj other evil

of his lot.

To carry this and all other means of improvement

bto effect, it is essential that the slave should no longer

be bought and sold. As long as he is made an article

of merchandise, he cannot be fitted for the offices of a

man. He wiU have httle motive to aqcumulate com*

forts and ornaments in his hut, if at any moment ha

may be torn from it. While treated as property, ha

will have litde encouragement to accimiulate property,

for it cannot be secure. While his wife and children

may be exposed at auction, and carried he knows not

where, can he be expected to feel and act as a husband

wnd father ? It b time that this Christian and civilized

country should no longer be dishonored by one of the

worst usages of barbarism. Break up the slave-market,

and one of the chief obstructions to emancipation will

be removed.

Let me only add, that religious instruction should

go hand in hand with all other means for preparing

the slave for freedom. The colored race are said to

be peculiarly susceptible of the religious sentiment. If

this be addressed wisely and powerfully, if the slave

be brought to feel his relation and apcountableness to

God, and to comprehend the spirit of Christianity, he

is fit for freedom. To accomplish this work, perhaps

preaching should not be the only or chief instrument.

Were (he colored population to be assembled into Sun-

day-schools, and were the whites to become their teach-

eni, a new and interesting relation would be formed

between the races, and an influence be exerted which

would do much to insure safety to the gift of freedom.

In these remarks, I have not intended to say that
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eaiaocipatioD U an easy work, the work of a day, a

good to be accoDipliflbed without sacrificei and toil.

The colored man is, iodeed, singularly susceptible of

improvement, in consequence of the strength of his

propensities to imitation and sympathy. But all great

changes in society have their difficulties and inconven-

iences, and demand patient labor. I ask for no pre*

cipitate measures, no violent changes. What b needed

is, that the Slave-holding States should resolve con-

scientiously and in good faith to remove this greatest

of moral evils and wrongs, and should bring immedi-

ately to the work their intelligence, virtue, and power.

That its difficulties would yield before such energies,

who can doubt? Our weakness for holy enterprises

lies generally in our own reluctant wills. Breathe into

men a fervent purpose, and you awaken powers before

unknown. How soon would slavery disappear, were

the obligation to remove it thoroughly understood and

deeply felt ! We are told that the Slave-holding States

have recently prospered beyond all precedent. This

accession to their wealth should be consecrated to the

work of liberating their fellow-creatures. Not one in-

dulgence should be added to their modes of life, until

the cry of the oppressed has ceased from their fields,

until die rights of every human being are restored

Government «should devote itself to this as its great ob-

ject. Legislatures should meet to free the slave. The

church should rest not, day or night, till this stain be

Hiped away. Let the deliberations of the wise, tbe

energies of tbe active, the wealth of the prosperous, the

prayers and toib of the good, have Emancipation for

their great end. Let this be discussed habitually in

die family circle, in the conference of Christians, m



the halls of legislatioo. Let it mingle with the first

thoughts of the skve-holder id the moniiDg and the

lut at night. Who can doubt that to such a spirit God
would reveal the means of wise and powerful action ?

There is but one obstacle to emancipation, and that isy

the want of that spirit in which Christians and freemen

should resolve to exterminate slavery.

I have said nothing of colonization among the means

of removing slavery, because I believe that to rely oo

it for this object would be equivalent to a resolution

te perpetuate the evil without end. Whatever good it

may do abroad, and I trust it will do much, it promises

little at home. If the Slave-holding States, however,

should engage in colonization, with a firm faith b its

practicableness, with an energy proportionate to its great-

ness, and with a sincere regard to the welfare of the

colored race, I am confident it will not fail from want of

sympathy and aid on the part of the other States. In

truth, these States wiU not withhold their hearts or hands

or wealth from any well-considered plan for the removal

of slavery.

I have said nothing of the inconveniences and sufler-

iDgs, which, it is urged, will follow emancipation, be it

ever so safe ; for these, if real, weigh nothing against

the claims of justice. The most common objection is,

that a mixture of the two races will be the result. Can

this objection be urged in good faith ? Can this mix«

ture go on faster or more criminally than at the present

cioment ? Can the slave-holder use the word ^* Amal-

gamation " without a blush ? Nothing, nothing, can ar-

rest tliis evil, but the raising of the colored woman to

a new sense of character, to a new self-respect ; and

this she cannot gain but by being made free. That
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•mancipatioD will have its eFils, we know ; for all graai

changes, however beneficial, in the social condition of a

people, must interfere with some interests, must bring

loss or hardship to one class or another ; but the evils

of shivery exceed beyond measure the greatest which

can attend its removal. Let the shive-holder desire

aamesdy, and in the spirit of self-sacrifice, to restore

freedom, to secure the rights and the happiness of the

alave, and a new light will break upon his path. *' £v-

try mountain of difficulty will be brought low, and the

rough places be made smooth ;*' the means of duty wiO

become clear. But without this spirit, no eloquence

of man or angel can persuade the slave-holder of the

aafety of emancipadon.

Some readers may perhaps be disappointed, that) oi

speaking of the means of removing shivery, I have sug-

gested nothing which may be done for the cause by the

friends of emancipation in the Free States. On this

point my opinions may easily be gathered from what

has been afready said. Our proper and only ipeans of

action is, to spread the truth on the subject of slavery ;

and let none contemn this means because of its gradual

influence. It is not therefore less sure. No state,

unless cut ofiT like Paraguay from the communion of

Aations, can at the present day escape the power of

strong, deep, enlightened opinion. Every state, ac-

knowledging Christianity, encouraging education, and

holding mtercourse with the civihzed world, must be

pervaded by great and universally acknowledged truths,

especially when these, as in the present case, coincide

with its prosperity as well as with its honor. Ltt,

then, the friends of freedom and humanly be true lo
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dieir principles, and commend them hy wise inculcatioa •

to all within their influence. From this work let it be

their constant care to exclude the eril passions, which

so often bring reproach and failure on a good cause.

It b by calm, firm assertion of great principles, and

not by personalities and yituperations, that strengh is'

to be given to the constantly mcreasing reprobation of

slavery through the civilized world.

Objections, however, are made to thb mode of act*

log on slavery. We are told, that, in declaring slavery

to be one of the greatest wrongs, we violate the Con-

stitution. What ! Can it be that a free constitution!

intended to guard aU rights, and especially to preserve

invioUte the liberty of the press, has in any way fore-

closed the discussion of a great moral and religious ques-

tion ? Nothing but express language, too plain to bo

escaped, can justify us in fastening on this venerable in-

strument so palpable, an inconsistency. But, instead

of being embodied m plain words, the doctrine in ques<*

tion is at best a matter of uncertain inference. Admit

inch licentiousness of construction, and there is no pow-

er which may not be grafted on the Constitution ; the

mercenary and ambitious may warp it into any shape

to suit their designs. But on this point no labored

reasoning is necessary. It is setded for us by the la-

thers of our freedom and the framers of our present gov-

ernment. In the period immediately succeeding the

adoption of the Constitution, Franklin, the calm and

sagacious, and Jay, the inflexibly just, were Presidents

of Societies for the Abolition of Shivery. Societies

of this description were spread over a large part of the

Country, and were established even in Maryland and

Virginia. We have the records of their annual con-
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ventioDf, aiid among their delegates we find soine of

the most honored names in our country. Those oT

IIS, whose recollections go back to that period, can hoai

witness to the freedom with which slavery was then db«

cussed in conversation and by the press. The servile

doctrine, which some would now fasten on the Con-

stitution, would have been rejected with indignation by

our iathers. That manly generation had not been en*

ervated by long prosperity. The calculations of com-

merce and the spirit of g^in had not then prescribed

bounds to speech and the press.

It is further objected to the discussion of slavery,

that it will incite the sUves to revolt. This objection

is founded on ignorance. A book, addressed to the

mtelligent of this country and the world, and designed

to operate on public opinion, could no more influence

the slave, than a speech in an unknown tongue. Un*

lettered, confined to daily toil, and watched by the over-

seer, he b b little danger of catching the fever of

liberty from discussions intended to act on the minds

of the free. -^ This objection, if fairly carried out, b
disproved by its absurdity. The amount of it is, that

nothing must be published against slavery. Then the

noblest and most popular works of literature must be

proscribed. Then the writinp of the sainted Cowper

must undergo purgation ; for, among the wimesses against

slavery, he b perhaps the most awakening. Then the

bbtory of the American Revolution must be blotted

out. Then the newspapers must beware of speaking

ef human rights. In truth, our liberty must be kept

a secret ; for the great danger of the sbve-holder arises

from the infusion of liberty into the whole of our social

system. A gnve book b t dead letter to the sbve ; but
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IP our free insututioiis «nd maoDert, there » • Uwkng

&|urii, which be cto comprebeod aod feel. Slavery*

under a free goFemmeDt, 19 a jarring.element, a startling

contrast; and the most e0ectual means of preventing

disaffection among the enslaved would be, to keep all

signs of liberty out of their sight, to cast society in t

aervile mould, to make it a consistent despotism.

A good book, expounding at once the rights and

duties of the slave, if it could be brought down to hia

comprehension, would rather quiet than dbturb him

;

for it would teach him that submission to wrong is often

fi duty, and that, in hb particuhu* case, revolt would

be an bfraction of Divine as well as human lawa.

There are, indeed, some persons among us, so unin<*

Structed in the established principles of moral and polit<*

ical science, as to imagine, that, when a writer pro«

DOUDces slavery an aggravated wrong, he necessarily

and of course summons the slave to insurrection. Such

ought to know, what is so generally understood, that

insurrection against the civil power is never authorised,

but in cases which exclude all other modes of relief,

and which give the hope of better institutions. A book,

written under the influence of this truth, were it, against

ill probabilities, to reach the slave, would teach him

patience, not exasperation.

It may be added, that, if wo must cease to write

against slavery, lest we stir up revolt, then we must

cease to speak against it, for both must have the same

.tendency. Speech has wings, as well as the printed

word. Sometimes the living voice is more quickening

than the press. According to the objection under con-

sideration, we must, then, shut our lips on this great sub*

ject. The condemning whisper must not be heard, lest
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iome msb hatrer ibould echo and spread the iktal truth.

And it it coma to this, that firaemeii mutt not gira

Htteranca to their d^peat moral coovictiona ? la akvery

not only to darken the South| but to apread a priaoo-

glooni over the North ? Are the Free States to re-

nounce one of their dearest rights, because, if they

apeak the language of freemen, some dangerous word

may chance to atray beyond their borders, and may
possibly find its way to the hut of the sUve ? If so,

all rights must be renounced, as far and as fast as the

fears, passions, and menaces of other parts of the coun*

try shall require the surrender.

Undoubtedly, if slavery be discussed, some will write

about it petulantly, passionately, so as to stir up among

the masters much unnecessary irritation. This evil must

be expected and borne, unless we are prepared for a

censorship of the press. There is no subject from

which the rash can be debarred. Even the first prin«

ciples of morals and religion, on which the order, aafety,

and happiness of society mainly rest, are sometimes cov«

ertly, sometimes directly impugned. But must noth-

mg be written on morab and religion, must the wise

and good be put to silence, because^ under a system

of fireedom, the misguided and depraved will labor to

obscure or subvert the truth ? Would not the whole

activity of life be arrested, if every power, which may
be abused, should be renounced ? Besides, is there

any portion of our country, so wanting in wisdom, self-

respect, and common self-control, as to be driven to

rash and ruinoua measures by coarse invectives, which

in a great degree defeat themselves by their very vio-

lence ? The declamations of the passionate on the sub*
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ject of slavery pass by us at the North as ** the idle

wind, which we regard not." Liberty naturally runs in«

to these extravagances, and they, who Would tame it by

laws to such propriety of expression as never to give

ofifloce* would eave us only the name of freemen.
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CHAPTER VII.

ABOUnONISlL

The word Abolitionist, in its true meaning, com*

prehends every man who feels himself bound to exert

lis influence for removing slavery. It b a name of

honorable import, and was worn, not long ago, by such

men as Franklin and Jay. Events, however, con-

tinually modify terms; and, of late, the word Abo-

litionist has been narrowed from its original import,

and restricted to the members of associations formed

among us to promote Immediate Emancipation. It is

not without reluctance that I give up to a small body

a name which every good man ought to bear. But to

make myself intelligible, and to avoid circumlocution,

I shall use the word in what u now its common accep*

tation.

I approach this subject unwillingly, because it will

be my duty to censure those, whom at this moment I

would on no account hold up to public displeasure.

The persecutions, which the Abolitionists have suffered

and still suffer, awaken only my grief and indignation,

and incline me to defend them to the full extent which

truth and justice will admit. To the persecuted of

whatever name my sympathies are pledged, and espe*

eiattf to those who are persecuted in a cause substan-
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tially good. I would not for worlds utter a word to

justify the yiolence recently offered to t party, com-

posed very much of men blameless in life, and holding

the doctrine of non-resistance to injuries ; and of women,

exemplary in their various relations, and actings how-

ever mistakenly, from benevolent and pious impulses.

Of the Abolitionists I know very few ; but I am
bound to say of these, that I honor them for their

strength of principle, their sympadiy with their fellow-

creatures, and their active goodness. As a party, they

are singularly free from political and religious secta-

rianism, and have been distinguished by the absence of

management, calculation, and wordly wisdom. That

they have ever proposed or desired insurrection or vio-

lence among the slaves, there is no reason to believe.

All their principles repel the supposition* It is a re-

markable fact, that, though the South and the North

have been leagued to crush them, though they have

been watched by a million of eyes, and though prejudice

has been prepared to detect the slightest sign of corrupt

conmiunicatioD with the slave, yet this crime baa not

been fastened on a single member of this body. A few

individuals at the South have, indeed, been tortured

or murdered by enraged multitudes, on the charge of

stirring up revolt; but their guilt and their connection

with the Abolitionbts were not, and, from the peculiar

circumstances of the case, could not be established by

those deliberate and regular modes of investigation,

which are necessary to an impartial judgment. Crimes,

detected and hastily punished by the multitude in a mo^

ment of feverish suspicion and wild alarm, are gener>

ally creatures of fear and passion. The act, which

caused the present explosion of popular feeling, was
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Slave-holding Statea. In so doing, they acted with

great inconsideratioo ; but ihey must have been insane,

had they intended to stir up a servile war ; for the

pamphlets were sent, not by stealth, but by the public

mail ; and not to the slaves, but to the masters ; to men
in public life, to men of the greatest influence and dis-

tinction. Strange incendiaries these I They flourished

their firebrands about at noon-day ; and, still more, put

them into the hands of the very men whom it is said

they wished to destroy. They are accused, indeed, of

having sent some of the pamphlets to the free colored

people, and if so, they acted with great and culpable

rashness. But the publicity of the whole transaction

absolves them of corrupt design.

The charge of corrupt design, so vehemently brought

against the Abolitionists, is groundless. The charge

of fanaticism I have no desire to repel. But in the

present age it will not do to deal harshly with the char«

meters of fanatics. They form the mass of the people.

Religion and Politics, Philanthropy and Temperance,

Nullification and Antimasonry, the Levelling Spirit of

the working man, and the Spirit of Speculation in the

man of business, all run into fanaticism. This is the

type of all our epidemics. A sober num who can find ?

The AboUtionists have but caught the fever of the day.

That they should have escaped would have been a mor-

al miracle. <— I ofi*er these ^ remarks simply from a sense

of justice. Had not a persecution, without parallel in

our country, broken forth against this society, I should

not have spoken a word in their defence. But whilst I

have power, I owe it to the Persecuted. If they have

laid themselves open to the laws, let them sufler. For
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ill their errors tnd lini let the trihunal of public opinioo

inflict the full metBure of rebuke which they desenre.

I ask DO fiivor for them. But they shall not be stripped

of the rights of man, of rights guarantied by the laws

and Constitution, without one voice, at least, being raised

in their defence.

The Abolitionists have done wrong, I believe; nor

IS their wrong to be winked at, because done fanatically

or with good mtention ; for how much mischief may be

wrought with good design I They have fallen into the

common error of enthusiasts, that of taking too narrow

views, of feeling as if no evil existed but that which

they opposed, and as if no guilt could be compared

with that of countenancing or upholding it. The tone

of their newspapers, as far as I have seen them, has

often been fierce, bitter, exasperating. Their imagina-

tions have fed too much on pictures of the cruelty to

which the slave is exposed, till not a few have probably

conceived of his abode as perpetuaUy resounding with

the lash, and ringing with shrieks of agony. I know

that many of their publications have been calm, well

considered, abounding in strong reasoning, and imbued

with an enlightened love of fireedom. But some, which

have been most widely scattered, and are most adapted

to act on the common mind, have had a tone unfriendly

both to manners and to the spirit of our religion. I

doubt not that the majority of the Abolitionists condenui

the coarseness and violence of which I complain. But

in this, as in most associations, the many are represented

and controlled by the few, and are made to sanction and

become responsible for what they disapprove.

One of their errors has been the adoption of ** Im»

mediate Emancipation " as their motto. To this they
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owe not a little of their luipopularity. This phrase has

cootributed much to spread far and wide the belief, that

they wished immediately to free the slave iirom all his

restraints. They made explanations ; but thousands

heard the motto who never saw the explanation ; and it

is certainly unwise for a party lo choose a watchword*

which can be rescued firom misapprehension only by

labored explication. It may also be doubted, whether

they ever removed the objection which their language

to universally raised, whether they have not always rec-

ommended a precipitate action, inconsistent with the

well-being of the slave and the order of the state.

Another objection to their movements is, that they

have sought to accomplish their objects by a system of

Agitation; that is, by a system of affiliated societies,

gathered, and held together, and extended, by passion-

ate eloquence. This, in truth, is the common mode by

which all projects are now accomplished. The age of

individual action is gone. Truth can hardly be heard

imless shouted by a crowd. The weightiest argument

(or a doctrine is the number which adopts it. Accord-

mgly, to gather and organize multimdes is the fint car«

of him who would remove an abuse or spread a reform.

That the expedient b in some cases useful, is not

denied. But generally it is a showy, noisy mode of

action, appealing to the passions, and driving men mto

exaggeration; and there are special reasons why such

a mode should not be employed in regard to slavery;

for shivery is so to be opposed as not to exasperate the

slave, or endanger the community in which he lives.

The Abolitionists might have formed an association;

but it should have been an elective one. Men of strong

moral principle} judiciousness* sobriety, should have
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been careful!/ sought is members. Much good might

btFe been accomplished by the cooperatioo of such

philanthropists. Instead of this, the . Abolitionists sent

forth their orators, some of them transported with Bery

leal, to sound the alarm against slafery through the

land, to gather together joung and old, pupils from

schoob, females hardly arrived at years of discretion,

the ignorant, the excitable, the impetuous, and to or*

ganize these into associations for the battle against op*

pression. They preached their doctrine to the colored

people, and collected these into their societies. To
this mixed and excitable multitude, appeals were made

in the piercing tones of passion ; and slave-holders were

held up as monsters of cruelty and crime. Now to this

procedure I must object, as unwise, as unfriendly to

the spirit of Christianity, and as increasing, in a degree,

the perils of the Slave-holding States. Among the

unenlightened, whom they so powerfully addressed, was

there no reason to fear that some might feel themselves

called to subvert this system of wrong, by whatever

means ? From the free colored people this danger was

particularly to be apprehended. It is easy for us to

place ourselves in their situation. Suppose that mil-

lions of white men were enslaved, robbed of all their

rights, in a neighbouring country, and enslaved by a

black race, who had torn their ancestors from the shores

on which our fathers had lived. How deeply should

we feel their wrongs ! And would it be wonderful, if,

in a moroeot of passionate excitement, some enthusiast

should think it his duty to use his communication with

his injured brethren for stirring them up to revolt ?

* Such is the danger from Abolitionism to the Slave*

bolding States I know no other. It is but justice
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lo idd, that the principle of non-resistance, which the

Abolitionista have connected with their passionate ap-

peals, seems to have counteracted the peril. I know

not a case in which a member of an anti-slavery society

has been proved by legal investigation to have tampered

with the slaves ; and, after the strongly pronounced and

unanimous opinion of the Free States on the subject,

this danger may be considered as having passed away.

Still a mode of action requiring these checks is open to

strong objections, and ought to be abandoned. Happy

will it be, if the disapprobation of friends, as well as of

foes, should give to Abolitionsts a caution and modem*

tion, which would secure the acquiescence of the judi-

cious, and the sympathies of the friends of mankind

!

Let not a good cause find its chief obstruction in its

defenders. Let the truth, and the whole truth, be

spoken without paltering or fear ; but so spoken as to

convince, not inflame, as to give no alarm to the wise,

and no needless exasperation to the selfish and pas-

sionate.

I know it is said, that nothing can be done but by

•xcitement and vehemence ; that the zeal which dares

every thing is the only power to oppose to long-rooted

abuses. But it is not true that God has committed the

great work of reforming the world to passion. Love it

a minister of good, only when it gives energy to the

intellect, and allies itself with wisdom. The Aboli-

tionists often speak bf Luther's vehemence as i model

to future reformers* But who, that has read history,

does not know, that Luther's reformation, was accom-

panied by tremendous miseries and crimes, and that its

progress wu soon arrested ? And is there not reason

til fear, that the fierce, bitter, persecuting spirit, whidi
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he breathed into the work, not onlj tarnished its glory,

but limited its power ? One great principle, which we

should lay down as immovably true, b, that, if a good

work cannot be carried on by the calm, self-controlled,

benevolent spirit of Christianity, then the time for doing

it has not come. God asks not the aid of our vices.

He can overrule them for good, but they are not the

chosen instruments of human happiness.

We, indeed, need zeal, fervent zeal, such as will fear

i|o man's power, and shrink before no man's frown,

such as will sacrifice life to truth and freedom. But

this energy of will ought to be joined with deliberate

wisdom and universal charity. It ought to regard the

whole, in its strenuous efforts for a part. Above all,

it ought to ask first, not what means are most efifectual,

but what means are sanctioned by the Moral Law and

by Christian Love. We ought to think much more of

walking in the right path than of reaching our end.

We should desire virtue more than success. If by one

wrong deed we could accomplish the liberation of mil«

lions, and in no other way, we ought to feel that this

good, for which, perhaps, we had prayed with an agony

pf desire, was denied us by God, was reserved for other

times and other hands. The first object of a true zeal

is, not that we may prosper, but that we may do right,

that we may keep ourselves unspotted from every evil

thought, word, and deed. Under the inspiration of such

a zeal, we shall not find in the greatness of an enter*

prise an apology for intrigue or for violence. We shall

not need immediate success to spur us to exertion. We
shall not distrust God, because he does not yield to the

cry of human impatience. We shall not forsake a good

work, because ii does not advance with a rapid step.
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Faith ID trutb, virtue, and Almighty Goodness, will iav«

us alike from rashness and despair.

In lamenting the adoption by the Abolitionists of thtt

system of agitation or extensive excitement, I do not

mean to condemn this mode of action as only evil.

There are cases to which it is adapted ; and, in general,

tlie impulse which it gives is better tlian the selfish, slug-

gish indifference to good objects, into which the multi*

tude so generally fall. But it must not supersede or be

compared with Individual action. The enthusiasm of

the Individual in a good cause is a mighty power. The
forced, artificially excited enthusiasm of a multitudcj

kept together by an organization which makes them the

instruments of a few leading minds, works superficiallyj

and often injuriously. I fear that the native, noblo

minded enthusiast often loses that single-heartedness

which is his greatest power, when once he strives to

avail himself of the machinery of associations. The
chief strength of a Reformer lies in speaking truth pure-

ly from his own soul, without changing one tone for the

purpose of managing or enlarging a party. Truth, to

be powerful, must speak in her own words, and in no

other's ; must come forth, with the authority and spon-

taneous energy of inspiration, from the depths of the

soul. It is the voice of the Individual giving utterance

to the irrepressible convictions of his own thoroughly

moved spirit, and not the shout of a crowd, which car

rios tnith far into other souls, and insures it a stable

empire on earth. For want of this, most which is now

done is done superficially. The progress of society

depends chiefly on the honest inquiry of the Individual

into the particular work ordained him by God, and oq

his simplicity in following out his convictions. Thit
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moral independence b mightier, u well ta holier, then

the practice of getting warm in crowda^ and of wait*ng

for an impulse from multitudes. The tnoroent a man

parts with moral independence ; the moment he judges

of duty, not from the mward voice, hut irom the inter*

ests and will of a party ; the moment he commits him-

self to a leader or a hody, and winks at evil, because

division would hurt the cause ; the moment he shakes

off his particular responsibility, because he is but one

of a thousand or million by whom the evil is done ; that

moment he parts with his moral power. He is shorn

of the energy of single-hearted faith in the Right and

the True. He hopes from man's policy what nothing

but loyalty to God can accomplish. He substitutes

coarse weapons forged by man's wisdom for celestial

power.

The adoption of the common system of agitation

by the Abolitionists has not been ju8ti6ed by success.

From the beginning it created alarm m the considerate,

and strengthened the sympathies of the Free States with

tho slave-holder. It made converts of a few Individ-

uak, but alienated multitudes. Its influence at the South

has been almost wholly evil. It has stirred up bitter

passions and a fierce fanaticism, which have shut every

ear and every heart against its arguments and persuasions.

These effects are more to be deplored, because tho

hope of freedom to the slave lies chiefly in the disposi-

tions of his master. The Abolitionist proposed, in-

deed, to convert the slave-holders ; and for this end he

approached them with vituperation, and exhausted on

them the vocabulary of reproach. And he has reaped

as he sowed. His vehement pleadings for the slaves

have been answered by wilder tones from the slave*
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bolder ; and, what if worse, deliberate defences of slav-

ery bave beea seot forth, ui the spirit of the dark ages,

and b defiance of tbe moral convictions and feelings of

the Christian and civilized world. Thui, with good

purposes, nothing seeoas to have been gaintMi. Perhaps

(though I am anxious to repel the thouglit) something

has been lost to the cause of freedom and liumaoity.

I eamesdy desire that Abolitionism may lay aside the

form of public agitation, and seek its end by wiser and

milder means. I desire as earnestly, and more eamesti>

ly, that it may not be put down by Lawless Force.

There b a worse evil than Abolitionism, and that is the

suppression of it by lawless force. No evil greater

than this can exist in the state, and this is never needed.

Be it granted, that it b the design, or direct, palpable

tendency of Abolitionism to stir up insurrection at tbe

South, and that no existing laws can meet the exigency.

It is the solemn duty of the chief magistrate of tbe state

to assemble immediately the legislative bodies, and their

duty immediately to apply the remedy of Law. Let

every friend of freedom, let every good man lift up his

voice against mobs. Through these lies our road to

tyranny. It is these which have spread the opinion, so

common at the South, that tbe Free States cannot long

sustain republican institutions. No man seems awake to

their inconsistency with liberty. Our whole phraseolo-

gy is in fault. Mobs call themselves, and are called,

the People, when in truth they assail immediately the

sovereignty of the People, when they involve the guilt

of usurpation and rebellion against the People. It if

the fundamental principle of our mstitutions, that the

People is Sovereign. But by tbe People we mean not

an individual here and there, not a knot of twenty or a
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hundred or a thousand individuab in this or that spot,

but the community formed bto a body politic, and ex*

pressing and executing its will through regukvly appoint-

ed organs. There is but one expression of the will or

sovereignty of the People, and that is I^aw. Law is ths

voice, the hving act, of the people. It has no other.

When an individual suspends the operation of Law, re*

sists its established ministers, and forcibly substitutes for

it his own will, he is a usurper and rebel. The same

guilt attaches to a combination of individuals. These,

whether many or few, in forcibly superseding public law

and establishing their own, rise up against the People, as

truly as a single usurper. The People should assert its

insulted majesty, its menaced sovereignty, in one case

as decidedly as in the other. The difference between

the mob and the individual is, that the usurpation of the

latter has a permanence not easily given to the tumultu-

ary movements of the former. The distinction is a

weighty one. Litde importance b due to sudden bursts

of the populace, because they so soon pass away. But

when mobs are organized, as in the French Revolution,

or when they are deliberately resolved on and systemat*

ically resorted to, as the means of putting down an odi«

ous party, they lose this apology. A conspiracy exists

against the Sovereignty of the People, and ought to be

suppressed, as among the chief evils of the suite.

In this part of the country our abhorrence of mobs

is lessened by the fact, that they were thought to do

good set vice in the beginning of the Revolution. They
probably were useful then ; and why ? The work of

that day was Revolution. To subvert a government

was the fearful task to which our fathers thought them-

selves summoned. Their duty, they believed, was In-
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•urrection. In Mich a work mobs bad tbeir place. Tba

govenunent of tbe State was in tbe hands of its foes.

The people could not use tbe regular organs of admin-

istration, for these were held and employed by tbe pow-

er which they wished to crush. Violent, irregular efforts

belonged to that day of convulsion. To resist and sub-

vert institutions is tbe very work of mobs ; and wheu

these institutions are popular, when their sole end b to

express and execute tbe will of tbe people, then mobs

are rebellion against the people, and as such should be

understood and suppressed. A people is never more

insulted than when a mob takes its name. Abolition

must not be put down by lawless force. The attempt

so to destroy it ought to fail. Such attempts pkce Ab-

oUtionism on a new ground. They make it, not the

cause of a few enthusiasts, but the cause of freedom.

They identify it with all our rights and popular institu-

tions. If the Constitution and the laws cannot put

It down, it must stand ; and be who attempts its over-

throw by lawless force is a rebel and usurper. Tbe

Supremacy of Law and the Sovereignty of the People

are one and indivisible. To touch the one b to violate

tbe other. This should be laid down as a first principle,

an axiom, a fundamental article of faith which it must be

heresy to question. A newspaper, which openly or by

innuendoes excites a mob, should be regarded as sound-

ing tbe tocsin of insurrection. On this subject the pub-

lic mind slumbers, and needs to be awakened, lest it

sleep tbe sleep of death.

How obvious b it, that pretexts for mobs will never

be wanting, if thb disorganizing mode of redressing

evib be in any case allowed ! We all recollect, that,

when a recent attempt was made on the life of th«
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President of the United States, the cry broke forth

from bis friends, *'tbat the assassin was instigated by

the continual abuse poured forth on this distinguished

man, and especially by the violent speeches uttered

daily in the Senate of the United States.'* Suppose,

now, that his adherents, to save the Chief Magistrate

from murder, and to guard his constimtional advisers,

had formed themselves into mobs, to scatter the meet*

ings of his opponents. And suppose that they had re*

solved to put to silence the legblators, who, it was said,

had abused their freedom of speech to bhicken the

character and put in peril the life of the Chief Magis-

trate. Would they not have had a better pretext than

mobs against abolition ? Was not assassination attempt-

ed ? Had not the President received letters threatening

his life, unless his measures were changed ? Can a year

or a month pass, which will not afford equally grave

reasons for insurrections of the populace ? A system

of mobs and a free government cannot stand together*

The men who incite the former, and especially thos«

who organize them, are among the worst enemies of the

state. Of their motives I do not speak. They may

thmk themselves doing service to their country, for there

is no limit to the delusions of the times. . I speak only

of the nature and tendency of their actions. They

slM)uld be put down at once by law, and by the moral

sentiment of an insulted people.

In addition to all other reasons, the honor of our na-

tion, and the cause of free institutions, should plead

with us to defend the laws from insult, and social order

from subversion. The moral influence and reputation

of our country are fast declining abroad A letter, re*

cently received from one of the most distinguished men
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of the continent of Europe, expressei the universal

feeling on the other side of the ocean* After speaking

of the late encroachments on liberty in France, he says,

««0n your side of the Atlantic, you contribute, also, to

put in peril the cause of liberty. We did take pleasure

b thinking that there was at least in the New World

a country, where liberty was well understood, where all

rights were guarantied, where the people was proving

itself wise and virtuous. For some time past, the news

we receive from America is discouraging. In all your

large cities we see mobs after mobs, and all directed to

an odious purpose. When we speak of hberty, its en*

emies reply to us by pointing to •Amertca.*' The perse-

cuted Abolitionists have the sympathies of the civilized

world. The country which persecutes them is covering

itself with disgrace, and filling the hearts of the friends

of freedom with fear and gloom. Already despotism

is beginning to rejoice b the fulfilment of its prophecies,

b our prostrated laws and dying Uberties. Liberty is,

bdeed, threatened with death b a country, where any

class of men are stripped with impunity of their consti«

tutional rights. All rights feel the blow. A conununity,

giving up any of its citizens to oppression and violence,

is preparing for itself the same fate. It bvites chains

for itself, b sufierbg them to be imposed oo any whom
it if bound to protect.
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CHAPTER VIII.

DUTIES.

A few words remain to be spoken in relation to tht

duties of the Free States. These need to feel the re-

sponsibilities and dangers of their present position. The
country b approaching a crisis on the greatest question

which can be proposed to it, a question not of profit or

loss, of tariffs or banks, or any temporary interests, but a

question involving the First Principles of freedom, mor*

ab, and religion. Yet who seems to be awake to the

solemnity of the present moment ? Who seems to be

settling for himself the great fundamental truths, by

which private efforts and public measures are to be

determined ?

The North has duties to perform towards the South

and towards itself. Let it resolve to perform them

faithfully, impartially ; asking first for the Right, and

putting entire confidence in well-doing. The North is

bound to frown on all attempts of its citizens, should

such be threatened, to excite insurrection at the Soutli,

on all attempts to tamper with and to dispose to violence

the minds of the slaves. The severest laws, which the

Constitutions of the different States admit, may justly

be resorted to for this end, and they should be stricdy

enforced. I believe, Indeed, that there is no special
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seed for new legislation on the subject. I believe that

there was never a moment, when the Slave-holding

States had so little to apprehend from the Free, when

the moral feeling of the community in regard to the

crime of instigating revolt was so universal, thorough,

and inflexible, as at the present moment. Still, if the

South needs other demonstrations than it now has of

the moral and friendly spirit which in this respect per-

vades the North, let them be given toHhe full extent

which the spirit and provisions of our respective Con-

stitutions allow. Still more ; it is the duty of tlie Free

States to act by opinion, where they cannot act by law,

to discountenance a system of agitation on the subject

of slavery, to frown on passionate appeals to the igno-

rant, and on indiscriminate and inflammatory vitupera-

tion of the slave-holder. This obligation, also, has

been and will be fulfilled. There was never a stronger

feeling of responsibility in this particular than at tho

present moment.

There are, however, other duties of the Free States^

to which they may prove false, and which they are too

willing to forget. They are bound, not m their public,

but individual capacities, to use every virtuous influence

for the abolition of shivery. They are bound to en-

courage that manly, moral, religious discussion of it,

through which strength will be given to the continually

increasing opinion of the civilized and Christian world

in favor of personal freedom. They are bound to seek

and hold the truth in regard to human rights, to be faith-

ful to their principles in conversation and conduct, nev-

er, never to surrender them to private interest, conven-

ience, flattery, or fear.

The duty of being true to our principles is not easily
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to be performed. At tbb moroeDt an immenie preuuie

is driving the North from iu true ground. God tave it

Irom imbecility, from treachery to freedom and virtue

!

I have certainly no feelings but those of good-will to*

wards the South ; but I speak the universal sentiment

of this part of the country, when 1 say, that the tone

which the South has often assumed towards the North

has been that of a superior, a tone unconsciously bor*

rowed from the habit of command to which it is unhap*

pily accustomed by the form of its society. I must

add, that this high bearing of the South has not always

been met by a just consciousness of equality, a just self*

respect at the North. The causes 1 will not try to ex*

phiin. The effect, I fear, is not to be denied. It is

said, that some, who have represented the North in

Congress, have not always represented its dignity, its

honor ; that they have not always stood erect before

the lofty bearing of the South. Here lies our danger.

The North will undoubtedly be just to the South. It

must also be just to itself. This is not the time for

sycophancy, for servility, for compromise of principle,

for forgetfulness of our rights. It b the time to mani-

fest the spirit of Men, a spirit which prises, more than

life, the prmciples of liberty, of justice, of humanity, ol

pure morals, of pure religion.

Let it not be thought that I would recommend to

the North, what m some parts of our country is called

'* Chivalry," a spirit of which the duelling pistol is the

best emblem, and which settles controversies with blood

A Christian and civilized man caimot but be struck with

the approach to barbarism, with the iii«»eusibility to true

greatness, with the incapacity of comprehending the di-

vine vurtues of Jesus Christ, which maik what is called
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^* chktilry." I ask not the man of the North to borrow

it from any part of the country. But I do ask him to

itand in. the presence of this " chivahy " with the digni*

ty of moral courage and moral independence. Let him,

at the same moment, remember the courtesy and def*

erence due to the differing opinions of others, and the

sincerity and firmness due to his own. Let him under*

stand the lofty position which he holds on the subject

of slavery, and never descend from it for the purpose

of soothing prejudice or disarming passion. Let him

respect the safety of the South, and still manifest his

mflexible adherence to the cause of human rights and

personal freedom.

On this point I must insist, because I see the North

giving way to the vehemence of the South. In some,

perhaps many, of our recent *' Resolutions," a spirii

has been manifested, at which, if not we, our children

will blush. Not long ago there were rumors that som%

of our citizens wbhed to suppress by law all discussion,

all expression of opinion on slavery, and to send to tho

South such members of our community as might be

claimed as instigators of insurrection. Such encroach-

ments on rights could not, of course, be endured. We
are not yet so fallen. Some generous inspirations, some

echoes of the old eloquence of liberty, still come down

to us from our fathers. Could such encroachments be

borne, would not the soil of New England, so long

trodden by freemen, quake under the steps of her de-

generate sons ? We are not prepared for these. But

a weak, yielding tone, for which we seem to be pre-

pared, may be the beginning of concessions which we

shall one day bitterly rue.

The means used at the South to bring the North
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to compliance, seem to demand particular attention. I

will not record the contemptuous language which has

been thrown on the money-getting habits of New Eng-

land, or the menaces which have been addressed to our

cupidity, for the purpose of putting us to silence on the

subject of slavery. Such language does b no degree

move me. 1 only ask that we may give no ground for

its application. We can easily bear it, if we do not

deserve it. Our mother-country has been called a na-

tion of shopkeepers, and New England ought not to be

provoked by the name. Only let us give no sanction to

the opinion that our spirit is narrowed to our shops ; that

we place the art of bargaining above all arts, all sci-

ences, accomplishmeoi!'^ and virtues; that, rather than

lose the fruits of tlie slave's labor, we would rivet his

chains ; that, sooner than lose a market, we would make

shipwreck of honor ; that, sooner than sacrifice present

gain, we would break our faith to our fathers and our

children, to our principles and our God. To resent or

retaliate reproaches would be unwise and unchristian.

The only revenge worthy of a good man is, to turn re-

proaches into admonitions against baseness, into incite-

ments to a more generous virtue. New England has

long suffered the imputation of a sordid, calculating spir-

it, of supreme devotion to gain. Let us show that we

have principles, compared with which the wealth of the

world is light as air. It is a common renuurk here, that

there is not a community under heaven, through which

there is so general a diffusion of intelligence and health-

m\ moral sentiment as in New England. Let not the

just influence of such a society be impaired by any act,

which would give to prejudice the aspect of truth.

The Free States, it is to be feared, must pass through
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Struggle. May tbey sustain it as becomes their free-

dom t The present excitement at the South can hardly

be expected to pass away, without attempts to wrest

fipom them unworthy concessions. The tone in regard

to slavery in that part of our country is changed. It is

not only more vehement, but more false than formerly.

Once slaveiy was acknowledged as an evil. Now it is

proclaimed to be a good. We have even been told,

not by a handful of entliusiasts in private life, but by

men m the highest station and of widest influence at the

South, that slavery is the soil into which political free-

dom strikes its deepest roots, and that republican insti-

tutions are never so secure as when the laboring class is

reduced to servitude. Certainly, no assertion of the

wildest Abolitionist could give such a shock to the slave-

holder, as this new doctrine is fitted to give to the peo-

ple of the North. Liberty, with a slave for her pedestal

and a chain in her hand, is an image, from which our

understandings and hearts alike recoil. A doctrine,

more wounding or insulting to the mechanics, farmers,

laborers of the North than this strange heresy, cannot

weU be conceived. A doctrine more irreverent, more

fatal to republican institutions, was never fabricated in

the councils of despotism. It does not, however, pro-

voke us. I recall it only to show the spirit in which

slavery is upheld, and to remind the Free States of the

calm energy which they will need, to keep themselves

true to their own principles of liberty.

There is a great dread in this part of the country,

that the union of the States may be dissolved by the

conflict about slavery. To avert this evil, every sacri-

fice should be made but that of honor, freedom, and

principle. No one prizes the Union more tlian myselC
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Perhaps I may be allowed to say, that I am attached

to it by no common love. Most men value the Union

as a Means ; to me it is an End. Most would preserve

it for the prosperity of which it is the instrument ; I

love and would preserve it for its own sake. Some

value it as favoring public improvements, facilities of

commercial exchange, &c. ; I value these improvements

and exchanges chiefly as favoring union. I ask of tlie

General Government to unite us, to hold us together

as brethren in peace ; and I care litde whether it does

any thing else. So dear to me is union. Next to liber-

ty, it is our highest national interest. All the pecuniary

sacrifices which it can possibly demand should be made

for it. The politicians in some parts of our country,

who are calculating its value, and are willing to surren-

der it because they may grow richer by separation, seem

to me bereft of reason. Still, if the Union can be pre-

served only by the imposition of chains on speech and

the press, by prohibition of discussion on a subject in-

volving the most sacred rights and dearest interests of

humanity, then union would be bought at too dear a

rate ; then it would be changed from a virtuous bond

mto a league of crime and shame. Language cannot

easily do justice to our attachment to the Union. We
will yield every thing to it but Truth, Honor, and Lib-

erty. These we can never yield.

Let the Free States be firm, but also patient, for-

bearing, and calm. From the slave-holder they can-

not look for perfect self-control. From his position he

would be more than man, were he to observe the bounds

of moderation. The consciousness which tranquillizea

the mind can hardly be his. On this subject he has al-

ways been sensitive to excess. Much exasperr.tion is
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0/ bo sumodorod bul our priociplot tod our ri^btf•

Tho work, wfaicb I proposed to myself, b now com-

pletod. I ask and bope for it tbe Divine blessing u
fitf u it expresses Tnitb, and breatbes tbe spirit of

Justice and Humanity. If I bave written any tlnog

under tbe influence of prejudice, passion, or unkindness

to any bunoan being, I ask forgiveness of God and man^

I bave spoken strongly, not to offend or give pain, bul

to produce in otbers deep convictions corresponding to

my own. Notbing could bave induced me to fix my
tbougbu on tbis painful subject, but a conviction, wbich

pressed on me witb increasing weight, tbat tbe times de-

manded a plain and free exposition of the truth. Tbe
iew last months bave increased my solicitude for tbe

countiy. Public sentiment has seemed to me to be

losing its bealtbiulness and vigor. I bave seen symp-

toms of tbe decline of the old spirit of bbeny . Servile

opinions bave seemed to gain ground among us. Tbe
faith of our fathers in free institutions has waxed faint,

and b giving place to despair of human improvement.

I bave perceived a dbposition to deride abstract rights,

to speak of freedom as a dream, and of republican gov-

ernments as built on sand. I bave perceived a faint-

heartedness in the cause of human rights. The con-

demnation, which has been passed on Abolitionists, luu

seemed to be settling into acquiescence in slavery. Tbe

sympathies of the community have been turned from

the slave to the master. The impious doctrine, that

human laws can repeal the Divine, can convert imjusc

and oppressive power into a moral right, has more and
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more tiiictured the style of conTersation and the preis.

With theie sad and solemn views of society) I could

not be silent ; and I thank God, amidst the conscious-

ness of great weakness and imperfection, that I have

been able to offer this humble tribute, this sincere

thopgh feeble testimony, this expression of heart-felt

allegiance, to the cause of Freedom, Justice, and Hur

manity.

Having stated the circumstances which have moved

me to write, I ought to say, that they do not discourage

me. Were darker omens to gather round us, I should

not despair. With a faith like his, who came to prepare

the way for the Great Deliverer, I feel and can say,

** The Kingdom of Heaven," the Reign of Justice and

Disinterested Love, *^ is at hand, and All Flesh shall

see the salvation of God." I know, and rejoice to

know, that a power, mightier than the prejudices and

oppression of ages, is working on earth for the world's

redemption, the power of Christian Truth and Good-

ness. It descended firom Heaven in the person of

Chrbt. It was manifest in his life and death. From

hb cross it went forth conquering and to conquer. Its

mission is, '^ to preach deliverance to the captive, and

to set at Uberty them that are bound." It has opened

many a prison-door. It u ordained to break every

chain. I have faith in its triumphs. I do not, caDool

degpaur.
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NOT£.

It wm my purpose to addroM a chapter to the 8outl^

hut I ha¥e thought fit to omit it. I beg, howoTor, to amy,

that Dothing which I have written can have proceeded

from unkind feeling towards the South ; for in no other

pert of the country have my writings found a more grati-

fying reception ; firom no other part have I received

stronger expressions of sympathy. To these I am oe^
tainly not insensible. My own feelings, had I consulted

them, would have led me to stifle every expression, which

could give pain to those from whom I have received noth-

ing but good-will.

I wished to suggest to the slave-holders that the ex-

citement now prevalent among themselves is incompara-

bly more perilous, more fitted to stir up insurrection,

than all the efibrts of Abolitionists, allowing these to be

ever so corrupt. I also wished to remind the men of

principle and influence in that part of the country, of the

necessity of laying a check on lawless procedures, in

regard to the citizens of the North. We have heard of

large subscriptions at the South for the apprehension of

some of the Abolitionists in the Free States, and for the

transportation of them to parts of the country where they

would meet the fate, which, it is said, they deserve. Un-

doubtedly, the respectable portion of the slave-holding

communities are not answerable for these measures. But

does not policy, as well as principle, require such men
steadily to discountenance them ? At present, the Free

States have stronger sympathies with the South than ever



before. But can it be suppoeed tbet they will eufler th%ir

eitixens to be itolen, expoied to Tiolence, and murdered

by other States ? Would not such an outrage route them

to feel and act at one man ? Would it not identify the

Abolitionist! with our most sacred rights ? One kid-

napped, murdered Abolitionist would do more for the

violent destruction of slavery than a thousand societies.

His name would be sainted. The day of his death would

he set apart for solemn, heait-stirring commemoration.

His blood would cry through the land with a thrilling

enice, would pierce every dwelling, and find a response

in every heart. Do men, under the light of the present

^y, need to be told, that enthusiasm is not a flame to be

quenched with blood ? On this point, good and wise

eMn, and the firiends of the country at the North and

South, can hold but one opinion ; and if the press, which,

I grieve to say, has kept an ominous silence amidst the

violations of law and rights, would but speak plainly and

strongly, the danger would be pauit.

The views and principles, supported in this short work,

will, of course, provoke much opposition, and, what I

greatly lament, they will excite the displeasure not only

ef the selfish and violent, but of good and honorable men,

whose unfavorable position hardly admits an impartial

iudgment of slavery, and renders them excessively sensi*

live to every exposition of it. I shall not, however, be anx«

ious to defend what I have written. The principles, here

laid down, if true, will stand. I should anticipate little

good from engaging in controversies with individuals.

The selfish passions, awakened by such collisions, too

often prevail over the love of truth ; and without this, the

truth cannot be worthily maintained. In regard to slav-

ery, it is peculiarly important, that discussion should be

ealm, general, unmixed with personalities. In this way,

I trust that the subject will be better understood by all
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pvtiet, I hould rejoice to bo eonvincod, that slaYorj ai

a loM debaaing influenco than I have affirmod. Hov
arolcome would bo brighter viowa of bfo and ofmankind I

Still, we mint eee things aa thej are, and not turn awn/

from the moit painful truth.

I haTO only to add, that I alone am reaponiible fov

what I have now written. I repreeent no eociety, no

body of men, no part of the eountrjr. I have written by

no one*o instigation, and with no one'a encouragemeai,

but solely from ray own convictiona. If cause of offc

is given, the blame ought to tall on ma alone.

NOTE FOR THE FOURTH EDITION.

Ih commencing the chapter on Abolitionism, I have eih

•pressed my respect for the few Abolitionists whom I have

known. I am bound to say, that, in consequence of

hearing and seeing more of this body, I have an increaa-

ing persuasion of the purity of purpose, and the moral

worth of ita members generally. I have spoken fr«ely

ef their errors ; but these ought not to blind us to their

virtues and sacrifices, and especially ought not to preji»-

dice ua against the truths which they contend for. We
must not abandon great principles, because asserted u»-

wisely. We must not grow cold to a good cause, be-

cause reproach is brought on it by defenders who have

more seal than discretion. Its dangers should attach us

to it more closely, and we should do what we can to lead

its friends to the use of means corresponding to its dign»-

ty, and fitted to insure ita suceesa.

In the chapter on the Means of removing Slavery, 1

have expressed my leara aa to the result of the experih
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«Mol BOW going on in the Engliah Weal Indies. I re-

joice to Mj, that recent accounta from thoae iaianda have

diminiahed mjr apprehenaiona. It b atated, that in aome of

Uie iaianda real eatate haa riaen in Talue aince the ernaa*

tipation, and that importa are eonaiderablj inereaaed.

f have juat heard, that a Weat Indian planter reaiding in

Ihia country, who waa atrenaoualjr oppoaed to the Act of

fimancipation, apeaka now of hia eatate aa more pro*

dvctive than formerly. That no diaturbance of the peace

baa followed thia great change, ia well underatood, and

Ihia ia the eaaential point. Undoubtedly the experiment

ia not yet decided, and reporta are to be received with

caution ; but the aucceaa of the meaaure haa aa yet aur-

paaaed the expectationa of all except the Abolitioniata.

Aa yet they have proved the trueat propheta. May eventa

aet the aeal of truth on all their predictions f Thia coun*

try b intereated in nothing more than in the aucceaa of

emancipation in the Weat Indiea. With thia example

before ua, the deatruction of alavefj would be aa apeedy

aa it ia aura.

No part of my book on Slavery aeenw to have given

eo much offence as that in which I have apoken of cooi*

iugal infidelity on the part of the maater aa inereaaed by

alavery. Of the abuae heaped on me for thia opinion I

ahall, of courae, aay nothing. Had I received nothing

but abuae, the remarka now to be made would not be

offered to the public ; but a gentleman of high character,

Mr. Leigh of Virginia, haa solemnly protested againat

my statement in the senate of the United States, and I

jihould do him great wrong were I to confound him with

the vulgar politicians, too common in Congress as well

as out of it, who are ready to say any thing and every

thing which may serve their cause. Mr. Leigh expresses

^is deliberate conviction, that conjugal fidelity is not mora
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rMpected in tnj part of the country than in tbo SUto^

holding States. It will he observed, in recurring to my
hook, that I said nothing of the Slaye-holding States, hut

of slave countries generally, and that I argued not frooi

reports or documents, hut from the principles of human
nature and from the very nature of slavery. I feel as if

such reasoning could not deceive me ; hut I will mom
say, what I forhore to say in the first instance, that I

should not have brought this charge against slavery, had

not the general argument, drawn fivrn human nature,

heen corrohorated hy all the evidence which the case

will well admit. In that part of my work, I expressed

not my own opinion alone, but the common, and perhaps

I should say the universal opinion of the North, and, still

more, the public opinion of the civilized world. During

my whole life, I have not met an individual, who has

questioned, whether slavery exerts a disastrous influence

on the domestic relations. I do not believe, that, among
the well-informed at the North, an individual is to he

found, who supposes that the obligations of marriage are

as much respected in the Slave-holding States as in the

Free, On reading Mr. Leigh's speech, I determined to

make inqniries, with the purpose of retracting my error in

the face of the world, if I should find reason to charge my#
self with rashness. I have obtained the opinions of thosi^

whose authority in such a case seems to me most worthy

of confidence, and in every instance I have been assured

that I have uttered only the truth. I know not how many
have spoken to me on this point in the most undoubting

tone. In my book, I have only given expression to the

public sentiment of the North, and I as little expected te

hear my correctness questioned, as to hear the existence

of slavery denied. I do not, of course, intend to impute

the least unfairness to Mr. Leigh, who is known among
M only as a virtuous man, who does honor to his country.
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I presume, that, in the eomparieon which he nuide he*

Hreen the SlaTe-hoiding Statee end other parte of the

eountry, he apoke without a aufficient knowledge of the

latter. I cannot, therefore, I dare not, expunge from my
hook the offensive passage, though in the revised edition

1 have somewhat changed its form. If I know mjr own
heart, I should rejoice to he able to expunge it.

I have regretted, that a passage, which I prepared for

this work at the time of its composition, was not inserted.

In the chapter of Explanations, after speaking of the exf

•mples of moral and religious excellence to be found in

the Slave-holding States, I expressed, in a fow sentences,

ty deep sense of the virtues, as well as the accomplish-

SMnts of the women of the South. I wrote this passage

with a fervent heart, because it was dictated, in a meas-

nre, by the grateful recollection of unwearied kindnesses

received from woman during a residence in that part of the

eountry in my youth. I should be glad to publish it now,

had it not been destroyed with the manuscript of which it

formed a part, for it expressed feelings which time haa

only strengthened. After much deliberation I omitted it

in the first edition, and did so from considerations which

t cannot now approve. I feared that what I had written

would be set down by strangers as a common-place of

flattery. I feared that I might seem desirous to expiate

r by this praise the censures oontained in other parts of the

book, desirous to shield myself from the obloquy to which

I was exposing myself in publishing unpopular truth. I

did on this occasion what I have too often done. In

shrinking fi«m the appearance of vices which I abhor, I

was unjust to my convictions and affections. The reader

will eicuse this reference to myself, when he learns that I

have been shamelessly accused of easting reproach on

tM purity of the women at the South. I should not, how-

ever, have noticed thie calemny, had not the preceding
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part of thii note almoat compeUed me to refer to it. I

feel too much about the great subject oo which I hava

written, to be Tory foUcitous about what ia aaid of my-
•elC I feel that I am nothing, that my reputation is noth-

ing, in comparison with the fearful wrong and evil, which

1 have labored to expose ; and I should count myself

unworthy the name of a man or a Christian, if the cal-

umnies of the bad, or even the disapprobation of the good,

could fasten my thoughts on myself and turn me aside

from a cause, which, as I believe, truth, humanity, and

Gkid call ma to fPftinti'tin
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THE ABOLITIONISTS.

BotToViAbv. 1, 18a&

Mr Peak Sir«

I ht?e not the pleasure of knowing you personally ;

but your history and writings have given me an bterett

in you, which induces and encourages me to address

you with something of the freedom of acquaintance. I

feel myself attracted to the friends of humanity and

freedom, however distant ; and when such are exposed

by their principles to peril and loss, and stand firm in

the evil day, I take pleasure in expressing to them my
sympathy and admiration. The first accounts which

reached me of the violence which drove you from Cin-

cinnati, inclined me to write to you ; but your ** Narra-

tive of those riotous proceedings," which I have lately

received and read, does not permit me to remain longer

silent. The subject weighs much on my mind. I feel

that I have a duty to perform in relation to it, and I

cannot rest till I yield to this conviction, till I obey

what seems to me the voice of God. I think it best,,

however, not to confine myself to the outrage at Cin-.

cinnati, but to extend my remarks to the spirit of vio*
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leDce and persecution, which hai broken out apinst the

Abolitionists through the whole country. Thb, I know,

will be more acceptable to you, than any expression of

sympathy with you as an individual. You look beyond

yourself to the cause which you have adopted, and to

the much mjured body of men, with whom you are as-

sociated

It is not my purpose to speak of the Abolitionists

as Abolitionists. They now stand before the world in

another character, and to this I shall give my present

attention. Of their merits and demerits as Abolition-

ists, I have formerly spoken. In my short work on

Slavery, I have expressed my fervent attachment to the

great end to which they are pledged, and at the same

time my disapprobation, to a certain extent, of their

spirit and measures. I have no disposition to travel

over this ground again. Had the Abolitionbts been left

to pursue their object with the freedom which is guar-

antied to them by our civil institutions ; had they been

resisted only by those weapons of reason, rebuke, rep-

robation, which the laws allow, I should have no in-

ducement to speak of them agam either in praise or

censure. But the violence of their adversaries has driv-

en them to a new position. Abolitionism forms an era

in our history, if we consider the means by which it

has been opposed. Deliberate, systematic efforts have

b^en made, not here or there, but iar and wide, to wrest

from its adherents that liberty of speech and the press,

which our fathers asserted unto blood, and which our

national and state governments are pledged to protect

as our most sacred right. Its roost conspicuous advo

cates have been hunted and stoned, its meetings scatter-

ed, its presses broken up, and nothing but the patience,
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tonitancyi and iDtrepidiQr of iti membera, has saved it

from ezdocdoD. The Aboliiionists theo not 00I7 ap-

pear io the character of champions of the colored race.

In their persons the most sacred rights of the white

man and the free man have been assailed. They are

sufferers for the Uberty of thought, speech, and the

press ; and, in maintaining this liberty amidst insult and

violence, they deserve a pUu^e among its most honors

ed defenders. In this character I shall now speak of

them.

In regard to the methods adopted by the Abolition-

ists of promoting emancipation, I might find much to

censure ; but when I regard their firm, fearless asser

tion of the rights of free discussion, of speech and the

press, I look on them with unmixed respect. I see

nothing to blame, and much to admire. To them has

been conunitted the most important bulwark of liberty,

and they have acquitted themselves of the trust like

men and Christians. No violence has driven them firom

their post. Whilst, in obedience to conscience, they

have refrained from opposing force to force, they have

still persevered amidst menace and insult, in bearing

their testimony against wrong, in giving utterance to

their deep convictions. Of such men, I do not hesitate

to say, that they have rendered to freedom a more es-

sential service, than any body of men among us. The
defenders of freedom are not those, who claim and ex-

ercise rights which no one assails, or who win shouts

of applause by well turned compliments to liberty in the

days of her triumph. They are those, who stand up for

rights which mobs, conspiracies, or single tyrants put

in jeopardy ; who contend for liberty in that parciciUar

form, which is threatened at the momrot by the many
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or the few. To the AbolitiooitU this honor belong*.

The first tystematio effort to strip the citisen of fireo-

dom of speech they have met with invincible resolution.

From my heart I thank them. I am myself their debt*

or. I am not sure, that I should this moment write in

safety, had they shrunk from the conflict, had they shut

their lips, imposed silence on their presses, and hid

themselves before their ferocious assailants. I know not

where these outrages would have stopped, had they not

met resistance from their first destmed victims. The
newspaper press, with a few exceptions, uttered no gen*

uine mdignant rebuke of the wrong-doers, but rather

countenanced, by its gentle censures, the reign of Force.

The mass of the people looked supinely on this new

tjrranny, under which a portion of their fellow-citiaeni

seemed to be sinking. A tone of denunciation wss be-

ginning to proscribe aU discussion of slavery ; and had

the spirit of violence, which selected associations as its

first objects, succeeded in this preparatory enterprise,

it might have been easily turned against any and every

individual, who might presume to agitate the unwelcome

subject. It is hard to say, to what outrage the fettered

press of the country might not have been reconciled

I thank the Abolitionists, that b this evil dsy, they

were true to the rights which the multitude were ready

to betray. Their purpose to suffer, to die, rather than

lurrender their dearest liberties, taught the kwless, that

they had a foe to contend with, whom it was not safe

to press, whilst, like all manly appeals, it called forth

reflection and sympathy in the better portion of the

community. In the name of freedom and humanity,

I thank them. Through iheir courage, the violence,

which migiit have furnished a precedent faul to free-
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dom, b to become, I trust, t warning to the lawlew, of

the folly at well aa crime of attempting to cniah opinion

bj Force.

Of all powers, the last to be intrusted to the multi-

tude of men, is that of determining what questions shall

be discussed. The greatest truths are often the mo8(

unpopular and exasperatbg ; and were they to be da^

nied discussion, till the many should be ready to ac-

cept them, they would never establish themselves in the

general mind. The progress of society depends on

nothing more, than on the exposure of time-sanctioned

abuses, which cannot be touched without offending mul-

titudes, than on the promulgation of principles, which

are in advance of public sentiment and practice, and

which are consequently at war with the habits, preju-

dices, and immediate bterests of large classes of the

community. Of consequence, the multitude, if once

allowed to dictate or proscribe subjects of discussion,

would strike society with spiritual blindness, and death.

The world is to be carried forward by truth, which at

first offends, which wins its way by degrees, which the

many hate and would rejoice to crush. The right of

free discussion is therefore to be guarded by the friends

of mankind, with peculiar jealousy. It b at once the

most sacred, and most endangered of all our rights.

He who would rob hb neighbour of it, should have a

mark set on him as the worst enemy of freedom.

I do not know that our hbtory contains a page, more

dbgraceful to us as freemen, than that which records

the violences against the Abolitionists. As a people,

we are chargeable with other and worse mbdeeds, but

none so flagrantly opposed to the spirit of liberty, the

very spirit of our institutions, and of which we make
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our chief boast. Who, let me tsk, are the men, wboM
offences are so aggravated, that they must be denied the

protection of the laws, and be given up to the worst

passions of the multitude ? Are they profligate in prin-

ciple and life, teachers of impious or servile doctrines,

the enemies of God and their race ? I speak not from

vague rumor, but from better means of knowledge, when

I say, that a body of men and women, more blamelesa

than the Abolitionists in their various relations, or more

disposed to adopt a rigid construction of the Christian

precepts, cannot be found among us. Of their judi«

ciousness and wisdom, I do not speak ; but I believe

they yield to no party in moral worth. Their great

crime, and one, which in this land of liberty is to be

punished above all crimes, is this, that they carry the

doctrine of human equality to its full extent, that they

plead vehemently for the oppressed, that they assail

wrong-doing however sanctioned by opbion or intrench-

ed behind wealth and power, that their zeal for human

rights is without measure, that they associate themselves

fervently with the Christians and philanthropists of oth-

er countries against the worst relic of barbarous times.

8uch is the offence, against which mobs are arrayed,

and which is counted so flagrant, that a summary jus-

tice, too indignant to wait for the tardy progress of

tribunals, must take the punishment into its own hands.

How strange in a free country, that the men, from

whom the liberty of speech is to be torn, are those who

use it in pleacTmg for freedom, who devote themselves

to the vindication of human rights ! What a spectacle

m presented to the world by a republic, in which sen-

tence of proscription is passed on citizens, who labor,

hy addressing men's consciences, to enforce the truth.
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ihtt slavery is the greatest of wrongs f Through the

eivilized world, the best and greatest men are bearing

joint witness against slavery. Christians of all denoio-

inations and conditions, rich and poor, learned and igno-

rant, are bound in a holy league against this most de-

grading form of oppression. But in free America, thf

language which despots tolerate, must not be heard.

One would think, that freemen might be pardoned, if

the view of fellow-creatures stripped of all human rights

should move them to vehemence of speech. But^

whibt, on all other subjects, the deeply stirred feeling?

may overflow in earnest remonstrance, on slavery the

freemen must speak b whispers, or pay the penalty of

persecution for the natural utterance of strong emotion.

I am aware, that the outrages on the Abolitionists are

justified or palliated by various considerations ; nor is

this surprising; for when did violence ever want ex-

cuse ? It b said, that Abolitionism tends to stir up in-

surrection at the South, and to dissolve the Union. Of
11 pretences for resorting to lawless force, the most

dangerous is the tendency of measures or opinions. Air

most all men see ruinous tendencies in whatever opposes

their particular interests or views. All the political

parties, which have convubed our country, have seen

tendencies to national destruction in the principles of

their opponents. So infinite are the connexions and

consequences of human affairs, that nothing can be

done in which some dangerous tendency may not hn

delected. There is a tendency in arguments against

any old establishment to unsettle all institutions, because

all linng together. There is a tendency in the laying

bafM of deep-rooted abuses to throw a community into

a (utrm. Liberty tends to licentiousness, governmeoi
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CO despotism. Exclude aU enterprises which may have

evil results, and human life will stagnate. Wise men

are not easily deterred by difficulties and perils from t

course of action, which promises great good. £spe«

cially when justice and humanity cry aloud for the re«

nioval of an enormous social evil, it is unworthy of men

and Christians to let the imagination run riot among pos«

tfihle dangers, instead of rousing every energy of mind

to study how the evil may be taken away, and the

perils, which accompany beneficial changes, may be

liacaped.

- As to the charge brought against the Abolitionbts,

of stirring up insurrection at the South, I have never

met the shadow of a proof that this nefarious project

was meditated by a single member of their body. The

accusation is repeUed by their characters and principles

as well as by facts ; nor can I easily conceive of a sane

man giving it belief. As to the '' tendency " of their

lA^asures to this result, it is such only as we have seen

DD belong to all human affairs, and such as may easily

he guarded against. The truth is, that any exposition

of Slavery, no matter from whom it may come, may

chance to favor revolt. It may chance to fall into the

hands of a fanatic, who may think himself summoned

by Heaven to remove violently this great wrong ; or it

may happen to reach the hut of some intelligent daring

slave, who may think himself called to be the avenger

of his race. All things are possible. A casual, inno

cent remark in conversation, may put wild projects into

the unbalanced or disordered mind of some hearer.

Must we then live in perpetual silence ? Do suc^

chances make it our duty to shut our lips on the subject

of an enormous wrong, and never to send from the
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furett a reprobal'xui of the evil ? The truth is> that th%

great danger to the slave-bolder comes from slavery

itself, from the silent innovations of time, from political

conflicts and convidsions, and not from the writings of

strangers. I readily grant that the Abolitionists, in coo*

sequence of their number and their systematic and puin

lie efforts, are more likely to be heard of by the slave,,

than a sohtary individual who espouses his cause. Bui
when I consider, how steadily they have condemned

the resort to force on the part of the oppressed ; when.

I consider what power the master possesses of excludr

ing incendiary influences, if such are threatened from

abroad ; when I remember, that, during the late unpar^.

aUeled excitement at the South, not a symptom of re*

volt appeared ; and when to all this, I add the strongly

manifested purpose of the Free States to put forth theii

power, if required, for the suppression of insurrection,

it seems to me that none but the most delicate nerves

can be disturbed by the movements of the Abolitionists^.

Can any man, who has a sense of character, affect to

believe, that the tendency of Abolitionism to stir up jk

servile war, is so palpable and resistless as to require

the immediate application of Force for its suppression^

as to demand the substitution of mobs for the action of.

law, as to justify the violation of the most sacred right-

of the citizen .'

As to the odier charge, that the measures of the.

Abolitionists endanger our National Union, and must,

therefore be put down by any and every means, it ia

vraaker than the former. Against whom has not this-

charge been burled ? What party among us has nol

been loaded with this reproach ? Do not we at thft

North almost unanimously believe, that the spirit ao4:
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measures of NuUification halve a direct and iminediatfl

^dency to dissolve the Union ? But are we therefore

authorized to silence the nuliifier by violence ? Should

a leader of that party travel among us, b he to be

mobbed ? Let me farther ask, how is it, that the Abo-

litiopisu endanger the Union ? The only reply, which

I have heard, is, that they exasperate the South. And

is it a crime to exasperate men ? Who then so criminal

as the Founder and primiuve teachers of our faith }

Have we yet to learn, that, m cases of exasperation, the

blame is as apt to lie with those who take, as with those

who occasion, oflfence ? How strange the doctrine, that

men are to be proscribed for uttering language which

gives offence, are to be outlawed for putting their neigh-

bours into a passion ! Let it abo be considered, that

the Abolitionists are not the only people who exasperate

(he South. Can the calmest book be written on Slav*

ery, without producing the same effect ? Can the Chiel

Justice of Massachusetts expound the constitution and

laws of that commonwealth according to their free spir

it, and of course in opposition to Slavery, without awak-

ening indignation ? Is not the doctrine, that Congrea

has the right of putting an end to Slavery in the Dis-

trict of Columbia, denounced as fiercely as the writings

and harangues of Abolitionists ? Where then shall mobs

stop, if the crime of exasperating the South is so hein-

ous as to deserve their vengeance ? If the philanthro-

pist and Christian must be silenced on the subject of

Slavery, lest they wound the sensitive ears of the South,

ought the judge and legislator to be spared ? Whc
does not see, that these apologies for lawless force, if

diey have any validity, will bring every good man un*

ler its u-on sway ?
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la ibese remarks you learo my abhorrence of the vi«

oleoce offered to the AboUtioouts, and my admiratioo

of the fpirit they have opposed to it. May they vindi-

cate to the end the rights which in their persons have

been outraged. Allow me now to express my earnest

desire and hope, that the Abolitionists will maintain the

liberty of speech and the press, not only by asserting it

firmly, but by using it wisely, deliberately, generously,

and under the control of the severest moral principle.

It is my earnest desire, that they will exercise it in the

spirit of Christians and philanthropists, with a supreme

love of truth, without passion or bitterness, and without

that fanaticism which cannot dbcem the true proportions

of things, which exaggerates or distorts whatever favors

or conflicts with its end, which sees no goodness except

in its own ranks, which shuts itself up in one object and

is blind to all besides. Liberty suffers from nothing

more, than from licentiousness, and I fear that Aboli-

tionists are not to be absolved from this abuse of it. It

seems to me that they are particularly open to one re-

proach. Their writings have been blemished by a spirit

of intolerance, sweeping censure, and rash, injurious

judgment. I do not mean to bring this charge against

all their publications. Yours, as far as I have seeo

them, are an honorable exception ; and others, I know,

deserve the same praise. But Abolitionism, m tha

main, has spoken in an intolerant tone, and in this way

has repelled many good minds, given great advantage to

its opponents, and diminished the energy and effect of

its appeals. I should rejoice to see it purified from this

stain.

Abolitionism seems to me to have been intolerani

towards the skve-holders, and towards those L. the Free
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8uuei who oppose them, or who refuse to take part ia

ibeir measures. I say, first, towards the slave-holder.

The Abolitionist has uot spoken, and cannot speak,

agiinst slavery too strongly. No language can exceed

the enormity of the wrong. But the whole class of

slave-holders often meets a treatment in anti-sUvery pub*

lications which b felt to be unjust, and is certainly

unwise. We always injure ourselves, in placing our

adversaiy on the footing of an injured man. One
groundless charge helps him to repel many which are

true. There is indeed a portion of slave-holders who

deserve the severest reprobation. In every such com-

munity, there are many who hold their fellow-creatures

in bondage for gain, for mere gam. They perpetuate

this odious system not reluctantly, but from choice ;

not because the public safety compeb them, as they

think, to act the part of despots, but because they love

despotism, and count money their supreme good. Pro-

vided they can be supported in ease and mdulgence, can

be pampered and enriched, they care not for the means.

They care not what wrongs or stripes are mflicted, what

sweat is extorted, what powers of the immortal soul are

crushed. For such men no rebuke can be too severe.

If any vehemence of language can pierce their con-

sciences, let it be used. The man who holds slaves for

gain is, in effect, though unconsciously, the worst of

robbers ; for he selfishly robs his fellow-creatures not

only of their property, but of themselves. He is the

worst of tyrants, for, whibt absolute governments spoil

men of civil, he strips them of personal rights. But I

do not, cannot believe, that the majority of slave-holders

are of the character now described. I believe that the

majority, could they be persuaded of the consistency of
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flnyuici(Mition with the well-bebg of the colored race

and with gocial order, would relinquish their hold on the

•lave, and sacrifice dieir imagined property in him to the

claims of justice and humanity. They shrink from

emancipation, because it seems to them a precipice.

Having seen the colored man continually dependent on

foreign guidance and control, they think him incapable

of providing for himself. Having seen the laboring

class kept down by force, they feel as if the removal of

this restraint would be a signal to universal lawlessness

and crime. That such opinions absolve from all blame

those who perpetuate slavery, I do not say. That they

are often strengthened by the self-interest of the master,

I cannot doubt ; for we see men everywhere grasping

and defending doctrines which confirm their property

and power. I acknowledge, too, that the ready, unhes-

itating acquiescence of the slave-holder in such loose

notions, especially at the present moment, is a bad

symptom. In the present age, when a flood of light

has been thrown on the evib of slavery, and when the

whole civilized world cries out against it as the greatest

of wrongs ; and in this country, where the doctrine of

human rights has been expounded by the profoundest

minds, and sealed with the best blood, a fearful respon-

sibUity is assumed by masters, who, pronouncing eman-

cipation hopeless, make no serious, anxious inquiry

after the means of accomplishing it, and no serious

efibrt to remove the supposed unfimess of the slave for

Ireedom. Still, while there is much to be condemned

n the prevalent opinions and feelings at the South, we
have no warrant for denying to all slave-holders moral

ind religious excellence. The whole history of the
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world shows us, that a culpable blindness b regard to

one class of obligations may consist with a sincere rev*

erence for religious and moral principles, as far as they

are understood. In estimating men's characters, we

must never forget the disadvantages under which they

labor. Slavery, upheld, as it is at the South, by the

deepest prejudices of education, by the sanction of laws,

by Uie prescription of ages, and by real difficulties at-

tending emancipation, cannot easily be viewed in that

region as it appears to more distant and impartial ob-

servers. The hatefuhiess of the system ought to be

strongly exposed, and it cannot be exposed too strongly;

but this hatefulness must not be attached to all who sus-

tain slavery. There are pure and generous spirits at

the South, and they are to be honored the more for

the sore trials amidst which their virtues have gained

strength. The Abrlitionists, in their zeal, seem to have

overlooked these truths in a great degree, and by their

btolerance towards the slave-holder, have awakened

towards him sympathy rather than indignation, and weak-

ened the effect of their just invectives against the system

which he upholds.

I think, too, that they are chargeable with a like intol-

erance towards those in the Free States, who oppose

them, or who refuse to participate in their operations.

They have been apt to set down opposition to them*

selves as equivalent to attachment to slavery. Regai cl-

ing their own dogmas as the only true faith, and making

their own zeal the standard of a true interest in the op-

pressed, they have been apt to cast scornful looks and

reproaches on those who have spoken in doubt or dis-

pleasure of their movements. This has made them
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many loet . They have been too belligerent to make

(iriends. I do not mean in these remarks, tliat the Ab-

olitionists have had nothing to blame in their opponents.

Among these, are not a few deserving severe reprehen*

lion, and 1 have no desire to shield them from it. But

the great mass, who have refused to take pan in the

anti-slavery movement, have been governed by pur«

motives. If they have erred, they have not erred wil«

^gly> or from the influence of low and servile passions.

They liave consequently been wronged by the treatment

they have received at the hands of the Abolitionists,

and men are not brought over by wrongs to a good

cause.

1 have said that I have no desire to shield tlie unwor

thy among ourselves. We have tliose, whose opposition

to Abolitionism has been wicked, and merits reproba-

tion. Such are to be found m all classes, forming in-

deed a minority in each, yet numerous enough to deserve

attention and to do much harm. Such are to be found

in wliat is called the highest class of society, tliat is,

among the rich and fashionable ; and the cause is obvi-

ous. The rich and fashionable belong to the same caste

with the slave-holder ; and men are apt to sympathize

with their own caste more readily than with those be

neath them. The slave is too low, too vulgar, to awak-

en interest in those, who abhor vulgarity more than

oppression and crime, and who found all their self-

admiration on the rank they occupy in the social srale.

Far be it from me to charge on the rich or ra>:iiioi)uble,

as a class, this moral degradation ; but aiiionji; ilioui are

the worshippers of high degree, who would think their

difi;nity soiled, by touching the cause of u ii*MiaL de*
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graded race, and who load its advocates with ridicule

and scorn.

Then, in the commercial class, there are unworthy

opposers of Abolitionism. There are those, whose in*

terests rouse them to withstand every movement, which

may offend the South. They have profitable connex-

ions with the slave-holder, which must not be endan*

gered by expressions of sympathy with the slave. Gain

is their god, and they sacrifice on this altar without

compunction the rights and happmess of their fellow-

creatures. To such, the philanthropy, which would

break every chain, is fanaticism, or a pretence. Nothing

in their own souls helps them to comprehend the fervor

of men, who feel for the wronged, and who hazard prop-

erty and life in exposing the wrong. Your '* Narrative

of the Riotous Proceedings at Cincinnati," shows to

what a fearful extent the spirit of humanity, justice, and

freedom may be supplanted by the accursed lust of gain.

This, however, cannot surprise us. Our present civil-

ization is characterized and tainted by a devouring gree

diness of wealth ; and a cause, which asserts right

against wealth, must stir up bitter opposition, especially

in cities where this divmity is most adored. Every

large city will furnish those, who would sooner rivet

the chain on the slave than lose a commission, or re-

trench an expenditure. I would on no account inti-

mate, that such men constitute the majority of the com-

mercial cbss. I rejoice to know that a more honorable

spirit prevails in the community which falls more imme-

diately under my notice. Still, the passion for gain is

everywhere sapping pure and generous feeling, and

everywhere raises up bitter foes against any reform
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wluch may threaten to turn aside a streain of wealth.

1 tometimes feel as if a great social revolution were

necessary to break up our present mercenary civiliza*

tion, in order that Christianity, now repelled by th«

almost universal worldliness, may come into new contact

with the soul, and may reconstruct society after its owi
pure and disinterested principles.

In another class, which contains many excellent peo-

ple, may abo be found unworthy opposers of all anti*

sUvery movements. I refer to the Conservative class*

to those who are tremblingly alive to the spirit of inno-

vation now abroad in the world, who have Uttle or no

iaith in human progress, who are anxious to secure what

b now gained rather than to g»in more, to whom that

watchword of the times, Reform, sounds like a knell.

Among these are to be found individuab, who, from no

benevolent interest in society, but simply because they

have drawn high prizes in the lottery of life, are unwil-

ling that the most enormous abuses should be touched,

lest the established order of things, so propitious tu

themselves, should be dbturbed. A pabying, petrifying

order, keeping things as they are, seems to them the

Ideal of a perfect community, and they have no patience

with the rude cry of reformers for the restoration of hu-

man beings to their long-lost rights.

I will only add the politicians, as another class, whicli

has furnished selfish assaibnts of Abolitionism. Among
our politicians are men, who regard public life as a

charmed circle into which moral principle must not en-

ter, who know no law but expediency, who are prepared

to kiss the feet of the South for southern votes, and who

stand ready to echo all the vituperations of the sbve*
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bolder against the active enemies of slavery b the Free

Sutes.

For these various descriptions of selfish opponents of

Abolitionism, I make no apology. Let them be visited

with just rebuke. But they, after all, form but a small

part of that great body in the Free States, who look on

the present anti-slavery movement with distrust and dia*

approbation. The vast majority in the Free States,

who refuse communion with you, are not actuated by

base considerations. The fear of a servile war, the

fear of political convulsions, a perception of the diffi-

culties of great social changes, self-distrust, a dread of

rashness, these, and the like motives,* have great influ-

ence in deterring multitudes from giving their counte-

nance to what seem to them violent movements for the

abolition of slavery. That a culpable insensibility to the

evils and wrongs of this nefarious institution is too com-

mon in the class of which I now speak, I do not mean

to deny. Still, how vast a proportion of the intelli-

gence, virtue, and piety of the country is to be found in

their ranks ! To speak of them slightly, contemptu-

ously, bitterly, is to do great wrong, and such speaking,

I fear, has brought much reproach on Abolitionism.

The motives which have induced me to make this

long communication to you will not, I trust, be misun-

derstood. I earnestly desire, my dear Sir, that you

and your associates will hold fast the right of free dis-

cussion by speech and the press, and, at the same time,

that you will exercise it as Christians, and as friends of

four race. That you, Sir, will not fail in these du-

ties, I rejoice to believe. Accept my humble tribute

of respect and admiration for your disinterestedness, for
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your Ikithfulness to your convictions, under the peculiar

sacrifices to which you have been caUed. It is my
prayer, that, by calm, fearless perseverance b well-

doing, you may guide and incite many to a like virtue.

It may be said, that it is easy for one, living, as I

do, at a distance from danger, living in prosperity and

ease, to preach exposure and suffering to you and your

friends. I can only say in reply, that I lay down no

rule for others, which I do not feel to be binding on

myself. What I should do in the hour of peril may be

uncertain ; but what I ought to do is plain. What I

desire to do, is known to the Searcher of all hearts. It

is my earnest desire, that prosperity may not unnerve

me, that no suffering may shake my constancy in a cause

which my heart approves. I sometimes indeed fear for

myself, when* I think of untried persecutions. I know

not what weaknesses the presence of great danger may

call forth. But in my most deliberate moments, I sef*

nothing worth living for, but the divine virtue which

endures and surrenders all things for truth, duty, and

mankind. I look on reproach, poverty, persecution,

and death, as light evils compared with unfaithfulness to

pure and generous principles, to the spirit of Christ, and

to the will of God. With these impressions, I ought

not to be deterred by self-distrust, or by my distance

from danger, from summoning and cheering others to

conflict with evil. Christianity, as I regard it, is de*

signed throughout fo fortify us for this warfare. Its

great lesson is self-sacrifice. Its distinguishing spirit is

Divine Philanthropy suffering on the cross. The Cross,

the Cross, this is the badge and standard of our religion.

I honor all who bear it. I look with scorn on the self-
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ith greatness of lh:s world, tod with pity on the most

gifted and prosperous b the struggle for office and pow«

er; but I look with reverence on the obscurest man,

who suffers for the rightf who b true to a good but per*

secuted cause.

With these sentiroenti, I iubscribe mjaelf your sin-

cere frind,

William E. Gharnuio.
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NOTE.

As the preceding letter was prepared for a newspaper,

I was obliged, by the narrowness of my limits, to pass

over some topics, on which I should have been glad to

offer a few remarks.— In expressing my conviction of

the moral worth of the AboUtionists, I wished to say, that

they are in danger, as a body, of forfeiting this praise.

Let them gather numbers and strength, and they may be

expected to degenerate. The danger is greater, now

that they have begun to add the ballot-box, or political

action, to their other modes of operation. It is one of

the evils attending associations and an argument against

them, that, by growing popular, they attract to themselves

unworthy members, lose their original simplicity of pur-

pose, become aspiring, and fall more and more under the

control of popular leaders. Intriguers will never be

wanting to press them, if possible, into the service of on«

or another of the great parties which divide the country,

and by becoming political machines, they only increase

the confusion of public affairs.

I have spoken in the letter, of "the fettered press*'

of the country, a subject of much moral interest. The

newspaper press is fettered among us by its dependence

on subscribers, among whom there are not a few intoler-

ant enough to withdraw their patronage, if an editor give

publicity to articles which contradict their cherished

opinions, or shock their party prejudices, or seem to

clash with their interests. In such a state of things, few

newspapers can be expected to afford tp an unpopular in-
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lUTidud or party, however philaathro)iic or irreproaeh-

able, an opportunity of being heard by the public. £di«

Ion engage in their vocation like other men, for a auppoit;

nnd communicationa, which will thin their lubacription-

liats, will of course find little favor at their hands. Much

reproach b sometimes thrown on them for their want of

moral independence ; but the root of the evil lies in the

intolerance of the community. One result of this state

of things is, that the newspaper press fails of one of its

chief duties, which is to stem corrupt opinion, to stay tho

excesses of popular passions. It generally swells, seldom

arrests, the violence of the muUitude. The very subjects,

on which the public mind may most need to be reformed,

are most likely to be excluded from its columns. Another

evil result is, the increase of the number and violence of

parties. Conscientiourt men, who cannot obtain a hearing

through the common newspapers, are compelled to league

for the support of papers of their own, and, in speaking

through these organs, they are tempted to an extrava-

gance and bitterness which they would have shunned, had

they used other vehicles. It may be doubted, whether

i^bolitionism would have taken the form of organized and

affiliated societies, if the subjeot of slavery could have

been discussed in the common papers with the same free-

dom as other topics. That Abolitionism has owed not a

little of its asperity to its having been proscribed from

the beginning, and to its having been denied the conunon

modes of addressing the public mind, I cannot doubt.

Toleration seems to be the last virtue which individuals

or communities learn. One would think, that experience

had sufficiently taught men, that persecution is not the

way to put down opinions. The selfish may indeed be

disheartened by opposition ; but conscientious men are

strengthened by it in their convictions. Persecution

drives and knits them together : and when formed into a
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pari/ by thii bond, their e6«1 bee<Niiet nor* intenM, tkaar

prejudice! more ioYeterate, their opinions more extrava-

gant, their meene more violent, than if thejr had contior

ued to be acattered through the community. If Abob-

tioniun ehould convulae the country, aa aome aeem Uk

fear, a Urge share of the blame will belong to that in-

tolerance, which has heaped on the moat respectahk)

men every epithet of scorn and vituperation, and has

driven them to assume a separate and belligerent attitude

in the community.

I cannot easily conceive of a greater good to a dty,

than the establishment of a newspaper by men of superior

ability and moral independence, who should judge all

parties and public measures by the standard of the Chris:

tian law, who ahould uncompromisingly speak the truth

and adhere to the Right, who should make it their steady

aim to ibrm a just and lofty public sentiment, and who
ahould at the same time give to upright and honorable

men an opportunity of making known their opiniona on

matters of general interest, however opposed to the opi»?

ions and passions of the day. In the present stage of

society, when newspapers form the reading of all classes

and the chief reading of multitudes, the importance of

the daily press cannot be overrated. It ia one of the

mightiest instruments at work among us. It may and

should take rank among the most effectual means of ao-

cial order and improvement. It b a power, which should

be wielded by the best minds in the community. The
office of editor is one of solemn responsibility, and the

commi.nity should encourage the most gifted and virtuous

men to assume it, by liberally recompensing their lab<ir,

and by according to them that ftvedom of thought and

speech, without which no mind puts forth all its vigor,

and which the highest minds rank among their dearest

rights and blessings.
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In peaking of the imworthj opponents of Abolitionif

m

ki the preceding letter, I propoeed to mjt omething of

thoM unhappy men, who, in one part of our country,

have proclaimed Slavery to be a good, a domestic bleae-

ing, and an eaeential support or condition of free inatitu-

tiona. But I felt that I could not easily speak on this

point in measured terms ; and in such cases I prefer

silence, unless a clear conviction of duty forbids it. Hap-

pily this detestable doctrine needs no effort to expose it

;

for it carries its refutation in its own absurdity, and in its

repugnance to all moral and religious feeling. The
Southern States would be grievously wronged by being

made responsible for this insane estimate of Slavery. It

is confined, I trust, to a small number, who have been

hardy enough to set at defiance the judgment of the

Christian and civilized world, and whom nothing but

oblivion can screen from that condemning sentence, which

luture times will pass more and more sternly on the ad-

vocates of oppression, on the foes of freedom and human

rights.
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THE ANNEXATION OF TEXAS

TO THE UNITED STATES.

Mr Dkae Sie»

1 trust that you will excuse the liberty which I take

m thus publicly addressing you. If you could look

into my heart, I am sure you would not condemn me.

You would discover the motives of this act, in my re-

spect for your eminent powers, and in my confidence

that you are disposed to use them for the honor and hap-

piness of your country. Were you less distinguished,

or less worthy of distinction, I should not trouble you

wiih this letter. I write you, because I am persuaded,

that your great influence, if exerted in promoting just

views on the subject of this 'communication, would ac-

complish a good, to which, perhaps, no other man in the

country is equal. I am bound, in frankness, to add

another reason for addressing you. I hope that your

name, prefixed to this letter, may secure to it an accesa

10 some, perhaps to many, who would turn away, wera

its thoughts presented in a more general form. Perhaps

by this aid it may scale the barrier, which now excludes
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from the South a ceruin class of the writuigs of the

North. I am sure your hospitality would welcome me
to Kentucky ; and your well-known generosity, I be-

lieye, will consent that I should use your name, to gain

a hearing in that and the neighbouring States.

It is with great reluctance that I enter on the opic of

this letter. My tastes and habits incline me .o very

different objects of thought and exertion. I had hoped,

that I should neyer again feel myself called to take part

in the agitations and exciting discussions of the day,

especially m those of a political character. I desire

nothing so much as to devote what remains of life to the

study and exposition of great principles and universal

truths. But the subject of Texas weighs heavily on

my mind, and I cannot shake it off. To me, it is more

than a political question. It belongs eminently to morals

and religion. I have hoped, that the attention of the

public would be called to it by some more powerful

voice. I have postponed writing, until the national

legislature is about to commence the important session,

in which, it is thought, this subject may be decided.

But no one speaks, and therefore I cannot be silent.

Should Texas be annexed to our country, I feel that I

eould not forgive myself, if, with my deep, solemn im

pressions, I should do nothing to avert the evil. I can-

not easily believe, that this disastrous measure is to be

adopted, especially at the present moment. The an

nexation of Texas, under existing circumstances, would

be more than rashness; it would be madness. That

opposition to it must exist at the South, as well as at

the North, I cannot doubt. StiU, there is a general im-

pression, that great efforts will be made to accoroplioh

Ihb object at tlie approaching session of Congress, and
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that DOthing but streouous resistance can prevent their

success. I must write, therefore, as if the danger were

real and inuninent ; and if any should think that I am
betrayed into undue earnestness by a false alarm, they

will remember that there are circumstances, in which

excess of vigilance is a virtue.

In the course of this discussion, I shall be forced to

speak on one topic, which can hardly be treated so as to

pve no offence. I am satisfied that in this, as in all

cases, it b best, safest, as well as most right and honor*

able, to speak freely and pkmly. Nothing is to be

gained by caution, circumlocution, plausible softenings

of language, and other arts, which, in destroying con6<

dence, defeat their own end. In discussions of an irri-

tating nature, the true way of doing good is, to purify

ourselves from all unworthy motives, to cherish disinter-

ested sentiments and unaffected good-will towards those

from whom we differ, and then to leave the mind to utter

itself naturally and spontaneously. How far I have pre-

pared myself for my work, by this self-purification, it

becomes not me to say ; but this I may say, that I am
not conscious of the slightest asperity of feeling towards

any party or any individual. I have no private interests

to serve, no private passions to gratify. The strength

of my conviction may be expressed in strong, perhaps

unguarded language ; but this want of caution is the re-

sult of the consciousness, that I have no purpose or

feeling which I need conceal.

I shall, in one respect, depart from the freedom of a

letter. I shall arrange my thoughts under distinct heads

;

and I shall do this, because I wish to put my reader in

full possession of my views. I wish to use no vague

declamation, to spread no vague alarm, but to bring out
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18 clearly as possible the precise points of objection to

the measure I oppose.*

I. We have a strong argument against annexing

Texas to the United States, m the Criminality of the

revolt which threatens to sever that country from Mex-

ico. On this point our citizens need light. The Texan

insurrection is seriously regarded by many among us

as a struggle of the oppressed for freedom. The Texan

revolution is thought to resemble our own. Our own is

contaminated by being brought into such relationship,

and we owe to our fathers and ourselves a disclaimer

of affinity with this new republic. The Texan revolt,

if regarded in its causes and its means of success, ii

* It maj bo well to itata th* principal rathoritiM oa which I f\j for tho

•tatonenta in tbia latter. I an moat iodebted, perhapa, to an article oe

Meileo and Texaa, in the Joly namber of the North American Re?iew for

the jear 1836. Thia article, aa I andoratood at the time, waa written bj

an enlightened and reapocted citiaon of tho South. The qnoutiona in the

trat head of thia letter, without a marginal reference, are taken fVom thia

tract, with a few unimportant eiceptiona. I have alao made uao of a

pamphlet, bearing the title of the ** War in Tezaa/' written by Mr. Benja-

min Lvndj, a man of unimpeachable character, and who profeaaea to have

giTon particular attention to the aubject With hie reaaoninga and opin

iona, I have nothing to do ; but hia atateroent of facta baa been repreaeoled

to me aa worthy of ftiU credit I have alao conaolted a " Hiatory of Teiaa,

by David B. Edwarda." I know not that tbia baa fbrniahed roe any thing

of importance. But, by ita undooignod coincidence, it corroboratea the

preceding articlea. My chief reliance, however, ia not on hooka, but on

the notoriety of the facta here given, which may be conaiderad aa a teati

aaony borne to them by the whole people. Thia ia a aingularly onexcep*

tionabte teatimoay in the preaent caae ) becauae It la well known, that the

edvocatea of the Teian revolt have had poaaeaaion, to a great degree, of

the preaa of the country, and unfavorable accounta could not have obtained

general currency, withont a foundation in truth. Let me add, that by '' the

North," I understand In thb Utter all the Free Statea, and by «• Uie Sooth,"

all the Slave-holding Stalee eseepi where the terme are plainly raatriclad

bv the eeoaeiion.
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criminal ; and we ought in no way to become partaken

in itf guilt. You, I doubt not, are familiar with its hit-

tOTf ; but for the benefit of some, into whose hands this

letter majr (all, I will give the leading facts.

The first grant of land in Texas to our citizens was

made under the Royal Government ; and, in accepting

it, the obligation was expressly incurred, of submission

to the civil and religious despotbm which then crushed

the country. It was understood, that the setders were

to adopt the Catholic faith, and to conform in all other

respects to the institutions of Mexico. Under the rev«

oludonaiy governments, which succeeded the (all of the

Spanish power, the original grant was confirmed, and

new ones made, on condition of subjection to the laws

of the hmd. The terms were very liberal, except that

adherence to the Catholic religion was required as the

condition of settlement. These facts will help us to

understand the reasonableness of some of the com-

plaints, under which the colonists seek to shelter their

revolt.

Mexico, on declaring her mdependence on the mother

country, established a republican government, and was

unfortunately betrayed by her admiration of this country

into the adoption of a Federal system, for which no

foundation had been laid m her previous history. From
this cause, added to her inexperience in self-government,

and to the want of intelligence among the mass of her

population, her institutions have yielded very imperfect-

ly the fruits of fireedom. The country has been rent by

facdons, the capital convubed by revolutions, and the

chief ofilce of the state been secured by the military lo

popular chieftains. The emigrants from this counory to

Texas went with open eyes, with full knowled8;e of the
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unsettled state of affairs, into this region of misrule) and

agitation. Happily their distance from the seat of gov-

ernment prevented their being drawn into the whirlpool

of civil contests, which threatened at times the destruc-

tion of the metropolis. Whilst the city of Mexico was

pillaged or kid under martial law, Texas found security

in her remoteness ; and, had her colonists proved loyal

citizens, this security might have been undisturbed.

Complaints of one another soon sprung up between

the General Government and Texas. Mexico com-

pkined of the gross infraction of her laws, and Texas

of the violence of the means by which it was attempted

to enforce them. That both parties had ground of re-

proach, we cannot doubt ; nor is it easy to strike the

balance between them, or to say where the chief blame

lies. The presumption is strong, that the fault began

with the colonists. We of this country, receiving our

accounts of the controversy from Texans, are in danger

of being warped in our judgments. But we have for

our guidance our knowledge of human nature, which

helps us to construe the test'unony of interested witness-

es, and which, in the present case, cannot easily deceive

us. If we consider the distance of Texas from the seat

of government, her scattered population, her vicinity to

a skve country, the general character of the first settlers

in a wilderness, and the difficulty of subjecting them to

regular tribunals; can we doubt, for a moment, that

Mexico had cause for the complaints, which she urged,

of the gross infractions and evasions of her laws in Tex-

as, especially of the laws relating to revenue, and to the

exclusion of slaves ? On the other hand, if we consider

the circumstances of Mexico, can we doubt, that the

military force sent by her to Texas, and needed thece
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io enforce the laws, abused its power more or less }

That lawless men should be put down by lawless means,

especially in a country swept by the spirit of revolution,

b an effect too common and natural to excite wonder.

The wonder is, that Texas escaped with so little injury.

Whether she would have suffered at all, had she submit^

ted in good faith to the laws which she had pledged

herself to obey, may be fairly questioned. I ask you.

Sir, whether it is not your deliberate conviction, that

Mexico, from the beginning of her connexion with the

colonists, has been more sinned against than sinning.

But allowing that the violent means, used by Mexico

for enforcing her authority, were less provoked than we
beheve them to have been ; did not the Texans enter

the country with a full knowledge of its condition ? Did

they not become citizens of a state, just escaped from a

grinding despotism, just entered into the school of free*

dom, which had been inured for ages to abuses of mili-

tary power, and whose short republican history had been

made up of civil agitation ? In swearing allegiance to

such a state, did they not consent to take their chance

of the evils, through which it must have been expected

to pass in its way to firm and free institutions ? Was
there, or could there be in so unsettled a society, that

deliberate, setded, inflexible purpose of spoiling the

colonists of their rights, which alone absolves a viola*

tion of allegiance from the guilt of treason ?

Some of tlie grounds, on which the Texans justify

their conflict for independence, are so glaringly deficient

in truth and reason, that it is hard to avoid suspicion of

every defence set up for their revolt. They complaia

of being denied the right of worshipping God according

to the dictates of their consciences ; and this they do,
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tliough they entered the country and iwore allegiance

to its government, with full knowledge that the Catholic

religion was the rehgion of the state and alone tolerated

by the constitution. What increases the hoUowness and

criminality of the pretence is, that notwithstanding the

provision of the constitution, Protestant sects had lield

their meeting? undisturbed in Texas, and no persecu*

lion had ever taken place on account of difference of

creed.

Another grievance by which they justify their revolt

it, that the trial by jury had been withheld ; and this

complaint they have the courage to make, although they

were fully aware, before becoming the adopted citizens

of the country, that this mode of trial was utterly un-

known to its jurisprudence, and though, in the constitu-

tion of the State of Coahuila and Texas, the following

article had been introduced :
^^ One of the principal

subjects for the attention of Congress [State Legisla-

ture] shall be to establish in criminal cases the trial by

jury, extending it gradually, and even adopting it in civil

cases, m proportion as the advantages of this precious

institution may be practically developed."

One of the greatest grievances in the eyes of Texas,

was the change of the Mexican government from a Fed-

eral to a Central or Consolidated form. But this change,

however violendy brought about, was ratified by the na-

tional Congress according to the rules prescribed by the

constitution, and was sanctioned by the Mexican people.

The decree of Congress, introducing this ^' reform '* of

the national institutions, declares the system of govern-

ment *'*' republican, popular, and representative,*' and

provides all the organs by which such a government b
characterized. What also deserves our consideration.
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b estimadDg this mea8ure« b, that the whole history of

Mexico has proved the necessity of snbstitutiog a Cen-

tral for a Federal government. Liberty and order can

be reconciled and preserved to that country by no pro-

cess but by the introduction of more simple and efficient

institutions. And yet the Texans, a handful of stran*

gers, raised the standard of revolt, because the govern-

ment was changed by a nation of nine millions without

their consent.

I have spoken of the Texans as a handful of people.

At the breaking out of the insurrection they were about

twenty thousand, including women and children. They
were, of course, wholly unable to achieve or maintain

national independence ; so that one condition which is

required to authorize revolution, namely, the ability to

sustain a government, to perform the duties of sover*

eignty, they could not pretend to fulfil. Twenty thou-

sand men, women, and children, raising the standard of

wai, and proposing to dismember a mighty empire ! It

is very possible that there are suburbs of London con-

tainmg an equal number of discontented people, who
suffer under and have reason to complain of municipal

or national injustice. And may these fly to arms, set

up for a nation, and strive to break the unity of the

British dominions ? It should also be remembered,

that the Texans were not only a drop of the bucket

compared with the Mexican population, but that they

were a decided minority in the particular State to which

thoy belonged; so. that their revolt may be compared

to the rising of a county in Massachusetts or Virginia

for the purpose of estabhshing a separate sovereignty,

on the ground of some real or imagined violation of

right an the part of the Federal or the State govern-
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ment. BtiU more, this little knot of Texans were fai

from being unanimous as to the revolt. The older and

wealthier inhabitants favored peace. '' There were great

differences of op.nion among the colonists, and even

violent party dissensions. Many, who were in the

quiet enjoyment of their property, were opposed to al.

these hostile movements. The first public declaration

of udependence was adopted, not by persons assuming

to act b a representative capacity, but by about nine"

ty individualiy all, except two, Americans, if we may

judge by their names, acting for themselves, and recom-

mending a similar course to their fellow-citizens. That

declaration furnishes proofs of the dissensions and jeal-

ousies of which we have spoken.— It proves another

fact, that the ancient population of the province was

favorable to the new views of the government of Mex-

ico." In some letters written by Colonel S. T. Austin,

the founder of the colony, in the year 1834, whilst

imprisoned in Mexico on the charge of encouraging

revolutionary movements in Texas, we have some re-

markable passages, showing the aversion of the sounder

part of the population to violent measures. *' I wish

my friends and all Texas to adopt and firmly adhere to

the motto and rule I have stated in this letter. The

rule is, to discountenance, in the most unequivocal and

efficient manner, all persons who ure in the habit of

speaking or writing in violent or disrespectful terms of

the Mexican people or authorities.— I have been led

into so much difficulty, and Texas has been so much

Jeopardized in its true and permanoLt interests, by

mfiammatory men, political fanatics, political adven-

turers, would-be>great men, vain talkers, and visionary

fools, that I begin to lose all confidence except for
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those VI ho seek their living between the plough-handles ;

and, a'as for them ! they are too often sacrificed be-

fore they know it.— Tolerate no more violent meas*

ures, and you will prosper, and obtain from the gov*

emment all that reasonable men ought to ask for."*

It is very plain, that, of this diminutive colony, the

more reasonable men, had they not been overborne by

the more violent, would have averted the civil war.

Such was the number which set up for a nation !

I have no disposition to deny that Texas had griev-

ances to justify complaint. In proof of this I need no

documents. That she was not always wisely governed,

that her rights were not always respected, who can

doubt ? What else could be expected ? Mexico ii

not wise. Mexico is not skilled in the science of hu-

man rights. Her civilization is very imperfect, as we
and the Texans have always known ; and a good gov-

ernment is one of the slowest fruits of civilization. In

truth a good government exists nowhere. The errors

and vices of rulers entail evib on every state. Espe-

cially in an extensive community, some districts will

always suffer from unwise, partial, unjust legislation.

If every town or county may start up into a sovereign

state, whenever it is wronged, society will be given up

to perpetual convulsion, and history be one bloody rec-

ord of revolt. The right of insurrection is to be ex-

ercised most rarely, fearfully, reluctantly, and only in

cases of fixed, pronounced, persevering oppression, from

which no relief can be found but in force. Nothing b
easier than for any and every people to draw up a list

of wrongs ; nothing more ruinous than to rebel bectuta

* Hiatorjr oTTesM, p. SIO, Autia't CottMpoiidMO*.
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every claim is not treated with respect. The United

States did not throw off the British yoke, because every

human right, which could be demonstrated by moral

science, was not granted them ; but because they were

denied the rights which their fathers had enjoyed, and

which had been secured to the rest of the empire.

They began with pleading precedent. They took their

first stand on the British constitution. They claimed

the rights of Englishmen. They set up the case of

peculiar oppression ; and did not appeal to arms, until

they had sought redress, for years, by patient and re-

spectful remonstrance; until they had exhausted every

means of conciliation which wisdom could devise or a

just self-respect would allow. Such was the code of

national morality to which our fathers bowed; and b
so doing they acknowledged the sacredness of allegiance,

and manifested their deep conviction of the fearful re

sponsibility of subverting a government and of rupturing

national ties. A province, in estimating its grievances,

should have respect to the general condition of the

country to which it belongs. A colony, emigrating

from a highly civilized country, has no right to expect

in a less favored state the privileges it has left behind.

The Texans must have been insane, if, on entering Mex«

ico, they looked for an administration as faultless as that

under which they had lived. They might with equal

reason have planted themselves in Russia, and then have

unfurled the banner of independence near the throne of

the Czar, because denied the immunities of their native

land.

Having thus considered the grievances of the Texans,

I now proceed to consider the real and great causes of

the revolt. These are matters of notoriety, so u to
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peed no minute exposition. The first great cause was

the unbounded, unprincipled spirit of land speculation^

which so tempting a prize as Texas easily kindled in

multitudes in the United States, where this mode of

gambling is too common a vice. Large grants of land

in Texas were originally made to individuals, chiefly

citizens of our country, who, in many cases, transferred

their claims to joint-stock companies in some of our

cities. A quotation will illustrate the nature of these

grants and the frauds and speculations to which they

gAve birth. " The nominal grantee is called the em*

prtiario. He is considered, by the terms of the con-

tract, merely as a trustee of the government, having no

title himself to the land within the limits of his future

colony, except upon condition of settling a number of

families [within a given time] . The setders themselves

receive a title for each family for a league square, upon

the express condition of settlement and cultivation, and

the payment of certain very moderate charges within a

limited period. It is believed, that these conditions

were by the colonization laws of Mexico the basis of

til the land-titles in Texas, together with the further

condition, that all right and title should be forfeited, if

tlie grantee [or new settler] should abandon the coun-

try, or sell his land before having cultivated it. An
inspection of the various maps of Texas will show how

numerous have been these privileges conceded to various

§mpre$arioi. The face of the province, from Nueces

to Red River, and from the Gulf to the mountains, is

nearly covered by them. It became at last a matter

of greedy speculation ; and it is a notorious fact, that

many of the empreiarioi^ forgetting the contingent char-

tcter of their own ri|;bt8 to the toil, and the conditions
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upon which their future colonists were to receive allot-

oients of land, proceeded at once to make out scrip,

which has been sold in the United States to an incal*

culable amount. In addition to this, we are informed

on the best authority, that the manufacture of land-titles,

having no foundation whatever, has been carried on as

a regular business. That frauds of these different kinds

have been practised on the cupidity and credulity of the

people of the United States, is beyond doubt. Had

the close of the present campaign been what its opening

teemed to portend, and the colonies been broken up, it

would be impossible to calculate the losses which would

be sustained by those who have never seen the land

which they have bought. It is not hazarding too much

to say, that millions have been expended in the South-

ern and Southwestern States."

Texas, mdeed, has been regarded as a prey for hind

speculators within its own borders and in the United

States. To show the scale on which this kind of plun-

der has been carried on, it may be stated, that the legis-

lature of Coahuila and Texas, in open violation of the

laws of Mexico, were induced ** by a company of land

speculators, never distinctly known, to grant them, in

consideration of twenty thousand dollars, the extent of

four hundred square leagues of the public land.* This

transaction was disavowed, and the grant annulled, by

the Mexican government, and led to the dispersion of

the legislature, and the imprisonment of the governor,

Viesca. And yet this unauthorized, and, perhaps, cor-

rupt, grant of public lands formed the basis of new

speculation and frauds. A new scrip was formed ; and,

according to the best mformation we have been able to

AnoUier aocoont mji, 411 leagues for JOfiOO doUan.
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obtain, four hundred leagues became, in the bands of

ipeculators, as many thousands. The extent of these

frauds is yet to be ascertained ; for such is the bhndness

of cupidity, that any thing which looks fair on paper

passes without scrutiny for a land-title in Texas.'' The
indignation excited in the Mexican government by this

enormous grant, and the attempt to seize the legislators

who perpetrated it, were among the immediate excite*

ments to the revolt. In consequence of these lawless

proceedings, great numbers in this country and Texas

have nominal titles to land, which can only be substao-

tiated by setting aside the authority of the General Con-

gress of Mexico, and are, of consequence, directly and

strongly interested in severing this province from the

Mexican confederacy. Texan independence can alone

legalize the mighty frauds of the land speculator. Tex-
as must be wrested from the country to which she owes

allegiance, that her soil may pass into the hands of

cheating and cheated foreigners. We have here one

explanation of the zeal, with which the Texan cause

was embraced in the United States. From this coun*

try the great impube lias been given to the Texan rev*

olution ; and a principal motive has been, the unap*

peasable hunger for Texan land. An interest in that

soil, whether real or 6ctitious, has been spread over

our country. Thus *'the generous zeal for freedom,"

which has stirred and armed so many of our citizens to

fight for Texas, turns out to be a passion for unrigh-

teous spoil.

I proceed to another cause of the revolt ; and this

was, the resolution to throw Texas open to slave-holders

and slaves, Mexico, at the moment of throwing off the

Spanish yoke, gave a noble testimony of her loyalty to
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free principles, by decreeing, ** that no person there*

tfter should be born a slave or inlroduced as such mto

the Mexican States ; that all slaves then held shoiid

receive stipulated wages, and be subject to no punish-

ment but on trial and judgment by the magistrate." The
subsequent acts of the government carried out fully those

constitutional provisions. It is matter of deep grief

and humiliation, that the emigrants from this country,

whilst boasting of superior civilization, refused to sec-

ond this honorable policy, intended to set limits to one

of the greatest social evils. Slaves were brought into

Texas with their masters from the neighbouring States

of this country. One mode of evading the laws was*

to introduce slaves under formal indentures for long pe-

riods, in some cases it is said for ninety-nine years. By
a decree of the State Legislature of Coahuila and Tex-

as, all indentures for a longer period than ten years were

annulled, and provbion was made for the freedom of

children born during this apprenticeship. This settled,

invincible purpose of Mexico to exclude slavery from

her limits, created as strong a purpose to annihilate her

authority in Texas. By this prohibition, Texas wa*

virtually shut against emigration from the Southern and

Western portions of this country ; and it is well known

that the eyes of the South and West had for some time

been turned to this province, as a new market for slaves,

as a new field for slave labor, and as a vast accession

of political power to the Slave-holding States. That

such views were prevalent, we know ; for, nefarious as

they are, they found their way into the public prints.

The project of dismembering a neighbouring republic*

that slave-holders and slaves might overspread a region

which had been consecrated to a free population, wu
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discussed in newspapers as coolly as if it were a matter

of obvious right and unquestionable humanity. A pow-

erful interest was thus created for severing from Mexico

her distant province. We have here a powerful incite*

ment to the Texan revolt, and another explanation of

the eagerness, with which men and money were thrown

(rom the United States into that region to carry on the

war of revolution.

I proceed to another circumstance, which helped to

determine or at least to hasten the insurrection ; and

that was, the disappointment of the Texans in their ef-

forts to obtain for themselves an organization as a separ-

ate State. Texas and Coahuila had hitherto formed a

tingle State. But the colonists, being a minority in

the joint legislature, found themselves thwarted in their

plans. Impatient of this restraint, and probably suffer-

ing at times from a union which gave the superiority to

others, they prepared for themselves a constitution, by

which they were to be erected into a separate State,

neglecting b their haste the forms prescribed by the

Mexican law. This instrument they forwarded to the

capital for the sanction of the General Congress, by

whom it was immediately rejected. Its informality was

a sufficient reason for its finding no better reception

;

but the omission of all provision to secure the country

against slavery, was a more serious obstacle to its ratifi-

cation. The irritation of the Texans was great. Once

invested with the powers of a State, they would not

have found it difficult, in their remoteness from the cap-

ital and in the unsettled state of the nation, to manage

their affairs in their own way. A virtual independence

might have been secured, and the laws of Mexico evad-

fd with impunity. Their exasperation was increased
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by the impriaonment of the agent who had carried the

instrument to Mexico, and who had advised them, in an

btercepted letter, to take matters into their own hands,

or to organize a State Government without authority

from the National Congress. Thus denied the privilege

of a Mparate State, and threatened with new attempts

on the part of the General Government to enforce the

laws, they felt that the critical moment had arrived ; and,

looking abroad for help, resolved to take the chances

of a conflict with thb crippled power of Mexico.

Such were the chief excitements to the revolt. Un*

doubtedly, the Texans were instigated by the idea of

wrongs, as well as by mercenary hopes. But had they

yielded true obedience to the country of which they

had, with their own free will, become a part ; had they

submitted to the laws relating to the revenue, to the

sale of lands, and to slavery ; the wrongs of which they

complained might never have been experienced, or might

never have been construed into a plea for insurrection.

The great motives to revolt on which I have insisted

are so notorious, that it is wonderful that any among ui

could be cheated into sympathy with the Texan cause,

as the cause of freedom. Slavery and fraud lay at its

very foundation. It is notorious, that land speculators,

slave-holders, and selfish adventurers were among the

foremost to proclaim and engage in the crusade for

** Texan liberties.*' From the hands of these we are

invited to receive a province, torn from a country to

which we have given pledges of amity and peace.— In

these remarks, I do not, of course, intend to say thai

every invader of Texas was carried thither by selfish

motives. Some, I doubt not, were impelled by a gen«

erous interest in what bore the name of liberty; and
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more by that natural sympathy which incites a man to

take part with lu:» countrymen against a stranger, with-

out stopping to ask whether they are right or wrong.

But the motives, which rallied the great efficient major-

ity round the standard of Texas, were such as have

been exposed, and should awaken any sentiment but

respect.

Having considered the motives of the revolution, I

proceed to inquire, How was it accomplished ? The
answer to this question will show more fully the crimi-

nality of the enterprise. The Texans, we have seen,

were a few thousands, as unfit for sovereignty as one.

of our towns ; and, if left to themselves, must have ut-

terly despaired of achieving independence. They look-

ed abroad ; and to whom did they look ? To any for-,

eign state ? To the government under which they had

formerly lived ? No ; their whole reUance was placed

on selfish individuals in a neighbouring repubhc at peace

with Mexico. They looked wholly to private individ-

uals, to citizens of this country, to such among us, as,

defying the laws of the land, and hungry for sudden

gain, should be lured by the scent of this mighty prey^

and should be ready to stain their hands with blood for

spoil. They held ojt a country as a prize to the reck-

less, lawless, daring, avaricious, and trusted to the ex-

citements of intoxicated imagination and insatiable cu-

pidity, to supply them with parmen in their scheme of

violence.

By whom has Texas been conquered ? By the col-

onists? By the hands which raised the standard of

revolt ? By foreign governments espousmg their cause
**

No ; it has been conquered by your and my countrymsn,

hr citizens of the United Sutes, in vioktion of out
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Uw8 and of the laws of nations. We, we have filled

the ranks which have wrested Texas from Mexico. In

the army of eight hundred men who won the victory

which scattered the Mexican force, and made its chief

a prisoner, ^^ not more than fifty were citizens of Texas

having grievances of their own to seek relief from on

tiiat field." The Texans in thb warfare are little more

than a name, a cover, under which selfish adventurers

firom another countiy have prosecuted their work of

plunder.

Some crimes, by their magnitude, have a touch of

the sublime; and to this dignity the seizure of Texas

by our citizens is entitled. Modem times furnish no

example of individual rapine on so grand a scale. It

is nothing less than the robbery of a realm. The pi«

rate seizes a ship. The colonists and their coadjutors

can satisfy themselves with nothing short of an empire.

They have left their Anglo-Saxon ancestors behind

them. Those barbarians conformed to the maxims of

their age, to the rude code of nations in time of thickest

heathen darkness. They invaded England under their

sovereigns, and with the sanction of the gloomy religion

of the North. But it is in a civilized age, and amidst

refinements of manners ; it is amidst the lights of sci-

ence and the teachings of Christianity, amidst exposi-

tions of the law of nations and enforcements of the law

of universal love, amidst institutions of religion, learning,

and humanity, that the robbery of Texas has found its

instruments. It is firom a free, well-ordered, enlighten*

ed Chrisuan country, that hordes have gone forth, in

open day, to perpetrate this mighty wrong.

Let me now ask, are the United States prepared to

receive from these hands the gift of Texas ? In ao-
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nexing it to this country, shall we not appropriate to

ourselves the (iruits of a rapine which we ought to have

suppressed ? We certainly should shrink from a propo-

sition to receive a piratical state into our confederacy.

And of whom does Texas consist ? Very much of our

own citixens, who have won a country by waging war

against a foreign nation, to which we owed protection

against such assaults. Does it consist with national

honor, with national virtue, to receive to our embrace

men who have prospered by crimes which we were

bound to reprobate and repress ?

Had this country resisted with its whole power the

lawlessness of its citizens ; had these, notwithstanding

such opposition, succeeded in extorting from Mexico a

recognition of independence ; and were their sovereignty

acknowledged by otlier nations ; we should stand ac«

quitted, in the sight of the civilized world, of partici-

pating in their crime, were considerations of policy to

determine us to admit tliem bto our Union. Unhappi*

ly, the United States have not discharged the obligations

of a neutral state. They have suffered, by a culpable

negligence, the violation of the Mexican territory by

their citizens ; and if now, b the midst of the conflict,

whilst Mexico yet threatens to enforce her claims, they

should proceed to incorporate Texas with themselves,

they would involve themselves, before all nations, in the

whole infamy of the revolt. The United States have

not been just to Mexico. Our citizens did not steal

singly, silently, in disguise, into that land. Their pur-

pose of dismembering Mexico, and attaching her distant

province to this country, was not wrapped in mystery.

It was proclaimed in our public prints. Expeditions

were openly fitted out within our borders for the Texao
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war. Troops were organized, equipped, and marched

for the scene of action. Advertbements for volunteers,

to be enrolled and conducted to Texas at the expense

of that territory, were inserted in our newspapers. The
government, indeed, bsued its proclamation, forbidding

these hostile preparations ; but this was a dead letter.

Military companies, with officers and standards, w de-

fiance of proclamations, and in the face of day, directed

their steps to the revolted province. We had, indeed,

an army near the frontiers of Mexico. Did it turn

back these bvaders of a land with which we were at

peace ? On the contrary, did not its presence give

confidence to the revolters ? After this, what construc-

tion of our conduct shaU we force on the world, if we

proceed, especially at this moment, to receive into our

Union the territory, which, through our neglect, has

fallen a prey to lawless invasion ? Are we willing to

take our place among robber-states? As a people,

have we no self-respect ? Have we no reverence for

national morality ? Have we no feeling of responsi-

bility to other nations, and to Him by whom the fatea

of nations are disposed ?

II. Having unfolded the argument against the an-

nexation of Texas from the criminality of the revolt, I

proceed to a second very solemn consideration, namely,

tliat by this act our country will enter on a career of

encroachment, war, and crime, and will merit and incur

the punishment and woe of aggravated wrong-doing.

The seizure of Texas will not stand alone. It will

darken our future history. It will be linked by an iron

necessity to long-continued deeds of rapine and blood.

Ages may not see the catastrophe of the tragedy, the
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6r8t scene of which we are so ready to enact. It is

strange that nations should be so much more rash than

individuab ; and this, in the face of experience, which

has been teaching, from the beginning of society, that,

of all precipitate and criminal deeds, those perpetrated

by nations are the most fruitful of misery.

Did this country know itself, or were it disposed to

profit by self-knowledge, it would feel the necessity of

laying an immediate curb on its passion for extended

territory. It would not trust itself to new acquisitions.

It would shrink from the temptation to conquest. We
are a restless people, prone to encroachment, impatient

of the ordinary laws of progress, less anxious to consol-

idate and perfect than to extend our institutions, more

ambitious of spreading ourselves over a wide space than

of diffusing beauty and fruitfulness over a narrower field.

We boast of our rapid growth, forgetting that, through-

out nature, noble growths are slow. Our people throw

themselves beyond the bounds of civilization, and ex-

pose themselves to relapses into a semi-barbarous state,

under the impulse of wild imagination, and for the name

of great possessions. Perhaps there is no people oa

earth, on whom the ties of local attachment sit so loose-

ly. Even the wandering tribes of Scythia are bound

to one spot, the graves of their fathers ; but the homes

and graves of our fathers detain us feebly. The known

and familiar is often abandoned for the distant and un-

trodden ; and sometimes the untrodden is not the less

eagerly desired because belonging to others. We owe
this spirit, in a measure, to our descent from men who

left the old world for the new, the seats of ancient cul-

tivation for a wilderness, and who advanced by driving

before them the old occupants of the sod. To this
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spirit we have sacrificed justice and hunianit} ; and,

through its ascendency, the records of this young nation

are stained with atrocities, at which communities grown

gray in corruption might blush.

It is full time, that we should lay on ourselves se-

rious, resolute restraint. Possessed of a domain, vast

enough for the growth of ages, it is time for us to utop

in the career of acquisition and conquest. Already en-

dangered by our greamess, we cannot advance without

imminent peril to our institutions, union, prosperity, virw

tue, and peace. Our former additions of territory havt

been justified by the necessity of obtaining outlets foi

the population of the South and the West. Nu such

pretext exists for the occupation of Texas. We can-

not seize upon or join to ourselves that territory, without

manifesting and strengthening the purpose of setting no

limits to our empire. We give . ourselves an impulse,

which will and must precipitate us into new bvasions

of our neighbours' soil. Is it by pressing forward in

this course that we are to learn self-restramt ? Is cu-

pidity to be appeased by gratification ? Is it by unrigh-

teous grasping, that an impatient people will be mstruct-

cd how to hem themselves within the rigid bounds of

justice ?

Texas is a country conquered by our citizens ; and

the annexation of it to our Union will be the beginning

of conquests, which, unless arrested and beaten back

by a just and kind Providence, will stop only at the

Isthmus of Darien. Henceforth, we must cease to cry,

Peac^, peace. Our Eagle wiU whet, not gorge its appe«

tite on its first victim ; and will snufT a more tempting

quarry, more alluring blood, in every new region which

opens southward. To annex Texas is to deckre per-
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petual war with Mexico. That word, Mexico^ associ-

tted in men's minds with boundless wealth, has ah-eady

awakened rapacity. Already it has been proclaimed,

that the Anglo-Saxon race is destined to the sway of

this magnificent realm, that the rude form of society,

which Spain established there, is to yield and vanish

before a higher civilization. Without this exposure of

plans of rapine and subjugation, the result, as far at

our will can determine it, is plain. Texas is the first

step to Mexico. The moment we plant our authority

on Texas, the boundaries of those two countries will

become nominal, will be little more than lines on the

sand of the sea-shore. In the fact, that portions of the

Southern and Western States are already threatened

with devastation, through the impatience of multitudes

to precipitate themselves into the Texan hmd of prom-

ise, we have a pledge and earnest of the flood which

will pour itself still farther south, when Texas shall be

but partially overrun.

Can Mexico look without alarm on the approaches

of this ever-growing tide ? Is she prepared to be a

passive prey ? to shrink and surrender without a strug-

gle ? Is she not strong in her hatred, if not in her for-

tresses or skill ? Strong enough to make war a dear

and bloody game ? Can she not bring to bear on us

a force, more formidable than fleets, the force of priva-

teers, that is, of legalized pirates, which, issuing from

her ports, will scoiir the seas, prey on our commerce^

and add to spoliation, cruelty and murder ?

Even were the dispositions of our government most

pacific and opposed to encroachment, the annexation of

Texas would almost certainly embroil us with Mexfco.

This territory woidd be overrun by adventurers ; apd
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the most unprincipled of these, the proscribed, iV'e dis-

graced, the outcasts of society, would, of course, keep

always in advance of the better population. These

would represent our republic on the borders of the

Mexican States. The history of the connexion of such

men with the Indians, forewarns us of the outrages which

would attend their contact with the border inhabitants

of our southern neighbour. Texas, from its remoteness

from the seat of government, would be feebly restrained

by the authorities of the nation to which it would be-

long. Its whole early history would be a lesson of

scorn for Mexico, an education for invasion of her soil.

Its legislature would find in its position some color for

stretching to the utmost the doctrine of state-sovereignty.

It would not hear unmoved the cries for protection and

vengeance, which would break from the frontier, from

the very men whose lawlessness would provoke the cru-

elties so indignantly denounced ; nor would it sift very

anxiously the question, on which side the wrong began.

To the wisdom, moderation, and tender mercies of the

back-settlers and law-givers of Texas, the peace of this

country would be committed.

Have we counted the cost of establishing and making

perpetual these hostile relations with Mexico ? Will

wars, begtm in rapacity, carried on so far from the cen-

tre of the confederation, and, of consequence, little

checked or controlled by Congress, add strength to our

institutions, or cement our union, or exert a healthy

moral influence on rulers or people ? What limits can

be set to the atrocities of such conflicts ? What limits

to the treasures, which must be lavished on such dis-

tant borders ? What limits to the patronage and power,

which such distant expeditions must accumulate in the
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liaiids of the Executive ? Are the blood and hard*

earned wealth of the older States to be poured out like

water, to protect aud revenge a new people, whose

character and condition will plunge them into perpetual

wrongs ?

Is the time never to come, when the neighbourhood

of a more powerful and civilized people will prove a

blessing, instead of a curse, to an inferior community ?

It was my hope, when the Spanish colonies of this con-

tinent separated themselves from the mother country,

and, m admiration of the United States, adopted re-

publican institutions, that they were to find in us friends

to their freedom, helpers to their civilization. If evcT

a people were placed by Providence in a condition to

do good to a neighbouring state, we of this country

sustamed such a relation to Mexico. That nation, in-

ferior in science, arts, agriculture, and legislation, look-

ed to us with a generous trust. She opened her ports

and territories to our farmers, mechanics, and merchants.

We might have conquered her by the only honorable

arms, by the force of superior intelligence, industry, and

morality. We might silently have poured in upon her

our improvements ; and by the infusion of our popula-

tion have assimilated her to ourselves. Justice, good-

will, and profitable intercourse, might have cemented

a lasting friendship. And what is now the case? A
deadly hatred burns in Mexico towards this country.

No stronger national sentiment now binds her scattered

provinces together than dread and detestation of Re-

publican America. She is ready to attach herself to

Europe for defence from the United States. All tb«

noral power, which we might have gained over Mexico,
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we have thrown away ; and suspicion, dread, and abhor*

rence, have supplanted respect and trust.

I am aware that these remarks are met by a vicious

reasoning, which discredits a people among whom it

Gnds favor. It u sometimes said, that nations are swayed

by laws, as unfailing as those which govern matter ; that

they have their destinies ; that their character and po-

sition carry them forward irresistibly to their goal ; that

the stationary Turk must sink under the progressive civ-

ilization of Russia, as inevitably as the crumbling edifice

falls to the earth ; that, by a like necessity, the Indiana

have molted before the white man, and the mixed, de-

graded race of Mexico must wf*\t before the Anglo-

Saxon. Away with this vile sophistry ! There is no

necessity for crime. There is no Fate to justify rapa-

cious nations, any more than to justify gai biers and rob-

bers, in plunder. We boast of the progress of society,

and this progress consists in the substitution of reason

and moral principle for the sway of brute force. It is

true, that more civilized must always exert a great pow-

er over less civilized communities in their neighbour-

hood. But it may and should be a power to enlighten

and improve, not to crush and destroy. We talk of

accomplishing our destiny. So did the late conqueror

of Europe ; and destiny consigned him to a lonely rock

in the ocean, the prey of an ambition which destroyed

00 peace but his own.

Hitherto I have spoken of the annexation of Texas

as embroiling us with Mexico ; but it will not stop here*

It will bring us into collision with other states. It will,

almost of necessity, involve us in hostility with Euro-

pean powers. Such are now the connexions of nationi,

that Europe must look with jealousy on a country, whosn
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arobidoD, seconded by vast resources, will seeni to place

within her grasp the empire of the new world. And
not only general considerations of this nature, but the

particular relation of certain foreign states to this con*

tinent, must tend to destroy the peace now happily

subsisting between us and the kingdoms of Europe.

England, in particular, roust watch us with suspicion,

and cannot but resist our appropriation of Texas to our-

selves. She has at once a moral and political interest

in this question, which demands and will justify inter*

lerence.

First, England has a moral interest m this question.

The annexation of Texas is sought by va for the very

purpose of extending slavery, and thus will necessarily

give new life and extension to the slave-trade. A new

and vast market for slaves canLot, of course, be opened,

without inviting and obtaining a supply from abroad, as

well as from this country. The most solenm treaties,

and ships of war lining the African coast, do not and

cannot suppress this infernal traffic, as long as the slaver,

freighted with stolen, chained, and wretched captives,

can obuiin a price proportioned to the peril of the un»

dertaking. Now, England has long made it a part of

her foreign policy to suppress the slave-trade ; and, of

late, a strong public feeling impels the government to

resist, as far as may be, the extension of slavery. Can

we expect her to be a passive spectator of a measure,

by which her struggles for years in the cause ol human-

'ty, and some of her strongest national feelings, fure to b#

withstood ?

England is a privileged nation. On one pari of her

history she can look with unmixed self-respect. With

the exception of the promulgation of Christianity, ]
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know not a moral effort so glorious, as the long, painful,

victorious struggle of her philanthropists against that

concentration of all horrors, cruelties and crimes, the

iiave-trade. Next to this, her recent Emancipation Act

IS the most signal expression, afforded by our times, of

the progress of civilization and a purer Christianity.

Other nations have won imperishable honors by heroic

struggles for their own rights. But there was wanting

the example of a nation espousing, with disinterested-

ness, and amidst great obstacles, the rights of others,

the rights of those who had no claim but that of a com-

mon humanity, the rights of the most fallen of the race.

Great Britain, loaded with an unprecedented debt and

with a grinding taxation, contracted a new debt of a

hundred million dollars, to give freedom, not to English-

men, but to the degraded African. This was not an act

of policy, not a work of statesmen. Parliament but

registered the edict of the people. The English nation,

with one heart and one voice, under a strong Christian

mipulse, and without distinction of rank, sex, party or

religious names, decreed freedom to the slave. I know

DOt that history records a national act so disinterested, so

sublime. In the progress of ages, England's naval tri-

umphs will shrink into a more and more narrow space in

the records of our race. This moral triumph will fill a

broader, brighter page. Is not England, representing,

as she does in this case, the civilized world, authorized,

and even bound, to remonstrate, in tlie name of human-

ity and religion, against a measure, by which the great

work, for which she has so long toiled, is to be indefi-

nitely postponed ?

But England has a political as well as a moral intf*re8t

in this question By the annexation of Texas we shall
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ipproach ber liberated colonies ; we shall build up a

power in ber neighbourbood, to which no limits can be

prescribed. By adding Texas to our acquisition of

Florida, we shall do much toward girdling the Gulf of

Mexico ; and I doubt not, that some of our politicians

will feel, as if our mastery in that sea were sure. The
West Indian Archipelago, in which the European is re-

garded as an intruder, will, of course, be embraced in

our ever-growing scheme of empire. In truth, collision

with the West Indies will be the most certain effect of

the extension of our power in that quarter. The exam-

ple, which they exhibit, of African freedom, of the ele-

vation of the colored race to the rights of men, is, of

all influences, most menacing to slavery at the South.

It must grow continually more perilous. These islandsy

unless interfered with from abroad, seem destined to be

nurseries of civilization and freedom to the African race.

The white race must melt more and more before the

colored, if both are left to free competition. The
Europeans, unnerved by the climate, and forming but a

handful of the population, cannot stand before the Afrn

can, who revels in the heat of the tropics, and is to de-

velope under it all his energies. Will a slave-holding

people, spreading along the shores of the Mexican Gulf,

cultivate friendly sentiments towards communities, whose

whole history will be a bitter reproach to their institu-

tions, a witness against their wrongs, and whose ardent

sympathies will be ' enlisted in the cause of the slave ?

Cruel, ferocious conflicts roust grow from this neighbour-

hood of hostile principles, of communities regarding one

anu.her with unextinguishable hatred. All the islandi

of the Archipelago will have cause to dread our powe^

but none so much as the emancipated. Is 't not moi«
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than possible, that wars, having for an object the subju

gation of the colored race, the destruction of this tempt-

ing example of freedom, should spring from the proposed

extension of our dominion along the Mexican Gulf?

Can England view our encroachments without alarm ?

I know it is thought, that, staggering, as she does, under

her enormous debt, she will be slow to engage in war.

But other nations of Europe have islands in the same

neighbourhood, to induce them to make common cause

with her. Other nations look with jealousy on our pe«

culiar institutions and our growing maritime power.

Other nations are unwilling that we should engross or

control the whole commerce of the Mexican Gulf. We
ought to remember, that this jealousy is sanctioned by

our example. It is understood, that, at one period of

the bternal disorders of Spain, which rendered all her

foreign possessions insecure, we sought from France and

Great Britain assurances that they would not possess

themselves of Cuba. Still more, after the revolt of her

colonies from Spain, and after our recognition of their

independence, it was announced to the nations of Eu-

rope, in the message of the President, that we should

regard as hostile, any interference, on their part, with

these new governments, '* for the purpose of oppressing

them, or controlling their destiny in any other way.'*

I, of course, have no communication with foreign cabi*

nets ; but I cannot doubt that Great Britain has remon-

itrated against the annexation of Texas to this country.

An English minister would be unworthy of his office,

who should see another state greedily swallowing up ter-

ritories in the neighbourhood of British colonies, and

not strive, by all just means, to avert the danger. 1

have just referred to the warning given by us to tht
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powers of Europe, to abstain firom appropriating to

tliemselves the colonies torn from Spain. How will

Europe interpret our act, if we now seize Texas, and

takd this stride towards Mexico ? Will she not suspect,

that we purposed to drive away the older vultures, in

order to keep the victim to ourselves ; that, conscious

of growing power, we foresaw, in the exclusion of for-

eign states, the sure extension of our own dominion over

the new world ? Can we expect those powers, with

such an example before them, to heed our warning ?

Will they look patiently on, and see the young vulture

feasting on the nearest prey, and fleshing itself for the

spoils which their own possessions will next present ?

Will it be strange, if hunger fot a share of the plunder,

as well as the principle of self-defence, should make

this continent the object of their policy to an extent we

have never dreamed ?

It is of great and manifest importance, that we should

use every just means to separate this continent from the

politics of Europe, that we should prevent, as far as

possible, all connexion, except commercial, between the

old and the new world, that we should give to foreign

states no occasion or pretext for insinuating themselves

into our affairs. For this end, we should maintain to-

wards our sister republics a more liberal policy than was

ever adopted by nation towards nation. We should

strive to appease their internal divisions, and to reconcile

them to each other. We should even make sacrifices

to build up their strength. Weak and divided, they

cannot but lean upon foreign support. No pains should

be spared to prevent or allay the jealousies, which the

great superiority of this country is suited to awaken.

By an opposite policy we shall iavor foreign interfecw
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ence. By encroaching on Mexico, we shall throw her

into the arms of European states, shall compel her to

seek defence in transatlantic alliance. How plain is it,

that alliance with Mexico will be hostility to the United

8tates, that her defenders will repay themselves b>

making her subservient to their views, that they will thus

strike root in her soil, monopolize her trade, and control

her resources. And with what face can we resist the

aggressions of others on our neighbour, if we give an

example of aggression ? Still more, if by our advances

we put the colonies of England in new peril, with what

face zan we oppose her occupation of Cuba ? Suppose

her, with that magnificent island in her hands, to com-

.mand the Mexican Gulf and the mouths of the Missis-

sippi ; will the Western States find compensation for

this formidable neighbourhood, in the privilege of flood-

ing Texas with slaves ?

Thus, wars with Europe and Mexico are to be en-

tailed on us by the annexation of Texas. And is war

the policy by which this country is to flourish ? Was it

for interminable conflicts that we formed our Union ?

Is it blood, shed for plunder, which is to consolidate

our institutions ? Is it by collision with the greatest

maritime power, that our commerce is to gain strength ?

Is it by arming against ourselves the moral sentiments

of the world, that we are to build up national honor ?

Must we of the North buckle on our armour, to fight the

battles of slavery ; to fight for a possession, which our

moral principles and just jealousy forbid us to incorpo*

rate with our confederacy ? In attaching Texas to our-

selves, we provoke hostilities, and at the same time

expose new points of attack to our foes. Vulnerable at

so many points, we shall need a vast militarv force.
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Great armies will require great revenues, and raise up

great chieftains. Are we tired of freedom, that we are

prepared to place it under such guardians ? Is tlie re-

public bent on dying by its own hands ? Does not

every man feel, that, with war for our habit, our institu*

tions cannot be preserved ? If ever a country were

bound to peace, it is this. Peace is our great interest-

In peace our resources are to be developed, the true in-

terpretation of tlie constitution to be established, and the

interfering claims of liberty and order to be adjusted-

In peace we are to discharge our great debt to the

human race, and to diffuse freedom by manifesting its

fruits. A country has no right to adopt a policy, how

ever gainful, which, as it may foresee, will determine it

to a career of war. A nation, hke an individual, is

bound to seek, even by sacrifices, a position, which

will favor peace, justice, and the exercbe of a beneficent

influence on the world. A nation, provoking war by

cupidity, by encroachment, and, above all, by efforts to

propagate the curse of slavery, is alike fiilse to itself, to

God, and to the human race.

III. I proceed now to a consideration of what b to

me the strongest argument against annexing Texas to

the United States. This measure will extend and per-

petuate slavery. I have necessarily glanced at this topic

in the preceding pages ; but it deserves to be brought

out distinctly. I shall speak calmly, but I must speak

earnestly ; and I feel, and rejoice to feel, that, however

you may differ from some of my views, yet we do not

differ as to the great principle on which all my remarks

and remonstrances are founded. Slavery seems to you,

18 to me, an evil and a wrong. Your language on tbif
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subject has given me t satisfaction, for which I owe you

thanks ; and if, in what I am now to say, I may use ex-

oressions which you may think too strong, I am sure

your candor will recognise in them the signs of deep

conviction, and will acquit me of all desire to irritate or

give pain.

The annexation of Texas, I have said, will extend

and perpetuate slavery. It is fitted, and, still more, in-

tended to do so. On this point tliere can be no doubt.

As far back as the year 1839, the annexation of Texas

was agitated m the Southern and Western States ; and

it was urged on the ground of the strength and extension

it would give the slave-holding interest. In a series of

essays, ascribed to a gentleman now a senator in Con-

gress, it was maintained, that five or six slave-holding

States would by this measure be added to the Union

;

and he even intimated ttiat as many as nine States as

large as Kentucky might be formed within the limits of

Texas. In Virginia, about the same time, calculations

were made as to the increased value which would thus

be given to slaves, and it was even said, that this acqui-

sition would raise the price fifty per cent. Of late the

language on this subject is most explicit. The great

argument for annexing Texas is, that it will strengthen

*'the peculiar institutions" of the South, and open a

new and vast field for slavery.

By this act, slavery will be spread over regions to

which it is now impossible to set limits. Texas, I

repeat it, is but the first step of aggressions. I trust,

indeed, that Providence will beat back and humble our

cupidity and ambition. But one guilty success is often

suffered to be crowned, as men call it, with greater;

in order that a more awful retribution may at length
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vindicate the justice of God, and the rights of the op*-

pressed. Texas, smitten with sUvery, will spread the

infection beyond herself. We know that the tropical

regions have been found most propitious to thb pesti«>

ience ; nor can we promise ourselves, that its expulsioo

from them for a season forbids its return. By annex*

ing Texas, we may send thb scourge to «a distance,

which, if now revealed, would appall us, and through

these vast regions every cry of the injured will invoke

wrath on our heads.

By this act, slavery will be perpetuated in the old

States, as well as spread over new. It is well known,

that the soil of some of the old States has become ez«

hausted by slave cultivation. Their neighbourhood to

communities, which are flourishing under free Ubor,

forces on them perpetual arguments for adopting this

better system. They now adhere to slavery, not on

account of the wealth which it extracts from the soil,

but because it furnishes men and women to be sold in

newly settled and more southern districts. It is by

slave-breeding and slave-selling that these States subsist.

Take away from them a ibreign market, and slavery

would die. Of consequence, by opening a new market,

It b prolonged and invigorated. By annexing Texas,

we shall not only create it where it does not exist, but

breathe new life into it, where its end seemed to be

near. Slates, which might and ought to throw it off,

will make the multiplication of slaves their great aim and

chief resource.

Nor b the worst told. As I have before intimated,

and it cannot be too often repeated, we shall not only

quicken the domestic slave-trade ; we shall give a new

impulse to the ibreign. Thb, mdeed, we have pio>
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nounced in our laws to be felony ; but we make our lawg

cobwebd, when we offer to rapacious men strong nio«

tives for their violation. Open a market for slaves in

an unsettled country, with a sweep of sea-coast, and at

such a distance from the seat of government that lawi

may be evaded with impunity, and how can you exclude

slaves from Africa ? It is well known that cargoes

have been landed in Louisiana. What is to drive them

from Texas? In incorporating this region with the

Union to make it a slave-country, we send the kid-

napper to prowl through the jungles, and to dart, likf-

a beast of prey, on the defenceless villages of Africa

;

we chain the helpless, despairing victims ; crowd them

into the fetid, pestilential slave-ship; expose them to

the unutterable cnielties of the middle passage, and, if

they survive it, crush them with perpetual bondage.

I now ask, whether, as a people, we are prepared

to seize on a neighbouring territory for the end of ex-

tending slavery ? I ask, whether, as a people, we can

ftand forth in the sight of God, in the sight of the na-

tions, and adopt this atrocious policy ? Sooner perish

!

Sooner be our name blotted out from the record of na-

tions !

This is no place for entering into the argument against

slavery. I have elsewhere given my views of it. In

truth, no argument is reeded. The evil of slavery

speaks for itself. It is one of those primary, intuitive

truths, which need only a fair exhibition to be immediate-

ly received. To state is to condemn this institution

The choice which every freeman makes of death foi

his child and for every thing he loves, in preference to

slavery, shows what it is. The single consideration,

that, by slavery, one human being is placed powetless
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and defenceless in the hands of another, to he driven to

whatever labor that other may impose, to suffer what-

ever punishment he may inflict, to live as his tool, the

instrument of his pleasure, this is all that is needed, to

satbfy such as know the human heart and its unfitness

for irresponsible pf»wer, that, of all conditions, slavery

is the most hostile to the dignity, self-respect, improve*

roent, rights, and happiness of human beings. Is it

within the bounds of credibility, that a people, boasting

of freedom, of civilization, of Christianity, should syste«

matically strive to spread this calamity over the earth ?

To perpetuate and extend slavery is not now, in

a moral point of view, what it once was. We cannot

shelter ourselves under the errors and usages of our

times. We do not belong to the dark ages, or to

heathenism. We have not grown up under the preju-

dices of a blinding, crushing tyranny. We live under

free institutions and under the broad light of Chris-

tianity. Every principle of our government and reli-

gion condemns slavery. The spirit of our age condemns

it. The decree of the civilized world has gone out

against it. England has abolished it. France and Den-

mark meditate its abolition. The chain is falling from

the serf in Russia. In the whole circuit of civilized

nations, with the single exception of the United States,

not a voice is lifted up in defence of slavery. AU
the great names in legislation and religion are against it.

The most enduring reputations of our times have been

won by resisting it. Recall the great men of this and

the last generation, and, be they philosophers, philan-

thropists, poets, economists, statesmen, jurists, till swell

the reprobation of slavery. The leaders of opposing

religious sects, We.<(ley, the patriarch of Meiluidisin,
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Edwards tod Hopkins, pillars of Calvinisin, join at

brothers m one solemn testimony against slavery. And
is this an age in which a free and Christian people shall

deliberately resolve to extend and perpetuate tlie evil ?

In so doing, we cut ourselves off from the communion

of the nations ; we sink below the civilization of our

a^3 ; we invite the scorn, indignation, and abhorrence

of the world.

Let it not be said, that this opposition of our timet

to slavery is an accident, a temporary gust of opinion,

an eddy in the current of human thought, a fashion to

pass away with the present actors on the stage. He
who so says must have read history with a superficial

eye, and is strangely blind to the deepest and most

powerful influences which are moulding society. Chris-

tianity has done more than all things to determine the

character and direction of our present civilization ; and

who can question or overlook the tendency and design

of this religion ? Christianity has no plainer purpose

than to unite all men as brethren, to make man unutter-

ably dear to man, to pour contempt on outward distinc-

tions, to raise the fallen, to league all in efforts for the

elevation of all. Unaer its influence, tlie diflerences of

nations and rank are softening. To the establishment

of a fraternal relation among men, the science, litera-

ture, commerce, education of the Christian world are

tending. Who cannot see this mighty movement of

Providence ? Who is so blind as to call it a temporary

impulse ? Who so daring, so impious, as to strive to

arrest it ?

What is the tendency of all governments in the Chna-

lian world ? To secure more and more to every man
bis fights, be his condition what it mav. Even in dee-
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potisms, where political rights are denied, private rights

re held more aod more sacred. The absolute monarch

b more and more anxious to improve the laws of the

state, and to extend their protection and restraints over

all classes and bdividuals without distinction. Equality

before the law is the maxim of the civilized world. To
place the rights of a large part of the community beyond

the protection of hiw, to place half a people under pri-

vate, irresponsible power, is to oppose one of the most

characteristic and glorious tendencies of modem times.

Who has the courage to set down thb reverence for pri*

vate rights among the fashions and caprices of the day ?

Is it not founded in everlasting truth ? And dare we,

in the face of it, extend and perpetuate an institution,

the grand feature of which is, that it tramples private

rights in the dust ?

Whoever studies modem history with any care must

discern in it a steady, growing movement towards one

most interesting result,— I mean, towards the elevation

of the laboring class of society. This is not a recent,

accidental turn of human afiairs. We can trace its be-

ginning in tb) feudal times, and its slow advances in

subsequent periods, until it has become the master move-

ment of our age. Is it not plain, that those who toil

with their hands, and whose productive industry is the

spring of all wealth, are rising from the condition of

beasts of burden, to which they were once reduced, to

the consciousness, inteUigence, self-respect, and proper

happiness of men ? Is it not the strong tendency of

our timos to diffuse among the many the improvements

once confined to the few ? He who overlooks this has

DO comprehension of the great work of Providence, or

of the most signal feature of his times ; and is this an
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ige for efibrts to extend and perpetuate an institution,

the very object of which is to keep down the laborer,

and to make him a machine for another*s gratification ?

I know it has been said, in reply to such views, that,

do what we will with the laborer, call him what we will,

he is and must be in reality a slave. The doctrine has

been published at the South, that nature has made two

classes, the rich and the poor, the employer and the

employed, the capitalist and the operative, and that the

class who work are, to all intents, slaves to those in

whose service they are engaged. In a report on the

mail, recently offered to the Senate of the United

States, an effort was made to establish resemblances

between slavery and the condition of free laborers, for

the obvious purpose of showing, that the shades of dif-

ference between them are not very strong. Is it pos-

sible that such reasonings escaped from a man who has

trod the soil of New £ngland, and was educated at one

of her colleges ? Whom did he meet at that coUege ?

The sons of her laborers, young men whose hands had

been hardened at the plough. Does he not know, that

the families of laborers have furnished eveiy department

in life among us with illustrious men, have furnished our

heroes in war, our statesmen in council, our orators in

the pulpit and at the bar, our merchants whose enter-

prises embrace the whole earth ? What ! the laborer of

the Free State a slave, and to be ranked with the de*

Bpised negro, whom the lash drives to toil, and whose

dearest rights are at the mercy of irresponsible power .'

It* there be a firm, independent spirit on earth, it is to

be found in the man, who tills the fields of the Free

States, and moistens them with tlie sweat of his brow.

I recently heard of a visiter from the South compassion*
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tting the operatives of our maDu&ctories, as in a worse

condition than the slave. What carries the young wo-

man to the manufactory ? Not, generally, the want of

a comfortable home ; but sometimes the desire of sup-

plying herself with a wardrobe which ought to satisfy the

affluent, and oftener the desire of fumishmg in more

than decent style the home, where she is to sustain the

nearest relations, and perform the most sacred duties of

life. Generally speaking, each of these young women
has her plan of life, her hopes, her bright dreams, her

spring of action in her own free will, and amidst toil she

contrives to find seasons for intellectual and religious

culture. It is common in New England for the sons of

farmers to repair to the large towns, and there to estab-

lish themselves as domestics in families, a conditioa

which the South will be peculiarly disposed to identify

with slavery. But what brings these young men to the

city ? The hope of earning in a shorter time a sum,

with which to purchase a farm at home or in the West,

perhaps to become traders ; and in these vocations they

not unfrequently rise to consideration, and to what, ia

their places of residence, is called wealth. I have ia

my thoughts an individual distinguished alike by vigor

and elevation of mind, who began life by hiring himself

as a laborer to a farmer, and then entered a family as a

domestic ; and now he is the honored associate of the

roost enlightened men, and devotes himself to the high-

est subjects of human thought. It is true, that much

remains to be done for the laboring class in the most

(avored regions ; but the intelligence already spread

through this class is an earnest of a brighter day, of the

most glorious revolution in history, of the elevation ol

the mass of men to the dignity of human beings.
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It 18 the great mission of this country to forward this

revolution, and never was a sublioier work committed

to a nation. Our mission is, to elevate society through

all its conditions, to secure to every human being the

means of progress, to substitute the government of equal

laws for that of irresponsible individuab, to prove that,

under popular institutions, the people may be carried

forward, that the multitude who toil are capable of en-

joying the noblest blessings of the social state. The

prejudice, that labor is a degradation, one of the worst

prejudices handed down from barbarous ages, is to re-

ceive here a practical refutation. The power of liberty

tp raise up the whole people, this b the great Idea, on

which our institutions rest, and which is to be wrought

out in our history. Shall a nation having such a mission

abjure it, and even fight against the progress which it b

specially called to promote ?

The annexation of Texas, if it should be accom-

plished, would do much to determine the future history

and character of this country. It is one of those meas-

ures, which call a nation to pause, reflect, look forward,

because their force is not soon exhausted. Many acts

of government, intensely exciting at the moment, are

yet of little importance, because their influence is too

transient to leave a trace on history. A bad adminis*

tVation may impoverbh a people at home, or cripple its

onergies abroad, for a year or more. But such wounds

heal soon. A young people soon recruits its powers,

and starts forward with increased impube, after the mo-

mentary suspension of its activity. The chief interest

of a people lies in measures, which, making, perhaps,

ittle noise, go far to fix its character, to determine ita

policy and fate for ages, to decide its rank among da*
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tions. A fearful responsibility rests on those who origi-

oate or control these pregnant acts. The destiny of

millions is in their hands. The execration of millioi^

may fall on their heads. Long after present exciti^

ments shall h&ve passed away, long after they and their

generation shall have vanished from the earth, the fruits

of their agency will be reaped. 6uch a measure it

that of which I now write. It will commit us to a do-

grading policy, the issues of which lie beyond human
/oresight. In opening to ourselves vast regions, through

which we may spread slavery, and in spreading it fct

.this, among other ends, that the Slave-holding Statea

/nay bear rule in the national councils, we make slavery

the predominant interest of the state. We make it the

basb of power, the spring or guide of public measurea,

the object for which the revenues, strength, and wealth

of the country are to be exhausted. Slavery will h^

branded on our front, as the great Idea, the prominent

Xeature of the country. We shall renounce our high

calling as a people, and accomphsh the lowest destiny tp

which a nation can be bound.

. And are we prepared for this degradation ? Are we
prepared to couple with the name of our country the

infamy of deliberately spreading slavery ? and especially,

jof spreading it through regions from which the wise and

humane legblation of a neighbouring repubUc had ex*

eluded it ? We call Mexico a semi-barbarous people ;

and yet we talk of planting slavery where Mexico would

not suffer it to live. What American will no^ blush to

lift his head in Europe, if this disgrace shall be fastened

pn his country ? Let other calamities, if God ao will,

come on us. Let us be steeped in poverty. Let pet*

dlence stalk through our knd. Let (amine thin ow
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population. Let the world join bands against our free

bstitutiokis, and deluge our shores with blood. All this

can be endured. A few years of bdustry and peace

will recruit our wasted numbers, and spread fruitfuinesS

over our desolated fields. But a nation, devoting itself

to the work of spreading and perpetuating slavery, stampe

itself with a guilt and shame, which generations may

not be able to efface. The plea on which we have

rested, that slavery was not our choice, but a sad ne-

cessity bequeathed us by our fathers, will avail us no

longer. The whole guilt will be assumed by ourselves.

-* It is very lamentable, that, among the distinguished

men of the South, any should be found so wanting t6

their own fame, as to become advocates of slavery.

That vulgar politicians, who look only at the interests

of the day and the chances of the next election, should

•well the madness of the passions, by which they hope

to rise, is a thing of course. But that men, who might

"leave honorable and enduring record of themselves in

their country's history, who might associate their names

with their country's progress, and who are solemnly

bound by their high gifts to direct and purify public sen*

timent, that such men should lend their great powers

to the extension of slavery, is among the dark symp*

toms of the times. Can such men be satisfied with the

sympathies and shouts of the little circle around them,

tnd of the passing moment ? Have they nothing of

-ihat prophetic instinct, by which truly great men road

iie future ? Can they learn nothing from the sentence

«iow passed on men, who. fifty years ago, defended the

ilave-trade ? We have to rejoice, Sir, that you, amidst

the excitements of the time, have always given your

mtimony against slavery. You have adhered to the
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doctrine, which the great men of the South of the U^
|ent ration asserted, that it is a great evil. We shall

not forget this among the good' services, which you have

rendered to your country.

I have expressed my fears, that by the annexation of*

Texas, slavery is to be continued and extended* Bu|

I wish not to be understood, as having the slightest

doubt as to the approaching (all of the institution. l\

may be prolonged, to our reproach and greater ultimate

suffering. But (all it will and must. This, Sir, you

know, and 1 doubt not, rejoice to know. The advo-

cates of slavery must not imagine, that to carry a vote

is to susuin their cause. With all their power, they

cannot withstand the providence of God, the principlea

of human nature, the destinies of the race. To sue*

ceed, they must roll back time to the dark ages, must

send back Luther to the cell of his monastery, must e^r.

tinguish the growing light of Christianity and mor4
science, must blot out the declaration of American Ii^

dependence. The fall of slavery is as sure as the de-

scent of your own Ohio. Moral laws are as irresis-

tible as physical. In the most enlightened countries of

Europe, a man would forfeit his place in society, by vio*

dicating shivery. The slave-holder must not imaginoi

that he has nothing to do but fight with a few socie-

ties. These, of themselves, are nothing. He should

not waste on them one fear. They are strong, only as.

representing the spirit of the Christian and civilized

world. His battle is with the laws of humi^i nature,

and the irresistible tendencies of human afiairs. These,

are not to be withstood by artful strokes of policy, oi

by daring crimes. The world is against him, and the.

world's Maker. Every day the sympathies of the world
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tre forsakiDg him. Can be hope to sustab slavery

against the moral feeling, the solemn sentence of the

human race ?

The South, cut off by its ^* peculiar institutions

"

from close connexion with other communities, compre-

hends little the progress of the civilized world. The
spirit, which is spreading through other communitieSf

finds no organ within its borders, and the strength of

this is therefore little understood. Hence, it IooIls on

anti-slavery movements in any part of the country, as

in accident, which a little force can put down. It might

is well think of imprisoning the winds. The South

b ignorant of what it most needs to know. A very

intelligent gentleman from that quarter told me, not long

ago, that he could not learn at home the working of

Emancipation in the West Indies ; so that an experi«

ment of infinite interest to the slave-holder is going on at

his door, and he knows little more of it than if it were

occurring in another planet. Of course, there are ex«

captions. There are at the South philosophical ob«

servers of the progress of human affairs. But in such

t state of society, it is hard to realize the truth on this

subject. Were it known, the project of building a

power on the diffusion of slavery would seem to be an

act of madness, as truly as of crime.

I suppose that I shall be charged with unfriendly feel-

ings towards the South. All such I disclaim. Strange

as it may seem, if 1 have partialities, they are rather

for the South. I spent a part of my early life in that

region, when manners probably retained more of then

primitive character than they now do ; and to a younpf

man, unaccustomed to life and its perils, tiiere waa

•omething singularly captivating in the unbounded hospi-
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lality, the impulsive generosity, the carelessness of the

future, the frank, open manners, the buoyant spirit and

courage, which marked the people ; and though I havo

since learned to mterpret more wisely what I then saw,

still the impressions which I then received, and tha

friendships formed at a yet earlier age with the youth

of the South, have always given me a leaning towards

that part of the country. I am unconscious of local

prejudices. My interest in the South strengthens my
desire to avert the annexation of Texas to the Union.

That act, I feel, will fix an indelihle stain on the South*

It will conflict with the generous elements of charac-

ter, which I take pleasure in recollecting there. Tha
South will cease to be what it was. In the period to

which 1 have referred, slavery was acknowledged there

to be a great evil. I heard it spoken of freely with

abhorrence. The moral sentiment of the community

on this point was not corrupt. The principles of Mr.

Jefferson in relation to it found a wide response. The
doctrine, that slavery is a good, if spread by the seizure

of Texas, will work a moral revolution, the most dis^

astrous which can befall the South. It will paralyse

every effort for escape from this enormous evil. A
deadly sophbtry will weigh on men's consciences and

hearts, until terrible convulsions,— God's just judg-

ments,— will hasten the deliverance which human jua>

tice and benevolence were bound to accomplish.

IV. 1 now proceed to another important argument

against the annexation of Texas to our country, the

argument draun from the bearings of the measure on

our National Union. Next to liberty, union is our greet

political mterest, and this cannot but be loosened, it
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may be dissolved, by tbe proposed extension of our ter-

fitory. 1 will not say that every extension must be

pernicious, that our government cannot hold together

even our present confederacy, that the central heart

cannot send its influences to the remote States which

ire to spring up within our present borders. Old theo-

ries must be cautiously applied to the institutions of

this country. If the Federal government will abstain

firom minute legislation, and rigidly confine itself within

constitutional bounds, it may be a bond of union to

more extensive communities than were ever compre-

hended under one sway. Undoubtedly, there is peril

in extending ourselves, and yet the chief benefit of the

Union, which is the preservation of peaceful relations

among neighbouring States, is so vast, that some risk

should be taken to secure it in the greatest possible

degree. The objection to the annexation of Texts,

drawn from the unwieldiness it would give to the coun-

try, though very serious, is not decisive. A far more

serious objection is, that it is to be annexed to us for

ibe avowed purpose of multiplying slave-holding States,

and thus giving political power. This cannot, ought not

10 be borne. It will justify, it will at length demand,

the separation of the States.

We maintain that this policy is altogether without

reason on the part of the South. The South has ex

erted, and cannot help exerting, a disproportionate share

of influence on the confederacy. The Slave-holding

Slates have already advantages for cooperation, and for

swaying the country, which the others do no* possess.

The Free States have no great common interest, like

slavery, to hold them together. They difl^er in charac-

ter, feelings, and pursuits. They afi;ree but on one
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poiot, and that a negative one, the absence of slavery ;

and this distinction, as is well-known, makes no lively

impression on the consciousness, and in no degree coun-

teracts the influences which divide them from one an-

other. To this may be added the well-known fact, that

in the Free States, the subject of poUtics is of second-

ary importance, whilst at the South it b paramount.

At the North every man must toil for subsistence, and,

amidst the feverish competitions and anxieties of the

eager and universal pursuit of gain, poUtical power is

sought with little comparative avidity. In some districts

it is hard to find fit representatives for Congress, so

backward are superior men to forego the emoluments o'*

their vocation, the prospects of independence, for the

uncertainties of public Ufe. At the North, too, a vast

amount of energy is absorbed in associations of a reli-

gious, philanthropic, literary character. The apathy of

the Free States in regard to Texas, an apathy from

which they are just beginning to be roused, is a striking

proof of their almost incredible indifference to poUtical

power. Perhaps no parallel to it can be found in tha

history of confederations. What a contrast does the

South form with the divided and slumbering North

!

There, one strong, broad distinction exists, of which all

the members of the community have a perpetual con*

sciousness ; there, a peculiar element is found, which

spreads its influence through the mass, and impressaa

itself on the whole constitution of society. Shivery it

not a superficial distinction. Nothing decides the char-

acter of a people more than the form and determination

of labor. Hence we find a unity at the South unknown

at the North. At the South, too, the proprietors, re-

leased firom the necessity of labor, and having littlo of
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ibe machiiiery of tssociationi to engage their ttteutioiii

devote themselves to politics with a concentration of

leal, which a Northern man can only comprehend bj

residing on the spot. Hence the South has professional

politicians, a character hardly known in the Free States.

The result is plain. The South has generally ruled the

country. It must always have an undue power. United,

as the North cannot be, it can always link with itielf

some discontented portion at the North, which it can

liberally reward by the patronage which the possession

of the government confers. That the constitutional

rights of the South should be prejudiced by the North

is one of those moral impossibilities, against which it it

folly to ask security.

We cannot consent, that the South should extend its

already disproportionate power by an indeBnite extension

of territory, because we maintain, that its dispositions

towards us gives us no pledge, that its power will be well

used. It is unhappily too well known, that it wants

friendly feelings towards the North. Divided from ut

by an institution, which gives it a peculiar character,

which lays it open to reproach, and which will never

suffer it to rival our prosperity, it cannot look on us with

favor. It magnifies our faults. It is blind to our virtues.

At the North, no unfriendly disposition prevails towards

the South. We are too busy and too prosperous for

hatred. We complain, that our good-will is not recipro-

cated. We complain, that our commerce and manufac

tures have sometimes found little mercy at the hands of

the South. Still more, we feel, though we are slow to

complain of it, that in Congress, the common ground of

the confederacy, we have had to encounter a tone and

bearing, which it has required the colder temperament
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of the North to endure. We cannot consent to take t

lower place than we now hold. We cannot consent,

that our confederacy should spread over the wilds of

Mexico, to give us more powerful masters. The old

balance of the country is unfavorable enough. We
cannot consent, that a new weight should be thrown in,

which may fix the political inferiority of ourselves and

our posterity. I give you, Sir, the feelings of the

North. In part they may be prejudices. Jealousies,

often groundless, are the necessary fruits of confedera*^

dons. On that account, measures must not be adopted,

disturbing violently, unnaturally, unexpectedly, the old

distributions of power, and directly aimed at diat result.

In other ways the annexation of Texas is to endanger

the Union. It will give new violence and passion to the

agitation of the question of slavery. It is well known,

that a majority at the North have discouraged the discus-

sion of this topic, on the ground, that slavery was im«

posed on the South by necessity, that its continuance

was not of choice, and that the States in which it sub^

sists, if left to themselves, would find a remedy in their

own way. Let slavery be systematically proposed as

the policy of these States, let it bind them together in

efiforts to establish political power, and a new feeling

will burst forth through the whole North. It will be a

concentration of moral, religious, political, and patriotic

feelings. The fire, now smothered, will blaze out, and,

ol consequence, new jealousies and exasperations will

be kindled at the South. Strange, that tl^e South

should think of securing its ^^ peculiar institutions '* by

violent means. Its violence necessarily increases the

evils it would suppress. For example, by denying the

right of petition to those who sought the abolition of
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itavery within the immediate jurisdiction of the United

States, it has awakened a spirit, which will o?erwh»lm

Congress with petitions till this right he restored. The

annexation of Texas would he a measure of the same

injurious character, and would stir up an open, uncom*

promising hostility to slavery, of which we have seen no

example, and which would produce a reaction very dan-

gerous to union.

The annexation of Texas will give rise to constitu-

tional questions and conflicts, which cannot be adjusted.

It b well known, that the additions to our territory of

Louisiana and Florida were acceded to by the North,

tliough very reluctantly, on account of their obvious

utility. But it has been seriously doubted, whether the

powers given by the Constitution were not in both cases

transcended. ** At the time Louisiana was acquired,

Mr. Jefferson himself was deliberately of opinion, that

the treaty-making authority, under the Constitution of

the United States, was incompetent to make such an

acquisition from a foreign power, and annex it to the

Union, and that an amendment of the Constitution would

be necessary to sanction it. In a letter to Governor

Lincoln he even furnishes the formula of a proposed

amendment, for the purpose of admitting Louisiana into

the Union ; but adds, that the less that is said about the

constitutional difficuhy the better. Very little wa$ said

about it, and there was a general and tacit acquiescence,

B consequence of the great and incalculable advantages

expected from the acquisition in a national point of view.

The purchase of Texas, under existing circumstances,

might present a very different question.*' *

• Hortk Amwrieu R«tri«w, Jvly, 189>l
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It is true, that, as t general rule, the right to pui'chue

territory is incident to sovereignty. But the sovereignty

of our national government is a limited one. The Con-

stitution was a compromise among independent States,

and it is well known that geographical relations and local

interests were among the essential conditions on which

the compromise was made. We are willing, for the

sake of universally acknowledged public interests, that

additions of territory should be made to our country.

But can it be admitted, that the Constitution gives power

to the President and Senate to add a vast realm to the

United States, for the very purpose of disturbmg the

balance between different sections, or of securing ascen-

dency to certain parts of the confederacy? Was not

the Constitution founded on conditions or considerations,

which are even more authoritative than its particular

provisions, and the violation of which roust be death to

our Union ? Besides, a new question is to be opened

by the admission of Texas. We shall not purchase a

territory, as in the case of Louisiana, but shall admit an

independent community, invested with sovereignty, into

the confederation ; and can the treaty-making power do

this ? Can it receive foreign nations, however vast, to

the Union ? Does not the question carry its own an-

swer ? By the assumption of such a right, would not

the old compact be at once considered as dissolved ?

To me it seems not only the right, but the duty of

the Free States, in case of the annexation of Texas, to

say to the Slave-holding States, '' We regard ^h'ls act as

the dissolution of the Union. The essential conditions

of tlie national compact are violated. To yoii we will

faithfully adhere, but will not jcio ounelvas to this new
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and iniqMitous acquisition. We will not become part-

ners in your wars with Mexico and Europe, in your

schemes of spreading and perpetuating slavery, in your

hopes of conquest, in your unrighteous spoils." No
one prizes the Union more than myself, as the means of

peace. But, with Texas, we shall have no peace.

Texas, brought into the confederacy, will bring with it

idomestic and foreign strife. It will change our relationa

to other countries, and to one another. A pacific divis-

ion in the first instance seems to me to threaten lets

contention than a lingering, feverish dissolution of the

Union, such as must be expected under this fatal inno-

Tation.

I am but one of a nation of fifteen millions, and, ai

such, may seem too insignificant to protest against a

public measure. But in this country every man, eves

.the obscurest, participates in the sovereignty, and is re-

iponsible for public acts, unless by some mode of oppo-

iition, proportioned to his sense of the evil, he absolves

himself from the guilt. For one then, I say, that, ear-

nestly as I deprecate the separation of these States, and

though this event would disappoint most cherished hopes

for my country, still I can submit to it more readily than

to the reception of Texas into the confederacy. I

shrink from that contamination. I shrink from an act,

which is to pledge us as a people to robbery and war,

to the work of upholding and extending slavery without

limitation or end. I do not desire to share the respon-

sibility, or to live under the laws of a government,

adopting such a policy, and swayed by such a spirit, aa

woidd be expressed by the incorporation of Texas with

our country.
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Id uruth, if the South is bent on incorporating Texas

with Itself, as a new prop to slavery, it would do well

to insist on the division of the States. It would, in so

doing, consult best its own safety. It should studiouslj

keep itself from communion with the free part of the

country. It should suffer no railroad from that section

to cross its borders. It should block up intercourse

with us by sea and land. Still more, it should abjure

connexion with the whole civilized world ; for, from

every country it would be invaded by an influence hos-

tile to slaveiy. It should borrow the code of the Dic-

tator of Paraguay, and seal itself hermetically against

the infectious books, opinions, and visits of foreigners.

Its pride, as well as safety, should teach it this insula-

tion ; for, having once taken the ground, that slavery

is a good, to be spread and made perpetual, it does by

that act forfeit the rank which it covets among civilized

and improving communities. It cannot be recognised

as an equal by other states. On this point the decree

of the world has gone forth, and no protests or clam-

ors can drown the deep, solemn voice of humanity,

gathering strength with every new generation. A com-

munity, acknowledging the evils of slavery, and contin-

uing it only because the first law of nature, self-pres-

ervation, seems to require gradual processes of change,

may reuin the respect of those who deem their fears

unfounded. But a community, wedding itself to slavery

inseparably, with choice and affection, and with the pur-

pose of spreading the plague far and wide, mu§t become

a by-word among the nations ; and the friend of human-

ity will shake off the dust of his feet against it, io Mi-

timony of his reprobation.
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V. I proceed now to the last head of this commu-

nication. I observe, that the cause of Liberty, of free

institutions, a cause more sacred than union, forbids the

annexation of Texas. It b plain from the whole pre-

ceding discussion, that this measure will exert a disas*

trous influence on the moral sentiments and principles

of this country, by sanctioning plunder, by inflaming

tupidity, by encouraging lawless speculation, by bring-

mg into the confederacy a community whose whole his-

tory and circumstances are adverse to moral order and

wholesome restraint, by violating national faith, by pro-

posing immoral and inhuman ends, by placing us as a

people in opposition to the efforts of philanthropy, and

the advancing movements of the civilized world. It

will spread a moral corruption, already too rife among

us, and, in so doing, it will shake the foundations of

freedom at home, and bring reproach on it abroad. It

will be treachery to the great cause which has been

confided to this above all nations.

The dependence of freedom on morals is an old sub-

ject, and I have no thought of enlarging on the general

truth. I wish only to say, that it is one which needs

to be brought home to us at the present moment, and

that it cannot be trifled with but to our great peril.

There are symptoms of corruption amongst us, which

show us that we cannot enter on a new career of crime

without peculiar hazard. I cannot do justice to this

topic without speaking freely of our country, as freely

as I should of any other ; and unhappily we are so ac«

customed, as a people, to receive incense, te be sooth-

ed by flattery, and to account reputation as a more im-

portant interest than morality, that my freedom may be
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construed into a kind of disloyalty. But it would be

wiong to make concessions to this dangerous weakness.

I believe that morahty is the first interest of a peopie,

and that this requires self-knowledge in nations, as tru*

ly as in individuals. He who helps a community to*

comprehend itself, and to apply to itself a higher rule

of action, is the truest patriot, and contributes most to

its enduring fiime.

I have said, that we shall expose our freedom to

great peril by entering on a new career of crime. Wo
are corrupt enough already. In one respect, our institu-

tions have disappointed us aU. They have not wrought

cHit for us that elevation of character, which is the most

precious, and, in truth, the only substantial blessing of

liberty. Our progress in prosperity has indeed beeo

the wonder of the world ; but this prosperity has dona

much to counteract the ennobling influence of free in-*

stitutions. The peculiar circumstances of the country^

and of our times have poured in upon us a torrent of

wealth ; and human nature has not been strong enougli

for the assault of such severe temptation. Prosperity

has become dearer than freedom. Government is re*

garded more as a means of enriching the country, than

of securing private rights. We have become wedded

to gain, as our chief good. That, under the predomi-

nance of this degrading passion, the higher virtues, the

moral independence, the simplicity of manners, the stern

uprightness, the self-reverence, the respect for man as

man, which are the ornaments and safeguards of a re-

public, should wither, and give place to selfish calcula-

tion and indulgence, to show and extravagance, to anx-

ious, envious, discontented strivings, to wild adventura.
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od to the gambling fpirit of speculation, will surprise

BO one who has studied human nature. The mvasion

of Texas by our citizens is a mournful conmient on our

national morality. Whether uithout some fiery trial,

some signal prostration of our prosperity, we can rise

to the force and self-denial of freemen, b a question not

easily solved.

There are other alarming views. A spirit of law-

lessness pervades the community, which, if not repress**

ed, threatens the dissolution of our present forms o'

society. Even in the old States, mobs are taking the

government into their hands, and a profligate newspaper

finds little difficulty m stirring up multitudes to violence.

When we look at the parts of the country nearest Tex-

as, we see the arm of the law paralyzed by the passions

of the mdividual. Men take under their own protec-

fioo the rights which it is the very office of government

*o secure. The citizen, wearing arms as means of de-

fence, carries with him perpetual proofs of the weak-

ness of the authorities under which he lives. The
substitution of self-constituted tribunals for the regular

i;Ourse of justice, and the inffiction of immediate puL

bhment in the moment of popular frenzy, are symptoms

of a people half reclaimed from barbarism. I know

•ot, that any civilized country on earth has exhibited,

during the last year, a spectacle so aUrocious, as the

burning of a colored man by a slow fire, in the. neigh-

bourhood of St. Louis ; and this infernal sacrifice was

offered not Dy a few fiends selected from the whole

country, but by a crowd gathered fit>m a single spot.

Add to all this, the invasions of the rights of speech

and of the press by lawless force, the extent and tol-
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urttioD of which oblige U8 to believe, thai a considem-

ble portion of our citizens have no comprehension of

the first principles of liberty.

It is an undeniable (act, that, in consequence of these

and other symptoms, the confidence of many reflecting

men in our free institutions is very much impaired.

601 V) despair. That main pillar of public liberty, mu-

tual trust among citizens, is shaken. That we must

seek security for property and life in a stronger govern-

ment is a spreading conviction. Men, who in pubhe

talk of the stability of our institutions, whisper their

doubts (perhaps their scorn) in private. 60 common
are these apprehensions, that the knowledge of them

has reached Europe. Not long ago, I received a let-

ter from an enlightened and fervent firiend of liberty, m
Great Britain, beseeching me to inform him, how far

he was to rely on the representations of one of his

countrymen just returned from the United States, who

had reported to him, that, in the most respectable so-

ciety, he had again and again been told, that the experi-

ment of freedom here was a failure, and that faith in

our institutions was gone. That the traveller misinter*

preted in a measure what he heard, we shall all ac*

knowledge. But is the old enthusiasm of liberty un-

cbilled among us ? Is the old jealousy of power as

keen and uncompromising ? Do not parties more unscru-

pulously encroach on the constitution and on the righta

of minorities ? In one respect we must all admit a

change. When you and I grew up, what a d^ep inter*

est pervaded this country b the success of free inst*»

lutions abroad ! With what throbbing hearts did we fol-

low the struggles of the oppressed I How many among
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m were ready to lay down their lives for the cause of

ttberty on the earth I And now who cares for free in-

stitutions abroad ? How seldom does the topic pass

men's lips ! Multitudes, discouraged by the licentious-

ness at home, doubt the value of popular institutions,

especially in less enlightened countries ; whilst greater

numbers, locked up in gain, can spare no thought on

the struggles of liberty, and, provided they can drive a

prosperous trade with foreign nations, care little wheth-

er they are bond or free.

I may be thought inclined to draw a dark picture of

our moral condition. But at home I am set down
among those who hope against hope ; and I have never

ceased to condemn as a crime the despondence of those,

who, lamenting the corruptions of the times, do not lift

a finger to withstand it. I am far, very far from de<

spair. I have no fears but such as belong to a friend

of freedom. Among dark omens, I see favorable in«

fluences, remedial processes, counteracting agencies. 1

well know, that the vicious part of our system makes

more noise and show than the soujd. I know, that the

prophets of ruin to our institutions are to be found most

frequently in the party out of power, and that many

dark auguries must be set down to the account of dis-

appointment and irritation. I am sure, too, that im-

minent peril would wake up the spirit of our fathers in

many who slumber in these days of ease and security.

It is also true, that, with all our defects, there is a wider

diffusion of intelligence, moral restraint, and self-respect

among us, than through any other community. Sljll, I

am compelled to acknowledge an extent of corruptioa

amonf UB« which menaces freedom and our dearest in-
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lerests ; and a policy, which will give new and eoduraig

impulse to corruption, which will multiply indefinitely

public and private crime, ought to be reprobated as the

forest calamity we can bcur. Freedom ia fighting bet

battles b the world with sufficient odds against bar.

Let us not give new chances to her foes.

That the cause of republicanism is suffering abroad,

through the defects and crimes of our countrymen, is at

true, as that it is regarded with increased skepticism

among ourselves. Abroad, republicanbm is identified

with the United States, and it is certain that the Amer-

ican name has not risen of late in the world. It to

happens, that, whibt writing, I have received a news-

paper firom England, in which Lynch law is as famil-

iarly associated with our country, as if it were one of

our estabUshroents. We are quoted as monuments of

the degrading tendencies of popular institutions. When
I visited England fifteen years ago, republican senti-

roents were freely expressed to me. I should prob»-

bly hear none now. Men's minds seem to be returning

to severer principles of government ; and this country

is responsible for a part of this change. It is believed

abroad, that property is less secure among us, order

less stable, law less revered, social ties more easily

broken, religion less enforced, life held less sacred, than

in other countries. Undoubtedly, the prejudices of for-

eign nations, the interests of foreign governments, have

led to gross exaggeration of evils here. The least civ«

Oized parts of the country are made to represent the

whole, and occasional atrocities are construed into hab-

its. But who does not feel, that we have given cause

fif reproach ? and shall we fix this reproach, and
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perate it into indignation and hatred, by adopting a pol*

icy against which the moral sentiments of the Chri^*

dan world revolt ? Shall we make the name of re-

public "a stench m the nostrils" of all nations, bj

employing our power to build up and spread slavery,

by resisting the efforts of other countries for its abo-

lition, by falling behind monarchies in reverence for the

rights of men ?

When we look forward to the probable growth of

this country ; when we think of the millions of human

beings who are to spread over our present territory;

of the career of improvement and glory opened to this

new people ; of the impube which free institutions, if

ptrosperous, may be expected to give to philosophy,

religion, science, literature, and arts ; of the vast field

In which the experiment is to be made, of what the un-

fettered powers of man may achieve ; of the bright

page of history which our fathers have filled, and of the

advantages under which their toils and virtues have

phced us for carrying on their work ; when we think

of all this, can we help, for a moment, surrendering

ourselves to bright visions of our country's glory, be-

fore which all the glories of the past are to fade away ?

Is it presumption to say, that, if just to ourselves and

all nations, we shall be felt through this whole conti-

nent, that we shall spread our language, mstitutions, and

civilization through a wider space than any nation has

^et filled with a like beneficent mfluence ? And are

are prepared to barter these hopes, this sublime moral

empire, for conquests by force ? Are we prepared to

sink to the level of unprincipled nations, to content our-

•elves with a vulgar, pniilty greamess, to adopt in our
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youth inaxims and ends which must brand our futum

irith flordiduess, oppression, and shame ? This coun«

try cannot without pecuUar uduny run the conunoii

race of national rapacity. Our origin, institutions, and

position are peculiar, and all favor an upright, honora-

ble course. We have not the apologies of nations

hemmed in by narrow bounds, or threatened by the

overshadowing power of ambitious neighbours. If we

surrender ourselves to a selfish policy, we shall sin

almost without temptation, and forfeit opportunities of

greatness vouchsafed to no other people, for a priia

below contempt.

I have alluded to the want of wisdom with which we

are accustomed to speak of our destiny as a people.

We are destined (that is the word) to overspread North

America ; and, intoxicated with the idea, it matters lit-

tle to us how we accomplish our fate. To spread, to

supplant others, to cover a boundless space, this seems

our ambition, no matter what influence we spread with

us. Why cannot we rise to noble conceptions of our

destiny ? Why do we not feel, that our work as a

nation is, to carry freedom, religion, science, and a no-

bler form of human nature over this continent? and

why do we not remember, that to difliise these bles-

sings we must first cherish them in our own borders

;

and that whatever deeply and permanently corrupts us

will make our spreading influence a curse, not a bles-

sing, to this new world ? It is a conmion idea in Eu-

rope, that we are destined to spread an inferipr civili-

sation over North America ; that our shivery and our

absorpuon in gain and outward interests mark us out«

as ikted to (all behind the old world in the higher iro >
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provements of human niUira, m the philosophy, the

refiuemehu, the enthusiasm of literature and the arts,

which throw a lustre round other countries. I am not

prophet enough to read our fate. 1 believe, indeed,

that we are to make our funu'ity for ourselves. I be-

lieve, that a nation^s destiny lies in its character, in the

principles which govern its policy and bear rule m the

hearts of its citizens. I take my stand on God's moral

and eternal law. A nation, renouncing and defymg

this, cannot be free, cannot be great.

Religious men in this community, and they are many,

are peculiarly bound to read the future history of their

country, not in the flattering promises of politicians,

but in the warnings of conscience, and in the declara-

tion of God's word. They know, and should make it

imown, that nations cannot consolidate free institutions

nd secure a bsting prosperity by crime. They know,

that retribution awaits communities as well as mdivid-

uals ; and they should tremble amidst their hopes, when,

with this solemn truth on their minds, they look round

on their country. Let them consider the clearness

with which God's will is now made known, and the

signal blessings of his Providence poured out on this

people, with a profusion accorded to no other under

heaven ; and then let them consider our ingratitude for

his boundless gifts, our abuse of his bene6cence to sen-

sual and selfish gmtification, our unmeasured, unrigh-

teous love of gain, our unprhicipled party-spirit, and

our faithless and cruel wrongs toward the Indian race

;

•od can they help fearing, that the cup of wrath is fili

^ig for this people ? Men, buried in themselves and b
outward interests, atheists in heart and life, may scoff
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at the doctrine of national retribution, because tbey do

not see Ood*s band stretched out to destroy guilty com-

munities. But does not all history teach, that the un-

licensed passions of a guilty people are more terrible

ministers of punishment than miraculous inflictions ?

To chastise and destroy, God need not interfere by

supernatural judgments. In every community, there

are elements of discord, revolution, and ruin, pent up

10 the human soul, which need only to be quickened

and set free by a new order of events, to shake and con -

vulse the whole social fabric. Never were the causes

of disastrous change in human affairs more active than

at the present moment. Society heaves and trembles,

from the struggle of opposing prbciples, as the eartli

quakes through the force of central fires. This is not

the time for presumption, for defying Heaven by new

crimes, for giving a new range to cupidity and ambition.

Men who fear God must fear for their country, in this

'^ day of provocation," and they will be false to their

country, if they look on passively, and see without re-

monstrance the consummation of a great national crime,

which cannot fail to bring down awful retribution.

I am aware, that there are those, who, on reading

these pages, will smile at my simplicity in urging moral

and religious motives, disinterested considerations, lofty

aims, on a politician. The common notion is, that the

course of a man embarked in public life will be shaped

by the bearing of passing events on his immediate pop-

ularity ; that virtue and freedom, however they may
round his periods in the senate, have little influence oo

his vote. But I do not believe, that public life is no-

eoasarily degrading, or that a statesman b mcapabia of
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looking above himself. Public life appeals to the no-

blest, as well as basest principles of human nature. It

holds up for pursuit enduring fame, as well as the noto-

riety of the passing hour. By giving opportunities of

acting on the vast and permanent interests of a nation,

it often creates a deep sense of responsibility, ard a

generous self-oblivion. I have too much faith in hu-

man nature to distrust the influence of great truths and

high motives on any class of men, especially on men

of commanding intelligence. There is a congeniality

between vast powers of thought and dignity of purpose.

None are so capable of sacrificing themselves, as those

who have most to sacrifice, who, in offering themselves,

make the greatest offerings to humanity. With this

conviction, I am not discouraged by the anticipated

smiles and scoffs of those, who wdl think, that, in b«

sisting on national purity as the essential condition of

freedom and greatness, I have ** preached " to the

winds. To you. Sir, recdtiide is not an empty name,

nor will a measure, fraught with lasting corruption and

shame to your country, seem to you any thing but a

fearful cakmity.

I have now finished the task which I have felt my-

self bound to undertake. That I have escaped all er*

I or, I cannot hope. That I may have fallen into oc-

casional exaggeration, I ought perhaps to fear, from the

earnestness with which I have written. But of the es*

sential truth of the views here communicated, I cannot

doubt It is exceedingly to be regretted, that the sub*

ject of this letter has as yet drawn litde attention at

the North. The unprecedented pecuniary difficulties.
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pressing now on the couniry, have absorbed the public

mind. And yet these difficulties, should they be aggra*

vated and continued far beyond what is most dreaded,

would be a light national evil, compared with the annex-

ation of Texas to the Union. I trust the people wiU

not slumber on the edge of this precipice, tiU it shall be

too late to reflect and provide for safety. Too much
time hks been given for the ripening of this unrighteous

project. I doubt not, as I have said, that opposition

exists to it in the SUve-holding States. This, if mani-

fested in any strength, would immediately defeat it.

The other States should raise a voice against it, like tho

voice of many waters. Party dissensions should bo

swallowed up in this vast common interest. The will

of the people, too strong and fixed to be resisted, should

be expressed to Congress, in remonstrances from towns,

cities, counties, and legislatures. Let no man, who feeb

the greamess of the evil which threatens us, satisfy him-

self with unprofitable regrets ; but let each embody his

opposition in a form which will give UMsitement to his

neighbours, and act on men m power.

I take it for granted, that those who differ from me
will ascribe what I have written to unworthy motives.

This is . the common mode of parrying unwelcome

truths ; and it is not without influence, where the author

is unknown. May I then be allowed to say, that I have

strong reasons for believing, that, among the many de-

fects of this letter, those of unworthy intention are not

to be numbered. The reluctance, with which I have

written, satisfies me, that I have not been impelled by

any headlong passion. Nor can I have been impelled

by party-spirit. I am pledged to no party. In truth, T
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do not feel myself able to form a decisive opinion uo

the siibiflcts. which now in6anie and divide the country,

and which can oe verr httl<* iinaerstood except by men

who have made a studv of commerce and finance. At

to having written from that most common motive, the

desire of distinction, I may be permitted to say, that,

to win the public ear, I need not engage in a contro-

versy which will expose me to unmeasured reproach.

May I add, that I have lived long enough to learn the

worth of applause. Could I, indeed, admit the slightest

hope of securing to myself that enduring fame, which

future ages award to the lights and benefactors of their

race, I could not but be stirred by the prospect. But

notoriety among contemporaries, obtained by taking part

b the irritating discussions of the day, I would not

stretch out a hand to secure.

I cannot but fear, that the eamesteess with which I

have written may seem to indicate an undue excitement

of mind. But I have all along felt distmctly the im-

portance of calmness, and have seemed to myself to

maintain it. I have prepared this letter, not amidst the

goadings, irritations, and feverish tumults of a crowded

city, but in the stillness of retirement, amid scenes of

peace and beauty. Hardly an hour has passed, in which

I have not sought relief from the exhaustion of writing,

by walking abroad amidst God's works, which seldom

fail to breathe tranquillity, and which, by their harmony

and beneficence, continually cheer me, as emblems and

prophecies of a more harmonious and blessed state of

human affairs than has yet been known. Perhaps some

will object it to me, that a man, living in such retirement,

unfits himself to judge of passing events, that be if
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prone to lubstitute hit visions for realities, and to legis*

late for a world which does not exist. I acknowledga

the danger of such a position. On the other hund, it it

equally true, that the man, who hves in a crowd and re*

ceives perpetual impulse from its prejudices and pat*

sions, who connects himself with a party and looks to

it for reward, cannot easily keep his mind open to truth,

or sacri6ce the interests of the moment to everlasting

principles and the enduring welfare of his country.

Everywhere our frail nature is severely tried. All cir-

cumstances have their perils. In every condition, there

are biases to wrong judgment and incitements to wrong

action. Through such discipline, we are to make our

way to truth and perfection. The dread of these dan-

gers must not keep us inactive. Having sought to un-

derstand the difficulties in our respective paths, and

havmg done what we can to learn the truth, we must

commit ourselves to our convictions without fear, ex-

pressing them in word and action, and leaving results

to Him, who will accept our pure purpose, and whoso

providence is the pledge of the ultimate triumphs of

humanity and uprightness.

You and I, my dear Sir, are approaching that period

of life, when the passions lose much of their force, when

disappointment, bereavement, the fall of our contempo-

raries on the right hand and the left, and long experience

of the emptiness of human favor and of the instability

of all earthly goods, are teaching us the lofty lessons of

tuperiority to the fleeting opinion of our day, of reliance

on the everUsting law of Right, of reference to a Higher

Judge than man, of solemn anticipation of oiir final

iccount. >Permit me to close thit letter, with detiring
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for you in your commanding tutioo, whit I ask for inj-

self in pHvate life, that we may be faithful to ourselves^

to our country, to mankind, to the benevolent principles

of the Christian (aith, and to the common Father of th#

whole human race.

Very respectfully,

Your friend and servant,

William £. Chankiho*

NawpoftT, R,L, Jhiguti 1, 1837.
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NOTE.

A lew remarlu, which havo been tuggeited linco tha

completion of the preceding letter, I hall throw into a

note.

The recognition of the independence of Texaa by our

government is to be lamented, as unbecomingly hasty,

and aa a violation of the principle adopted by Mr. Mon^
roe, in regard to the Spanish colonies. "These new
states," he says, " had completely established their inde-

pendence, before we acknowledged them." We have

recognised Texas as a nation, having all the attributes

of sovereignty, and competent to the discharge of all

the obligations of an independent state. And what is

Texas ? A collection of a few settlements, which would

vanish at once, were a Mexican army of any force to en-

ter the country. One decisive victory would scatter all

Texas like a horde of Tartars, and not a trace of its in-

stitutions and population would remain. We have been

accustomed to think of a nation as something permanent,

as having some fixtures, some lasting bond of union.

There would be nothing to hold Texas together, were her

single, small army to be routed in one battle. To send

a minister plenipotentiary to such a handful of people,

made up chiefly of our own citizens, is to degrade the

forms of national intercourse. This new republic, with

its president and diplomatic corps, has been ' called a

VtLfce. But the tragic element prevaib so much over the

farcical in this whole business, that we cannot laugh at it.

The movements of our government in regard to Teiaa
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are chiefly interesting, at they are thought to indicate •

dispositidn favorable to its annexation to our country.

But we will not beliere, that the government is resolved

on this great wrong, unless we are compelled so to do.

We hope, that the present administration will secure the

eonfidence of good men by well-considered and upright

measures, looking beyond momentary interests, to the

lasting peace, order, and strength of the country.

There b another objection to the annexation of Texas,

which, after our late experience, is entitled to atten*

tion. This possession will involve us in new Indian wars.

Texas, besides being open to the irruption of the tribea

within «Hir territories, has a tribe of its own, the Caman-»

ohes, which is described as more formidable than any in

North America. Such foes are not to be coveted. The
Indians I that ominous word, which ought to pierce the

eonscience of this nation, more than the savage war-cry

pierces the ear. The Indians I Have we not inflicted

and endured evil enough in our intercourse with this

wretched people, to abstain from new wars with them ?

Is the tragedy of Florida to be acted again and again in

our own day, and in our children's ?

In addition to what I have said of the constitutional

objections to the annexation of Texas to our country, I

would observe, that we may infer, from the history and

language of the Constitution, that our national Union was
so far from being intended to spread slavery over new
countries, that, had the possibility of such a result been

anticipated, decided provisions would have been intro-

duced for its prevention. It is worthy of remark, how
anxious the framers of that instrument were to exclude

from it the word Slavery. They were not willing, that

this feature of our social system should be betrayed in

the construction of our free government. A stranger

might read it, without suspecting the existence of this
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inatitution among us. Were lUvery to be wholly abel-

iebed here, no change would be needed in the Conetitu*

tion, nor would any part become obsolete, eicept an
obscure clause, which, in apportioning the representa^

tives, provides that there shall be added to the whole

Dumlier of free persons " three fifths of other persons.^

Slavery is studiously thrown into the back-gfound. How
little did our forefathers suppose, that it was to becomea
leading interest of the government, to which our peace at

home and abroad was to be made a sacrifice I

I have said, that I desire no political union with coib-

munities bent on spreading and perpetuating slavery. It

is hardly necessary to observe, that this was not intended

to eipress a desire to decline friendly intercourse with

the members of those communities. Individuals, who
have received from their ancestors some pernicious prej-

udice or institution, may still, in their general spirit, be

disinterested and Just. Our testimony against the wrong

which such men practise, is not to be stifled or impaired

by the feelings of interest or attachment which they in-

spire ; nor, on the other hand, must this wrong be spread

by our imaginations over their whole characters, so as to

seem their sole attribute, and so as to hide all their claims

to regard. In an age of reform, one of the hardest di>-'

ties is, to be infleiibly hostile to the long-rooted corrup-

tions of society, and at the same time to be candid anid

)UBt to those who uphold them. It is true, that, with the

roost friendly feelings, we shall probably give offence to

those, who are interested in abuses which we condemn.

But we are not on this account absolved from the duty of

cultivating and expressing kindness and justice, of laying

strong restraint on our passions, and of avoiding all need-

less provocation.

The speech of Mr. Adams on the subject of the pr»-

eedmg letter, delivered in Congress, in December, 1896,
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hould be republished and circulated. It deservei to be

read ae a ipecimen of parliamentarjr eloquence ; and ita

noral and political Tiews are worthy of its eminent

author.

There Menia to be an apprehension at the South, that

the Free States, ahould the/ obtain the ascendency, might

be disposed to use the powers of the government for the

abolition of slavery. On this point, there is but one feel-

ing at the North. The Free States feel, that they have

no more right to abolish slavery in the Slave-holding

States than in a foreign country. They regard the matter

M wholly out of their reach. They, indeed, claim the

right of setting forth the evils of slavery, as of any other

pernicious and morally wrong institution. But the thought

of touching the laws which established it in any State,

they reject without a discordant voice. In regard to the

District of Columbia, many of us feel, that slavery con-

tinues there by the action of all the States, that the Free

States, therefore, are responsible for it ; and we maintain

that.it is most unreasonable, that an institution should be

sustained by those who hold it to be immoral and per->

nicious. But we feel no such responsibility for slavery in

the Slave-holding States. These States must determine

for themselves how long it shall continue, and by what

niea^s it shall be abolished. We solemnly urge them to

use their power for its removal ; but nothing would tempt

us to wrest the power from them, if we could. The South

has .fears, that the Free States may be hurried away by
** enthusiasm " into usurpation of unconstitutional powers

on the subject. One is tempted to smile at the want of

acquaintance with the North, which such an apprehension

betrays. This enthusiasm, to endanger the South, must

spread through all the Free States ; for, as the slave-

holders are unanimous, nothing but a like unanimity in

their opponents can expose them to harm. And is it po#»-
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lible, that a large number of commuuitieSf spread over a
ya»t aurface, having a diversity of interests, and aU ab-

sorbed in the pursuit of gain, to a degree, perhaps, with-

out a parallel, should be driven by a moral, philanthropio

enthusiasm, into violations of a national compact, by

which their peace and prosperity would be put in peril,

and into combined and lawless efforts against other com-
munities, with whom they sustain exceedingly prolitabla

connexions, and from whom they could not be sundered

without serious loss ? Whoever is acquainted with tho

Free States knows, that the excesses, to which they ar«

exposed, are not so much those of enthusiasm, as of cau^

lion and worldly prudence. The patience, with which

they have endured recent violent measures directed

against their citizens, shows little propensity to rashness.

The danger is, not so much that they will invade the

rights of other members of the confederacy, as that they

will be indifferent to their own.

I have spoken in this letter of the estimation in which

this country is held abroad. I hope I shall not be num-
bered among those, too common here, who are irritably

alive to the opinions of other nations, to the censures and

misrepresentations of travellers. To a great and grow-

ing people, how insignificant is the praise or blame of a

traveller or a nation ! " None of these things move
me.** But one thing does move me. It is a sore evil,

that 6reedom should be blasphemed, that republican insti-

tutions should forfeit the confidence of mankind, through

the unfaithfulness of this people to their trust.

In reviewing this letter, I perceive that I have used the

strong language, in which the apprehension of great evils

naturally expresses itself I hope this will not ' be con-

struod as betokening any anxieties or misgivings in re-

gard to the issues of passing events. I place a cheerful

trust in Providence. The triumphs in evil, which
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call great, are but doudi paimiig over the eerene and

everlasting heavena. Public men maj, in craft or paa-

8MMI, decree Tiolence and oppreieion. But eilentl/, irre-

aietibljr, tbe/ and their worka are awept away. A Toice

•f encouragement comet to ut from the ruins of the past,

from the humiliations of the proud, from the prostrate

thrones of conquerors, from the baffled schemes of states*

BMn, from the reprobation with which the present age

looks back on the unrighteous policy of former times.

Such sentence the future will pass on present wrongs.

Ifen, meaaures, and all earthlj interests pass awaj ; but

Principles are Eternal. Truth, justice, and goodness

partake of the onmipotence and immutableness of God«

whose essence thej are. In these it becomes us to place

a ealm, Jojfiil trust, in the darkest hoar.
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ON CATHOLICISM*

Mf Dbae Sift,

I have received your letter, expressing ft veiy eaniesC

desire thet I would make some contributioo to the pages

of die '* Western Messenger." Your ftppeal is too

strong to be resisted. I feel that I must send you

something, though circumstances, which I cannot con-

irol, do not allow me to engage in any elaborate di»>

cussion. I have therefore resolved to write you a letter,

with the same freedom which I should use, if writing

not for the public, but to a friend. Perhaps it may

meet the wants, and suit the frank spirit of the West,

more than a regular essay. But judge for yourself, and

do what you will with my hasty thoughts.

I begin with expressing my satisfaction in your having

phmted yourself in the West. I am gUd for your own

sake, as well as for the sake of the cause you have

adopted. I say, your own sake. You have choseo

the good part. The first question to be askeil by a

young man entering into active life, is, in what situation

he can find the greatest scope and excitement to bit
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|K>wers and good afTections ? That spliere is the best

for a mab, in which he can best unfold the faculties of a

Alan, in which he can do justice to his whole nature

;

in which his intellecti heart, conscience, will be called

into the most powerful life. I am always discouraged

wlien I hear a young man asking for the easiest con-

dition, when I see him looking out for some beaten

path, in which he may move on mechanically, and with

the least expense of thought or feeling. The young

imaister sometimes desires to become a fixture in an

established congregation, which is bound to its phice of

worship by obstinate ties of habit, and which can there-

fore be kept together with litde effort of his own. If

the congregation happens to be what is called a respecCv

able one, that is, if it happens so far to regard the ruiea

of worldly decorum as never to shock him by immorali-

tiea, and never to force him into any new or strenuoua

6x<ertion for its recovery, so much the better. Such a

minister is among the most pitiable members of die com<

rounity. Happily this exUreme case is rare. But the

case is not rare of those, who, wishing to do good, still

desire to reconcile usefulness with all the comforts of

life, wlio shrink from the hazards, which men take in

other pursuits, who want the spirit of enterprise, who

prefer to reap where others have sowed, and to linger

round the places of their nativity. At a time when men

of other professions pour themselves into the new parts

of the country, and are seeking their fortunes uith

buoyant spirits, and overflowing hopes, the minister

seems little inclined to seek what is better than fortune

in untried fields of labor. Of all men, the minister

should be first to inquire, where shall 1 find the circum-

stances most fitted to wake up my whole souL to task
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ill my (acuities, to inspire a profound interest, to carry

me out of myself? I believe you have asked yourself

this question, and I think you have answered it wisely.

You have thrown yourself into a new country, where

there are admirable materials, but where a congregation

is to be created by your own faithfulness and zeal.

Not even a foundation is laid, on which you can build.

There are no mechanical habits among the people^

which the minister can use as labor-saving machines,

which will do much of his work for him, which will

draw people to church whether he meets their wants or

not. Still more, there are no rigid rules, binding you

down to specific modes of action, cnimpmg your ener^

gies, warring with your individuality. You may preach

in your own way, preach from your observation of tha

effects produced on a free-speaking people. Tradition

does not take the place of your own reason. In addition

to this, you see and feel the pressing need of religious

faistruction, in a region where religious institutions are in

their infancy. That under such circumstances, a man
who starts with the true spirit will make progress, can

hardly be doubted. You have pecuhar trials, but in

these you find impulses, which, I trust, are to carry

you forward to greater usefulness, and to a higher action

of the whole soul.

Boston has sometimes been called the Paradise of

ministers ; and undoubtedly the respect in which the

profession is held, and the intellectual helps afforded

heie, give some reason for the appellation. But tliere

are disadvantages also, and one in particular, to which

you are not exposed. Shall I say a word of evil of this

good city of Boston ? Among all its virtues it does not

abound in a tolerant spirit. The yoke of opinion la a
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heavy one, often crushing individuality of judgment and

action. A censorship, unfriendly to free exertion, is

exercised over the pulpit as well as over other con*

cems. No city in the world is governed so Uttle by a

police, and so much by mutual inspection, and what is

called public sentiment. We stand more in awe of one

another, than most people. Opinion u less individual,

or runs more into masses, and often rules with a rod

of iron. Undoubtedly opinion, when enlightened, lofty,

pure, is a useful sovereign ; but in the present imper

feet state of society, it has its evib as well as benefits.

It suppresses the grosser vices, rather than favors the

higher virtues. It favors public order, rather than

originality of thought, moral energy, and spiritual life.

To prescribe its due bounds, is a very difficult problem.

Were its restraints wholly removed, the decorum of the

pulpit would be endangered ; but that these restraints

are excessive in this city, and especially in our denomi-

nation, that they often weigh oppressively on the young

minister, and that they often take from ministers of all

ages the courage, confidence, and authority which their

high mission should inspire, cannot, I fear, be denied.

The minister here, on entering the pulpit, too often feels,

that he is to be judged rather than to judge ; that in«

stead of meeting sinful men, who are to be warned or

saved, he is to meet critics to be propitiated or dis-

armed. He feels, that should he trust himself to his

heart, speak without book, and consequently break some

law of speech, or be hurried into some daring hyper*

bole, he should find little mercy. Formerly Felix trem-

bled before Paul ; now the successor of Paul more fre*

quently trembles. Foreigners generally set down as

one of our distinctions, the awe in which we stand of
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opbioo, the want of freedom of speech, the predomi-

Diuce of caution and calculation over impulse. Thii

feature of our society exempts it from some dangers

;

and those persons who see only ruin in the reforming

spirit of the times, will prise it as our best characteris*

tic. Be this as it may, one thing is sure, that it does

not give energy to the minisury, or (avor the nobler

action or higher products of the mind. Your situation

gives you greater freedom. You preach, I understand,

wholly without notes. In this you may carry your

liberty too far. Writing u one of the great means of

giving precision, clearness, consistency, and energy to

thought. Every other sermon, I think, should be writ*

ten, if circumstances allow it. But be who only preach-

es from notes, will never do justice to his own powers

and feelings. The deepest fountains of eloquence with-

in him will not be unsealed. He will never know the

full power given him over his fellow-creatures.

The great danger to a minister at this time u tba

want of life, the danger of being dead while he lives.

Brought up where Christianity is established, he b in

danger of receiving it as a tradition. Brought up,

where a routine of duty b marked out for him, and a

ceruin style of preaching imposed, he is in danger of

preaching from tradition. Ministers are strongly tempt-

ed to say what they are expected to say. Accordingly

their tones and looks too often show, that they under-

sund but superficially what b meant by their words.

You see that they are talking of that which b not r^al

to them. This danger of lifelessness is great in old

congregations, made up of people of steady habits and

respecuble characters. The minister in such a case

b apt to feel as if hb hearers needed no mighty changOf
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tnd ai if bis work were accomplubed, when bit tro-

iaiDf , expressed witb more or less propriety, are re-

ceived with due respect. He ought to feel, that the

people may be spiritually dead with their regukr habits,

as be may be with bis regular preaohmg; that both

may need to be made alive. It is the advantage of

such a situation as you are called to 611, that you can

do nothing without life. A machine in a western pulpit

cannot produce even the show of an effect. The peo-

ple may be less enlightened than we are, more irregular

in habits, more defective in character ; but they must

have living men to speak to them, and must hear a

voice which, whether true or erring, still comes from

the soul, or they cannot be brought to bear. This ii

DO small compensation for many disadvantages.

This Life of which I speak, though easily recognised

by a congregation, cannot be easily described by them,

iust as the most ignorant man can distinguish a living

from a dead body, but knows very little in what vitality

consists. A common mistake is, that Life in the min-

ister is strong emotion. But it consists much more in

the clear perception, the deep conviction of the Reality

of religion, the rtaliiy of virtue, of man's spiritual na-

ture, of God, of Immortality, of Heaven. The tone

which most proves a minister to be alive, is that of calm,

entire confidence in the inUh of what he says, the tone

of a man who speaks of what he has seen and handled,

the peculiar tone which belongs to one who has come

fresh from what he describes, to whom the future world

is a» substantial as the present, who does not echo what

others sa} of the human soul, but feels his own spiritual

nature as others feel their bodies, and to whom God b
as truly present as the nearest fellow-creaiure. Strong
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emotioa in the pulpit ii too often a fever cau^t hj sym-

pathy, or a fervor worked up for the occasion, or a ten-

•ibility belonging more to the nervea than the mind, and

excited by vague views which fade away before the calm

reason. Hence enthusiasts often become skeptics. The
great sign of life is to see and feel, that there is some-

thing real, substantial, inmiortal, in Christian virtue ; to

be conscious of the reality and nearness of your relationa

to God and the invisible world. This b the life, which

the minister needs, and which it is his great work to

communicate. My hope is, that by sending ministerp

mto new situations, where new wants cry to them foi;

supply, a living power may be awakened, to which a

long established routine of labors is not favorable, and

which may spread beyond them to their brethren.

I pass now to another subject. We hear much of

the Catholic religion in the West, and of its threaten*

ing progress. There are not a few here who look upon

this alarm as a pious fraud, who consider the cry of
*' No Popery," as set up by a particular sect to attract

to itself distinction and funds ; but fear is so natural,

and a panic spreads so easily, that I see no necessity of

resorting to so unkind an explanation. It must be con*

fessed that Protestantism enters on the warfare with

Popery under some disadvantages, and may be expected

to betray some consciousness of weakness. Most Prot-

estant sects are built on the Papal foundation. Their

creeds and excommunications embody the grand idea of

Infallibility, as truly as the decrees of Trent and the

Vatican ; and if the people must choose between differ-

ent infallibilities, there is much to incline them to that

of Rome. This has age, tie majority of votes, inoft
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daring assunaption, and bolder denunciation on iu tide.

The popes of our different tecti are ceruinly lest im-

posing to the imagination than the Pope at Rome.

I trust, however, that, with these advantages, Catholi«

cism is still not very formidable. It has something

more to do, than to 6ght with sects; its great foe is

the progress of society. The creation of dark times,

it cannot stand before the light. In this country in par-

ticular, it finds no coadjutors in any circumstances, pas-

sions, or institutions. Catholicism is immovable, and

movement and innovation are the order of the day. It

rejects the idea of melioration, and the passion for im-

provement is inflammg all minds. It takes' its stand in

the Past, and this generation are living b the Future.

It clings to forms, which the mind has outgrown. It

will not modify doctrines in which the intelligence of

the age cannot but recognise the stamp of former igno-

rance. It forbids free inquiry, and inquiry is the spirit

of the age, the boldest inquiry, stopping nowhere, invad-

ing every region of thought. Catholicism wrests from

the people the right to choose their own ministers, and

the right of election is the very essence of our institu-

tions. It establishes an aristocratical priesthood, and

the whole people are steeped in republicanism. It with-

holds the Scriptures, and the age is a reading one, and

reads the more what is forbidden. Catholicism cannot

comprehend that the past is not the present, cannot

comprehend the revolution which the art of priuting

and the revival of learning have effected. Its memory

seems not to come down lower than the middle ages.

It aims to impose restraints on thought, which were

eomparatively easy before the press was set in motion,

and labors to shore up institutions, in utter unconsciout*
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ueu thit the state of society, and the modes of think-

ing on wliich they rested, have passed away.

The political revolutions of the times are eoough to

seal the death-warrant of Catholicism, but it has to en-

counter a far more important spiritual revolution. Ca-

tholicism belongs to what may be called the dogmatical

age of Christianity, the age when it was thought our

religion might be distilled into a creed, which would

prove an eUxir of life to whoever would swallow it.

We have now come to learn, that Christianity u not t

dogma, but a spirit, that its essence is the spirit of its

divine founder, that it is of little importance what church

a man belongs to, or what formuk of doctrines he sub-

scribes, tlmt nothing is important but tlie supreme love,

choice, pursuit of moral perfection, shining forth in the

life and teachings of Christ. This is the true Cath

olic doctrine, the creed of the true Church, gathering

into one spiritual communion all good and holy men

of all ages and regions, and destined to break down all

the earthly clay-built, gloomy barriers, which now sep*

arate the good from one another. To this great idea

of reason and revelation, of the understanding and heart,

of experience and philosophy, to this great truth of an

advanced civilization, Catholicism stands in direct bos*

tility. How sure then is its fall

!

The great foe of the Romish Church is not the theo*

logian. He might be imprisoned, chained, burned. It

is human nature waking up to a consciousness of Its

powers, catching a glimpse of the perfection for uhich

it was made, beginning to respect itself, thirsting for

firee action and developeroent, learning through a deep

consciousness that there is something diviner tlum forms,

pr churches, or creeds, recognising in Jesus Christ ita
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own celestial model, and claiming kindred with all wna

have caught any portion of his spiritual life and disin«

terested love ; here, here is the great enemy of Ca-

tholicism. I look confidently to the ineradicable, ever*

unfolding principles of human nature, for the victory

over all superstitions. Reason and conscience, the

powers by which we discern the true and the right, are

immorul as their author. Oppressed for ages, they yet

live. Like the central fires of the earth, they can

heave up mountains. It is encouraging to see under

what burdens and clouds they have made their way ; and

we must remember, that, by every new developement,

they are brought more into contact with the life-giving,

omnipotent truth and character of Jesus Christ. It

makes me smile, to hear immortality claimed for Catholi*

cism or Protestantism, or for any past interpretatioDf

of Christianity ; as if the human soul had exhausted it*

elf in its infant efforts, or as if the men of one or a

few generations could bind the energy of human thought

and affection for ever. A theology at war with the

laws of physical nature would be a battle of no doubt*

ful issue. The hws of our spiritual nature give still

less chance of success to the system, which would

thwart or stay them. The progress of the individual

and of society, which has shaken the throne of Home,

IS not an accident, not an irregular spasmodic effort,

but the natural movement of the soul. Catholicism

must fall before it. In truth, it is very much fallen

already. It exists, and will long exist as an outward

institution. But compare the Catholicism of an intelli*

gent man of the nineteenth century with what it was in

the tenth. The name, the letter remain,— how chang-

ed the cpirit I The silent reform spreading in the verj
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bosom of Catholicism, is as important as tba refor*

mation of the sixteenth centuiji and in truth more ef*

fisctual.

Catbolicbm has always hoped for victory over Proi*

estantism, on the ground of the dissensions of Protet*

tants. But its anticipations have not approached fu^

filment, and they show us how the most sag^ious err,

when they attempt to read futurity. I have long since

learned to hear with composure the auguries of the

worldy wise. The truth is, that the dissensions of Prot-

estantism go (iyr to constitute its strength. Through

them its spirit, which b freedom, the only spirit which

Rome cannot conquer, is kept alive. Had its meok-

bers heen organised, and hound mto a single church,

it would have become a despotism as unrelenting, and

corrupt, and hopeless as Rome. But this is not all.

Protestantism, by being broken into a great variety of

sects, has adapted itself to the various modifications of

human nature. Every sect has embodied religion in •

Ibrm suited to some large class of minds. It has met

some want, answered to some great principle of the

soul, and thus every new denomination has been a new-

standard, under which to gather and hold fast a host

against Rome. One of the great arts, by which Ca*

tbolicism spread and secured its dominion, was its wo»>>

derful fiexibleness, its most skilful adaptation of itself

to the different tastes, passions, wants of men ; and to

this means of influence and dominion. Protestantism

could oppose nothing, but variety of sects. I do not

recollect, that I ever saw this feature of Catholicism

brought out distinctly, and yet nothing in the system hu
tfupressed me more strongly. The Romish religion

eaUs itself one« but it has a singular variety of forms
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Md aspecu. For the lover of forms and outward re-

Ugion, it has a gorgeous ritual. To the mere man of

the world, it shows a pope on the throne, bishops in

palaces, and all the splendor of earthly dominion. At

the same time, for the sell-denying, ascetic, mystical,

and fanatical, it has all the forms of monastic life. To
bim, who would scourge himself into godliness, it offers

% whip. For him who would starve himself into spir-

ituality, it provides the mendicant convents of 6t. Fran*

CIS* For the anchorite, it prepares the death-like si*

lence of La Trappe. To the passionate young woman,

it presents the raptures of St. Theresa, and the mar-

riage of 6t. Catharine with her Saviour. For the rest*

less pilgrim, whose piety needs greater variety than the

cell of the monk, it offers shrines, tombs, relics, and

other holy places in Christian lands, and above all, the

holy sepulchre near Calvary. To the generous, sym-

pathizing enthusiast, it opens some fraternity or sister-

hood of Charity. To him, who inclines to take heaven

by violence, it gives as much penance as be can ask

;

and to the mass of men, who wish to reconcile the two

worlds, it promises a purgatory, so (ar softened down

by the masses of the priest and the prayers of the

faithful, that its fires can be anticipated without over-

whelming dread. This composition of forces in the

Romish Church seems to me a wonderful monument of

skill. When, in Rome, the traveller sees by the side of

the purple, lackeyed cardinal, the begging friar ; when,

under the arches of St. Peter, he sees a coarsely dress

ed monk holding forth to a ragged crowd ; or w!)en,

beneath a Franciscan church, adorned with the mc&t

precious works of art, he meets a charnel-house, where

the bones of tbe dead brethren are built into walls, be-
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tweeii which the Uviog walk to read their mortality;

he is amazed, if he gives himself time for reflectioq,

at the mfinite variety of machinery which Catholicism

has hrought to hear on the human mind ; at the sag^i*

ty with which it has adapted itself to the various tastes

and propensities of human nature. Protestantism at-

tains this end hy more simple, natural, and in the main

more effectual ways. All the great principles of our

nature are represented in different sects, which havo

on the whole a keener passion for self-aggrandisement

than the various orders in the Romish Church, and thus

men of all varieties of mind find something congenial*

find a ckss to sympathize with.

And, here, I cannot hut observe, that Episcopacy

renders good service to the Protestant cause. With-

out being thoroughly Protestant, it is especially efficient

against Catholicism ; and this good work it does by its

very proximity to Rome. From the wide diffiision and

long continuance of Catholicism, we may he sure that

it embodies some great idea, and answers some want,

which is early and powerfully developed in the progress

of civilization. There u of consequence a tendency

to Catholicism in society, though more and more re

strained by higher tendencies. Happily, Episcopacy

is built on the same great idea, but expresses it in a

more limited and rational form. It is Catholicism im-

proved, or mother church with a lower mitre and a less

royal air ; and by meeting the want which carries men

to the Romish Church, stops numbers on th^ir way to

it. Hence, Catholicism hates Episcopacy more than

any other form of dissent. Secu are apt to hate etioli

other in proportion to their proximity. The old prov*

erb that two of a trade cannot apee, applies to i^ftt
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poo u strooglj as to commoo life. ^^ The amount is,

that CathoiicisiQ derives little aid from Protestant di-

visions. In an age as unimproved in Christianity as tht

present, these divbions are promising symptoms. They

prevent men from settling down in a rude Chrbtianity.

They keep alive inquiry and zeal. They are essential

10 freedom and progress. Without these, Protestantism

would be only a new edition of Catholicism ; and the

old pope would certainly beat any new one who could

be arrayed against him.

Do you ask me, how I think Catholicum may be

most successfully opposed ? I know but one way.

Spread just, natural, ennobling views of religion. Lift

men above Catholicism, by showing them the great

spiritual purpose of Christianity. Violence will avail

Rothing. Romanism cannot be burned down, like the

convent at Charlestown. That outrage bound every

Catholic faster to his church, and attracted to it the

sympathies of the good. Neither b Popery to be sub-

dued by virulence and abuse. The priest can caU as

hard names as the Protestant pastor. Neither do I

think that any thing b to be gained by borrowing from

the Catholic Church her forms, and simihr means of

influence. Borrowed forms are peculiarly formal. No
sect will be benefited by forms which do not grow from

its own spirit. A sect which has true life, will seise

by instinct the emblems and rites, which are in accord-

ance with itself; and, without life, it will only find in

borrowed rites its winding-sheet. It b not uncommon

lo hear persons who vbit Catholic countries, recom-

mending the introduction of thb or that usage of Ho*

manism among ourselves. For example, they enter

Catholic churches and see at all hours worshippers be-
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fore one or inotber altari and contraBting with this iho

desertioo of our bouses of worship during the week'i

doubt whether we ire as pious, and wish to open tlie

doors of our sanctuaries, that Protestants may at aH

hours approve themselves as devoted as the Papirts.

Now such reconunendations show a misconception of

the true foundation and spirit of Roman usages. In the

case before us, nothing is more natural than that Cath-

olics should go to churches or public places to prajr.

In the first place, in the southern countries of Europe,

where Catholicism first took its form, the people live in

public. They are an outdoor people. Their domestic

occupations go on m the outward air. That they should

perform their private devotions m public, b in harmony'

with all their habits. What a violence it would be ta

ours ! In the next pkice, the Catholic believes that

the church has a peculiar sanctity. A prayer ofifered

from its floor finds its way to heaven more easily than

from any other spot. The pernicious superstition of

his religion carries him to do the work of his religioa

in one consecrated place, and therefore he does it the

less elsewhere. Again: Catholic churches are attrac-

tive from the miraculous virtue ascribed to the images

which are worshipped there. Strange, monstrous as

the superstition is, yet nothing is more common in Cath-

olic countries than the ascription of this or that super-

natural agency to one or another shrine or statue. A
saint, worshipped at one place, or under one image, wiU

do more, than if worshipped elsewhere. I recollect

asking an Italian, why a certain church of rather hum«

ble appearance, in a large city, was so much fi'ei|uented^

He smiled, and told me, that the Virgin, who was

adored there, was thought particubrly propitiout lo
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those who had bought tickets io the lottery Once

more, we can easily conceive why visiting the churches,

for daily prayer, has been encouraged by the priesthood*

The usage brought the multitude still more under priest-

ly power, and taught them to associate their most se-

cret aspirations of piety with the church. Who, that

takes all these circumstances into consideration, can

expect Protestants to imiute the Catholics in frequent*

ing the church for secret devotion, or can wish it?

Has not Jesus said, *^ When thou prayest, go into thy

closet, and shut thy door, and pray to thy Father, who

seeth in secret'*? Catholicism says, *^When thou

prayest, go into the public church, and pray before the

multitude." Of the little efficacy of thb worship we

have too painful proofs. The worship of the churches

of luly is directed chiefly to the Virgin. She is wor-

shipped as the Virgin, The great idea of this Catho-

lic deity is purity, chastity ; and yet, unless all travel-

lers deceive us, the country where she is worshipped is

disflgured by licentiousness, beyond all countries of the

civilized world. I return to my position. We need bor-

row nothing from Catholicism. Episcopacy retained

(did not borrow) as much of the ritual of that church

as b wanted in the present age, for those among us

who have Catholic propensities. Other sects, if they

need forms, must originate them, and this they must do

not mechanically, but from the promptings of the spir-

itual life, from a thirst for new modes of manifesting

their religious hopes and aspirations. Woe to that

church, which looks round for forms to wake it up to

spiritual life. The dying man is not to be revived by

I new dress, however graceful. The disease of a Ian*

guid sect is too deep to be healed by ceremonies. It
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needs deeper modes of cure. Let it get life, aad it will

naturally create the emblenia or rites which it oeeds to

express and maiDtain its spiritual force.

The great instrument of bfluence and dominion ia

the Catholic Church, is one which we should shudder

to borrow, but which nuiy still give unportant hiats as

to the means of promoting religion. I refer tc Con-

fession. Nothing too bad can be said of this. By
laying open the secrets of all hearts to the priest, it

makes the priest the master of all. Still, to a good

man it gives the power of doing good, a power, which,

I doubt not, is often conscientiously used. It gives

to the religious teacher an access to men's minds and

eonscience, such as the pulpit does not furnish. In*

stead of scattering generalities among the crowd, he

can administer to each soul the very instruction, wam«>

ing, encouragement it needs. In Catholic countries

there is little preaching, nor is it necessary. The con*

fessional is far more powerful than the pulpit. And
what do we learn from this ? That Protestants should

adopt confession ? No. But the question arises, wheth-

er the great principle of confession, that on which its

power rests, viz. access to the individual mind, may
not be used more than it is by Protestimt teachers;

whether such access may not be gained by honorable

and generous means, and so used as to be guarded

against abuse. Preaching is now our chief reliance

;

but preaching b an arrow which shoots over many

hoads, and flies wide of the hearts of more. Its aim is

too vague to do much execution. It b melancholy to

think how little clear knowledge on the subject of duty

and religion, is communicated by the pulpit, and how

often the emotion which it excites, for want of clear
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riewi, for wint of wbdom, mm into morbidness m
excess. No art, no science is tiught so vaguely u
religion from the pulpit. No book is so read or ex«

pounded as the Bible is, that is, in minute fragments,

and without those helps of method, by which all other

branches are taught. Is not a freer, easier, opener com-

munication with his pupils needed, than the minister

does or can hold from the pulpit ? Should not modes

of teaching and mtercourse be adopted, by which ha

can administer truth to different minds, according to

dieir various capacities and wants. Must not he rely

less on preaching, and more on more familiar com*

munication.

This question becomes of more importance, because

k is very plain that preaching is becoming less and less

efficacious. Preaching b not what it was in the first

age of Christianity. Then, when there was no print*

ing, comparatively no reading, Christianity could only be

spread by the living voice. Hence to preach became

synonymous with teaching. It was the great means of

access to the multitude. Now the press preaches m*

comparably more than the pulpit. Through this, all

i^re permitted to preach. Woman, if she may not

speak in the church, may speak from the printing room,

and her touching expositions of religion, not learned in

theological institutions, but in the schools of affection,

of sorrow, of experience, of domestic change, some*

limes make their way to the heart more surely than the

minister's homilies. The result is, that preaching does

not hold the place now, which it had in dark and unre-

fined ages. The minister addresses from his pulpit

many as well educated as himself, and almost every

parishioner has at home better sermons than ha bean
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in public. The minister, too, has competitors in the

laity, as they are called, who very wisely refuse to

leave to him the monopoly of public speaking, and who

are encroaching on his province more and more. In

this altered condition of the world, the mmistry b to

undergo important changes. What they must be, I

have not time now to inquire. I will only say, that the

vagueness which belongs to so much religious instmctioo

from the pulpit, must give place to a teaching which

shall meet more the wants of the individual, and the

wants of the present state of society. Oreat principles

must be expounded in accommodation to different ages,

capacities, stages of improvement, and an mtercourtp

be established by wliich all classes may be helped to ap-

ply them to their own particular conditions. How shall

Christianity be brought to bear on the bdividual, and

on society at the present moment, in its present strug-

gles ? This is the great question to be solved, and the

reply to it will determine the form which the Chrbtian

ministry is to take. I imagine, that in seeking the sokr*

tion of this problem, it will be discovered, that the

ministry must have greater freedom than in past times.

It will be discovered, that the bdividual minbter must

not be rigidly tied down to certain establbhed modes of

operation, that he must not be required to cast lib

preaching into the old mould, to circumscribe himself

to the old topics, to keep in motion a machinery which

others have invented, but that he will do most good if

left to work according to his own nature, according to

the promptings of the Holy Spirit within his own breast.

I imagine it will be discovered, that, as justice may be

adminbtered without a wig, and the executive function

without a crown or sceptre, so Chrbtianity may bt
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ftdministered in more natural and less formal ways than

have prevailed, and that the minister, in growing less

Cechnical, will find religion becoming, to himself and oth-

ers, a more living reality. I imagine, that our present

religious organizations will silently melt away, and that

hierarchies will be found no more necessary for religion

than for literature, science, medicine, law, or the ele*

gant and useful arts. But I will check these imagin-

ings. The point from which I started was, that Ca*

tholicism might teach us one element of an effectual min*

istry, that the Protestant teacher needs and should seek

access to the mdividual mind, beyond what he now

possesses ; and the point at which I stop is, that this

access is to be so sought and so used, as not to in«

firinge religious liberty, the rights of private judgment,

the free action of the individual mind. Nothing but

this liberty can secure it from the terrible abuse to

which it has been exposed in the Catholic Church.

In the free remarks, which I have now made on

certain denominations of Christians, I have been in-

fluenced by no unkindness or disrespect towards the

individuals who compose them. In all sects I recog-

nise joyfully true disciples of the common Master.

Catholicism boasts of some of the best and greatest

names in history, so does Episcopacy, so Presbyteri*

anism, Lc, I exclude none. I know that Christianity

IS mighty enough to accomplish its end in all. I cannot

however speak of religious, any more than of political

parties, without betraying the little respect I have for

them as parties. There b no portion of human history

more humbling than that of sects. When I mediute

on the grand moral, spiritual purpose of Christianity,

fi which all its glory consists ; when I consider bow
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plainly Christiaoity attaches importance to nothiog but

to the moral excellence, the disinterested, divine virtue,

which was embodied in the teaching and life of its

founder ; and when from this position I look down on

the sects which have figured, and now figure in the

church ; when I see them making such a stir about

matters generally so unessential ; when I see them seis-

ing on a disputed and disputable doctrine, making it a

watch-word, a test of God's favor, a bond of com-

munion, a ground of self-complacency, a badge of pe-

culiar holiness, a warrant for condemning its rejectors,

however imbued with the spirit of Christ ; when I see

them overlooking the weightier matters of the law, and

laying infinite stress here on a bbhop and prayer-book,

there on the quantity of water applied in baptism, and

there on some dark solution of an incomprehensible

article of faith ; when I see the mock dignity of their

exclusive claims to truth, to churchship, to the prom-

bes of God's word ; when I hear the mimic thunder-

bolts of denunciation and excommunication, which they

delight to hurl ; when I consider how their deep theol-

ogy, in proportion as it is examined, evaporates into

words, how many opposite and extravagant notions are

covered by the same broad shield of mystery and tradi-

tion, and how commonly the persuasion of infallibility

b proportioned to the absurdity of the creed ; when 1

consider these things, and other matters of like impoit,

I am lost in amazement at the amount of arrogant folly,

of self-complacent intolerance, of almost incredible blind-

ness to the end and essence of Christianity, which the

history of sects reveals. I have indeed profound re-

spect for individuab in all communions of Cbrbtbns.

But on iecu, and on the spirit of sactSt I mut$ be
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allowed to look with grief, shame, pity, I bad almost

laid, contempt. In passing these censures, I claim no

superiority. I am sure there are thousands of all sects,

who think and feel as I do in this particukr, and who,

far from claiming superior intelligence, are distinguished

hy following oiit the plain dictates, the natural impulses,

and spontaneous judgments of conscience and commco

sense.

It b time for me to 6nbh this letter, which indeed

has grown under my hands beyond all reasonable bounds.

But I must add a line or two in reply to your invitation

to visit you. You say, that Kentucky will not exclude

me for my opinions on slavery. I rejoice to hear it,

not for my own sake, but for the sake of the country.

I rejoice in a tolerant spirit, wherever manifested.

What you say accords with what I have heard, of the

frank, liberal character of Kentucky. All our accounts

of the West make me desire to visit it. I desire to see

nature under new aspects ; but still more to see a new

form of society. I hear of the defects of the West

;

but I learn that a man there feels himself to be a man,

that he has a self-respect which is not always to be found

in older communities, that he speaks his mind freely,

that he acts more from generous impubes, and less from

selfish calculations. These are good tidings. I re-

joice that the intercourse between the East and West

is increasing. Both will profit. The West may learn

(rom us the love of order, the arts which adorn and

cheer life, the institutions of education and religion,

which lie at the foundation of our greatness, and may

give us in return the energies and virtues which belong

to and distinguish a fresher state of society. 8uch tx-
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changes I regard as the roost precious fruits of the

Union, worth roore than exchanges of products of in-

dustry, and they will do more to bind us together at

one people.

You press roe to coroe and preach in your part of

the country. I should do it cheerfully if I could. It

would rejoice me to bear a testiroony, however feeble,

to great truths in your new settleroents. I confess,

however, that I fear, that my education -vould unfit

me for great usefulness among you. I fear that the

habits, rules, and criticisms, under which I have grown

up, and ahnost grown old, have not left me the freedom

and courage which are needed in the style of address

best suited to the Western people. I have fought

against these chains. I have hibored to be a free man,

but in tlie state of the ministry and of society here,

freedom is a hard acquisition. I hope the rising gen«

eration will g^ it more easily and abundantly than their

fathers.

I have only to add, my young brother, roy best wishes

for your usefulness. I do not ask for you enjoyment.

I ask for you soroething better and greater, something

which includes it, even a spirit to live and die for a

cause, which is dearer than your own enjoyment. If

I were called to give you one rule, which your situation

demands above all others, it would be this. Live a life

of faith and hope. Believe in God's great purposes to«

wards the human race. Believe in the mighty power of

truth and love. Believe in the onmipotence pf Chris-

tianity. Believe that Christ lived and died to bieatbo

bto his church and into society a diviner spirit thai

now exists. Believe in the capacities and greatness of

bumaa nature. Believe that the celestial virtue, r*-
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vealed in the life and teaching of Jesus Christ, is not

bright vision for barren admiration, but b to become

fli reality m your own and others' soub. Cany to your

work a trustful spirit. Do not waste your breath in

wailing over the times. Strive to make them better. Do
not be dbheartened by evib. Feel through your whole

soul, that evil b not the mightiest power in the uni-

verse, that it b permitted only to cidl forth the energy

of love, wbdom, persuasion, and prayer for its remov

•1. Settle it in your mbd, that a minister can never

speak an effectual word without faith. Be strong in the

Lord and the power of his might. Allow me to say,

that I have a good hope of you. I learned some time

ago, from one of your dear friends, that you compre-

hended the grandeur of your work as a Chrbtian minis-

ter. I learned that the pulpit, from which a divinely

moved teacher communicates everlasting truths, seemed

to you more glorious than a throne. I learned, that

you had come to understand what is the greatest power

which God gives to man, the power of acting gener-

ously on the soul of his brother ; of communicating to

others a divine spirit, of awakening in others a heavenly

life, which b to outlive the stars. I then feh that you

would not bbor w vain. You have indeed peculiar

trials. You are dwelling far from your brethren, but

there is a sense of God's presence more cheering than

the dearest human society. There is a consciousness

of working with God, more strengthening than all hu-

man cooperation. There is a sight, granted to the

pure mind, of the cross of Christ, which makes pri-

vations and sufferings in the cause of his truth seen*

light, which makes us sometimes to rejoice in tribula-

tion, like the primitive heroes of our faith. My young
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brother, I wish you tbesa blessings. What else ought

I to wish for you ?

This letter, you will perceive, b written in great

haste. The opinions indeed have been deliberately

formed ; but they probably might have been expressed

with greater caution. If it will serve, in your judg*

ment, the cause of truth, freedom, and rehgion, you

are at liberty to insert it in your work.

Your sincere firiend,

William £. Chaknimo*
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CREEDS.





ON CREEDS.

Mk ATerskm to human creedf u bondi of Chnttuui

iinioDi at conditions of Christian fellowship, as means

of iastening chains on men's mindsy constantly puns

strength.

My first objection to them is, that they separate us

from Jesus Christ. To whom am I to go for my
knowledge of the Christian religion, but to the Great

Teacher, to the Son of God, to him in whom the ful-

ness of the divinity dwelt. This is my great privilege

as a Christian, that I may sit at the feet not of a human

but divbe master, that I may repair to him in whom
truth lived and spoke without a mixture of error ; who

was eminendy the Wisdom of God and the light of the

world. And shall man dar^ to interpose between me
and my heavenly guide and Saviour, and prescribe to

me the articles of my Christian (aith ? What is the

state of min4» la which I shall best learn the truth ? Il

b that, in which I forsake all other teachers for Christ,

in which my mind is brought nearest to him ; it is that

in which I lay myself open most entirely to the impres-

lions of his mind. Let me go to Jesus with a human

voice sounding in my ears, and telling me what 1 must
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bear fioin the Great Teacher, and how can I listen to

him in singleness of heart ? All Protestant sects in-

deed tell the learner to listen to Jesus Christ ; but most

of them shout around him their own articles so vehe-

mently and imperiously, that the voice of the heavenly

master is well nigh drowned. He is told to listen to

Christ, but told that he will be danmed, if he receives

any lensons but such as are taught in the creed. He
if told that Christ's word is alone infallible, but that

unless it b received as interpreted by fallible men, ho

will be excluded from the communion of Christians.

Thb b what shocks me in the creed-maker. He inter*

poses himself between me and my Saviour. He dares

oot trust me alone with Jesus. He dares not leave

me to the word of God. Thb I cannot endure. The
nearest possible communication with the mind of Christ,

b my great privilege as a Christian. I must learn

Christ's truth from Christ himself, as he speaks in the

records of hb life, and in the men whom he trained

ap and supematurally prepared to be hb witnesses to

the world. On what ground, I ask, do the creed^makers

demand assent to their articles as condition of church

membership or salvation ? What has conferred on them

infallibility ? *' Show me your proofs," I say to them,

** of Christ speaking in you. Work some miracle.

Utter some prophecy. Show me something divine in

you, which other men do not possess. Is it possible,

that you are unaided men, like myself, having no more

right to interpret the New Testament than myself, and

that you yet exalt your interpretations as infaliible stand-

ards of truth, and the necessary conditions of salva-

tion. Stand out of my path. I wish to go \o the

master. Have you words of greater power than his ?
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Can you speak to the human conscience or heart in a

mightier voice than he ? What is it which emboldeat

you to tell me what I must learn of Christ or be

lost?''

I cannot but look on human creeds with feelings ap-

proachmg contempt. When I bring them mto contrast

with the New Testament, into what insignificance do

they sink I What are they? Skeletins, freezing ab-

stractions, metaphysical expressions of unintelligible dog-

mas ; and these I am to regard as the expositions of the

fresh, living, infinite truth which came firom Jesus I I

might with equal propriety be required to hear and re-

ceive the lispings of infancy as the expressions of wis-

dom. Creeds are to the Scriptures, what rush-lights

are to the sun. The creed-maker defines Jesus in hall

a dozen lines, perhaps in metaphysical terms, and calls

me to assent to this account of my Saviour. I learn

. less of Christ by this process, than I should learn of

the sun, by being told that this glorious luminary is a

circle about a foot in diameter. There is but one way

of knowing Christ. We must pkce ourselves near hiro,

see him, hear him, follow him from his cross to the

heavens, sympathize with him and obey him, and thus

catch clear and bright glimpses of his divine glory.

Christian Truth is Infinite. Who can think of shut-

ting it up m a few lines of an abstract creed ? You
might as well compress the boundless atmosphere, the

fire, the all-pervading light, the firee winds of the uni-

verse, bto separate parceb, and weigh and label them,

as break up Christianity into a few propositions. Chris-

tianity is freer, more illimitable, than the light or the

winds. It is too mighty to be bound down by man's

puny bands. It b a spirit rather thaa a rigid doctrioey
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the fpirit of boundluts loye. The Infinite cannot bo

defined tnd measured out like a hunum manufiustura.

It cannot be reduced to a system. It cannot be com*

prehended in a set of precise ideas. It is to be felt

rather than described. The spiritual impressions which

a true Christian receives firom the character and leach*

ings of Christ, and in which the chief eflicacy of the re-

ligioo lies, can be pooriy brought out b words. Wordi

are but brief, rude hints of a Christian's mind. His

thoughts and feelings overflow them. To those who

feel as he does, he can make himself known ; for such

can understand the tones of the heart ; but he can no

more lay down his religion in a series of abstract propo-

sitions, than he can make known in a few vague terms

the expressive features and inmost soul of a much-loved

friend. It has been the fault of all sects, that ihey

have been too anxious to define their religion. They

have labored to circumscribe the bfinite. Christianity,

u it exists in the mind of the true disciple, is not made

up of fragment, of separate ideas which he can ex«

press in detached propositions. It is a vast and ever*

unfolding whole, pervaded by one spirit, each precept

and doctrine deriving its vitality fifom its union with

all. When I see this generous, heavenly doctrine com-

pressed and cramped in human creeds, I feel o I

should were I to see screws and chains applied to the

countenance and limbs of a noble fellow-creature, de«

forming and destroying one of the most beautiful work|

of God.

From the Infinity of Christian truth, of which I hav«

spoken, it follows that our views of it must always be

very imperfect, and ought to be continually enlarged.

The wisest theologians are children who have caught
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but faint glimpses of the religion ; who have taken bm
tbeir first lessons ; and whose business it is '* to grow

m the knowledge of Jesus Christ." Need I say how

hostile to this growth b a fixed creed, beyond which

we must pever wander ? Such a religion as Christ'a

demands the highest possible activity and fireedom of

the soul. Every new gleam of light should be welcom*

ed with joy. £very hint should be followed out with

eagerness. Every whisper of the divine voice m the

soul should be heard. The love of Christian truth

should be so intense, as to make us willing lo part with

all other things for a better comprehension of it. Who
does not see that human creeds, setting bounds to

thought, and telling us where all inquiry must stop»

tend to repress this holy zeal, to shut our eyes on new

jUuinination, lo hem us within the beaten paths of man's

construction, to arrevi that perpetual progress which

is the life and glory of an immortal mind.

Ii 4 aiioilier and great objection to creeds, that, wher*

ever they acquire authority, they interfere with that sim*

plicity and godly sincerity, on which the efficacy of re-

ligious teaching very much depends. That a minister

should speak with power, it b important that he should

speak from hb own soul, and not studiously conform

himself to modes of speaking which others have adopt-

ed. It is important that he should g^ve out the truth

m the very form in which it presents itself to his nund,

m the very words which offer themselves spontaneously

as the clothing of hb thoughts. To express our own

minds frankly, directly, fearlessly, b the way to reach

other minds. Now it is the effect of creeds to check

tbb firee utterance of thought. The minister must seek

words which will not clash with the consecrated arti-
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cles of his church* If new ideas spring up in his inmd,

not altogether consonant with what the creed-monger has

estahlished, ha must cover them with mistj huiguage.

If he happen to doubt the standard of his church,

be must stram its phraseology, must force it beyond

its ob?ious import, that he may give his assent to it

without departures firora truth. AU these processes

roust have a blighting effect on the mind and heart.

They impair self-respect. They cloud the mteUectual

eye. They accustom men to tamper with truth. In

proportion as a man dilutes his thought and suppresses

hb conviction, to save his orthodoxy from suspicion

;

m proportion as he borrows his words from others, in-

stead of speaking in his own tongue ; in proportion as

be distorts kmguage from its common use, that he may

stand well with his party; b that proportion he clouds

and degrades his btellect, as well as undemunes the

manliness and integrity of his character. How deeply

do I commiserate the mmister, who, in the warmth and

freshness of youth, b visited with glimpses of higher

truth than is embodied in the creed, but who dares not

be just to himself, and is made to echo what is not the

simple, natural expression of his own mbd ! Better

were it for us to beg our bread and clothe ourselves in

Tags, than to part with Christian simplicity and frank-

ness. Better for a minbter to preach in bams or the

open air, where he may speak the truth from the ful-

ness of his soul, than to lift up m cathedrals, amidst

pomp and wealth, a voice which is not true to his in-

ward thoughts. If they who wear the chains of creeds,

once knew the happiness of breathing the air of free-

dom, and of moving with an unincumbered spirit, no
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weMi or power in the world's fffh would bribe tbem to

part with their spiritual liberty.

Another sad effect of creeds isy that they favor un

belief. It is not the object of a creed to express the

shnple truths of our religion, though b these its efficien-

cy chiefly lies, but to embody and decree those myste-

ries about which Christians have been contending. I use

the word *' mysteries," not in the Scriptural but popular

sense, as meaning doctrines which give a shock to the

reason and seem to contradict some acknowledged truth.

Such mysteries are the staples of creeds. The celestial

virtues of Christ's character, these are not inserted into

articles of faith. On the contrary, doctrines which from

their darkness or unintelligibleness have provoked con*

troversy, and which owe their importance very much to

the circumstance of having been fought for or fought

against for ages, these are thrown by the creed-makers

into the foremost ranks of the religion, and made its

especial representatives. Chrbtianity as set forth in

creeds is a propounder of dark sayings, of riddles, of

knotty propositions, of apparent contradictions. Who,

on reading these standards, would catch a glimpse of the

simple, pure, benevolent, practical character of Christi-

anity ? And what is the result ? Christianity becoming

identified, by means of creeds, with so many dark doc-

trines, is looked on by many as a subject for theologians

to quarrel about, but too thorny or perplexed for com*

mon minds, while it is spumed by many more as an

insult on human reason, as a triumph of ianatiqbm over

common sense.

It is a little remarkable that most creeds, whilst they

abound in mysteries of human creation, have renounced

ibe great mvstery of religion. There is in religion a
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^eat mystery. 1 refer to the doctrine of Free-will or

moral liberty. How to reconcile this with God's fore-

knowledge and human dependence! is a question which

has perplexed the greatest minds. It is probable that

much of the obscurity arises from our applying to God
the same kind of foreknowledge as men possess by their

acquaintance with causes, and from our supposing the

Supreme Being to bear the same relation to time as

roan. It is probable that juster views on these subjects

will relieve the freedom of the will from some of its

difficulties. Still the difficulties attending it are great.

It is a mystery in the popular sense of the word. Now
b it not strange that theologians who have made and

swallowed so many other mysteries, have generally re^

jected this, and rejected it on the ground of objections

less formidable than those which may be urged against

their own inventions ? A large part of the Protestant

world have sacrificed man's freedom of will to God's

foreknowledge and sovereignty, thus virtually subverting

all religion, all duty, all responsibility. They have made

man a machine, and destroyed the great distinction be-

tween him and the bnite. There seems a fatality attend-

ing creeds. After burdening Christianity with mysteries

of which it is as innocent as the unborn child, they have

generally renounced the real mystery of religion, of

human nature. They have subverted the foundation

of moral government, by taking from man the only ca-

pacity which makes him responsible, and in this way
have fixed on the commands and threatenings of God
the character of a cruel despotism. What a lesson

against man's attempting to impose his wbdom on his

fellow-creatures u the truth of God I
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ADDBESS ON T£MP£RANC£.

1 SBB before me the representatiTet of vtriouf lociedes

for the promotion of tempennce. It is a good and

great cause, and I shall be grateful to God, if, by tbo

service now allotted me, I can in any degree encourage

them in their work, or throw new light on their path.

The present occasion may well animate a Christian min-

ister. What a noble testimony does this meeting bear

to the spirit and influences of the Christian (aith ! Why
Is this multitude brought together ? Not for selfish

gratification, not for any worldly end, but for the jiurposa

of arresting a great moral and social evil, of promoting

the virtue, dignity, well-being of men. And whence

comes this sympathy with the fallen, the guilty, the mis-

erable ? Have we derived it from the schools of ancient

philosophy, or from the temples of Greece and Rome }

No. We inherit it from Jesus Christ. We have

caught it firom his lips, his life, his cross. This meet-

ing, were we to trace its origin, would carry us back to

Dethlehem and Calvary. The impulse which Chnil
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gave to the bunuui soul, baviog endured for ages, is now

manifesting itself more and more, in new and increasing

efforts of philanthropy for the redemption of the world

from '^very form of evil. Within these walls the authori-

ty of Christ has sometimes been questioned, his charac*

ter traduced. To the blasphemer of that holy name,

what a reply is furnished by the crowd which these walls

now contain I A religion, which thus brings and knits

men together, for the help, comfort, salvation of their

erring, lost fellow-creatures, bears on its (ront a broad,

bright, unambiguous stamp of Divinity. Let us be grate-

ful that we were born under its light, and more grateful

still if we have been, b any measure, baptized mto its

disinterested and divine love.

I cannot hope, in the present stage of the temperance

effort, to render any important aid to your cause by nov-

elty of suggestion. Its friends have thoroughly explored

the ground over which I am to travel. Still every man,

who is accustomed to think for himself, is naturally at-

tracted to particular views or points in the most familiar

subject ; and, by concentrating his thoughts on these, be

sometimes succeeds in giving them a new prominence,

m vindicating their just rank, and b securing to them an

attention which they may not have received, but which

is their due.

On the subject of intemperance, I have sometimes

thought, perhaps without foundation, that its chief, essen-

tial evil was not brought out as thoroughly and frequent-

ly as its secondary evils, and that there was not a suffi-

cient conviction of the depth of its causes and of the

remedies which it demands. With these impressions,

I bvite your attention to the following topics :— the

peat essential evil of btemperance,— the extent of iu
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temptalioDs,—*iis cauiei,— the mesDi of iu preveoiioo

fkr cure.

I. I begin with asking, what is the great, essential

evil of intemperance ? The reply is given, when I say,

that intemperance is the voluntary tsHnction of r$amm.

The great evil is inward or spiritual. The intemperate

man divests himself, for a time, of his rational and moral

nature, casts from himself self-consciousness and self-

command, brings on phrensy, and, by repetition of this

insanity, prostrates more and more his rational and moral

powers. He sins inunediately and directly against the

rational nature, that divine principle, which distinguishes

between truth and falsehood, between right and wrong

action, which distinguishes man from the brute. This is

the essence of the vice, what constitutes its peculiar

guilt and woe, and what should particularly impress and

awaken those who are laboring for its suppression. All

the other evib of intemperance are light compared with

this, and almost all flow from this ; and it is right, it b
to be desired, that all other evils should be joined with

and follow this. It is to be desired, when a man lifts a

suicidal arm against his highest life, when he quenches

reason and conscience, that he and all others should re*

ceive solemn, startling warning of the greamess of his

guilt ; that terrible outward calamities should bear wit*

ness to the inward ruin which he is working ; that the

hand-writing of judgment and woe on his countenance,

form, and whole condition, should declare what a fearful

thing it is for a man, Ood's rational oflispring, to re-

nounce his reason and become a brute. It is conunon

for those who argue agvi>st intemperance, to describe

the bloated countenance of the drunkard, now flushed

«od now deadly pale. They describe his trembling,
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palsied limhi. They describe bis waniug pjrosperitjTt

his poverty, bis despair. Tbey describe bis desolatey

cbeerless borne, bb cold beartb, bis scanty board, bis

beart-broken wife, tbe squalidness of bis cbildren ; and

we groan in spirit over tbe sad recital. But it is rigbt«

diat all tbis sbould be. It is rigbt, tbat he, who, fore-

Mramed, puts out tbe lights of undersuuiding and con-

science within him, who abandons bis rank among

God's rational creatures, and takes bis place among

brutes, sbould stand a monument of wrath among bis

fellows, sbould be a teacher wherever he is aeen, t

teacher, in every look and motion, of the awful guilt of

destroying reason. Were we so constituted, that reason

could be extinguished, and tbe countenance retain its

freshness, the form its grace, tbe body its vigor, the

outward condition its prosperity, and no striking change

be seen in one's home, so far from being gainers, we
should lose some testimonies of God's parental care.

His care and goodness, as well as his justice, are mani-

fested in tbe fearful mark be has set on the drunkard, in

the blight which falb on all tbe drunkard's joys. These

outward evils, dreadful as they seem, are but faint types

of tbe ruin within. We should see in them God's re^

spect to bis own image in the soul, his parental warnings

against the crime of quenching the intellectual and

moral life

We are too apt to fix our thoughts on the conse-

quences or punishments of crime, and to overlook the

crime itscilf. This is not turning punishment to its high-

est use. Punishment is an outward sign of inward evil

It is meant to reveal something more terrible than itself.

The greatness of punishment is a mode of embodying,

making visible, tbe magnitude of tbe crime to which it
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it attached. The miseries of btemperance, its loaiJi*

Bomeoess, ghastliDess, and pains, are not seen arighit

if they do not represent to us the more fearful desola-

tion wrought by this sb in the soul.

Among the evils of intemperance, much importance

is given to the poverty of which it b the cause. But

this evil, great as it is, is yet light in comparison with

the essential evil of intemperance, which I am so anx

ious to pkce distincdy before you. What matters it

that a man be poor, if he C4urry into his poverty the

spirit, energy, reason, and virtues of a Man ? What
matters it that a man must, for a few years, hve oo

bread and water ? How many of the richest are reduc«

ed by disease to a worse condition than this ? Honest,

virtuous, noble-mbded poverty is a comparatively light

evil. The ancient philosopher chose it as the condi-

tion of virtue. It has been the lot of many a Christian.

The poverty of the intemperate man owes its great

misery to its cause. He who makes himself a beggar,

by having made himself a brute, is miserable indeed.

He who has no solace, who has only agonizing recol-

lections and harrowing remorse, as he looks on his cold

hearth, his scanty table, his ragged children, has indeed

to bear a crushing weight of woe. That he suffers, is

a light thing. That he has brought on himself this suf-

fering by the voluntary extinction of his reason, this is

the terrible thought, the intolerable curse.

We are told, that we must keep this or that man from

drunkenness, to save him firom '* coming on t'« town,**

from being a burden to the city. The motive is not tm

be overlooked ; but I cannot keep my thoughts fixed

for a moment on the few hundred or thousand doUara,

which the intemperate cost. When I go to the poor*
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bouse, and see the degradation, the spiritual weakness,

the abjectness, the half-idiot imbecility written on the

drunkard's countenance, I see a ruin which makes the

cost of his support a grain of dust in the scale. I am
oot sorry that society is taxed for the drunkard. 1

would it were taxed more. I would the burden of sus-

taining him were so heavy, that we should be compelled

to wake up, and ask how he may be saved from ruin.

It b mtended, wisely intended by God, that sin shaU

spread its miseries beyond itself, that no human being

shall suffer alone, that the man who falls shall draw

.others with him, if not into his guilt, at least into a por-

tion of his woe. If one member of the social bodjr

puffer, others must suffer too ; and this is well. This

is one of the dependencies, by which we become inter-

ested in one another's moral safety, and are summoned

to labor for the rescue of the fallen.

Intemperance is to be pitied and abhorred for its own

jake, much more than for its outward consequences.

These consequences owe their chief bitterness to their

criminal source. We speak of the miseries which the

'drunkard carries into his family. But take away his

own brutality, and how lightened would be these mis-

eries. We talk of his wife and children in rags. Let

the rags continue ; but suppose them to be the effects

of an innocent cause. Suppose the drunkard to have

been a virtuous husband, and an affectionate father, and

that sickness, not vice, has brought his family thus low.

Suppose his wife and children bound to him by a strong

lovo, which a life of labor for their support, and of un-

wearied kindness has awakened ; suppose them to know

ihat ins toib for their welfare had broken down his

frama ; suppose him able to say, '* We are poor m this
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world's goods, but rich la affection and religious tnut

1 am going from you ; but I leave you to the Fathei

of the fatherless and to the widow's God." Suppose

this, and how changed these rags I How changed the

cold, naked room ! The heart's warmth can do raucti

to withstand the winter's cold ; and there is hope, there

is honor in this virtuous indigence. What breaks the

heart of the drunkard's wife ? It is not that he is poor,

but that he is a drunkard. Instead of that bloated face,

now distorted with passion, now robbed of every gleam

of intelligence, if the wife could look on an affectionate

countenance, which had for years been the interpreter

of a well principled mind and faithful heart, what to

overwhelming load would be lifted from her. It is a

husband, whose touch i^ polluting, whose infirmities are

the witnesses of his guilt, who has blighted all her hopes,

who has proved false to the vow which made her his

;

it is such a husband who makes home a bell, not one

whom toil and disease and providence have cast on the

care of wife and children.

We look too much at the consequences of vice, too

little at the vice itself. It is vice, which is the chief

weight of what we call its consequence, vice which ig

the bitterness in the cup of human woe.

II. I proceed now to offer some remarks on the

extent of temptations to this vice. And on this point,

I shall not avail myself of the statistics of intemper-

ance. I shall not attempt to number its viptims. I

wish to awaken universal vigilance, by showing that the

teiuptations to this excess are spread through all classes

of society. We are apt to speak as if the laborioua,

uneducated* unimproved, were alone in dagger, and n
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if we ourselves had no interest in this cause, except as

others are concerned. But it is not so ; multitudes in

all classes are in danger. In truth, when we recall the

sad histories of not a few in every circle, who once

stood among the firmest and then yielded to temptation,

we are taught, that none of us should dismiss fear, that

we too may be walking on the edge of the abyss. The
young are exposed to intemperance, for youth wanta

forethought, loves excitement, is apt to place happiness

in gpiyety, is prone to convivial pleasure, and too often

finds or makes this the path to hell; nor are the old

secure, for age unnerves the mind as well as the body,

and silently steab away the power of self-control. The
idle are in scarcely less peril than the over-worked

laborer ; for uneasy cravings spring up in the vacant

mind, and the excitement of intoxicating draughts is

greedily sought as an escape from the intolerable weari-

ness of having nothing to do. Men of a coarse, un-

refined character fall easily into intemperance, because

they see little in its brutality to disgust them. It is a

sadder thought, that men of genius and sensibility are

hardly less exposed. Strong action of the mind is

even more exhausting than the toil of the hands. It

uses up, if I may so say, the finer spirits, and leaves

either a sinking of the system which craves for tonics
|

or a restlessness which seeks relief in deceitful seda-

tives. Besides, it is natural for minds of great energy,

to hunger for strong excitement ; and this, when not

found in innocent occupation and amusement, is too

often sought in criminal indulgence. These remarks

apply peculiarly to men whose genius is poetical, imagi-

native, allied with, and quickened by, peculiar sensibili-

t?. Such men, living m worlds of their own creation.
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kindling themselves with ideal beauty and joy, and kki

often losing themselves in reveries, in which imagina-

tion ministers to appetite, and the sensual triumphs over

the spiritual nature, are peculiarly in danger of losing

the balance of the mind, of losing calm thought, clear

judgment, and moral strength of will, become children

of impulse, learn to despise simple and common pleaa>

ures, and are hurried to ruin by a feverish thirst of high*

wrought, delirious gratification. In such men, these

mental causes of excess are often aggravated by pecii^

liar irritableness of the nervous system. Hence the

records of literature are so sad. Hence the brightest

lights of the intellectual world have so often undergone

disastrous eclipse ; and the inspired voice of genius, so

thrilling, so exalting, has died away in the brutal or idiot

cries of Intemperance. I have now been speaking of

the highest order of intellectual men ; but it may be

said of men of education in general, that they must not

feel themselves beyond peril. It b said, that as large

a proportion of mtemperate men can be found among

those, who have gone through our colleges, as among

n equal number of men m the same sphere of life,

who have not enjoyed the same culture. It must not,

however, be inferred, that the cultivation of the intel-

lect affords no moral aids. The truth is, that its good

tendencies are thwarted. Educated men fall victims to

temptation as often as other men, not because education

is inoperative, but because our public seminaries give

a partial training, being directed almost wholly to the

developement of the intellect, and very little to moral

culture, and still less to the invigoration of the physical

system. Another cause of the evil is probably thi^,

tbit young men, liberally educated, enter on profeuiona
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which gi«re at first little or no occupation, which expose

them, perhaps for years, to the temptations of leisure*,

the most perilous in an age of inexperience and pas-

sion. Accordingly, the ranks of intemperance are re*

cruited from that class which forms the chief hope of

society. And I would I could stop here. But ther«

is another prey on which intemperance seizes, still more

CO be deplored, and that is Woman. I know no sight

on earth more sad, than woman's countenance, which

once knew no suffusion but the glow of exquisite feel

ing, or the blush of hallowed modesty, crimsoned, de

formed by intemperance. Even woman is not safe.

The delicacy of her physical organization exposes her

10 inequalities of feel'mg, which tempt to the seductive

relief given by cordials. Man with his iron nerves lit-

tle knows what the sensitive frame of woman suffers,

how many desponding imaginations throng on her in

her solitudes, bow often she is exhausted by unremit-

ting cares, and how much the power of self-control is

impaired by repeated derangements of her frail system.

The truth should be told. In all our families, no mat-

ter what their condition, there are endangered individ-

uals, and fear and watchfulness in regard to intemper*

ance belong to all.

Do not say, that I exaggerate your exposure to in-

temperance. Let no man say, when he thinks of the

drunkard, broken in health and spoiled of intellect, '^ I

can never so fall." He thought as little of falling in his

earlier years. The promise of his youth was as bright

as yours ; and even after he began his downward course,

he was as unsuspicious as the firmest around him, and

would have repelled as indignantly the admonition to

beware of intemperance The danger of this vice lies
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in its almost imperceptible approach. Few who periab

by it know ita first accesses. Youth does DOt see or

suspect drunkeooess b the sparkling beverage, which

quickens all its susceptibilities of joy. The invalid

does not see it in the cordial, which his physician pre-

scribes, and which gives new tone to his debilitated

organs. The roan of thought and genius detects no

palsying poison in the draught, which seems a spring

of inspiration to intellect and imagination. The lover

of social pleasure Utde dreams, that the glass, which

animates conversation, will ever be drunk in solitude,

and will sink him too low for the intercourse in which

he now delights. Intemperance comes with nobelesa

step, and binds its first cords with a touch too light to

be felt. This truth of mournful experience should be

treasured up by us aU, and should influence the habits

and arrangements of domestic and social life in every

class of the community.

Such b the extent of the temptations of this vice.

It is true, however, that whibt its ravages may be

traced through all conditions, they are chiefly to be

found m the poorer and laboring portions of society.

Here its crimes and woes swell to an amount which

startles and appalls us. Here the evil is to be chiefly

withstood. I shall, therefore, m my following remarks,

confine myself very much to the causes and remedies

of intemperance in this class of the community.

HI. Among the causes of intemperance in the cbuii

of which I have spoken, not a few are to be found io

the present state of society, which every man does

something to confirm, and which brings to most of us

many privileges. On these I shall now insbt, becauai
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they show our obligatioo to do what we can to remove

the evil. It is just, that they who receive good, should

aid those who receive harm from our present social

crg^isation. Uudoubtedly, the primary cause ofio-

temperance is in the btemperate themselves, in their

moral weakness and irresolution, in the voluntary sur-

render of themselves to temptation. Still, society, hy

increasing temptation and diminishing men's power to

resist, becomes responsible for all wide-spread vices,

and is bound to put forth all its energy for their sup-

pression. This leads me to consider some of the causes

tC intemperance, which have their foundation in our

social state.

One cause of the commonness of intemperance in

the present state of things, u the heavy burden of care

and toil which b laid on a large multitude of men.

Multitudes, to earn subsistence for themselves and their

iamilies, are often compelled to undergo a degree of

labor exhausting to the spirits and injurious to health.

Of consequence, relief is sought in stimulants. We do

not find that civilization lightens men's toils ; as yet it

has mcreased them ; and in this effect, I see the sign

of a deep defect in what we call the progress of society.

It cannot be the design of the Creator, that the whole

of life should be spent in drudgery for the supply of

animal wants. That civilization is very imperfect, in

which the mass of men can redeem no time from bodily

labor, for intellectual, moral, and social culture. It

is melancholy to wimess the degradation of multitudes

10 the condition of beasts of burden. Exhausting toils

unfit the mind to withstand temptation. The man,

spent with labor, and cut off by his condition from

higher pleasures, is impelled to seek a deceitful .solace
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ui Mnsual excess. How the coodition of society shall

be so changed as to preveot excessive pressure on any

class, is undoubtedly a hard question. One thing seemi

pUin, that there is no tendency in our present institu*

tions and habiu to brbg relief. On the contrary, rich

and poor seem to be more and more oppressed with in*

cessant toil, exhausting forethought, anxious struggles,

feverish competitions. Some look to legislation to

lighten the burden of the laboring chiss. But equal

laws and civil liberty have no power to remove the

shocking contrast of condition which all civilized com*

munities present. Inward, spiritual improvement, I

believe, b the only sure remedy for social evils. What

we need b a new diffusion of Christian, fraternal love,

to stir up the powerful and prosperous to succour libe-

rally and encourage the unfortunate or weak, and a new

diffusion of intellectual and moral force, to make the

multitude efficient for their own support, to form them

to self-control, and to breathe a spirit of independence,

which will scorn to ask or receive unnecessary relief.

Another cause, intimately connected with the last, is

the intellectual depression and the ignorance to which

many are subjected. They who toil from morning to

night, without seasons of thought and mental improve-

ment, are of course exceedingly narrowed in their fac-

ulties, views, and sources of gratification. The pres-

ent moment, and the body, engross their thoughu. The

pleasures of intellect, of imagination, of taste, of read-

ing, of cultivated society, are almost entirely denied

them. Wliat pleasures but those of the senses remain ?

Unused to reflection and forethought, how dim must

be their perceptions of religion and duty, and how little

fitted are they to cope with temptation I Undoubtedly
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b this country, thb cause of intemperance is less opera-

tive than in others. There is less brutal ignorance

here than ebewhere ; but, on the other hand, the (a<*

cilities of excess are incomparably greater, so that for

the uneducated, the temptation to vice may be stronger

in this than in less enlightened lands. Our outward

prosperity, unaccompanied with proportionate moral and

mental improvement, becomes a mighty impulse to in*

temperance, and thb impube the prosperous are bound

to withstand.

I proceed to another cause of intemperance among

the poor and laboring classes, and that is the general

lensuality and earthliness of the community. There b
mdeed much virtue, much spirituaUty, in the prosperous

cbsses, but it b generally unseen. There is a vastly

greater amount in these classes of worldiness, of de-

votion to the senses, and this stands out in bold relief.

The majority live unduly for the body. Where there is

little intemperance in the common acceptation of that

term, there is yet a great amount of excess. Thou-

sands, who are never drunk, pbce their chief happiness

in pleasures of the table. How much of the intellect

of this community is pabied, how much of the ex-

pression of the countenance blotted out, how much of the

spirit buried, through unwise indulgence ! What is the

great lesson, which the more prosperous classes teach to

the poorer? Not self-denial, not spirituality, not the

great Christian truth, that human happiness lied in the

triumphs of the mind over the body, in inward force

and life. The poorer are taught by the richer, that the

greatest good is ease, indulgence. The voice which

descimds from the prosperous, contradicts the lessons

of Christ and of sound philosophy. It is the sensuality

|
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(be earthliness of those who give the toiie to public seo*.

timent, wbicb is cbargeable witb a vast amount of tbo

iotemperance of the poor. How is tho poor man to

resist intemperance ? Only by a moral force, an en*

ergy of will, a principle of self-denial in his soul. And

where is this taught him ? Does a higher morality come

to him from those whose condition makes them his supe-

riors ? The great inquiry which he hears among tho

better educated is. What shall we eat and drink, and

wherewithal shall we be clothed ? Unceasing struggles

for outward, earthly, sensual good, constitute the chief

activity which he sees around him. To suppose that

the poorer classes should receive lessons of luxury and

self-indulgence from the more prosperous, and should

yet resist the most urgent temptations to excess, is to

expect from them a moral force, in which we feel our-

selves to be sadly wanting. In their hard conflicts, how

little of life-giving truth, of elevating tliought, of heav«

enly aspiration, do they receive from those above them

in worldly condition !

Another cause of intemperance, is the want of self-

respect which the present state of society induces among

the poor and laborious. Just as far as weahh is tho

object of worship, the measure of men*s importance, tho

badge of distinction, so far there will be a tendency to

self-contempt and self-abandonment among those whoso

lot gives them no chance of its acquisition. Such nat-

urally feel as if the great good of life were denied tliom.

They see themselves neglected. Their condition cuts

them off from communication with the improved. They

think they have little suke in the general weal. They

do not feel as if they had a character to lose. Noihing

roralnds them of the greamess of their nature. Noihing
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teaches them, that in their obscure lot they may secure

the highest good on earth. Catching from the general

tone of society the ruinous notion, that wealth is honor

as veil as happbess, they see in their narrow lot noth-

ing to inspire self-respect. In this delusion, they are

not more degraded than the prosperous ; they but echo

the voice of society ; but to them the delusion brings a

deeper, immediate ruin. By sinking them in their own

eyes, it robs them of a powerful protection against low

vices. It prepares them for coarse manners, for gross

pleasures, for descent to brutal degradation. Of all

classes of society, the poor should be treated with pe-

culiar deference, as the means of counteracting their

chief peril ; I mean, the loss of self-respect. But to

all their other evil b added peculiar neglect. Can wa

then wonder that they fall ?

I might name other causes in our social constitution

favoring intemperance ; but I must pass them, and will

suggest one characteristic of our times, which increases

all the tendencies to this vice. Our times are distin-

guished by what is called a love of excitement ; in other

words, by a love of strong stimulants. To be stimulat*

cd, excited, is the universal want. The calmness, so»

briety, plodding industry of our fathers, have been suc-

ceeded by a feverish restlessness. The books that are

read are not the great, standard, immortal works of

genius, which require calm thought, and inspire deep

feeling ; but ephemeral works, which are run through

with a railroad rapidity, and which give a pleasure not

unlike that produced by exhilarating draughts. Busi*

ness is become a race, and is hurried on by the ex-

citement of great risks, and the hope of great proGts

Even religion partakes the general restlessness. In somfl
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places, extnivagiuit measures, whtcb stprm the nervous

system, and drive the more sensitive to the borders of

insanity, are resorted to for its promotion. Everywhere

people go to church to be excited rather than improved.

This thirst for stimulants cannot be shut up in certain

spheres. It spreads through and characterizes the com*

munity. It pervades those classes, who, unhappily, can

afford themselves but one surong stimulus, intoxicating

liquor ; and among these, the spirit of the age breaks

out in mtemperance.

IV. I have now set before you some of the causes

of mtemperance in our present social state ; and this

I have done that you may feel that society, in all its

ranks, especially in the highest, is bound in justice to

resist the evil ; and not only justice, but benevolence

pleads with us to spare no efforts for its prevention or

cure. The thought that in the bosom of our society,

are multitudes standing on the brink of perdition, mul-

titudes who are strongly tempted to debase and destroy

their rational nature, to sink into brutal excess, to seal

their ruin in this world and in the world to come, ought

to weigh on us as a burden, ought to inspire deeper

concern than the visitation of pestilence, ought to rouse

every man who has escaped this degradation, to do what

he may to rescue the iallen, and still more, to save the

falling.

The question now comes, how shall we arrest, how

suppress, this great evil ? Such is our kst inquiry, and

to this I answer, there are two modes of action. To
rescue men, we must act on them inwardly or butward-

ly. We must either give them strength within to with-

ilaiid the temptations to intemperance, or we must r#-
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move these temptations without. We must increase the

powei of resistance, or diminish the pressure which is

to be resisted. Both modes of influence are useful, but

the first incalcukbly the most important. No man is

safe against this foe, but he who is armed with moral

force, with strength in his own soul, with the might of

principle, arid a virtuous will. The great means, then,

of repressing intemperance in those portions of society

which are most exposed to it, is to communicate to

them, or awaken in them, moral strength, the power of

•elf-denial, a nobler and more vigorous action of con*

icience and reUgious principle. In other words, to save

the laboring and poor from intemperance, we must set

In action amongst them, the means of intellectual, mor-

al, and religious improvement. We must strive to ele-

vate them as rational and moral beings, to unfold their

highest nature. It is idle to think, that, whibt these

classes remain the same in other respects, they can be

cured of intemperance. Intemperance does not stand

alone in their condition and character. It is a part or

sign of general degradation. It can only be effectually

removed by exalting their whole character and condi-

tion. To heal a diseased limb or organ, you must re-

lieve and strengthen the whole body. So it is with the

mind. We cannot, if we would, remove those vices

firom the poor, which are annoying to ourselves, and

leave them^ in other respects, as corrupt as before.

Nothing but a general improvement of their nature, can

fortify them against the crimes which make them scourges

alike to themselves and to their race.

And how may moral strength, force of principle, be

communicated to the less prosperous classes of society ?

1 answer first, the surest means is, to increase it among
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Ihe more favored. All classes of a community have

connexions, sympathies. Let selfishness and sensuality

reign among the prosperous and educated, and the poor

and uneducated will reflect these vices m grosser forms.

That man is the best friend to temperance among high

ajid low, whose character and life express clearly and

strongly moral energy, self-denial, superiority to the

body, superiority to wealth, elevation of sentiment and

principle. The greatest benefactor to society is not he

who serves it by single acts, but whose general char-

acter is the manifestation of a higher life and spirit

than pervades the mass. Such men are the salt of the

earth. The might of mdividual virtue surpasses all

other powers. The multiplication of individuab of true

force and dignity of mind, would be the surest of all

omens of the suppression of mtemperance in every

condition of society.

Another means is, the cultivation of a more fraternal

intercourse than now exists between the more and less

improved portions of the community. Our present

social barriers and distinctions, in so far as they restrict

sympathy, and substitute the spirit of caste, the bigotry

of rank, for the spirit of humanity, for reverence of our

common nature, ought to be reprobated as gross viola-

tions of the Christian law. Those classes of society

which have light, strength, and virtue, are bound to com-

municate these to such as want them. The weak,

ignorant, falling and fallen, ought not to be cut off from

their more favored brethren, ought not to be left to act

continually and exclusively on one another, and thus to

propagate their crimes and woes without end. The
good should form a holy conspiracy against evil, should

issail it by separate and joint exertion, should approach
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it, study it, weep and pray over it, and throw all their

souls into efforts for its removal. My friends, you

whom God has prospered, whom he has enlightened, in

whose hearts he has awakened a reverence for himself,

what are you doing for the (alien, the falling, the misera*

ble of your race ? When an improved Christian thinks

of the mass of un pitied, unfriended guilt in this city, must

he not be shocked at the hardness of all our hearts ?

Are we not all of one hlood, one nature, one heavenly

descent ; and are outward distinctions, which to-morrow

are to be buried for ever m the tomb, to divide us from

one another, to cut off the communications of brotherly

sympathy and aid ? In a Christian community, not one

human being should be left to fall, without counsel, re-

monstrance, sympathy, encouragement, from others more

enlightened and virtuous than himself. Say not this

cannot be done. I know it cannot be done without

great changes m our habits, views, feelings ; but these

changes must be made. A new bond must unite the

scattered portions of men. A new sense of responsi-

bility must stir up the enlightened, the prosperous, the

virtuous. Christianity demands this. The progress of

society demands it. I see blessed omens of this, and

they are among the brightest features of our times.

Again, to elevate and strengthen the more exposed

classes of society, it is indispensable that a Higher

Education should be afforded them. We boast of the

means of education afforded to the poorest here. It

may be said with truth, in regard to both rich and poor,

that these means are very deficient. As to moral edu-

cation, hardly any provisions are made for it in our

public schoob. To educate is something more than to

Inach those elements of knowledge which are needed
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tn get • fubsisteoce. It ii to exercise and call out tbo

higher faculties and affections of a human being. £du«

cation is not the authoritative, compulsory, mechanical

training of passive pupils, but the influence of gifted and

quickening minds on the spirits of the young. Such

education is, as yet, sparingly enjoyed, and cannot be

too fervcffJy desired. Of what use, let me ask, is the

wealth of this community, but to train up a better gener«

ation than ourselves ? Of what use, I ask, is freedom,

except to call forth the best powers of all ckisses and

of every individual ? What, but human improvement,

b the great end of society ? Why ought we to sustain

so anxiously republican institutions, if they do not tend

to form a nobler race of men, and to spread nobleness

tlirough all conditions of social life ? It is a melancholy

and prevalent error among us, that persons m the labor-

ing classes are denied by their conditions any considera-

ble intellectual improvement. They must live, it is

thought, to work, not to fulfil the great end of a human

being, which is to unfold his divinest powers and affec-

tions. But it is not so. The poorest child might, and

ought to have liberal means of self-improvement; and

were there a true reverence among us for human nature

and for Christianity, he would find them. In a letter,

recently received from a most intelligent traveller in

Germany, I am informed, that in certain parts of that

country, there is found, in the most depressed classes, a

degree of intellectual culture, not generally supposed te

consist with their lot ; that a sense of the beautiful in

nature and art produces much happiness in a portion of

iocietyi which among us is thought to be disqualified for

this imi.icent and elevated pleasure ; that the teaching io

Bunday scboob is in some places more various ihia
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here, and that a collection of books, and a degree of

fcientiOc knowledge may be met in cottages far inferior

to the dwellings of our husbandmen. *' In short,'* my

friend adds, ^' I have seen abundant proof, that intel-

lectual culture, as found here, spreads its light and com-

fort through a class, that hardly exists at all with us, or,

where it does exist, is generally supposed to labor under

a degree of physical wretchedness inconsistent with such

culture." Information of this kind should breathe new

hope into philanthropic labors for the intellectual and

moral life of every class in society. How much may

be done in this city to spread knowledge, vigor of

thought, the sense of beauty, the pleasures of the imagi-

nation and the fine arts, and, above all, the influences of

religion, through our whole community ! Were the

prosperous and educated to learn, that, after providing

for their families, they cannot better employ their pos-

sessions and influence, than in forwarding the improve-

ment and elevation of society, how soon would this city

be regenerated ! How many generous spirits might be

enlisted here by a wise bounty in the work of training

their fellow-creatures ! Wealth cannot be better used,

than in rescuing men of vigorous and disinterested minds

from worldly toils and cares, in giving them time and

opportunity for generous self-culture, and in enabling

them to devote their whole strength and being to a like

culture of their race. The surest mark of a true civili-

lation is, that the arts which minister to sensuality de-

crease, and spiritual employments are multiplied, or that

more and more of the highest ability in the state is

withdrawn from labors for the animal life, and conse-

crated to the work of calling forth the intellect, the

nagination, the conscience, the pure aflfections, the
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moril energy of the community at large, and especial!)

of the young. What is now wasted among us in private

show and luxury, if conscientiously and wisely devoteif

to the fiu'nishing of means of generous culture to all

cksses among us, would render this city the wonder and

joy of the whole earth. What is thus wasted might

supply not only the means of education in the sciences,

but in the refined arts. Music might here be spread as

freely as in Germany, and be made a lightener of toil, b

cheerer of society, a relief of loneliness, a solace in the

poorest dwellings. Still more, what we now waste

would furnish this city, in a course of years, with the

chief attractions of Paris, with another Louvre, and

with a Garden of Plants, where the gifted of all classes

might have opportunity to cuhivate the love of nature

and art. Happily, the cause of a higher education be-

gins to 6nd friends here. Thanks to that enlightened

and noble-minded son of Boston, whose ashes now
•lumber on a foreign shore, but who has left to his birth-

place a testimony of 61ial love, in his munificent bequest

for the diffusion of liberal instruction through this me-

tropolis. Honored be the name of Lowell, the intel-

lectual benefactor of his native city ! A community,

directing its energies chiefly to a higher education of its

rising members, to a generous developement of human

nature, would achieve what as yet lias not entered human

thought ; and it is for this end, that we ought to hibor.

Oiu- show, and oiur luxury, how contemptible in com-

parison with the improvement of our (amiliee, neighbour-

hood and race!

Allow me here to express an earnest desire, that our

legislators, provoked to jealousy by the spirit of in^

provement in other states, and moved by seal for the
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tricient honor of tbb Commonwealth, may adopt some

itrong measures for the advancement of education amon^

us. We need an institution for the formation of better

teachers ; and, until this step is taken, we can make no

important progress. The most crying want in this Com-

monwealth is the want of accomplished teachers. We
boast of our schools ; but our schools do comparatively

litde, for want of educated instructors. Without good

teaching, a school is but a name. An institution for

training men to train the young, would be a fountain of

living waters, sending forth streams to refresh present

and future ages. As yet, our legislators have denied

to the poor and laboring classes this principal means of

their elevation. We trust they will not always prove

blind to the highest interest of the state.

We want better teachers and more teachers for all

tlasset of society, for rich and poor, for children and

adults. We want that the resources of the community

should be directed to the procuring of better instruc-

tors, as its highest concern. One of the surest signs of

the regeneration of society will be, the elevation of the

art of teaching to the highest rank in the community.

When a people shall learn, that its greatest benefactors

and most important members are men devoted to the

liberal instruction of all its classes, to the work of rais-

ing to life its buried intellect, it wiU have opened to

itself the path of true glory. This truth is making iu

way. Socrates is now regarded as the greatest man

in an age of great men. The name of King has grown

dim before that of Apostle. To teach, whether by

word or action, is the highest function on earth. It is

commonly supposed, that instructors are needed onW

in the earlier years of life. But ought the educauon



of a bunuui being ever to cease ? Aod may it not

always be forwarded by good instruction? Some oC

us, indeed, can dispense witb all teacbers save the si-

lent book. But to the great majority, tbe voice of liv-

ing teacbers is an indispensable means of cultivation*

Tbe discovery and supply of this want would give ^

new aspect to a community. Notbing is more needed,

tban tbat men of superior gifts and of benevolent spirit,

sbould devote tbemselves to tbe instruction of tbe less

enlightened classes in tbe great end of life, in tbe dig*

nity of tbeir nature, in tbeir rights and duties, in tb«

history, laws, and institutions of their country, in the

philosophy of tbeir employments, in the laws, harmo-

nies, and productions of outward nature, and especially,

in the art of bringing up children in health of body,

and in vigor and purity of mind. We need a new pro-

fession or vocation, the object of which shall be to

wake up tbe intellect in those spheres where it b now

buried in habitual slumber. We honor, and cannot

too much honor the philanthropist, who endows perma-

nent institutions for the relief of human suffering ; but

not less good, I apprehend, would be accomplished by

inquiring for and seizing on men of superior ability and

disinterestedness, and by sending them forth to act im-

mediately on society. A philanthropist, who should

liberally afford to one such man the means of devoting

himself to the cultivation of the poorer classes of socie-

ty, would confer invaluable good. One gifted man,

with his heart in the work, who should live among the

uneducated, to spread useful knowledge and quickening

truth, by conversation and books, by frank and friendly

btercourse, by encouraging meetings for improvement,

bv forming the more teachable into cUsses, and givui|
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(o these the aniination of his presence ihd guidance, by

bringing parents to an acquaintance with tlie principles

of physical, intellectual, and moral education, by in-

structing families in the means and conditions of health,

by using, in a word, all the methods which an active,

generous mind would discover or invent for awakening

intelligence and moral life ; one gifted man, so devoted,

might impart a new tone and spirit to a considerable

oirrJe ; and what would be the result, were such men

Co be multiplied and combined, so that a community

might be pervaded by their influence ? We owe much

to the writings of men of genius, piety, science, and

exalted virtue. But most of these remain shut up in

narrow spheres. We want a class of liberal instructors,

whose vocation it shall be to place the views of the

most enlightened minds within the reach of a more and

more extensive portion of their fellow-creatures. The
wealth of a community should flow out hke water for

the preparation and employment of such teachers, for

enlisting powerful and generous minds in the work of

giving impulse to dieir race. Jesus Christ in instituting

the ministry, laid the foundation of the intellectual and

moral agency which I now urge. On this foundation

ire ought to build more and more, until a life-giving

influence shall penetrate all classes of society. What a

painful thought is it, that such an immense amount of

intellectual and moral power, of godlike energy, is this

very moment lying dead among us ! Can we do nothing

for its resurrection ? Until this be done, we may lop

oflTthe branches of intemperance ; but its root will live ;

and happy shall we be if its poisonous shade do not

again darken our land.— Let it not be said that the la-

borious can find no time for such instruction as is now
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proposed. More or less leisure, if sought, can be found

in almost every life. Nor let it be said that men,

able and disposed to carry on this work, must not be

looked for in such a world as ours. Christianity, which

has wrought so many miracles of beneficence, which

has sent forth so many apostles and martyrs, so many
Howards and Clarksons, can raise up laboreis for this

harvest also. Nothing is needed but a new pouring

out of the spirit of Christian love, nothing but a new
comprehension of the brotherhood of the human race,

to call forth efibrts which seem impossibilities in a self*

seeking and self-indulging age.

I will add but one more means of giving moral power

and general improvement to those portions of the com*

munity, in which intemperance finds its chief victims.

We must not only promote education in general, but

especially send among them Christian instruction, Chris-

tian teachers, who shall be wholly devoted to their

spiritual welfare. And here, I cannot but express my
joy at the efforts made for establishing a ministry among

the poor in this and other cities. Though not sustained

as it should be, it yet subsists in sufficient vigor to

show what it can accomplish. I regard this institution, as

among the happiest omens of our times. It shows, that

the spirit of him who came to seek and to save that

which was lost, b not dead among us. Christianity in

the mighty power before which intemperance is to fall.

Christianity, faithfully preached, assails and withstands

this vit^e, by appealing, as nothing else can, to men's

hopes and fears, by speaking to the conscience in the

name of the Almighty Judge, by speaking to the heart

in the name of the Merciful Father, by proffering

strength to human weakness and pardon to human guilt,
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by revealing to men an immortal nature within, and an

eternal tttate before them, by spreading over this life

a brightness borrowed from the life to come, by awak«

ening generous affections, and binding man by new ties

to God and his race. But Christianity, to fulfil this

part of its mission, to reach those who are most ex«

posed to intemperance, must not only speak in the

churches, where these are seldom found, but must enter

tlieir dwellings b the persons of its ministers, must com-

mune with them m the language of friendship, must take

their children under its guardianship and control. The

ministry for the poor, sustained by men worthy of the

function, will prove one of the most powerful barriers

ever raised against intemperance.

The means of suppressing this vice, on which I have

hitherto insisted, have for their object to strengthen

and elevate the whole character of the classes most

exposed to intemperance. I would now suggest a few

means fitted to accomplish the same end, by diminbhing

or removing the temptations to this vice.

The first means, which I shall suggest of placing a

people beyond the temptations to intemperance, is to

furnish them with the means of innocent pleasure. This

topic, I apprehend, has not been sufficiently insisted

on. I feel its importance and propose to enlarge upon

it, though some of the topics which I may introduce

may seem to some hardly consistent with the gravity

of this occasion. We ought not, however, to respect

the claims of that gravity which prevents a faithful ex-

position of what may serve and improve our fellow*

creatures.

1 have said, a people should be guarded against temp-

tation to unlawful pleasures, by fumJ«)hing the means ol
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iiinoceDt ones. By iDaocent pleasures I mean such as

excite moderately; sucb as produce a cheerful frame

of mind, not boisterous mirth ; such as refresh, instead

of exhausting, the system ; such as occur frequently,

rather than continue long ; such as send us back to our

daily duties, invigorated in body and in spirit ; such aa

we can paruike m the presence and society of respecta-

ble friends ; such as consist with, and are favorable tO|

a ^teful piety; such as are chastened by self-respect»

and are accompanied with the consciousness that life

has a higher end than to be amused. In every com*

munity there mutt be pleasures, reUxations, and means

of agreeable excitement ; and if innocent ones are not

furnished, resort will be had to criminal. Man was

made to enjoy, as well as to labor ; and the state of

society should be adapted to this principle of human

nature. France, especially before the revolution, has

been represented as a singularly temperate country ; a

fact to be expUuned, at least in part, by the constitu*

tional cheerfulness of that people, and by the preva*

lence of simple and innocent gratifications, especially

among the peasantry. Men drink to excess very often

to shake off depression, or to satisfy the resdess thirst

for agreeable excitement, and these motives are exclud-

ed in a cheerful conununity. A gloomy state of socie*

ty, in which there are few innocent recreations, may be

expected to abound in drunkenness, if opportunities are

afforded. The savage drinks to excess, because his

hours of sobriety are dull and unvaried, because, in loa-

ing the consciousness of his condition and his existence,

be loses litUe which he wishes to retain. The laboring

classes are most exposed to intemperance, because they

have at present few other pleasurable excitements. A
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man, who, after toil, has resources of blameless recrea-

tion is less tempted than other men to seek self-oblivion.

He has too many of the pleasures of a man, to take

up with those of a brute. Thus, the encouragement

of simple, innocent enjoyments is an important means

of temperance.

These remarks show the importance of encouraging

the efforts, which have conunenced among us, for

spreadkig the accomplishment of Music through our

whole community. It is now proposed that this shall

be made a regular branch in our schools ; and every

friend of the people must^ wish success to the experi-

ment. I am not now called to speak of all the good

influences of music, particularly of the strength which

it may and ought to give to the religious sentiment, and

to all pure and generous emotions. Regarded merely

as a refined pleasure, it has a favorable bearing on pub-

lic morals. Let taste and skill in this beautiful art be

spread among us, and every family will have a new re-

source. Home will gain a new attraction. Social in-

tercourse will be more cheerful, and an innocent public

amusement will be furnished to the community. Pub-

lic amusements, bringing multitudes together to kindle

with one emotion, to share the same innocent joy, have

a humanizing influence ; and among these bonds of so-

ciety, perhaps no one produces so much unmixed good

as music. What a fulness of enjoyment has our Crea-

tor placed within our reach, by surrounding us with an

atmosphere which may be shaped into sweet sounds f

And yet this goodness is almost lost upon us, through

want of culture of the organ by which this provision is

to be enjoyed.

Dancing is an amusement, which has been discotir-
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aged in our couotry by many of the best peopliA, and

not without reason. Dancing is associated in their

minds with balls ; and this is one of the worst forms of

social pleasure. The time consumed in preparation for

a ball, the waste of thought upon it, the extravagance

of dress, the late hours, the exhaustion of strength, the

exposure of health, and the languor of the succeeding

day,—these and other evib, connected with this amuse-

ment, are strong reasons for banishing it (rom the com*

munity. But dancing ought not therefore to be pro*

scribed. On the contrary, balls should be discouraged

for this among other reasons, that dancing, instead of

being a rare pleasure, requiring elaborate preparation,

may become an every-day amusement, and may mix

with our common intercourse. This exercise is among

the most healthful. The body as well as the mind

feels its gladdening influence. No amusement seems

more to have a foundation m our nature. The animation

of youth overflows spontaneously in harmonious move«

ments. The true idea of dancing entitles it to favor. Its

end is, to realize perfect grace in motion ; and who does

not know, that a sense of the graceful is one of the

higher faculties of our nature ? It is to be desired,

that dancing should become too common among us to

be made the object of special preparation as in the ball

;

that members of the same family, when confined by

unfavorable weather, should recur to it for exercise and

exhilaration ; that branches of the same family should

enliven in this way their occasional meetings ; that it

sho lid fill up an hour in all the assemblages for relaxa«

tion, in which the young form a part. It is to be de«

aired, that this accomplishment should be extended to

the laboring classes of society, not only as an 'math
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crat pleasure, but as a means of improving the man-

ners. Why shall not gracefulness be spread through

the whole community ? From the French nation, we

learn, that a degree of grace and refinement of manners

may pervade all classes. The philanthropist and Chris-

tian must desire to break down the partition-walls be-

tween human beings in different conditions ; and one

mean*: of doing this is, to remove the conscious awk-

wardness, which confinement to laborious occupations

is apt to induce. An accomplishment, giving free and

graceful movement, though a far weaker bond than in-

teUectual or moral culture, still does something to bring

those who partake it, near each other.

I approach another subject, on which a greater va*

riety of opinion exists than on the last, and that is the

Theatre. In its present state, the theatre deserves no

encouragement. It is an accumulation of immoral in-

fluences. It has nourished intemperance and all vice.

In saying this, I do not say that the amusement b radi-

cally, essentially eviL I can conceive of a theatre, which

would be the noblest of all amusements, and would take

a high rank among the means of refining the taste and

elevating the character of a people. The deep woes,

the mighty and terrible passions, and the sublime emo-

tions of genuine tragedy, are fitted to thrill us with hu-

man sympathies, with profound interest in our nature,

with a consciousness of what man can do and dare and

sufier, with an awed feeling of the fearful mysteries of

life. The soul of the spectator is stirred from its

depths ; and the lethargy, in which so many Iiv9, is

roused, at least for a time, to some intenseness of

thought and sensibility. The drama answers a high

pur|K)se, when it places us in the presence of the most
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solemn and striking events of human history, and lays

bare to us the human heart in its most powerful, ap*

palling, glorious workings. But how litde does the

theatre accomplish its end ? How often is it disgraced

by monstrous distortions of human nature, and still

more disgraced by profaneness, coarseness, indelicacy,

low wit, such as no woman, worthy of the name, can

hear without a blush, and no man can take pleasure in

without self-degradation. Is it possible, that a Chrisr

tian and a refined people can resort to theatres, where

exhibitions of dancing are given fit only for brotheb,

and where the most licentious class in the community

throng unconcealed to tempt and destroy? That the

theatre should be sufiered to exist in its present degra-

dation is a reproach to the community. Wer^ it to fidl,

a better drama might spring up in its place. In the

mean time, is there not an amusement, having an affini-

ty with the drama, which might be usefully introduced

among us? I mean, Recitation. A work of genius,

recited by a man of fine taste, enthusiasm, and powers

of elocution, is a very pure and high gratification.

Were this art cultivated and encouraged, great num-

bers, now insensible to the most beautiful compositions,

might be waked up to their excellence and power. It

is not easy to conceive of a more efifectual way of

spreading a refined taste through a community. The

drama, undoubtedly, appeals more strongly to the pas-

sions than recitation ; but the latter brings out the mean-

ing of the author more. Shakspeare, worthily recited,

would be better understood than on the stage. Then,

in recitation, we escape the weariness of listening to

poor performers, who, after all, fill up most of the time

U the theatre. Recitation, siifficieotly varied, so tk lo
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include pieces of chaste wit, as weU as of pathos, beauty,

and sublimity, is adapted to our present intellectual

progress, as much as the drama falls below it. Should

this exhibition be introduced among us successfully, the

result would be, that the power of recitation would be

extensively called forth, and this would be added to our

ocial and domestic pleasures.

I have spoken in this discourse of intellectual culture,

as a defence against intemperance, by giving force and

elevation to the mind. It also does great good as a

source of amusement ; and on this ground should be

spread through the community. A cultivated mind may

be said to have infinite stores of innocent gratification.

Every thing may be made interesting to it, by becom-

ing a subject of thought or inquiry. Books, regarded

merely as a gratification, are worth more than all the

luxuries on earth. A taste for literature secures cheer*

ful occupation for the unemployed and languid hours

of life ; and how many persons, in these hours, for want

of innocent resources, are now impelled to coarse and

brutal pleasures. How many young men can be found

in this city, who, unaccustomed to find a companion in

a book, and strangers to intellectual activity, are almost

driven, in the long, dull evenings of winter, to haunts

of intemperance, and depraving society. It is one <»f

the good signs of the times, that lectures on literature

and science are taking their place among our public

amusements, and attract even more than theatres. This

is one of the first fruits of oiu* present ^tellectual cul-

ture. What a harvest may we hope for from its wider

diffusion !

In these remarks, I have insisted on the importance

of increasing innocent gratifications in a community.
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Let US become a more cheerful, and we shall become a

more temperate people. To increase our susceptibilitj

of innocent pleasure, and to remove many of the suf*

ferings which tempt to evil habits, it would be well if

physical, as well as moral education were to receive

greater attention. There is a puny, half-healthy, lialf-

diseased state of the body, too common among us,

which, by producing melancholy and restlessness, and

by weakening the energy of the will, is a strong incite-

ment to the use of hurtful stimulants. Many a case

of intemperance has had its origin in bodily infirmity.

Physical vigor is not only valuable for its own sake, but

K favors temperance, by opening the mind to cheerful

impressions, and by removing those indescribable feel-

ings of sinking, disquiet, depression, which experience

alone can enable you to understand. I have pleaded

for mental culture ; but nothing is gained by sacrificing

the body to the mind. Let not intellectual education be

sought at the expense of health. Let not our children

in their early years be instructed, as is too common, in

close, unventilated rooms, where they breathe for hours

a tainted air. Our whole nature must be cared for.

We must become a more cheerful, animated people

;

and for this end we must propose, in our systems of

education, the invigoration of both body and mind.

I am aware, that the views now expressed may not

find unmixed favor with all the friends of temperance.

To some, perhaps to many, religion and amusement

seem mutually hostile, and he, who pleads for the one,

may fail under suspicion of unfaithfulness to the other.

But to fight against our nature, is not to serve the cause

of piety or sound morals. God, who gave us our ua*

ture, who has constituted body and mind incapable of
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continued effort, who has implanted a strong desire for

recreation after labor, who has made us for smiles much

more than for tears, who has made laughter the most

contagious of all sounds, whose Son hallowed a mar«

riage feast by his presence and sympathy, who has sent

the child fresh from his creating hand to develope its

nature by active sports, and who has endowed both

young and old with a keen susceptibility of enjoyment

from wit and humor,— He, who has thus formed us,

cannot have intended us for a dull, monotonous life, and

cannot frown on pleasures which solace our fatigue and

refresh our spirits for coming toils. It is not only pos-

sible to reconcile amusement with duty, but to make it

the means of more animated exertion, more faithful at*

tachments, more grateful piety. True religion is at

once authoritative and benign. It calls us to suffer, to

die, rather than to swerve a hair's breadth from what

God enjoins as right and good ; but it teaches us, that it

is right and good, in ordinary circumstances, to unite

relaxation with toil, to accept God's gifts with cheerful*

ness, and to lighten the heart, in the intervals of exer<*

tion, by social pleasures. A religion, giving dark views

of God, and infusing superstitious fear of innocent en-

joyment, instead of aiding sober habits, will, by making

men abject and sad, impair their moral force, and pre*

pare them for intemperance as a refuge from depression

or despair.

Two other means remain to be mentioned, for re-

moving the temptations to intemperance, and these are,

the discouragement of the use and the discouragement

of the sale of ardent spirits in the community.

First, we should discourage the use of ardent spirits

in the community. It is very plain, too plain to be in-
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sisted on, that to remove what intoxicates, is to remove

intoxication. In proportion as ardent spirits are ban-

shed from our houses, our tables, our hospitalities, in

proportion as those who have influence and authority io

the community, abstain themselves, and lead their de*

pendents to abstain from their use, in that proportion,

the occasions of excess must be diminished, the temp*

tations to it must disappear. It is objected, I know,

that, if we begin to give up what others will abuse, wa

must give up every thing, because there is nothing which

men will not abuse. I grant, that it b not easy to de*

fine the limits at which concessions are to stop. Were
we called on to relinquish an important comfort of life,

because others were perverting it into an instrument of

crime and woe, we should be bound to pause and de-

liberate before we act. But no such plea can be set up

in the case before us. Ardent spirits are not an impor-

tant comfort, and in no degree a comfort. They give

no strength ; they contribute nothing to health ; they

can be abandoned without the slightest evil. They aid

men neither to bear the burden nor to discharge the du-

ties of life ; and in saying this, I stop short of the truth.

It is not enough to say, that they never do good ; they

generally injure. In their moderate use, they act, io

general, unfavorably on body and mind. According to

respectable physicians, they are not digested like food,

but circulate unchanged like a poison through the sys-

tem. Like other poisons, they may occasionally ben-

efit as medicines ; but when made a beverage by the

healthy, they never do good ; they generally are pernio

cious. They are no more intended by Providence for

drink, than opium is designed for food. Consider next,

that ardent spirits are not only without benefit, whes
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moderately used, but that they mstigate to immoderate

use ; that they beget a craving, a feverish thirst, which

multitudes want power to resist ; that in some classes

of society, great numben become their victims, are be-

reft by them of reason, are destroyed in body and soul,

destroyed here and hereafter; that families are thus

made desolate, parents hurried to a premature grave,

and children trained up to crime and shame. Consider

•11 this, and then judge, as in the sight of God, whether

you are not bound to use your whole influence in ban-

ishing the use of spirits, as one of the most pernicious

habits, from the community. If you were to see, u
a consequence of this beverage, a loathsome and mor-

tal disease breaking out occasionally in all ranks, and

sweeping away crowds in the most depressed portion

of society, would you not lift up your voices against it

;

and is not an evil more terrible than pestilence, the ac-

tual, frequent result of the use of spirituous liquors ?

That use you are bound to discourage ; and bow ? By
abstaining wholly yourselves, by excluding ardent spirits

wholly from your tables, by giving your whole weight

and authority to abstinence. This practical, solemn

testimony, borne by the good and respectable, cannot

but spread a healthful public sentiment through the whole

community. This is especially our duty at the present

moment, when a great combined effort of religious and

|thitanthropic men is directed against this evil, and wlien

an impression has been made on the conmiunity, si|r-

pass ng the most sanguine hopes. At the present mo-

ment , he who uses ardept spirits, or introduces them

into his hospitalities, virtually arrays himself against the

cause of temperance and humanity. He not merely

gives an example to his children and his domestics.
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which he may one day bitterly rue ; he withstands the

good io their struggles for the virtue and happiness of

mankind. He forsakes the standard of social re(ornir«

aul throws himself into the ranks of its foes.

After these remarks, it will follow, that we should

discourage the sale of ardent spirits. What ought nol

to be used as a beverage, ought not to be sold as such.

What the good of the community requires us to expel,

00 man has a moral right to supply. That intemper*

ance b dreadfully multiplied by the number of licensed

•hops for the retailing of spirits, we all know. Thai

these should be shut, every good man desires. LaWj

however, cannot shut them except in a limited extent^

or only in a few lavored parts of the country. Law

b here the will of the people, and the legislature can do

little, unless sustained by the public voice. To form,

then, an enlightened and vigorous public sentiment,

which will demand the suppression of these licensed

nurseries of intemperance, is a duty to which every

good man is bound, and a service in which each may

take a share. And not only should the vending of

spirits in these impure haunts be discouraged ; the

vending of them by respectable men should be regard-

ed as a great public evil. The retailer takes sheltet

under the wholesale dealer, from whom he purchases the

pernicious draught ; and has he not a right so to do ?•

Can we expect that he should shrink from spreading on^

a small scale, what others spread largely without rebuke t

Can we eypect his conscience to be sensitive, when he

treads in the steps of men uf reputation ? Of the char-

acter of those who vend spirits, I do not judged They

grew up in the belief of the innocence of the traffic, and

ihii conviction they may sincerely retain. But error,
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though sincere, u error still. Right and wrong do not

depend on human judgment or human will. Truth and

duty may be hidden for ages ; but they remain unshaken

as God's throne ; and when, m the course of his provi-

dence, they are made known to one or a few, they must

be proclaimed, whoever may be opposed. Trutlu

truth, is the hope of the world. Let it be spoken in

kirdness, but with power.

• Some of the means of withstanding intemperance

have now been stated. Other topics, were there time,

I should be glad to offer to your attention. But I must

pause. —I will only add, that every lover of his race

has strong encouragement to exert himself for the pre*

vention of mtemperance. The striking success of

societies instituted for this end should give animation

and hope. But even had these associations and these

efforts failed, I should not despair. From the very

terribleness of the evil, we may derive incitement and

hope in our labors for its suppression. It cannot be,

that God has created moral beings to become brutes, or

placed them in circumstances irresistibly impelling them

to this utter renunciation of the proper good of their

nature. There are, there must be, means of prevention

or cure for this deadliest moral disease. The unhappi-

oess is, that too many of us, who call ourselves the

friends of temperance, have not virtue and love enough

to use powerfully the weapons of the ppirit, for the suc-

cour of the tempted and fallen. We are ourselves toO

sensual, to rescue others from sensuality. The differ-

ence between us and the intemperate man is too small,

to 6t us for his deliverance. But that there are meant

of withstanding intemperance ; that it is the desi gn and

cendnncy of Christianity to raise up men fit and worthy
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10 wield these means ; and that there are always some,

who are prepared to lead the way b this holy work, I

cannot doubt. I see, indeed, a terrible energy in human

appetites and passions. But 1 do not faint. Truth is

mightier than error ; virtue, than vice ; God, than the

evil man. In contending earnestly against mtemper-

ance, we have the help and friendship of Him who b
Almighty. We have allies in all that is pure, rational,

divine in the human soul, in the progressive mtelligence

of the age, in whatever elevates public sentiment, in rer

ligion, in legislation, in philosophy, in the yearnings of.

the parent, in the prayers of the Christian, in the teach*

bgs of God's house, in the influences of God's 6pint«

With these allies, friends, helpers, let good men not

despair, but be strong m the faith, that, in due time, they

iball reap, if they faint not.
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NOTES.

I hftTO spoken of the cauiet of intemperance which are

found in our state of society. I should wrong, howeyer,

the eonununity to which I belong, were I to leave the

impression, that our social condition offers nothing but

incitements to this vice. It presents obstacles as well at

affords facilities to it. And this ought to be understood,

as an encouragement to the efforts, which, according to

the preceding remarks, we are bound to make for its sup-

pression. The growth of intelligence among us, is a

powerful antagonist to intemperance. In proportion as

we awaken and invigorate men's faculties, we help them

to rise above a brutal life; we take them out of the power

of the present moment, enlarge their foresight, give them

the means of success in life, open to them sources of in-

nocent pleasure, and prepare them to bear part in re-

spectable society. It is true, that intelligence or knowl-

edge is not virtue. It may not overcome selfishness ; but

it makes our self-love wiser and more reflecting, gives us

a better understanding of our own intereais, teaches pru-

dence if not generosity, and, in this way, is a powerful

guardian against ruinous excess. We have another de-

fence against intemperance, in our freedom. Freedom

nourishes self-respect, and, by removing all obstructions

to exertion, by opening to men the means of bettering

their lot, favors an animated, hopeful industry, thus res-

cuing a people from depression, despondence, and Ian*

guor, which are among the chief temptations (o brutalix-

ing excess. It is indeed said, that freedom generates all
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ibmit of UcentiouioeM, and, coniequeotly, intemperanco.

But it b, I believe, a well establiahed fact, that this vice

haa decreased since our struggle for independence. The
habits aqd manners of the last generation were more per^

ilous to temperance than our own. Social intercourse

was more deformed by excess. Men in mature life visit-

ed taverns, and the young could not meet, without the

danger of drowning reason in wine. It is a false notion,

that we are wholly indebted for our present refonn in this

particular to temperance societies. These have done

great good, and deserve great praise ; but the influence

which is now carrying us on preceded them. They are

its efiects, not causes. An important change of habits

had commenced before their institution, and this seems to

me an important view, and one of the chief encourage-

ments to joint and individual exertion for the suppressaoa

of this vice. Did I believe, that our present social con-

dition offered nothing but materials to intemperance, that

It excluded all contrary influences, and that our wbeia

hope for stemming this evil rested on the temperance

societies, I should be tempted to despond. Such societies

can avail little, except when they act in concurrence with

causes in the condition of society. Such causes exists

and one great use of temperance societies is to brtof

them into more energetic and extensive action.

I have not insisted oh one of the means of temperance

on which great stress has been laid, that is, the influencsi ^f
Public Opinion. To bring this to bear against intempif*

ance, has been regarded by not a few as the chief metliqNl

of subduing the evil. Too much, I think, is hoped from

it. One obvious remark is, that the classes most exposed

to intemperance are removed very much from the power
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of public opinion. But, puuiing oyer thiB, I think wa

generally look to thii influence for more than it can ac-

complish. We lay upon it a greater weight than it can

bear. Public opinion may even work againit the cauic

which it b meant to support, when made a lubatitute foi

individual exertion. A man, temperate because public

opinion exacts it, has not the virtue of temperance, nor a

stable ground of temperate habits. The remark is es-

pecially applicable to these times. Opinion, in former

days, was more permanent than at present. There were

few or no causes in operation to unsettle general convic-

tions. Society was cast into fixed forms. Ages passed

away, and slight changes were seen in manners and in

modes of thinking. But the present is a revolutionary

age. Society, breaking from its old moorings, is tossed

on a restless and ever-stormy ocean. Opinion no longer

affords that steady guidance, which in former times sup-

plied the place of private judgment and individual princi-

ple. There is no truth which sophistry does nut now

assail, no falsehood which may not become a party bond.

The great work to which religion and benevolence are

now called, is not to sweep away multitudes by storm, not

|o lay on men the temporary, brittle chains of opinion,

but to fix deep, rational conviction in individuals, to

awaken the reason to eternal truth and the conscience to

immutable duty. We are apt to labor to secure to virtue

the power of fashion. We must secure to it the power

of conviction. It is the essence of fashion to change.

Nothing is sure but truth. No other foundation can sus-

tain a permanent reform. The temperance, which rests

on other men's opinions and practice, is not a man's own

virtue, but a reflection of what exists around him. It liaa

on tho surface. It has not penetrated the soul.

• That opinion may exert a great and useful influence, is

not denied ; but it must be enlightened opinion, appealing
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to the reifon and the eonecience of the individual ; not

to pftMion, interett, or fear, nor proecribing all who differ.

We want public opinion to bear on temperance, but to

act rationally, generously, not paaaionately, tyrannically,

and with the spirit of persecution. Men cannot be driven

into temperance. Liet the temperate become a party, and

breathe the violence of party, and they will raise up a

party as violent as their own. The friends of truth must

not call passion to their aid, for the erroneous and vicious

have a greater stock of passion than they, and can wield

this weapon to more effect. It is not by numbers or a

louder cry, that good men are to triumph over the bad.

Their goodness, their consciousness of truth, and univer-

sal love, must be manifested in clear, strong, benevolent

appeals to the reason and heart. They must speak in the

tone of the friend of their race. This will do infinitely

more than the clamor of hosts.

It seems to me an important remark, that public opinion

cannot do for virtue what it does for vice. It is the es-

sence of virtue to look above opinion. Vice is consistent

with, and very often strengthened by, entire subserviency

to it. It is a motive to be cautiously used, because the

mind, which passively yields to it, will find it a debilitat-

ing, rather than an invigorating influence. The moral

independence which can withstand public sentiment, is

men's only safety. Whenever public sentiment shall ba

enlightened enough to promote this superiority to itself, it

will be a noble spring. In proportion as it wars against

this self-subsistence, it subverts the only foundation of

substantial, enduring reform.

It is sometimes very hazardous to attempt to eitirpata

a common rice by making it disgracefiil, and passing on

it a sentence of outlawry. If, indeed, the vice be con-

fined to the poor and obscure, the brand of infamy may

easily be &X9A on it ; but when it spreads higher, and m
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tftken under the protection of ftehion, it ean not only

parry the weapon of diagrace in the hand of ita adveraa*

riea, but turn thia againat them. Faahion ia aingularly

expert in the uae of ridicule. What it wanta in reaaon, it

can aupply in aneera and laughter. Sometimea it puta on

indifference aa a coat of mail. It haa eapecially the art

of attaching the idea of Tulgarity to a good cauae ; and

what virtue haa courage to encounter thia moat dreaded

fbm of opinion }
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ADDRESS ON SELF-CULTDRE.

My RE8PSCTED Feibndi :

By the invitation of the committee of arrangementf

for the Franklin Lectures, I now appear before you to

offer some remarks introductory to this course. My
principal inducement for doing so is my deep interest ia

those of my fellow-citizens, for whom these lectures are

principally designed. I understood that they were to

be attended chiefly by those who are occupied by manual

labor ; and, hearing this, I did not feel myself at liberty

to decline the service to which I had been invited. I

wished by compliance to express my sympathy with this

large portion of my race. I wished to express my
sense of obligation to those, from whose industry and

skill I derive almost all the comforts of life. I wished

still more to express my joy in the efforts they are

making for their own improvement, and my firm faith in

their success. These motives will give a particular

character and bearing to some of my remarks. I shall

speak occasionally as among those who live by the labor

of their hands. But I shall not speak as one separated
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firom them. I belong rightfully to the great fraternity

of workbg men. Happily in this community we all are

bred and born to work ; and this honorable mark, set on

us all, should bind together the various portions of the

community.

I have expressed my strong interest m the mass of

the people ; and this is founded, not on their usefulness

to the community, so much as on what they are in them-

selves. Their condition is mdeed obscure ; but their

importance b not on this account a whit the less. The

multitude of men cannot, from the nature of the case, be

dbtinguished ; for the very idea of distinction is, tliat a

roan stands out from the multitude. They make little

noise and draw little notice in their narrow spheres of

action ; but still they have their full proportion of per^

sonal worth and even of greatness. Indeed every man,

ip every condition, is great. It is only our own dis-

eased sight which makes him little. A man is great as

a man, be he where or what he may. The grandeur of

his nature turns to insignificance all outward distinctions.

His powers of intellect, of conscience, of love, of

knowing God, of perceiving the beautiful, of acting on

his own mind, on outward nature, and on his fellow-

creatures, these are glorious prerogatives. Through the

vulgar error of undervaluing what b common, we are

a])t indeed to pass these by as of little worth. But as in

the outward creation, so in the soul, the common is the

most precious. Science and art may invent splendid

modes of illuminating the apartments of the opulent

;

but these are all poor and worthless, compared with the

common light which the sun sends into all our windows,

which he pours freely, impartially over hill and valley

which kindles daily the eastern and wea*ern sky ; and so
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the commoD lights of reason, and conscience, and love,

are of more worth and dignity than the rare endowments

which give celebrity to a few. Let us not disparage

that nature which b common to all men ; for no thought

can measure its grandeur. It is the image of God, the

image even of his infinity, for no limits can be set to its

unfolding. He who possesses the divine powers of the

soul is a great being, be his place what it may. You

may clothe him with rags, may immure him in a dun-

geon, may chain him to slavish tasks. But he is still

great. You may shut him out of your houses ; but

God opens to him heavenly mansions. He makes no

show mdeed in the streets of a splendid city ; but a

clear thought, a pure affection, a resolute act of a virtu-

ous will, have a dignity of quite another kind and fkr

liigher than accumulations of brick and granite and

plaster and stucco, however cunningly put together, or

though stretching far beyond our sight. Nor is this all.

If we pass over this grandeur of our common nature,

and turn our thoughts to that comparative greamess,

which draws chief attention, and which consists in the

decided superiority of the individual to the general

standard of power and character, we shall find this u
free and frequent a growth among the obscure and u»

noticed as in more conspicuous walks of life. The

truly great are to be found everywhere, nor is it easy to

say, in what condition they spring up most plentifully.

Real greatness has nothing to do with a man's sphere.

It does not lie in the magnitude of his outward agency,

in the extent of the effects which he produces. The

greatest men may do comparatively little abroad. Per-

haps the greatest in our city at this moment are buried

10 obscuri^. Grandeur of character lies wholly in
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force of soul, that is, in the force of thought, moral

principle, and love, and this may be found in the hum-

blest condition of life. A man brought up to an obscure

trade, and hemmed m by the wants of a growing family,

may, in his narrow sphere, perceive more clearly, db-

criminate more keenly, weigh evidence more wisely,

seize on the right means more decisively, and have

more presence of mmd in difficulty, than another who

has accumulated vast stores of knowledge by laborious

study ; and he has more of intellectual greatness. Many

a man, who has gone but a few miles from home, under-

stands human nature better, detects motives and weighs

character more sagaciously, than another, who has trav-

elled over the known world, and made a name by his

reports of different countries. It is force of thought

which measures intellectual, and so it is fiorce of princi-

ple which measures moral greamess, that highest of

human endowments, that brightest manifestation of the

Divinity.; The greatest man is he who chooses the

Right with invincible resolution, who resists the sorest

temptations from within and without, who bears the

heaviest burdens cheerfully, who is calmest in itorms

aud most fearless under menace and frowns, whosK reli-

ance on truth, on virtue, on God, is most unfall sring ;

and is this a greatness, which is apt to make a shtiw, or

which i« most likely to abound in conspicuous station ?

The solemn conflicts of reason with passion ; the victo«

ries of moral and religious principle over urgent and

almost irresistible solicitations to self-indulgence ; the

hardest sacrifices of duty, those of deep-seated affeo-

lion and of the heart's fondest hopes ; the consolations,

hopes, joys, and peace, of disappoinied, persecuted,

scorned, deserted virtue ; these are of course unseen

;
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BO that the true greatness of human life is almost wholly

out of sight. Perhaps in our presence, the most heroic

deed on earth is done in some silent spirit, the loftiest

purpose cherished, the most generous sacrifice made,

and we do not suspect it. I believe this greatness to be

most common among the multitude, whose names are

never heard. Among common people will be found

more of hardship borne manfully, more of unvmnished

truth, more of religious trust, more of that generosity

which gives what the giver needs himself, and more of

a wise estimate of life and death, than among the more

prosperous.—And even in regard to influence over

other beings, which is thought the peculiar prerogative

of distinguished station, I believe, that the difierenco

between the conspicuous and the obscure does not

amount to much. Influence is to be measured, not

by the extent of surface it covers, but by its kind, A
man may spread his mind, his feelings, and opinions,

through a great extent ; but if his mind be a low one,

he manifests no greatness. A wretched artist may fill a

city with daubs, and by a false, showy style achieve a

reputation ; but the man of genius, who leaves behind

him one grand picture, in which immortal beauty is em-

bodied, and which is silently to spread a true taste in his

art, exerts an incomparably higher influence. Now the

noblest influence on earth is that exerted on character ;

and he who puts forth this, does a great work, no matter

how narrow or obscure bis sphere. The father and

mother of an unnoticed family, who, in their seclusion,

awaken the mind of one child to the idea and love of

perfect goodness, who awaken in him a strength of will

to repel all temptation, and who send him out prepared

10 profit by the conflicts of Ufe, surpass in influence •
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Napoleon breaking the world to his sway. And not onlj

is their work higher in kind ; who knows, but that they

ve doing a greater work even as to extent of 9urrace

than the conqueror ? Who knows, but that the being,

whom they inspire with holy and disinterested principles,

may communicate himself to others ; and that, by •

spreading agency, of which they were the silent origin,

improvements may spread through a nation, through the

world ? In these remarks you will see why I feel and

express a deep interest in the obscure, in the mass of

men. The distinctions of society vanish before the

light of these truths. I attach myself to the multitude,

not because they are voters and have political power ;

but because they are men, and have within their reach

the most glorious prizes of humanity.

In this country the mass of the people are distinguish-

ed by possessing means of improvement, of self-culture,

possessed nowhere else. To incite them to the use

of these, is to render them the best service they can

receive. Accordingly I have chosen for the subject of

this lecture, Self-culture, or the care which every man

owes to himself, to the unfolding and perfecting of his

nature. I consider this topic as particularly appropriate

to the introduction of a course of lectures, in conse-

quence of a common disposition to regard these and

other like means of instruction, as able of themselves to

carry forward the hearer. Lectures have their use.

l^hey stir up many, who, but for such outward appeals,

might have slumbered to the end of life. But let it be

remembered, that little b to be gained simply by coming

to this place once a-week, and giving up the mind for an

hour to be wrought upon by a teacher. Unless we are

roused to act upon ourselves, unless we engage in the
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work of self-improvement, unless we purpose strenu-

ously to form and elevate our own minds, unless what

we bear is made a part of ourselves by conscientious

Cgflection^ very little permanent good is received.

Self-culture, I am aware, is a topic too extensive fof

a single discourse, and I sball be able to present but •

few views which seem to me most important. My aim

will be, to give 6rst the Idea of self-culture, next its

Means, and then to consider some objections to the

leading views which I am now to lay before you.

Before entering on the discussion, let me offer one

remark. Self-culture is something possible. It is not

a dream. It has foundations in our nature. With-

out this conviction, the speaker will but declaim, and

the hearer listen without pro6t. There are two powers

of the human soul which make self-culture possible, the

self-searching and the self-forming power. We have

first the faculty of turning the mind on itself; of re-

calling its past, and watching its present operations ; of

learning its various capacities and susceptibilities, what

it can do and bear, what it can enjoy and suffer ; and of

thus learning in general what our nature is, and what

it was made for. It is worthy of observation, that we

are able to discern not only what we already are, but

what we may become, to see in ourselves germs and

promises of a growth to which no bounds can be set,

to dart beyond what we have actually gained to the

idea of Perfection as the end of our being. It is by this

self-comprehending power that we are distinguished from

the brutes, which give no signs of looking into them*

selves Without this there would be no self-culture,

for we should not know the work to be done ; and one

reason why self-culture is so little proposed is, that a«
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few penetrate into their own nature. To most men,

their own spirits are shadowy, unreal, compared with

what is outward. When they happen to cast a glance

inward, they see there only a dark, vague chaos. They

distinguish perhaps some violent passion, which hat

driven them to injurious excess ; but their highest pow«

era hardly attract a thought ; and thus multitudes live

and die as truly strangers to themselves, as to couutriet

of which they have heard the name, but which human

loot has never trodden.

. But self-culture is possible, not only because we can

enter into and search ourselves. We have a still nobler

power, that of acting on, determining and forming our-

selves. This is a fearful as well as glorious endowment,

for it is the ground of human responsibility. We have

the power not only of tracing our ppwers, but of guid-

ing and impelling them ; not only of watching our pas-

sions, but of controlling them ; not only of seeing our

faculties grow, but of applying to them means and in-

fluences to aid their growth. We can stay or change

the current of thought. We can concentrate the intel-

lect on objects which we wish to comprehend. We
can 6x our eyes on perfection, and make almost every-

thing speed us towards it. This is indeed a noble

prerogative of our nature. Possessing this, it matters

little what or where we are now, for we can conquer a

better ot, and even be happier for starting from the

lowest point. Of all the discoveries which men need to

make, the most important at the present moment, is that

of the self-forming power treasured up in themselves.

They little suspect its extent, as little as the savage

apprehends the energy which the mind is created to

eixert on the material world. It transcends in )mpor«
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lance all our power over outward nature. There it

more of divinity in it, tnan in the force which impela

the outward universe ; and yet how httle we compre-

hend it ! How it slumbers in most men unsuspectedy

unused 1 This makes self-culture possible, and binds

it on us as a solemn duty.

I. I am first to unfold the idea of self-culture ; and

this, *n its most general form, may easily be seized.

To cultivate any thing, be it a plant, an animal, a mind,

is to make grow. Growth, expansion is the end.

Nothing admits culture, but that which has a principle

of life, capable of being expanded. He, therefore, who
does what he can to unfold all his powers and capaci-

ties, especially his nobler ones, so as to become a well

proportioned, vigorous, excellent, happy being, practi-

ses se)f-culture.

This culture, of course, has various- branches cor^

responding to the different capacities of human nature

;

but, though various, they are intimately united and make

progress together. The soul, which our philosophy

divides into various capacities, is still one essence, one

life ; and it exerts at the same moment, and blends in

the same act, its various energies of thought, feeling,

and volition. Accordingly, in a wise self-culture, all the

principles of our nature grow at once by joint, harmo-

nious action, just as all parts of the plant are unfolded

together. When therefore you hear of different branch-

es of self-improvement, you will not think of them aa

distinct processes going on independently of each other,

and requiring each its own separate means. Still •

distinct consideration of these is needed to a full cooif
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prehension of the subject, and these I shall proceed to

unfold.

First, self-culture is Moral, a branch of smgular ud-

portance. When a man looks into himself, he discovert

two distinct orders or kinds of prbciples, which it be*

hoves him especially to comprehend. He discover!

desires, appetites, passions, which terminate in himself,

which crave and seek his own interest, grati6cat*on,

distinction ; and he discovers another principle, an an^

tagonist to these, which is Impartial, Disinterested,

Universal, enjoining on him a regard to the rights and

luippiness of other beings, and laying' on him obliga-

tions which muil be discharged, cost what they may,

or however they may clash with his particular pleasure

or gain. No man, however narrowed to his own in-

terest, however hardened by selfishness, can deny, that

there springs up within him a great idea in opposition

to interest, the idea of Duty, that an inward voice

calls him more or less distinctly, to revere and exercise

Impartial Justice, and Universal Good-will. This dis-

interested principle in human nature we call sometimea

reason, sometimes conscience, sometimes the moral sense

or faculty. But, be its name what it may, it is a real

principle in each of us, and it is the supreme power

within us, to be cultivated above all others, for on its

culture the right developement of all others depends.

The passions indeed may be stronger than the con-

science, may lift up a louder voice ; but their clamor

differ- wholly from the tone of command in which the

conscience speaks. They are not clothed with its

authority, its binding power. In their very triumpha

they are rebuked by the moral principle, and often

cower before its still, deep, menacing voice. No part
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of &elf-knowledge is more imporumt Uian to disceni

clearly these two great principles, the self-seeking and

the disinterested ; and the most important part of self*

cidture is to depress the former, and to exalt the latter,

or to enthrone the sense of duty witbiii us. There are

no limiu to the growth of this moral force in man, if

be will cherish it faithfully. There have been men,

whom no power m the universe could turn from the

Right, by whom death in its most dreadful forms has

been less dreaded, than transgression of the bward lav

of universal justice and love.

In the next place, self-culture b Religious. When
we look into ourselves, we discover powers, which link

us with this outward, visible, finite, ever-changing world.

We have sight and other senses to discern, and limbs

and various faciUties to secure and appropriate the ma-

terial creation. And we have, too, a power, which

cannot stop at what we see and handle, at what exists

within the bounds of space and time, which seeks for

the Infinite, Uncreated Cause, which cannot rest till it

ascend to the Eternal, All-comprehending Mind. This

we call the religious principle, and its grandeur cannot

be exaggerated by human language ; for it marks out

a being destined for higher communion than with the

visible universe. To develope this, is eminently to

educate ourselves. The true idea of God, unfolded

clearly and livingly within us, and moving us to adoro

and obey him, and to aspire after likeness to him, is

the noblest growth in human, and, I may add, in celes«

tial natures. The religious principle, and the moral,

are intimately connected, and grow together. The

former is indeed the perfection and highest manifesta-

tion of the lauer. They are both disinterested. It is
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ibe essence of true religion to recognise and adore iu

God the attributes of Impartial Justice and Universal

Love, and to bear bim commanding us in tbe conscience

$0 become wbat we adore.

Agab. Self-culture is Intellectual. We cannot look

into ourselves witbout discovering tbe btellectual prin-

ciple, tbe power wbicb thinks, reasons, and judges, the

power of seeking and acquiring trutb. This, indeed,

we are in no danger of overlooking. Tbe btellect be«

iug tbe great instrument by wbicb men compass their

wishes, it draws more attention than any of our other

powers. When we speak to men of improving them-

selves, tbe first thought which occurs to them is, that

they must cultivate their understanding, and get knowU

edge and skill. By education, men uiean almost ex-

clusively intellectual training. For this, schools and

coUeges are instituted, and to this the moral and reli-

gious discipline of tbe young is sacrificed. Now I rev-

erence, as much as any man, the intellect ; but let us

never exalt it above tbe moral principle. With this it

is most intimately connected. In tiiis its culture ia

founded, and to exah this is its highest aim. Whoever

desires that his intellect may grow up to soundness, to

healthy vigor, must begin with moral discipline. Read-

ing and study are not enough to perfect the power of

tnought. One thing above all is needful, and tliat is,

the Disinterestedness which is the very soul of virtue.

To gain trutb, which is the great object of tbe under-

sunding, I must seek it disinterestedly. Here is the

fii-st and grand condition of intellectual progress. I must

choose to receive the trutb, no matter how it bears oo

myself. I must follow it, no matter where it leads,

what ioteretts it opposes, to what |fersecut)on or loss it
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bys me open, froro what party it severs roe, or to what

party it allies. Without this fairaess of miod, which is

only another phrase for disinterested love of truth, great

native powers of understanding are perverted and led

astray ; genius runs wild ;
'^ the light within us becomes

darkness." The subtilest reasoners, for want of this,

cheat themselves as well as others, and become entan-

gled in the web of their own sophistry. It is a fact

well known in the history of science and philosophy,

that men, gifted by nature with singukr intelligence,

have broached the grossest errors, and even sought to

undermine the grand primitive truths on which human

virtue, dignity, and hope depend. And, on the other

hand, I have known instances of men of naturally mod-

erate powers of mind, who, by a disinterested love of

truth and their feliow-creatures, have gradually risen to

no small force and enlargement of thought. Some of

the most useful teachers in the pulpit and in schook,

have owed their power of enlightening others, not so

much to any natural superiority, as to the simplicity,

impartiality* and disinterestedness of their minds, to

their readiness to live and die for the truth. A man,

who rises above himself, looks from an eminence on

nature and providence, on society and life. Thought

expands, as by a natural elasticity, when the pressure

of selfishness is removed. The moral and religious

principles of the soul, generously cultivated, fertilixe

tlie intellect. Duty, faithfully performed, opens the

mind to truth, both being of one family, alike immuta-

ble, universal, and everbsting.

I have enlarged on this subject, because the connex-

ion between moral and intellectual culture is often over-

boked, and because the former is often sacrificed t«
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the latter. The exAltation of talent, Uh it k. called,

above virtue and re.igioo, ift the outm of the age. Edu-

cation is now chiefly a stimulus to learning, aid thus

men acquire power without the principles which alone

make it a good. Talent b worshipped ; but, if di-

vorced from rectitude, it will prove more of a demon

than a god.

Intellectual culture consists, not chiefly, as many are

ipt to think, in accumubting information, though this

b important, but in building up a force of thought which

may be turned at will on any subjects, on which we are

called to pass judgment. This force is manifested in

the ccncentration of the attention, in accurate, pene-

trating observation, in reducing complex subjects to

their elements, in diving beneath the effect to the cause,

m detecting the more subtile diflferences and resemblan-

ces of things, in reading the future in the present, and

especially in rising from particular facts to general laws

or universal truths. </ This last exection of the intellect,

its rising to broad views and great principles, consti-

tutes what is called the philosophical mind, and is es-

pecially worthy of culture. What it means, your owu

observation must have taught you. You must have

taken note of two classes of men, the one always em-

ployed on details, on particular facts, and the other

using these facts as foundations of higher, wider truths

The latter are philosophers. For example, men had

for ages seen pieces of wood, stones, metals falling to

the ground. Newton seized on these particular facts»

and rose to the idea, that all matter tends, or is attract-

ed, towards aU matter, and then defined the law accord-

ing to which this attraction or force acts at different

distances, thus giving us a grand principle, which, we
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have reason to think, extends to and controls the whole

outward creation. One man reads a history, and cao

tell you all its events, and there stops. Another cofn«

bines these events, brings them under one view, and

learns the great causes which are at work on tliis or

another nation, and what are its great tendencies, wheth-

er to freedom or despotism, to one or another form of

civilization. So, one man talks continually about th«

particular actions of this or another neighbour ; whilst

another looks beyond the acts to the inward principle

from which they spring, and gathers from tliem larger

views of human nature. In a word, one man sees all

things apart and in fragments, whibt another strives to

discover the harmony, conneiuon, unity of all. Ono
of the great evib of society is, that men, occupied per*

petually with petty deuils, want general truths, want

broad and fixed principles. Hence many, not wicked,

are unstable, habitually inconsistent, as if they were

overgrown children rather than men. To build up that

strength of mind, which apprehends and cleaves to great

universal truths, is the highest intellectual self-culture

;

and here I wish you to observe how entirely this cuU

ture agrees with that of the moral and the religious prin«

ciples of our nature, of which I have previously spoken.

In each of these, the improvement of the soul consists

in raising it above what is narrow, particular, individual,

selfish, to the universal and unconfined. To improve

a man, is to liberalize, enlarge him in thought, feeling,

and purpose. Narrowness of intellect and heart, thif

b tlie degradation firom which all culture aims to rescuo

the human being.

Again. Self-culture is social, or one ol its gieai of-

fices is to unfold and purify the affectioas, which spriii|
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Up insUDCtively in the human breast, which bind togeth-

er husband and wife, parent and child, brother and sia*

ter ; which bind a roan to friends and neighbours, to hif

country, and to the suffering who fall under his eye,

wherever they belong. The culture of these is an im-

portant part of our work, and it consists in converting

them from instincts into principles, from natural into

spiritual attachments, in giving them a rational, moral,

and holy character. For example, our affection for our

children is at first instinctive ; and if it continue such,

it rises little above the brute's attachment to its young.

But when a parent infuses into his naturd love for his

ofispring, moral and religious principle, when he comes

to regard his child as an intelligent, spiritual, immortal

being, and honors him as such, and desires first of all

to make him disinterested, noble, a worthy child of

God aud the friend of his race, then the instinct rises

into a generous and holy sentiment. It resembles God's

paternal love lor his spiritual family. A like purity

and dignity we must aim to give to all our affections.

Again. Self-culture is Practical, or it proposes, as

one of its chief ends, to fit us for action, to make ui

efficient in whatever we undertake, to train us to firm-

ness of purpose and to fruitfulness of resource in com-

mon life, and especially in emergencies, in times of

difficuhy, danger, and trial. But passing over this and

other topics for which I have no time, I shall confine

myself to two branches of self-culture which have been

almost wholly. overlooked in the education of the peo<

pie, and wliich ought not to be so slighted.

In looking at our nature, we discover, among its ad-

mirable endowments, the sense or perception of Beauty.

We see the germ of this m every human being, aiyi
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there is no power which admits greater cultivaiioo
;

and why should it not be cherished in all ? It deserves

remark, that the provision for this principle is infinite

in the universe. There is but a very minute portion of

the creation which we can turn into food and clothes,

or gratification for the body ; but the whole creatioa

may be used to minister to the sense of beauty. Beauty

is an all-pervading presence. It unfolds in the number*

less flowers of the spring. It waves in the branches of

the trees and the green blades of grass. It haunts the

depths of the earth and sea, and gleams out in the hues

of the shell and the precious stone. And not only

these minute objects, but the ocean, the mountains, the

clouds, the heavens, the stars, Uie rising and setting

sun, all overflow with beauty. The universe is its tern*

pie ; and those men, who are alive to it, cannot lift their

eyes without feeling themselves encompassed with it oo

every side. Now this beauty is so precious, the enjoy-

ments it gives are so refined and pure, so congenial with

our tenderest and noble feelings, and so akin to wor-

ship, that it is painful to think of the multitude of men

as living in the midst of it, and living almost as blind

to it, as if, instead of this fair earth and glorious sky,

they were tenants of a dungeon. An infinite joy is lost

to the world by the want of culture of this spiritual en-

dowment. Suppose that I were to visit a cottage, and

to see its walb lined with the choicest pictures of Ra-

phael, and every spare nook filled with statues of tho

roost exquisite workmanship, and that I were to leam,

that neither man, woman, nor child ever cast an eye

at these miracles of art, how should I feel their priva*

tion ; how should I want to open their eyes, and to

.help them to comprehend and feel the loveliness an^
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grandeur which in vain courted their notice ! But every

husbandman is living b sight of the works of a diviner

Artist ; and how much would his existence be elevated,

could he see the glory which shines forth in their forms,

hues, proportions, and moral expression 1 I hive spok-

.en only of the beauty of nature, but how much of thia

mysterious charm is found in the elegant arts, and es»

pecially in literature ? The best books have most beau-

ty. The greatest truths are wronged if not linked with

beauty, and they win their way most surely and deeply

into the soul when arrayed in this their natural and fit

attire. Now no man receives the true culture of •

man, in whom the sensibility to the beautiful is not cher-

ished ; and I know of no condition in life (rom which

it should be excluded. \^ aU luxuries, this is the

cheapest and most at hand ; and it seems to me to be

most important to those conditions, where coarse laboi

tends to give a grossness to the mind. From the difiu*

lion of the sense of beauty in ancient Greece, and of

the taste for music in modem Germany, we learn that

the people at large may partake of refined gratificationsy

which have hitherto been thought to be necessarily re-

stricted to a few.

What beauty is, is a question which the most pene-

trating minds have not satisfactorily answered ; nor,

were I able, is this the place for discussing it. But

one thing I would say ; the beauty of the outward crea-

tion is intimately related to the lovely, grand, interesting

attributes of the soul. It is the emblem or expression

of these. Matter becomes beautiful to us, when it

leems to lose its matefial aspect, its inertness, finite-

ness, and grossness, and by the etherial lightness of its

forms and motions seemf to approach spirit; when it
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images to us pure and gentle affections ; when it spreads

out into a vastness which is a shadow of the Infinite ; oi

when in more awful shapes and movements it speaks of

the Omnipotent. Thus outward beauty is akin to some-

thing deeper and unseen, is the reflection of spiritual

attributes ; and of consequence the way to see and feeJ

it more and more keenly, is to cultivate those moral, re*

ligious, intellectual, and social principles of which I have

already spoken, and which are the glory of the spiritual

nature ; and I name this, that you may see, what I am
anxious to show, the harmony which subsists among all

branches of human culture, or bow each forwards and b
aided by all.

There is another power, which each man should cul-

tivate according to his ability, but which is very much
neglected in the mass of the people, and that is, the

power of Utterance. A man was not made to shut up

his mind in itself; but to give it voice and to exchange it

for other minds. Speech is one of our grand distinc-

tions from the brute. Our power over others lies not

so much in the amount of thought within us, as in the

power of bringing it out. A man, of more than ordi-

nary intellectual vigor, may, for want of expression,

be a cipher, without significance, in society. And not

only does a man influence others, but he greatly aids his

own intellect, by giving distinct and forcible utterance to

his thoughts. We understand ourselves better, our con-

ceptions grow clearer, by the very effort to make them

clear to another. Our social rank, too, depends a good

deal on our power of utterance. The principal dis-

tinction between what are called gentlemen and thtt

vulgar lies in this, that the ktter are awkward in man-

iieri« and are especially wanting in propriety, cleain<
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grace, and force of utterance. A man who cannot

open his lips without breaking a rule of grammar, with*

out showing in his dialect or brogue or uncouth tones his

want of cultivation, or without darkening his meaning

by a confused, unskilful mode of communication, can-

not take the place to which, perhaps, his native good

sense entitles him. To have intercourse with respecta-

ble people, we must speak their language. On this

account, I am glad that grammar and a correct pronun-

ciation are taught in the common schools of this city.

These are not trifles ; nor are they superfluous to any

class of people. They give a man access to social

advantages, on which his improvement very much de-

pends. The power of utterance should be included by

•11 in their plans of self-culture.

I have now given a few views of the culture, the

.mprovement, which every man should propose to him-

self. I have all along gone on the principle, that a man

has within him capacities of growth, which deserve and

will reward intense, unrelaxing toil. I do not look on

a human being as a machine, made to be kept in action

by a foreign force, to accomplish an unvarying succes-

sion of motions, to do a fixed amount of work, and dien

to fall to pieces at death, but as a being of free spiritual

powers ; and I place little value on any culture, but

that which aims to bring out these and to give them

perpetual impulse and expansion. I am aware, that

this view is far from being universal. The common

notion has been, that the mass of the people need no

other culture than is necessary to fit them for their

various trades ; and, though this error is passing away,

it ii far from being exploded. But the ground of §
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maii^s culture lies in his nature, not in his calling. Hia

powers are to be unfolded on account of their inliereol

dignity, not their outward direction. He is to be edu*

cated, because he ia a man, not because he b to make

shoes, nails, or pins. A trade is plainly not the great

end of his being, for his mind cannot be shut up in it

;

his force of thought cannot be exhausted on it. He has

faculties to which it gives no action, and deep wants it

cannot answer. Poems, and systems of theology and

philosophy, which have made some noise in the world,

have been wrought at the work-bench and amidst the

toils of the field. How often, when the arms are me-

chanically plying a trade, does the mind, lost in reverie

or day-dreams, escape to the ends of the earth ! How
often does the pious heart of woman mingle the greatest

of all thoughts, that of God, with household drudgery I

Undoubtedly a man is to perfect himself in his trade,

for by it he is to earn his bread and to serve the com-

munity. But bread or subsistence is not his highest

good ; for, if it were, his lot would be harder than that

of the inferior animals, for whom nature spreads a table

and weaves a wardrobe, without a care of their own-

Nor was he made chiefly to minister to the wants of the

comii«anity. A rational, moral being cannot, without

Infinite wrong, be converted into a mere instrument of

others* gratification. He is necessarily an end, not a

means. A mind, in which are sown the seeds of wis-

dom, disinterestedness, firmness of purpose, and piety,

is worth more than all the outward material interests of

a world. It exists for itself, for its own perfection, and

must not be enslaved to its own or others* animal wants.

You tell me, that a liberal culture is needed hr meo

who ire to fill high stations, but not for lucb u irt
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doomed to vulgar labor. 1 answer^ that Man is a greater

oaiue than President or King. Truth and goodness are

equally precious, in whatever sphere they are found.

Besides, men of all conditions sustain equally the rela*

dons, which give birth to the highest virtues and de-

mand the highest powers. The laborer is not a mere

laborer. He has close, tender, responsible connections

with God and his fellow-creatures. He is a son, hus-

band, father, friend, and Christian. He belongs to a

borne, a country, a church, a race ; and is such a man

to be cultivated only for a trade? Was he not sent

into the world for a great work ? To educate a child

perfectly requires profounder thought, greater wisdom,

than to govern a state ; and for this plain reason, that

the interests and wants of the latter are more super-

ficial, coarser, and more obvious, than the spiritual

capacities, the growth of thought and feeling, and the

subtile laws of the mind, which mu&t all be studied and

comprehended, before the work of education can be

thoroughly performed ; and yet to all conditions this

greatest work on earth is equally conunitted by God.

What plainer proof do wa need that a higher culture,

than has yet been dreamed of, is needed by our whoU
race?

II. I now proceed to inquire into the Means, hj

which the self-culture, just described, may be pro-

moted ; and here I know not where to begin. The

subject is so extensive, as well as important, that I feel

myself unable to do any justice to it, especially in the

limita to which I am confined. I beg you to consider

me as presenting but hints, and such as have offered

themselves with very little research to my own mind.
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A.iid, first) tiie {^eai nieaiw of self-cuiture, Uuii wbiuh

includes all the rest, is to ikstea oo Uiii culture as our

Great End, to determine deliberately and solemnly,

tliat we will make the most and the best of the powen
which God has given us. Without this resolute pur-

pose, the best means are worth httle, and with it the

poorest become mighty. You may see thousands, with

every opportunity of improvement which wealth can

gather, with teachers, libraries, and apparatus, bringmg

nothing to pass, and others, with few helps, doing won-

ders ; and simply because the latter are in earnest, and

the former not. A man in earnest finds means, or, if

he cannot find, creates them. A vigorous purpose

makes much out of little, breathes power into weak in-

struments, disarms difficulties, and even turns them into

assistances. Every condition has means of progress,

if we have spirit enough to use them. Some volumes

have recently been published, giving examples or hiv-

tories of *' knowledge acquired under difficulties" ; and

it is most animating to see in these what a resolute man
can do for himself. A great idea, like this of Self

culture, if seized on clearly and vigorously, bums like

a living coal in the soul. He who deliberately adopts

a great end, has, by this act, half accomplished it, hu
scaled the chief barrier to success.

One thing is essential to the strong purpose of self

cuhure now insisted on, namely, faith in the practicable*

oess of this culture. A great object, to awaken rescy

lute choice, must be seen to be within our reach. The
cruth, that progress is the very end of our being, i lust

not Le received as a tradition, but comprehended and

felt as a reality. Our minds are dpt to pme and fltanrr*

by being imprisoned witliin what we have ahead/ a^
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tained. A true faith, looking up to something helteri

catching glimpses of a distant perfection, prophesying

to ourselves improvements proportioned to our consci-

entious labors, gives energy of purpose, gives wings to

the soul ; and this faith will continually grow, by ac«

quainting ourselves with our own nature, and with the

promises of Divme help and immortal Ufe which abound

ID Revelation.

Some are discouraged from proposing to themselves

miprovement, by the fabe notion, that the study of

books, which their situation denies them, is the all*im«

portant, and only sufficient means. Let such consider,

that the grand volumes, of which all our books are

transcripts, I mean nature, revelation, the human soul,

and human life, are freely unfolded to every eye. The

great sources of wisdom are experience and observa-

tion ; and these are denied to none. To open and fix

our eyes upon what passes without and within us, if

the most fruitful study. Books are chiefly useful, ai

they help us to interpret what we see and experience.

When they absorb men, as they sometimes do, and turn

them from observation of nature and life, they generate

a learned folly, for which the plain sense of tlie laborer

could not be exchanged but at great loss. It deserves

attention that the greatest men have been formed with*

out the studies, which at present are thought by many

most needful to improvement. Homer, Plato, Demos*

tbenes, never heard the name of chemistry, and knew

less of the solar system than a boy in our common

schools. Not that these sciences are unimportant ; but

the lesson is, that human improvement never wants ihe

means, where the purpose of it is deep and earnest In

the soul.
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The purpose of self-culture, this is the life and

surength of all the methods we use for our own eleva-

tion. I reiterate this principle on account of its great

importance ; and I would add a remark to prevent iu

misapprehension. When I speak of the purpose of self«

cuhure, I mean, that it should be sincere. In other

words, we must make self-culture really and truly our

flnd, or choose it for its own sake, and not merely as

.

a means or instrument of something else. And here 1

touch a common and very pernicious error. Not a few

persons desire to improve themselves only to get prop-

erty and to rise in the world ; but such do not properly

choose improvement, but something outward and foreign

to themselves ; and so low an impulse can produce only

t stinted, partial, uncertain growth. A num, as I have

•aid, is to cultivate himself because he is a man. He
is to start with the conviction, that there is something

greater within him than in the whole material creation,

than in all the worlds which press on the eye and ear;

and that inward improvements have a worth and dignity

in themselves, quite distinct from the power they give

over outward things. Undoubtedly a man is to labor

to better his condition, but first to better himself. If

he knows no higher use of his mind than to invent

and drudge for his body, bis case is desperate u for

•8 culture b concerned.

In these remarks, I do not mean to recommend to

the laborer indifference to his outward lot. I hold ii

important, that every man in every class should possess

the means of comfort, of health, of neatness in food

and apparel, and of occasional retirement and leisure.

These are good in themselves, to be sought for their

own sakes, and still more, they are important meana of
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tlie self-culture for which I am pleading. A clean^

comfortable dwelling, with wholesome meab, is no small

aid to intellectual and moral progress. A man living

in a damp cellar or a garret open to rain and snow,

breathing the foul air of a filthy room, and striving with-

out success to appease hunger on scanty or unsavory

food, is in danger of abandoning himself to a desperate,

gelfish recklessness. Improve then your lot. Multiply

.comforts, and still more get wealth if you can by honor-

able means, and if it do not cost too much. A true

cultivation of the mind is fitted to forward you in your

worldly concerns, and you ought to use it for this end.'

Only, beware, lest this end master you ; lest your mo-

tives sink as your condition improves; lest you fall

victims to the miserable passion of vying with those

around you in show, luxury, and expense. Cherish a

true respect for yourselves. Feel that your nature is

worth more than every thing which is foreign to you.

He who has not caught a glimpse of his own rational

and spiritual being, of something within himself superior

to the world and allied to the divinity, wants the true

spring of that purpose of self-culture, on which I have

insisted as the first of all the means of improvement.

I proceed to another important means of self-culture,

and this is the control of the animal appetites. To
raise the moral and intellectual nature, we must put

down the animal. Sensuality is the abyss in which

rery many souls are plunged and lost. Among the

•nost prosperous classes, what a vast amount of intel-

lectual life is drowned in luxurious excesses I It if

one great curse of wealth, that it is used to pamper the

senses ; and among the poorer classes, though luxury
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is wanting, yet a gross feeding often prevails, under

which the spirit is whelmed. It is a sad sight to walk

through our streets, and to see how many countenances

bear marks of a lethargy and a brutal coarseness, in*

duced by unrestrained indulgence. Whoever would

cultivate the soul, roust restrain the appetites. I am
not an advocate for the doctrine, that animal food was

not meant for man ; but that this is used among us to

excess, that as a people we should gain much in cheer-

fuhiess, activity, and buoyancy of mind, by less gross

and stimulating food, I am strongly incliiieil lo believe.

Above all, let me urge on those, who would bring out

and elevate their higher nature, to abstain from the use

of spirituous liquors. This bad habit b distinguished

from all others by the ravages it makes on the reason,

the intellect ; and this effect b produced to a mournful

extent, even when drunkenness is escaped. Not a few

men, called temperate, and who have thought them-

selves such, have learned, on abstaining from the use

of ardent spirits, that for years their minJs had been

clouded, impaired by moderate drinking, without their

suspecting the injury. Multitudes in this city are bereft

of half their intellectual energy, by a degree of indul-

gence which passes for innocent. Of all the foes of the

working ckss, this is the deadliest. Nothing has done

more to keep down this class, to destroy their self-

respect, to. rob them of their just influence in the com-

irunity, to render profitless the means of improvement

within their reach, than the use of ardent spirits as a

drink. They are called on to withstand this practice,

as they regard their honor, and would take their just

place in society. They are under solemn obligatioof

lo give their sanction to every effort for its suppression.
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They ought to regard as their worst enemies (though

unintentionally such), as the enemies of their rights,

dignity, and influence, the men who desire to flood city

and country with distilled poison. I lately visited a

flourishing village, and on expressing to one of the re-

spected inhabiunts the pleasure I felt in witnessing so

many signs of progress, he replied, that one of the causes

of the prosperity I witnessed, was the disuse of ardent

spirits by the people. And this reformation we may

be assured wrought something higher than outward pros-

perity. In almost every family so improved, we can-

not doubt that the capacities of the parent for intel-

lectual and moral improvement were enlarged, and the

means of education made more effectual to the child.

1 call on working men to take hold of the cause of

temperance as peculiarly their cause. These remarks

are the more needed, in consequence of the efibrts made

far and wide, to annul at the present moment a recent

law for the suppression of the sale of ardent spirits in

such quantities as favor intemperance. I know, that

there are intelligent and good men, who believe, that,

in enacting this law, government transcended its limits,

left its true path, and established a precedent for legis-

lative interference with all our pursuits and pleasures.

No one here looks more jealously on government than

myself. But I maintain, that this is a case which stands

by itself, which can be confounded with no other, and

on which government from its very nature and end is

pecuharly bound to act. Let it never be forgotten, that

the great end of government, its highest function, is,

not to make roads, grant charters, originate improve*

ments, but to prevent or^- repress~^rimes against iudi-

fidual rights and social order. For this end it ordains
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a penal code, erects prisons, and inflicts fearful punisb-

ments. Now if it be true, that a vast proportion of

the crimes, which government is instituted to prevent

and repress, have their origin in the use of ardent spir-

its ; if our poor-houses, work-houses, jails, and peniten-

tiaries, are tenanted m a great degree by those whose

first and chief impube to crime came from the distillery

and dram-shop ; if murder and theft, the most fearful

outrages on property and life, are most firequendy the

issues and consunmiation of intemperance, is not gov-

ernment bound to restrain by legislation the vending of

the stimulus to these terrible social wrongs? Is gov-

ernment never to act as a parent, never to remove tb«

causes or occasions of wrong-doing ? Has it but one

instrument for repressing crime, namely, public, infa-

mous punishment, an evil only inferior to crime ? Is

government a usurper, does it wander beyond its sphere,

by imposing restraints on an article, which does no im-

aginable good, which can plead no benefit conferred on

body or mind, which unfits the citizen for the discharge

of his duty to his country, and which, above all, stirs

up men to the perpetration of most of the crimes, from

which it is the highest and most solemn office of gov-

ernment to protect society ?

I come now to another important measure of self-

culture, and this is, intercourse with superior minds.

I have insisted on our own activity as essential to our

progress; but we were not made to live or advance

alone. Society is as needful to us as au' or food. A
child doomed to utter loneliness, growing up without

fight or sound of human beings, would not put forth

equal power with many brutes i and a man, never brought
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into contact with minds superior to bis own, wil) proba-

bly run one and the same dull round of thought and ac-

tion to the end of life.

It is chiefly through books that we enjoy intercourse

with superior minds, and these invaluable means of

communication are in the reach of all. In the best

books, great men talk to us, give us their roost precious

thoughts, and pour their souls bto ours. God be

thanked for books. They are the voices of the distant

and the dead, and make us heirs of the spiritual life

of past ages. Books are • the true levellers. They

give to all, who will faithfully use them, the society, the

spiritual presence, of the best and greatest of our race.

No matter how poor I am. No matter though the

prosperous of my own time will not enter my obscure

dwelling. If the Sacred Writers will enter and take

up their abode under my roof, if Milton will cross my
threshold to sing to me of Paradise, and Shakspeare

to open to me the worlds of imagination and the work-

ings of the human heart, and Franklin to enrich me
with his practical wisdom, I shall not pine for want of

btellectual companionship, and I may become a cul-

tivated man though excluded from what is called the

best society in the place where I live.

To make this means of culture effectual, a man must

select good books, such as have been written by right-

minded and strong-minded men, real thinkers, who in-

stead of diluting by repetition what others say, have

something to s(iy for themselves, and write to give re-

lief to full, earnest souls ; and these works must not be

skimmed over for amusement, but read with fixed atten-

tion and a reverential love of truth. In selecting books,

Wi may be aided much by those who have studied more
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than ourselves. But, after all, it is best to be detur

mined in this particuhir a good deal by our own tastes.

The best books for a man are not always those which

tlie wise recommend, but oftener those which meet the

peciiliar wants, the natural thirst of his mind, and there-

tore awaken interest and rivet thought. And here it

may be well to observe, not only in regard to books but

in other respects, that self-culture must vary with the

individual. All means do not equally suit us all. A
man must unfold himself freely, and should respect the

peculiar gifu or biases by which nature has distinguish-

ed him from others. Self-culture does not demand the

sacrifice of indtvidualiiy« It does not regularly apply

an established machinery, for the sake of torturing every

man into one rigid shape, called perfection. As the

human countenance, with the same features m us all, is

diversified without end in the race, and u never the

same in any two individuals, so the human soul, with

the same grand powers and kws, expands mto an infi-

nite variety of forms, and would be wofully stinted by

modes of culture requiring all men to learn the same

lesson or to bend to the same rules.

I know how hard it is to some men, especially to

those who spend much time in manual labor, to fix

attention on books. Let them strive to overcome the

difficulty, by choosing subjects of deep interest, or by

reading in company with those whom they love. Noth-

ing can supply the place of books. They are cheering

or sootliing companions in solitude, illness, affliction.

The wealth of both continents would not compensate

for the good they impart. Let every man, if possible,

gather some good books under hb roof, and obtain

access for himself and family to some social library.

Almost any luxury should be sacrificed to thia*
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One of the very interesting features of our timesi

is the roiiltiplication of books, and their distribution

through ail conditions of society. At a small expense,

a man can now possess himself of the most precious

treasures of English literature. Books, once confined

to a few by their costliness, are now accessible to the

multitude ; and in this way a change of habits is going

on in society, highly favorable to the culture of the peo-

ple. Instead of depending on casual rumor and loose

conversation for most of their knowledge and objects of

thought ; instead of forming their judgments in crowds,

and receiving their chief excitement from the voice of

neighbours, men are now learning to study and reflect

alone, to follow out subjects continuously, to determine

for themselves what shall engage their minds, and to

call to their aid the knowledge, original views, and rea-

sonings of men of all countries and ages ; and the re-

sults must be, a deliberateness and independence of

judgment, and a thoroughness and extent of informa-

tion, unknown in former times. The diflfusion of these

silent teachers, books, through the whole community,

is to work greater eflects than artillery, machinery, and

legislation. Its peaceful agency is to supersede stormy

revolutions. The culture, which it b to spread, whilst

an unspeakable good to the individual, is abo to become

the stability of nations.

Another important means of self-culture, is to free

ourselves from, the power of human opinion and exam-

ple, except as far as this is sanctioned by our own de-

liberate judgment. We are all prone to keep the level

of those we live with, to repeat their words, and dress

our minds as well as bodies after their fashion; and
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hence the spiritless tameness of our characters and lives.

Our greatest danger, is not from the grossly wicked

•round us, but from the worldly, unreflecting multitude,

who are borne along as a stream by foreign impulse, and

bear us along with them. £ven the influence of supe*

rior minds may harm us, by bowing us to servile acqui-

escence and damping our spiritual activity. ' The great

use of intercourse with other minds, is to stir up our

own, to whet our appetite for truth, to carry our thoughts

beyond their old tracks. We need connexions with

great thinkers to make us thinkers too* One of the

chief arts of self-culture, is to unite the childlike teach-

ableness, which gratefully welcomes light from every

human being who can give it, with manly resistance of

opinions however current, of influences however gener-

ally revered, which do not approve themselves to our

dehberate judgment. You ought indeed patiently and

conscientiously to strengthen your reason by otlier men's

intelligence, but you must not prostrate it before them.

Especially if there springs up within you any view of

God's word or universe, any sentiment or aspiration

which seems to you of a higher order than what you

meet abroad, give reverent heed to it ; inquire into it

earnestly, solemnly. Do not trust it blindly, for it may
be an illusion ; but it may be the Divinity moving within

you, a new revelation, not supernatural but still most

precious, of truth or duty ; an^ if, after inquiry, it so

a|ipear, then let no clamor, or scorn, or desertion turn

vou from it. Be true to your own highest convictions.

Intimations from our own souls of something more per*

feet dian others teach, if faithfully followed, give us a

consciousness of spiritual force and progress, never ex-

oerienced by the vulgar of high life or low life, who

march, as they are drilled, to the step of tlieir times.
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Some, I know, will wonder, that I should think the

mass of the people capable of such intimationa and

glimpses of truth, as I have just supposed. These are

conunonly thought to be the prerogative of men of ge-

nius, who seem to be bom to give law to the minds of

the multitude. Undoubtedly nature has her nobility,

and sends forth a few to be eminently ^^ lights of the

world." But it is also true that a portion of the saiua

divine-fireJa. given to all; for the many could not re*

ceive with a loving reverence the quickening influences

of the few, were there not essentially the same spiritual

life in both* The minds of the multitude are not masses

of passive matter, created to receive impressions unre-

sistingly from abroad. They are not whoUy shaped by

foreign instruction ; but have a native force, a spring of

thought in themselves. Even the child's mind outruns

its lessons, and overflows in questionings which bring

the wisest to a stand. Even the child starts the great

problems, which philosophy has labored to solve for ages.

But on this subject I cannot now enlarge. Let me only

say, that the power of original thought is particularly

manifested in those who thirst for progress, who are

bent on imfolding their whole nature. A man who wakes

up to tlie consciousness of having been created for pro-

gress and perfection, looks with new eyes on himself and

on the world in which he lives. This great truth stirs

the soul from its depths^ breaks up old associations of

ideas, and establishes new ones, just as a mighty agent

of cheniistr) , brought into contact with natural substan-

ces, dissolves the old affinities which had bound their

particles together, and arranges them anew. This truth

particularly aids us to penetrate the mysteries of human

life. By revealing to us the end of our being, it helps
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OS to comprubftDd more and more the wonderful, the in*

finite system, to which we belong. A man in the corn-

mon walks of life, who has faith in perfection, in the

unfolding of the human spirit, as the great purpose of

God, possesses more the secret of the universe, per-

ceives more the harmonies or mutual adaptations of the

world without and the world within him, b a wiser- inter-

preter of Providence, and reads nobler lessons of duty

in the events which pass before him, than the profound-

est philosopher who wants this grand central truth. Thus
illuminations, inward suggestions, are not confined to t

favored few, but vbit all who devote themselves to «

generous self-culture.

Another means of self-culture may be found by every

man in his Condition or Occupation, be it what it may.

Had I time, I might go through all conditions of life,

from the most conspicuous to the most obscure, and

might show how each furnishes continual aids to im-

provement. But I will take one example, and that is,

of a man living by manual labor. This may bo made
the means of self-culture. For insumce, in almost all

labor, a man exchanges his strength for an equivalent

in the form of wages, purchase-money, or some other

product. In other words, labor is a system of contracts,

bargains, imposing mutual obligations. Now the man,

who, in working, no matter in what way, strives perpet-

ually to fulfil his obligations thoroughly, to do his whole

work faithfully, to be honest not because honesty is the

best policy, but for the sake of justice, and that he may
render to every man his due, such a laborer is continu-

ally building up in himself one of the greatest pnnci|ilei

of morality and reh'gion. Every blow on the anFil^ oo
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tiu) earth, or whatever material he works upoo, contrib-

utes something to the perfection of his naoire.

Nor is tliis all. Labor is a school of benevolence as

well as justice. A man to support himself must serve

others. He must do or produce something for theii

comfort or gratification. This is one of the beautiful

ordinations of Providence, that, to get a living, a man

must be useful. Now this usefulness ought to be an end

in his labor as truly as to earn his living. He ought to

think of the benefit of those he works for, as well as of

his own ; and in so doing, in desiring amidst his sweat

and toil to serve others as well as himself, he is exer*

cising and growing in benevolence, as truly as if he were

distributing bounty with a large hand to the poor. Such

a motive hallows and dignifies the commonest pursuit.

It is strange, that laboring men do not think more of the

vast usefulness of their toils, and take a benevolent pleas-

ure in them on this account. This beautiful city, with

its houses, furniture, markets, public walks, and number-

less accommodations, has grown up under the hands of

artisans and other laborers, and ought they not to take

a disinterested joy in their work ? One would think,

that a carpenter or mason, on passing a house which he

had reared, would say to himself, ^* This work of mine

IS giving comfort and enjoyment every day and hour to

a family, and will continue to be a kindly shelter, a do-

mestic gathering-place, an abode of affection, for a cen.

tury or more after I sleep in the dust ; " and ought not a

generous satisfaction to spring up at the thought ? It is

by thus interweaving goodness with common labors, diat

we give it strength and make it a habit of the soul.

Ae;ain. Labor may be so performed as to be a high

impulse to the mind. Be a man^s vocation wliat it may^
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hit rulo ibould be to do ito duties perfectly, to do the

best be cau, aad tbus to make perpetual process io bia

art. In other words, Perfection should be proposed

;

and thia I urge uot only for its usefulness to society, nor

for the sincere pleasure which a man takes in seeing a

wor^ well done. This is an important means of self-

culture. In this way the idea of Perfection takes root

in the mind, and spreads far beyond the man's trade.

He gets a tendency towards completeness in whatever

he underukes. Slack, slovenly performance in any de*

partment of life is more apt to offend him. His stand-

ard of action rises, and every thing is better done for bia

thoroughness in his common vocation.

There b one circumstance attending all conditions

of life, which may and ought to be turned to the use

of self-culture. Every condition, be it what it may,

has hardships, hazards, pains. We try to escape them

;

we pine for a sheltered lot, for a smooth path, for cheer-

ing friends, and unbroken success. But Providence or-

dains storms, disasters, hostilities, sufferings ; and the

great question, whether we shall Uve to any purpose or

not, whether we shall grow strong in mind and heart, or

be weak and pitiable, depends on nothing so much as on

our use of these adverse circumstances. Outward evils

are designed to school our passions, and to rouse our

facuhies and virtues into intenser action. Sometimes

tliey seem to create new powers. Difficulty is the ele

ment, and resistance the true work of a man. Self-

culture never goes on so fast, as when embarrassed cir-

cumstances, the opposition of men or the elements

unexpected changes of the times, or other (brma of

suffering, instead of disheartening, throw os on our in-

ward resources, turn us for strength to God, clear up to
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m the great purpose of life^ and inspire calm resolution.

No greatness or goodness if worth much* unless tried

in these fires. Hardships are not on this account to be

sought for. They come fast enough of themselves, ana

we are in more danger of sinking under, than of needing

them. But when Ood sends them, they are noble means

of self-culture, and as such, let us meet and bear them

cheerfully. Thus all pans of our conditio! may Im

pressed into the service of self-improvement

I have time to consider but one more means of self-

eulture. We find it in our Free Government, in our

PoUtical relations and duties. It is a great benefit of

free institutions, that they do much to awaken and keep

m action a nation's mind. We are told, that the educa-

tion of the multitude is necessary to the support of a

republic ; but it is equally true, that a republic is a pow-

erful means of educating the multitude. It is the peo-

ple's University. In a free state, solemn responsibilides

are imposed on every citizen ; great subjects are to be

discussed ; great interests to be decided. The individ-

ual is called to determine measures affecting the well-

being of millions and the destinies of posterity. He
must consider not only the internal relations of bis na-

tive land, but its connexion with foreign states, and

judge of a policy which touches the whole civilized

world. He is called by his participation in the nationa

sovereignty, to cherish public spirit, a regard to the gen-

eral weal. A man who purposes to discharge faithfully

these obligations, is carrying on a generous self-culture.

The great public questions, which divide opinion around

bim and provoke earnest discussion, of necessity invig-

Mite bb intellect) and accustom him to look beyond
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bimseif. He grows up to a robusmetSi forcei enkrge-

nent of mind, unknown under despotic rule.

It may be said tbat I am describing what free insti*

tutions ought to do for the character of the iodividualy

not their actual effects ; and the objection, I must own,

is too true. Our institutions do not cultivate us, as

they might and should ; and the chief cause of the faiV*

ure is plain. It is the strength of party-spirit ; and so

blighting is its influence, so fatal to self-culture, that 1

feel myself bound to warn every man against it, who
has any desire of improvement. I do not tell you it

will destroy your country. It wages a worse war against

yourselves. Truth, justice, candor, fair dealing, sound

judgment, self-control, and kind affections, are its natu-

ral and perpetual prey.

I do not say, that you must take no side m politics.

The parties which prevail around you differ in charac-

ter, principles, and spirit, though far less than the ex-

aggeration of passion affirms ; and, as far as conscience

allows, a man should support that which he thinks best.

In one respect, however, all parties agree. They all

foster that pestilent spirit, which I now condemn. In

all of them, party-spirit rages. Associate men togeth-

er for a common cause, be it good or bad, and array

against them a body resolutely pledged to an opposite

interest, and a new passion, quite distinct from the ori>

ginal sentiment which brought them together, a fierce)

fiery zeal, consisting chiefly of aversion to those who
differ from them, is roused within them into fearful ac-

tivity. Human nature seems incapable of a stronger,

more unrelenting passion. It b hard enough for an

individual, when contending all alone for an interest or

•n opinion, to keep down his pride, wilfulness, iovo of
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victory, an^er, and other personal fpelings. But ]ei

him join a niulutude in the same warfare, and, without

singular self-control, he receives into his single breast,

the vehemence, obstinacy, and vindictiveness of all.

The triumph of his party becomes immeasurably dearer

to him than the principle, true or false, which was the

original ground of division. The conflict becomes a

struggle, not for principle, but for power, for victory

;

and the desperaieness, the wickedness of such struggles,

is the great burden of history. In truth, it matters little

what men divide about, whether it be a foot of land or

precedence in a procession. Let them but begin to

6ght for it, and self-will, ill-will, the rage for victory, the

dread of mortification and defeat, make the trifle as

weighty as a matter of life and death. The Greek or

Eastern empire was shaken to its foundation by parties,

which difliered only about the merits of charioteers at

the amphitheatre. Party spirit is singularly hostile to

moral independence. A man, in proportion as he drinks

into it, sees, hears, judges by the senses and under-

standings of his party. He surrenders the freedom of a

man, the right of using and speaking his own mind, and

echoes the applauses or maledictions, with which the

loaders or passionate partisans see fit that the country

should ring. On all points, parties are to be distrusted ;

but on no one so much as on the character of oppo-

nents. These, if you may trust what you hear, are

always men without principle and truth, devoured by

selfishness, and thirsting for their own elevation, though

on their country's ruin. When I was young, 1 was ac-

customed to hear pronounced with abhorrence, almost

with execration, the names of men, who are now Imiled

by their former foes as the cliampions of grand priiici-
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pies, and as worthy of the highest puhlic trusts. This

lesson of early experience, which later years have cot*

roborated, will never be forgotten.

Of our present political divisions I have of course

nothing to say. But among the current topics of party^

there are certain accusations and recriminations, ground-

ed on differences of social condition, which seem to me
BO unfriendly to the improvement of individuals and the

community, that I ask the privilege of giving them a

moment's notice. On one side we are told, that the

rich are disposed to trample on the poor ; and on the

other, that the poor look with evil eye and hostile purr

pose on the possessions of the rich. These outcriea

seem to me alike devoid of truth and alike demoralizing.

As for the rich, who constitute but a handful of our

population, who possess not one peculiar privilege, and,

what is more, who possess comparatively httle of the

property of the country, it is wonderful, that they should

be objects of alarm. The vast and ever-growing prop-

erty of this country, where is it ? Locked up in a few

hands ? hoarded in a few strong boxes ? It is diffused

like the atmosphere, and almost as variable, changing

hands with the seasons, shifting from rich to poor, not

by the violence but by the industry and skill of the lat-

ter class. The wealth of the rich is as a drop in the

ocean ; and it is a well-known fact, that those men among

us, vvlio are noted for their opulence, exert hardly any

political power on the community. That the rich do

their whole duty ; that they adopt, as they should, the

great object of the social state, which is the elevation

of the people in intelligence, character, and condition,

cannot be pretended ; but that they feel for tbe p^iysical

sufferings of their brethren, that they stretch nut bbeiai
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hands for the succour of the poor, and for the support

of useful public institutions, cannot be denied. Among

them are admirable specimens of humanity. There b
no warrant (or holding them up to suspicion as the peo-

ple's foes.

Nor do I regard as less calumnious the outcry agabst

the working classes, as if they were aiming at the sub-

Forsion of property. When we think of the general

condition and character of this part of our popuktion,

when we recollect, that they were bom and have lived

amidst schools and churches, that they have been brought

up to profitable industry, that they enjoy many of the

accommodations of life, that most of them hold a meas-

ure of property and are hoping for more, that they pos-

sess unprecedented means of bettering their lot, that

they are bound to comfortable homes by strong domes-

tic affections, that they are able to give their children an

education which places within their reach the prizes of

the social state, that they are trained to the habits, and

familiarized to the advantages of a high civilization

;

when we recollect these things, can we imagine that

they are so insanely blind to their interests, so deaf to

the claims ofjustice and religion, so profligately thought-

less of the peace and safety of their families, as to be

prepared to make a wreck of social order, for the sake

of dividing among themselves the spoils of the rich,

which would not support the community for a month ?

Undoubtedly there is insecurity in all suges of society,

and so there must be, until communities shall be regen-

erated by a higher culture, reaching and quickening all

classes of the people ; but there is not, I believe, a

spot on earth, where property is safer than here, be-

ctuse, nowhere «be is it so equally and righteously dif'
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ftised. In aristocracies, where wealth exists in enoruious

masses, which have been entailed for ages by a partial

legislation on a favored few, and where the multitude*

after the sleep of ages, are waking up to intelligence,

to self-respect, and to a knowledge of their rights, prop-

erty is exposed to shocks which are not to be dreaded

among ourselves. Here indeed as elsewhere, among

the less prosperous members of the community, there

are disappointed, desperate men, ripe for tumult and

civil strife; but it is also true, that the most striking

and honorable distinction of this country is to be found

in the intelligence, character, and condition of the great

working class. To me it seems, that the great danger

to property here is not from the laborer, but from those

who are making haste to be rich. For example, m this

commonwealth, no act has been thought by the alarmists

or the conservatives so subversive of the rights of prop*

erty, as a recent kw, authorizing a company to coa-

ttnict a free bridge, in the immediate neighbourhood of

another, which had been chartered by a former legisla-

ture, and which had been erected m the expectation of

an exclusive right. And with whom did this alleged

assault on property originate ? With levellers } with

needy laborers ? with men bent on the prostration of the

rich ? No ; but with men of business, who are anxious

to push a more lucrative trade. Again, what occur-

rence among us has been so suited to destroy confi-

dence, and to stir up the people against the moneyed

class, as the late criminal mismanagement of some of

our banking institutions ? And whence came this ? from

the rich, or the poor ? From the agrarian, or the man

of business ? Who, let me ask, carry on the work of

spoliation most extensively in society ? Is not more
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property wrested from its owoen by rash or dishonest

failures, than by professed highwaymen and thieves i

Have not a few unprincipled speculators sometimes in-

flicted wider wrongs and sufferings, than all the tenants

of a state prison ? Thus property is in more danger

from those who are aspiring after wealth, than from

those who live by the sweat of their brow. I do not

believe, however, that the institution is in serious danger

from either. All the advances of society in industry,

useful arts, commerce, knowledge, jurisprudence, fra

temkl union, and practical Christianity, are so many

hedges around honestly acquired wealth, so many bar>

riers against revolutionary violence and rapacity. Let

us not torture ourselves with idle alarms, and still more,

let us not inflame ourselves against one auotlier by mu-

tual calumnies. Let not class array itself against class,

where all have a common interest. One way of pro-

voking men to crime, is to suspect tliem of criminal

designs. We do not secure our property against the

poor, by accusing them of schemes of universal rob*

bery ; nor render the rich better friends of the com-

munity, by flxing on them the brand of hostility to the

people. Of all parties, those founded on different social

conditions are the most pernicious ; and in no country

on earth are they so groundless as in our own.

Among the best people, especially among the more

religious, there are some, who, through disgust with the

violence and frauds of parties, withdraw theniseives from

all political action. Such, 1 conceive, do wrong. God
has placed them in the relations, and imposed on them

the duties of citizens ; and they are no more tuthorized

to shrink from these duties than from those of sons,

husbands, or fathers. They owe a great debt to their
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country, and must discharge it by ^ving support to what

tbey deem the best men and the best measures. Nor

let them say, that they can do nothing. £?ery good

aian, if faithful to his convictions, benefits hb country.

All parties are kept in check by the spirit of the better

portion of people whom they contain. Leaders are al-

ways compelled to ask what their party will bear, and to

modify their measures, so as not to shock the men of

principle within their ranks. A good man, not tamely

subservient to tlie body with which he acts, but judging it

impartially, criticizing it freely, bearing testimony against

its evils, and withholding his support from wrong, does

good to those around him, and b cultivatbg generously

his own mind.

I respectfully counsel those whom I address, to take

part in the politics of their country. These are the

true discipline of a people, and do much for their edu-

cation. I counsel you to labor for a clear understand-

ing of the subjects which agitate the conununitv, o

make them your study, instead of wasting your leisure

in vague, passionate talk about them. The time thrown

away by the mass of the people on the rumors of the

day, might, if better spent, give them a good acquaint-

ance with the constitution, laws, history, and interests

of their country, and thus establish them in those great

principles by which particular measures are to be de-

termined. In proportion as the people thus improve

themselves, they will cease to be the toob of designing

politicians. Their intelligence, not their passions and

jealousies, will be addressed by those who seek their

votes. They will exert, not a nominal, but a real in-

fluence on the government and the destinies of the coun-

try, and at the same time will forward their own growth

b truth and virtue.
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I ought not to quit this subject of politics, considered

s a means of self-culture, without speaking of news,

papers ; because tliese form the chief reading of the

bulk of the people. They are ihe literature of multi-

tudes. Unhappily, their importance is not understood
;

their bearing on the intellectual and moral cultivation

of the conununity little thought of. A newspaper ouglit

to be conducted by one of our most gifted men, and its

income should be such as to enable him to secure the

contributions of men as gifted as himself. But we must

take newspapers as they are ; and a man, aniious for

self*culture, may turn them to account, if he will select

the best within his reach. He should exclude from his

bouse such as are venomous or scurrilous, as he would

a pestilence. He s^XMild be swayed in his choice, not

merely by the ability with which a paper is conducted,

but still more by its spirit, by its justice, fairness, and

steady adherence to great principles. Especially, if he

would know the truth, let him hear both sides. Let

him read the defence as well as the attack. Let him

not give his ear to one party exclusively. We con*

denm ourselves, when we listen to reproaches thrown

on an individual and turn away from his exculpation

;

and is it just to read continual, unsparing invective

against large masses of men, and refuse tbem the oppor-

tunity of justifying themselves ?

A new class of daily papers has sprung up in our

country, sometimes called cent papers, and designed

for circulation among those who cannot afford costlier

publications. My interest in the working class induced

me some time ago to take one of these, and I was grati-

fied to find it not wanting in useful matter. Two thingi

however gave me pain. The advertising columns were
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devotuJ verjr much to patent medicines; and when f

considered that a laboring roan's whole fortune is his

health, I could not but lament, that so much was done

to seduce him to the use of articles, more fitted, I fear,

to undermine than to restore his constitution. I was

also shocked by accounts of trials in the police courts

These were written in a style adapted to the most un*

cultivated minds, and intended to turn into matters of

sport the most painful and humiliating events of life.

Were the newspapers of the rich to attempt to extract

amusement from the vices and miseries of the poor,

a cry would be raised against them, and very justly.

But is it not something worse, that the poorer classes

themselves should seek occasions of laughter and mer-

riment in the degradation, the crimes, the woes, the

punishments of their brethren, of those who are doomed

to bear like themselves the heaviest turdens of life,

and who have sunk under the temptations of poverty ?

Better go to the hospital, and laugh over the wounds

and writhings of the sick or the ravings of the insane,

than amuse ourselves with brutal excesses and infernal

passions, which not only expose the criminal to the

crushing penalties of human laws, but incur the dis-

pleasure of Heaven, and, if not repented of, will be

followed by the fearful retribution of the life to come.

One important topic remains. That great means of

self-improvement, Christianity, is yet untouched, and

its greatness forbids me now to approach it. I will

only say, that if you study Christianity in its original

records, and not in human creeds; if you consider its

clear revelations of God, its life-giving promises of par

don and spiritual strength, its correspondence to mans
reason, conscience, and best aflectic»ns, and its adapta-
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tion to his wants, sorrows, anxieties, and fears ; if you

consider the strength of its proofs, the purity of its pre-

cepts, the divine greatness of the character of its author,

and the inunortality which it opens before us, you will

feel yourselves bound to welcome it joyfully, gratefully,

as affording aids and incitements to self-culture, which

would vainly be sought in all other means.

I have thus presented a few of the means of self-

culture. The topics, now discussed, will I hope sug-

gest others to those who have honored me with their

attention, and create an interest which will extend

beyond the present hour. I owe it however to truth

to make one remark. I wish to raise no unreasonable

hopes. I must say, then, that the means now recom-

mended to you, though they will richly reward every

man of every age who will faithfully use them, will yet

not produce their full and happiest effect, except in

cases where early education has prepared the mind for

future improvement. They, whose childhood has been

neglected, though they may make progress b future

life, can hardly repair the loss of their first years

;

and I say this, that we may all be excited to save our

children from this loss, that we may prepare them, to

the extent of our power, for an effectual use of all the

means of self-culture, which adult age may bring with it.

With these views, I ask you to look with favor on the

recent exertions of our legislature and of private citizens,

m behalf of our public schools, the chief hope of our

country. The legislature has of late appointed a beard

of education, with a secretary, who is to devote his

whole time to the improvement of public schools. An
individual more fitted to this responsible office, thai
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ibe gentleman who now filb it,* cannot, I believe, h%

found m our community ; and if his labors shall bo

crowned with success, he will earn a title to the grati«

tude of the good people of this State, unsurpassed by

that of any other living citizen. Let me also recall ta

your minds a munificent individual, f who, by a generous

donation, has encouraged the legislature to resolve on

the establishment of one or more institutions called

Normal Schools, the object of which is, to prepare ac-

complished teachers of youth, a work, on which the

progress of education depends more than on any other

measure. The efficient friends of education are the

true benefactors of their country, and their names

deserve to be handed down to that posterity, for whoso

highest wants they are generously providing.

There is another mode of advancing education m our

wholes country, to which 1 ask your particular attention.

You are aware of the vast extent and value of the pub«

lie lands of the Union. By annual sales of these, Uurgo

amounts of money are brought into the national treasury,

which are applied to the current expenses of the 6ov«

ernment. For this application there is no need. In

truth, the country has received detriment from the ex-

cess of its revenues. Now, I ask, why sliall not the

public lands be consecrated (in wljole or in |»art, as the

case may require) to tlie education of the peopie ?

This measure would secure at once what tlie country

most needs, that is, able, accomplished, rpnckening

teachers of the whole rising generation. Tiie present

poor remuneration of instructors is a dark omen, and the

only real obstacle which the cause of education has to

• Hone* Mun, Gw|. t Gdmuod DwiKtit. Kiq.
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eontoDd with. Wc need for our tchoob gifted men and

women, worthy, by their intelligence and their morai

power, to be intrusted with a nation's youth ; and, to gain

these, we must pay them liberally, as well as afford other

proofs of the consideration in which we hold them. In

the present state of the country, when so many paths of

w«ialth and promotion are opened, superior men cannot

be won to an office so responsible and laborious as that

of teaching, without stronger inducements than are now

offered, except in some of our large cities. The office

of instructor ought to rank and be recompensed as one

of the most honorable m society ; and I see not how

this is to be done, at least in our day, without appropri-

ating to it the public domain. This is the people's

property, and th^ only part of their property which is

likely to be soon devoted to the support of a high order

of institutions for public education. This object, inter-

esting to all classes of society, has peculiar ckiims on

those whose means of improvement are restricted by

narrow circumstances. The mass of the people should

devote themselves to it as one man, should toil for it

with one soul. Mechanics, Farmers, Laborers ! let the

country echo with your united cry, ** The Public Lands

for Education." Send to the public councib men who

will plead this cause with power. No party triumphs,

no trades-unions, no associations, can so contribute to

elevate you as the measure now proposed. Nothing

but a higher education can raise you in influence and true

dignity. The. resources of the public domain, wisely

applied • for successive generations to the culture of

society and of the individual, would create a new peo-

ple, would awaken through this community intellectual

and moral energies, such as the records of no countrjp
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display, and as would coininaod the respect and emula-

tion of the civilized world. In this grand object, the

working men of all parties, and in all divisions of the

land, should join with an enthusiasm not to be with-

stood. They should separate it from all luu'row and

local strifes. They should not suffer it to be mixed up

with the schemes of politicians. In it, they and their

children have an infinite stake. May they be true to

themselves, to posterity, to their country, to freedom, to

the cause of mankind.

III. I am aware, that the whole doctrine of this dif

course will meet with opposition. There are not a few

who will say to me, *' What you tell us sounds well

;

but it is impracticable. Men, who dream in their closets,

spin beautiful theories ; but actual life scatters them, as

the wind snaps the cobweb. You would have all men
to be cultivated ; but necessity wills ihat most men shall

work ; and which of the two is likely to prevail ? A
weak sentimentality may shrink from the truth ; still it is

true, that most men were made, not lor self-culture, but

for toil.*'

I have put the objection into strong language, that

we may all look it fairly in the (ace. For one I deny

its validity. Reason, as well as sentiment, rises up

against it. The presumption is certainly very strong,

that the All-wbc Father, who has given to every human

being reason and conscience and affection, intended

that these should be unfolded ; and it is hard to believe,

ihat He, who, by conferring this nature on all men, has

made all his children, has destined the great majority to

wear out a life of drudgery and unimproving toil^ for

the benefit of a few. God cannot have made spiritual
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bebgs to be dwarfed. In the body we see no organs

created to shrivel by disuse ; much less are the powers

of the soul given to be locked up in perpetual lediargy.

Perhaps it will be replied, that the purpose of the

Creator is to be gathered, not from theory, but frcm

facts ; and that it is a plain (act, that the order and pros-

perity of society, which God must be supposed to

intend, require from the multitude the action x>f their

hands, and not the improvement of their minds. I re-

ply, that a social order, demanding the sacrifice of the

mind, b very suspicious, that it cannot indeed be sanc-

tioned by the Creator. Were I, on visiting a strange

country, to see the vast majority of the people maimed,

crippled, and bereft of sight, and were I told that social

order required this mutilation, I should say. Perish this

order. Who would not think his understanding as well

as best feelings insulted, by hearing this spoken of as the

intention of God ? Nor ought we to look with less

aversion on a social system, which can only be upheld

by crippling and blinding the Minds of the people.

fiut to come nearer to the point. Are labor and self-

culture irreconcilable to each other ? In the first

place, we have seen that a man, in the midst of labor,

may and ought to give himself to the most important

improvements, that he may cultivate his sense ofjustice,

his benevolence, and the desire of perfection. Toil is

the school for these high principles ; and we have here

a strong presumption, that, in other respects, it does not

oecessarUy blight the soul.fONext we have seen, that

the most fruitful sources of truth and wisdom are not

books, precious as they are, but experience and obser-

vation ; and these belong to all conditions. It is another

important consideration, that almost all labor deroandi
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intellectual activity, and b best carried on by those who
inFigorate their minds ; so that the two bterests, toil and

self-culture, are friends to each other. It b Mind, after

aU, which does the work of the world, so that the more

there b of mind, the more work will be accomplished.

A man, in proportion as he is intelligent, makes a given

force accomplish a greater task, makes skill take the

place of muscles, and, with less labor, gives a better

product. Make men mtelligent, and they become in-

ventive. They find shorter processes. Their knowl-

edge of nature helps them to turn its hiws to ac«

count, to miderstand the substances on which they

work, and to seize on useful hints, which experience

continually (umbhes. It is among workmen, that soma

of the most useful machines have been contrived.

Spread education, and, as the hbtory of thb country

shows, there will be no bounds to useful inventions.

You think, that a man without culture will do all the

better what you call the drudgery of life. Go then to

the Southern plantation. There the slave is brought up

to be a mere drudge. He b robbed of the rights of a

man, his whole spiritual nature b starved, that he may

work, and do nothing but work ; and m that slovenly

agriculture, in that worn-out soil, in the rude state of the

mechanic arts, you may find a comment on your doc-

trine, that, by degrading men, you make them mora

productive laborers.

But it b said, that any considerable education lifts

men above their work, makes them look with disgust am

their trades as mean and low, makes drudgery intolera-

ble. I reply, that a man becomes interested in labor,

just in proportion as the mind works with the hands.

Ad enlightened (armer, who understands agricultural
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ehembtry, the awi of vegetation) the itmcture of pknts,

the properties of manures, the influences of climate,

who looks mteHigentljT on his work, and brings hb knowl-

edge to bear on exigencies, is a much more cheerful, as

well as noore dignified laborer, than the peasant, whose

mind b akin to the clod on which he treads, and whose

whole life b the same dull, unthinking, unimproving toil.

But this b not all. Why is it, I ask, that we call manual

labor low, that we associate with it the idea of meanness,

and think that an intelligent people must scorn it ? The
great reason b, that, in most countries, so few intelligent

people have been engaged in it. Once let culdvated

men plough, and dig, and follow the commonest labors,

and ploughing, digging, and trades, will cease to be

mean. It b the man who determines the dignity of the

occupation, not the occupation which measures the dig-

nity of the man. Physicians and surgeons perform

operations less cleanly than fall to the lot of most me*

chanics. I have seen a dbtinguished chemist covered

with dust like a bborer. Still these men were not de*

graded. Their intelligence gave dignity to their work,

and so our laborers, once educated, will give dignity to

their toils.— Let me add, thai I see little difference in

point of dignity, between the various vocations of men.

When I see a clerk, spending his days in adding figures,

perhaps merely copying, or a teller of a bank counting

money, or a merchant selling shoes and hides, I cannot

see in these occupations greater respectableness than b
roakmg leather, shoes, or furniture. I do not see in

them greater intellectual activity than in several trades.

k man in the fields seems to have more chances of im-

fNTDvement in hb work, than a man behind the counter,

or a man driving the quill. It b the sign of a narrow
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Bund, to imagine, as many seem to do, that there if a
repugnance between the plain, coarse exterior of a la

borer, and n«enta] culture, especially the more refining

culture. The laborer, under his dust and sweat, carriec

tlie grand elements of humanity, and he may put forth

its highest powers. I doubt not, there is as genuine

enthusiasm m the contemplation of nature, and in the

perusal of works of genius, under a homespun garb aa

under finery. We have heard of a distingubhed author,

who never wrote so well, as when he was full dressed

for company. But profound thought, and poetical in-

spiration, have most generally visited men, when, from

narrow circumstances or negligent habits, the rent coal

and shaggy (ace have made them quite unfit for polished

saloons. A man may see truth, and may be thrilled

with beauty, in one costume or dwelling as well as an-

other ; and he should respect himself the more, for the

hardships under which his intellectual force hu been

developed.

But it will be asked, how can the kboring classes

find time for self-culture ? I answer, as I have already

intimated, that an earnest purpose finds time or makes

time. It seizes on spare moments, and turns larger

fragments of leisure to golden account. A man, whu
follows his calling with industry and spirit, and uses his

earnings economically, will always have some portion of

the day at command ; and it is astonishing, how (iruitfu)

of improvement a short season becomes, when eagerly

seized and (iiitbfully used. It has often been observed,

that they, who have most time at their disposal, profit by

it least. . A single hour in the day, steadily given to the

study of an interesting subject, brings unexpected acci»-

nuktioDs of knowledge. The improvemenu made by
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well-disposed pupils, b many of our . couotry schoolsi

which are open but three months in the year, and in our

8unday-schools, which are kept but one or two hours in

the week, show what can be brought to pass by slender

means. The affections, it is said, sometimes crowd

years into moments, and the mtellect has something

of the same power. Volumes have not only been read,

but written, m flying journeys. I have known a man of

vigorous intellect, who had enjoyed few advantages of

early education, and whose mind was ahnost engrossed

by the details of an extensive business, but who composed

a book of much original thought, in steam-boats and oo

horseback, while visiting distant customers. The suc-

cession of the seasons gives to many of the working

class opportunities for intellectual improvement. The
winter brings leisure to the husbandman, and winter even-

ings to many laborers in the city. Above all, in Chris-

tian countries, the seventh day is released from toil.

The seventh part of the year, no small portion of exist*

ence, may be given by almost every one to intellectual

and moral cuhure. Why is it that Sunday is not made

a« more effectual means of improvement ? Undoubtedly

the seventh day is to have a religious character ; but re-

ligion connects itself with all the great subjects of humac

thought, and leads to and aids the study of all. God b
in nature. God is in history. Insuruction in the works

of the Creator, so as to reveal his perfection in their

harmony, beneficence, and grandeur ; instruction in the

histories of the church and the world, so as to show in

all events his moral government, and to bring out the

gi:eat moral lessons in which human life abounds ; in-

struction in the lives of philanthropists, of saints, of men

eminent for piety and virtue ; all theae branches of teach-
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ifig enter iiito religion, and are appropriate to Sunday

;

and, through these, a vast amount of knowledge may be

given to the people. Sunday ought not to remain thf»

dull and fruitless season that it now b to multitudes. It

may be clothed with a new interest and a new sanctity.

It may give a new impulse to the nation's soul.— I have

thus shown, that time may be found for improvement

;

and the fact is, that, among our most improved people,

a considerable part consists of persons, who pass the

greatest portion of every day at the desk, in the counting-

room, or in some other sphere, chained to tasks which

have very little tendency to expand the mind. In the

progress of society, with the increase of machinery, and

with other aids which intelligence and phiUnthropy wiB

multiply, we may expect that more and more time wiU

be redeemed from manual labor, for intellectual and

social occupations.

But some will say, *^ Be it granted that the working

classes may find some leisure ; should they not be al-

lowed to spend it in relaxation ? Is it not cruel, to

iuminon them from toils of the hand to toils of the

mind ? They have earned pleasure by the day's toil,

and ought to partake it." Yes, let them have pleasure.

Far be it from me to dry up the fountains, to blight the

spots of verdure, where they refresh themselves after

life's labors. But I maintain, that self-culture multiplies

and increases their pleasures, that it creates new capaci*

ties of enjoyment, that it saves their leisure from being,-

what it too often is, dull and wearisome, that it saves

them from rushing for excitement to indulgences de^

Btructive to body and soul. It is one of the great bene-

fits of self-improvement, that it raises a people above

the gratifications of the bnjte, and gives them pleasures
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worthy of men. Id consequence of the present intel*

leciuaJ culture of our country, imperfect as it is, a vast

amount of enjoyment is communicated to men, womeni

and children, of all conditions, by books, an enjoymeni

unknown to ruder times. At this moment, a number

of gifted writers are employed in multiplying entertain-

ing works. Walter Scott, a name conspicuous among

the brightest of his day, poured out his inexhaustible

aund b fictions, at once so sportive and thrilling, that

ibey have taken their place among the delights of all civi*

liaed nations. How many millions have been chained to

Us pages ! How many melancholy spirits has he steeped

in forgtfubess of their cares and sorrows ! What mul*

titudes, wearied by their day's work, have owed some

bright evening hours and balmier sleep to his magical

creations ! And not only do fictions give pleasure. In

proportion as the mind is cultivated, it takes delight io

history and biography, in descriptions of nature, in trav-

ab, in poetry, and even graver works. Is the Uborer

then defrauded of pleasure by improvement ? There

if another class of gratifications to which self-culture

introduces the mass of the people. I refer toJ9ctui:e8^

discussions, meetings of associations for benevolent and

literary purposes, and to other like methods of passing

the evening, which every year is multiplying among us.

A popular address from an enlightened man, who has

the tact to reach the minds of the people, is a high

gratification, as well as a source of knowledge. The
|>rofound silence in our public haUs, where these lectures

are delivered to crowds, shows that cultivation is no foo

to enjoyment.— I have a strong hope, that by the pro*

gress of intelligence, taste, and morab among all (>or-

Mons of society, a class of public amusements will grow
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up among u8, boariog some resemblance to the theatre,

but purified from the gross evik which degrade our

present stage, and which, I trust, will seal iu ruin.

Dramatic performances and recitations are means of

bringing the mass of the people into a quicker sympathy

with a writer of genius, to a profounder comprehension

of his grand, beautiful, touching conceptions, than can

be effected by the reading of the closet. No commen*

tary throws such a light on a great poem or any im«

passioned work, of literature, as the voice of a reader

or speaker, whc brings to the task a deep feeling of his

author and rich and various powers of expression. A
crowd, electrified by a sublime thought, or softened into

a humanizing sorrow, under such a voice, partake a

pleasure at once exquisite and refined ; and 1 cannot but

believe, that this and other amusements, at which the

delicacy of woman and the purity of the Christian caa

take no offence, are to grow up under a higher social

culture.— Let me only add, that, in proportion as cul-

ture spreads among a people, the cheapest and conv-

mouest of all pleasures, conversation, increases ia da*

light. This, after all, is the great amusement of life,

cheering us round our hearths, often cheering our work,

stirring our hearts gently, acting on us like the balmy

air or the bright light of heaven, so silently and con*

tinually, that we hardly think of its influence This

source of happiness is too often lost to men of all classes,

for want of knowledge, mental activity, and refinement

of feeling ; and do we defraud the laborer of his pleas?

ure, by recommending to him improvements which will

place the daily, hourly, blessings of conversation withm

his reach ?

I have thus considered some of the common obioo*
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lions which start up when the cuhure of the mass of

men is insisted on, as the great end of society. For

myself, these objections seem worthy little notice. The

doctrine is too shocking to need refutation, that the

great noajority of human beings, endowed as they are

with rational and immortal powers, are placed on earth,

simply to toil for their own animal subsirtence, and to

minister to the luxury and elevation of the few. It is

monstrous, it approaches impiety, to suppose that God
has placed insuperable barriers to the expansion of the

free, illimitable soul. True, there are obstructions in

the way of improvement. But in this country, ihe

chief obstructions lie, not in our lot, but in ourselves,

not in outward hardships, but in our worldly and sensual

propensities ; and one proof of this is, that a true self-

culture is as little thought of on exchange as m the

workshop, as little among the prosperous as among those

of narrower conditions. The path to perfection b diffi-

cult to men in every lot ; there is no royal road for rich

or poor. But difficulties are meant to rouse, not dis-

courage. The human spirit is to grow strong by con-

flict. And how much has it ahready overcome ! Un^

der what burdens of oppression has it made its way for

ages ! What mountains of difficulty has it cleared t

And with all this experience, shall we say, that the

progress of the mass of men is to be despaired of, that

the chains of bodily necessity are too strong and pon-

derous to be broken by the mind, that servile, uniro*

proving drudgery is the unalterable condition of tha

multitude of the human race ?

1 conclude with recalling to you the happiest feature

of our age, and that is, the progress of the mass of the

people in iiitelli^ence, self-respect, and all the comforts
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of life. What t contrast does the present form with

past times ! Not many ages ago, the nation was the

property of one man, and all its interests were staked

in perpetual games of war, for no end but to build up

his family, or to bring new territories under bis yoke*

Society was divided into two chuwes, the high-bom and

the vulgar, separated from one another by a great gulf,

as impassable as that between the saved and the lost.

The people had no significance as individuab, but

formed a mass, a machine, to be wielded at pleasura

by their lords. In war, which was the great sport of <

the times, those brave knights, of whose prowess wo
hear, cased themselves and their bones b armour, so

as to be almost invuhierable, whibt the common people

on foot were left, without protection, to be hewn in

pieces or trampled down by their betten. Who, that

compares the condition of Europe a few yean ago, with

the present state of the world, but must bless God for

the change. The grand distinction of modern times is,

the emerging of the people from brutal degradation, the

gradual recognition of their rights, the gradual diffusion

among them of the means of improvement and happi«

ness, the creation of a new power in the state, the

power of the people. And it is worthy remark, that

this revolution is due in a great degree to religion,

which, in the hands of the crafty and aspiring, had

bowed the multitude to the dust, but which, in the ful«

ness of time, began to fulfil its mission of freedom. It

was religion, which by teaching men their near rela*

tion to God, awakened in them the conscioiuiness of

their importance as individuab. It wu the struggle

for religiouf rights^ which opened men's eyes to all

their righu. *t was resbtance to religious usurpation,
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which led men to withstand political oppression. It

was religious discussion, which roused the minds of all

classes to free and vigorous thought. It was religion,

which armed the martyr and patriot in England against

arbitrary power, which braced the spiriu of our fathers

against the perils of the ocean and wilderness, and sent

ihem to found here the freest and moat equal state on

earth.

Let m thank Ood for what has been gainea. But

let us not think every thing gained. Let the people

feel that they have only started in the race. How much

lemaint to be done f What a vast amount of igno-

rance, intemperance, coarseness, sensuality, may still

be found in our community I What a vast amount of

mind is pabied and lost I When we think, that eveiy

bouse might be cheered by mtelligence, disinterested-

ness, and re6nement, and then remember, in how many

bouses the higher powers and affections of human na«

ture are buried as m tombs, what a darkness gathers

over society t And how few of us are moved by this

moral desoktion ? How few understand, that to raise

the depressed, by a wise culture, to the dignity of meui

is the highest end of the social state ? Shame on uf,

that the worth of a fellow-creature is so little felt.

I would, that I could speak with an awakening voice

to the people, of their wants, their privileges, their re-

sponsibilities. I would say to them. You cannot, with-

out guilt and disgrace, stop where you are. The past

%nd the present call on you to advance. Let what you

have gained be an impulse to something higher. Your

nature is too great to be crushed. You were not cre-

%ted what you are, merely to toil, eat, drink, and sleep,

likt the inferior animals. If vou will, you can riaa.
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No power in society, no hardship in your condiUon c^n

depress you, keep you down, in knowledge, power,

virtue, influence, but by your own consent. Do not be

lulled to sleep by the flatteries which you bear, as if

your participation in the national sovereignty made you

equal to the noblest of your race. You have nuuiy

and great deflciencies to be remedied ; and the remedy

lies, not in the ballot-box, not in the exercise of your

political powers, but in the faithful education of your*

selves and your children. These truths you have often

heard and slept over. Awake ! Resolve earnestly oo

Self-culture. Make yourselves worthy of your free

institutions, and strengthen and perpetuate them by your

intellii(ence and your virtues.

BND OP VOL. II.
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